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INTRODUCTION: HOW TO LEARN AMHARIC 

First Principles The only way to master a language is by constant intercourse with those who speak that 
language. This is how a child assimilates his own mother tongue. ·It is the natural 

method; and although school-work and study have their place, they are no substitute for it. The only way 
therefore that you will ever learn Amharic is by living in close contact with Ethiopians. 

It is well to remember, however, that in the matter of learning a language, as in other respects, an adult 
and a young child are not exactly the same. The adult, indeed, is at a serious disadvantage. Not only is it 
well nigh impossible for him to live with the people of a foreign country 1n that same close and intimate 
relationship which, as a child, he enjoyed with his own people; but, also, his mind is no longer virgin soil; 
he has, in particular, acquired a strong subconscious bias in favour of the sounds and constructions of his 
own language, which makes it very difficult for him to assimilate with accuracy thosp of any other. As a 
child the assimilation of his mother tongue went on concurrently with the. development of his mind. It was 
therefore a very gradual process,. but in the long run extremely thorough and accurate. Now, as an adult, 
when he tries to learn a foreign language, his mind, being already developed, may enable him to attainmore 
quickly to speech, but this speech will not only tend to be very limited in scope but will also be liable to grave 
inaccuracy, which once he has accustomed himself to, he may never after be able to throw off. The advan-
tage then weighs heavily on the side of the child. · 

But the adult (at least the educated adult) possesses one compensatory faculty, and thisbe must not fail 
to call to his aid. It is his ability to reason-- to think things out. If he tries. to learn a foreign language 
simply by "picking it up by ear", as he did his mother tongue, the results are likely to be of a very po(>r 
quality. His ear is no longer capable of doing the work without some support from his reason. Certainly 
it is still only through his ear -- by hearing the national speak -- that he can really absorb and assimilate 
the language into his innermost being, yet unless at the same time he uses his reason to systematise what 
he hears, his own speech will tend to be more or less of the "pidgin" variety. Unlike the small child:, he 
needs in a measure to rationalize the underlying principles. To avoid inaccuracy he needs to supplement 
his now imperfect ear with a knowledge of the rules. And this is especially so in the ease of a grammatic
ally complex language like Amharic. 

Make no mistake about It; you will never learn Amharic properly unless you live in close and constant 
contact with Ethiopians. It is only thus that you can be continuously receiving, through your ear, the ma
terials necessary for building your linguistic edifice. But this edifice will be in danger of turlling out 
cracked and formless unless, at the same time, your reason, by discovering some system in the language, 
is able to provide you with a foundation to build on and a design to follow. Hence the necessity of study. 
Besides just listening and trying to talk, you will. have to search out the why and the wherefore; you will 
need to have things explained. It is to help you here that this book has been written. It represents an at
tempt to systematise Amharic for you; to supply you with the explanations. 

The Use of an Informant As already explained, the bulk of your learning must be done throughintercourse 
, with Ethiopians. You should therefore contrive to spend a good proportion o1 

your day talking or working with them. But besides this you will need the regular (preferably daily) help 
of an educated Ethiopian informant (he should be English speaking, at least while you are a beginner). You 
can use him to question and to practi~e on; he can correct your mistakes, tell you new words and help you 
with pronunciation, spelling, etc. Once you have learnt the main grammatical constructions you can start 
reading books and newspapers with him. ~ut remember, he, like everyone else, speaks his native language 
by instinct, not by knowing the rules; and even though he has been taught grammar at school, he has never 
had to analyse his own speech or work out its constructions as the foreign student needs to do. While, 
therefore, he can be v:ery helpful asyour informant, you should not expect him to take the initiative as though 
he were your teacher. He will tell you if something is riglt or wrong, but often he cannot tell you why; and 
if you press him to give you an explanation, in trying to help he may only mislead you. His usefulness will 
depend on how you use him. 

Building up a Vocabulary Though the words used in the examples are sufficient in number to supply you 
with the basis of a vocabulary, lists of words to be learnt are not a feature of 

this book. New words are best learnt not from lists but direct from the Ethiopians (or at a later stage by 
reading books, etc.). If, especially, they are first met with during ·conver$at1on, the association with 
their proper context will help you both to understand them ariglt and to remember them. You should, how
ever, write down such new words, as and when they occur (as well as phrases, idioms, etc.} in a list of 
your own, for which purpose you should carry about a special note book. Your Ethiopian informant must 
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help you in the compilation and checking of this list. If in conversation, for instance, you fail to understand 
an apparently important word, or, conversely, if you are unable to express yourself for want of some word, 
you can make a note of 1t and ask him about it later. From this ever lengthening list you should keep re
freshing your memory until the new words, etc. are assimilated. 

Do not rely too much on the dictionary .Meanings given without a context can be very :misleading. 

The Use of This Book This book is designed for use both by the beg!nrter and the more advanced student. 
It is not arranged as ·a graded course of study, but each subject is treated separ

ately and as a whole under its own heading. This arrangement should present no difficulty to the more ad
vanced student, who will, rather, find it convenient for purposes of reference. But the beginrter, unable 
by himself to . select the best order of study, or to discriminate between the elementary and the advanced, 
will need to be guided through the mass of information which confronts him. For this purpose a suggested 
course of study is outlined in the following pages. In this outline the order of study is indicated by the sec
tional numbers (i.e. the numbers which appear in the margin throughout the Grammar • As an extra help 
all sections of the Grammar included thus in the course are marked by a vertical line at the side of the page. 
In the case of any footnotes which belong to these sections, but which for the time-being may be ignored, 
this vertical line is omitted, just as it is for other portions of tne:Grammar not included in the course. 

The period required to complete this "Beginner's Course" will naturally depend on the ability of the 
student and on how many hours per day he is free for language work. B1;1t a missionary who has no other 
assignment may reasonably expect to get through in three or four months. Having done so, however, he 
must on no account imagine that he has now covered all the ground that is of any practical importance, and 
that he can henceforth abandon his grammatical studies. This is very far from the case, for several very 
important items· have not yet been touched upon. His position, rather, is that he has now a sufficient ground
ing in the elements to be able to find his own way through the rest of the book, the order of study being no 
longer a matter of major importance. On completion of the nBeginner's Course", therefore, he shauld go 
straight on with "Changed Stem Derived Forms", "Compounds of hi\ 11

, "Reported Speech'' and the many 
other items so far untouched. He should also again go over the subjects already studied filling in the gaps, 
i.e. those portions, both in the text and in the footnotes, which, having been omitted from the "Beginner's 
Course", are not marked with a vertical line. 

Beginners will find it helpful to adopt the following procedure (where applicable): 
(a) Study the sections in the order shown in the "Beg!nrter's Course" (as many as convenient at one time), 

checking on the pronunciation of all Amharic words and sentences with your informant. 
(b) Learn by heart all the Amharic examples given (you will in this way develop a feeling for Amharic 

constructions and ways of expression). Get your informant to hear you on them; as also on all verb 
conjugations, etc. 

(c) Taking the examples which you have learnt as patterns, make up other sentences on the same lines by 
substituting other words. 

(d) Go out among the people and use what you have learnt. 
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A BEGINNER'S COURSE OF STUDY 

The Characters 
Phonology 
Doubling of Consonants 
Saturation of Consonants (palatalization) 
Consonantal Vowels 
Accent or Syllabic Stress 
The General Greeting 
Conjugation of ~fD« 
Gender 
Plurals 
Collective Singular 
Conjugation of ~~" 
Conjugation ot AA 
Conjugation of VA,. 
Conjugation of lit.1.'A,. 
Definite Article 
Personal Nouns, Colloquial Form 
Indefinite Article •• Interrogative Pronouns: 9"') and ""''J 
Questions 
Yes 
No 
Personal Pronouns 
Possessive Suffixes 
Accusative Suffix 
Please 
Thank You 
Pardon 
Interj actions 
Cardinal Numbers 
Independent Personal Pronouns 
Adjectives 

Simple Prepositions 
Demonstrative Pronouns 
Simple Prepositions 
Compound Prepositions 
Assimilation of Prepositional Prefixes 
Construction of Compound Prepositions 
Demonstrative Pronouns 
Adverbs 
Greetings 
Adverbs 
Formation of Negatives 
No 
Indefinite Pronouns 
The Irregular Verbs ttl\ and +m 
Object Suffixes 
Polite Forms 
Object Suffixes 
Co-ordinating Conjunctions 
Object Suffixes 
Verbs " to be", "to be present", " to have" 
Ordinal Numbers 
Fractions 
Days of the Week 

1-5 
6 
7,8, 10 
11,12 
15 
19 
341 
102(1) 
147,148 
149 
151 
102(2) 
102(3) 
102(4) 
102(5) 
152,153 
154 
155 
215,216 

Concurrently with practising .read
ing from any book or newspaper 
(without attempting to understand) 

277 The Verb: General 
346 Principles 20-24, 
347(a and b) 26-28 
193 Concurrently with Verb Classification 
194,195 29-32 
156 Group I Verbs 
348 33-56 
349 
350(a) 
269(1-5) 
185 
206-209 
172,173 
176,177 
241(up to 4) 
211 
241(5-9) 

Concurrently with Group 1l 
Verbs 57-67 

242(up to 13) Concurrently with Group m 
244 Verbs 68, 69 
245,246 
212 
252,253 
3:42(a),343 
254,255 
117 
347(c) 
219(up to a) 
104(1, 2) 
196,19'7 
210 
198,199 
260(1-3, 6, 7) 
200-204 
103 
186 
187 
354 

3. 

Concurrently with Group IV 
Verbs 70,71 
Concurrently with Group V 
Verbs 72,73 

Derived Forms of 
Concurrently Verb 74 
with Causative Forms 

75-83 



Telling the Time 
Greetings 
Impersonal Pronouns 
Emphatic and Reflexive Pronouns 
Verbs of" Becoming" 
Adjectival Verbs 
Slightly Irregular Verbs 
Simple Sentences 
Compound Prepositions 
The Relative Pronoun 
Distributive and Inclusive Pronouns 
The Relative Pronoun 
Infixed Prepositions 
The Relative Pronoun 
Translating an Indefinite Pronoun with 

inclusive sense 
Uses of the Infinitive 
Uses of the Gerund 
sUbordinating Conjunctions 
Comparatives and SUperlatives 

351.-353 
342(b) Concurrently with Passive 
222 Forms 84-90 
225 
120 
184 
105(up to 4) 
270-273 
242(14-26), 243 
228-229 
227 
230-234 
248-251 
235-240 

221 
121,122 
128-131 
261-268 
287-292 
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PART ONE: ORTHOGRAPHY and PHONOLOGY 

The Characters 
l 

1. Modern Amharic has inherited its system of writing from ancient Arabic by way of the language of the 
old kingdom of Axum, Ge'ez, which is still the classical and ecclesiastical language of Ethiopia. The roots, 
then, of Amharic orthography; like those of the language itself, are Semitic; the characters being designed 
to express the typically Semitic sounds u~ed in the speech of those ancestors of the Ethiopians who, in an
cient times, came across the Red Sea from south-west Arabia..l But while Hebrew, Arabic and othermem
bers of the Semitic family (including Ge'ez2) are notable for the profusion of their difficult gutteral sounds, 
Amharic, being a Semitic dialect superimposed on a substantially Hamitic population, has lost these. The 
alphabet, therefore, contains a number of characters which originally represented Semitic gutterals but 
which are no longer pronounced as such. This is why there are four different characters which today are 
all used alike for the consonant h , and are largely interchangeable in spelling ( 11 m '1 and 'li 3). Similar ... 
ly, there are two characters wliich today are used alike as consonantless letters ( A· and o ), two which 
are used alike for s ( 4 and ,. ), and two for the "explosive" f ( & and 11 ). 

While, fortunately for the European student, the typically Semitic gutterals have been lost, Amharic 
possesses a set of "explosive" consonants which are equally "foreign" to him ( f' m a A &·and B }. 
These must be practised until mastered. It is not good enough just to fall back on the corresponding non
explosive sounds. 

Naturally, during the long course of history various changes and additions have been made to the alpha
bet, the most important of these being the imposition of seven vowel forms on to its original system of con
sonantal characters. 4 As it now stands, then, it possesses 33 primary characters, each representing a 
consonant (except for the two consonantless characters mentioned above), and each having 7 variations in 
form to indicate the vowel which follows the consonant. These 33 sets of 7 forms are the "ordinary charac
ters"; but besides them there are also a number of "diphthong characters", each representing a consonant 
and a following vowel with a w sound (or, in one case, a y sound) interposed between them. There are' dif
ferences of opinion amongst Ethiopians as to how many of these "diphthong characters" are really permis
sible. In writing, none of them is indispensable because the same sounds can always be represented by 
combinations of the ordinary characters. But many of them are in common use and, on the whole, they 
cannot be ignored, 

2. 'When learning the Amharic alphabet notice that while there is no recognised system of "continuous", 
or "flowingu, handwriting, such as that used by Europeans, yet in some cases the form of a character as 
commonly written is not identical with its printed form. The writing, then, must be learned from an ed
ucated Ethiopian, chosen, if possible, for his good, clear "hand". Suffice it here to say that in order to re
tain something of the traditional character of Ethiopian calligraphy the following rules should be observed:
(1) Make your letters with heavy downward strokes, light connecting cross strokes and no upward strokes 

at all (except incidentally, when bringing your pen into position for the next downward s~roke). 
(2) In making a letter, move progressively from left to right (i.e. complete first the left hand part, then 

the middle and lastly the right; do not "hop about" backwards and forwards). 

3.. The Amharic characters are set out in the table below, together with the transliterations used to re
present their sounds in this book. But the actual sounds must be learned from an Ethiopian. 

Notice first, however, the following points regarding the vowels of the 7 forms:-

. The 1st form vowel, transliterated ll_, nornuill.y has the sound of e in "her" (or French "le"); but if af-
fected by the "saturation" of a consonant5it becomes more like the vowel of a 5th form. 

1. It can be demonstrated that, still further back, these characters must have sprung from the same 
stem as other ancient alphabetical systems, such as the Greek and Latin. But this is beside our present 
point. 

2. Also its more direct modern descendants, Tigrinya and Tigre. 
3. The 1st of the 7 vowel forms is used to designate the character as a whole, without any particular 

vowel being specified. 
4. In Semitic languages generallythe consonants are all-important. They are the permanent framework 

Jf a word, whUe the vowels filling the intervening spaces are subject to variation. 

5. See Sections 11 and 12 re "Saturation". 
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The 1st forms of v th '1· hand o lare irregular in having the 4th form vowel sound (transliterated a). 
But 1i , the remaining "h", is regular. 

The 2nd form vowel, transliterated u , has the sound of oo as in "mood", sometimes shortened to the 
sound of oo in "wood". 

The 3rd form vowel, transliterated i', has the sound of ea as in "seat", sometimes shortened to the 
sound of i as in ."sit". 

The 4th form vowel, transliterated .a, has the sound "ah", as in bath2 , car; sometimes shortened to 
the sound of ti as in "but" .3 

The 5th form vowel, transliterated ~, resembles the sound of a as in "late" (a little "flatter"), but is 
sometimes shortened to the sound of e as in "let". It is commonly pronounced with a slight y preceding ; 
but do not overdo this. 

The 6th form vowel, transliterated t, is like the short i in "sit", but a little ''flatter". Note, however, 
that an Ethiopian, when demonstrating the theoretical pronunciation of this vowel is accustomed to make it 
much 11flatter" than it usually is in speech, 

The 6th form alone can drop its vowel and is, therefore, the form to be used whenever a consonant is 
required by itself. 

The 7th form '{Owel, transliterated o, lies between the vowel sounds in ttcoat" and "caught" but is 
nearer to the latter ,4 It is pronounced short in some words, but not as short as the o in "cot". Sometimes 
a slight w sound is pronounced before it. 

Punctuation: 

4. The following signs are used, some indigenous and some borrowed from European orthography:-
Amharic Sign European Equivalent 

? (or I, in old manu
scripts etc.,·but rare) 

I 
({ » 

0 

Indicates the end of a word (it is 
omitted in much modern printing, but 
not in writing. ) 

Indicatestheend of aparagraph (used 
in old manuscripts etc.) 

? 

H ff 

( 

Apart from • and " , none of these signs is used with much consistency, Amharic punctuation being in 
practice very loose. 

A word which is unfinished at the end of one line is continued without any connecting sign at the begin
ning of the next. The absence of • at the end of the line (at least when this sign is being used) is sufficient 
to show that the word is not yet complete. 

1. See Section 1 re Semitic gutterals. 
2. British, not American, pronunciation. 
3. Those whose native language is English often show a strong tendency to neutralise a final a, i.e. 

to pronounce it like M, as is done inEnglish words; especially names whose final vowel is a (e.g. America). 
In Amharic a , final or otherwise, must be given its full value, e. g. h"''dh is pronounced Amerieah. 

4. It is very commonly mispronounced by those whose native language is English and who therefore 
confuse it with the English long o, as in "pole". Actually it is much closer to the French au, as in f!Paul". 
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5. The Characters (Amharic &f..A. ) 

ORDINARY CHARACTERS DIPJITHONG CHARACTERS 
Form 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th . 6th 7th 1st 3rd 4th ·. 5th 6th 4th 

Ge'ez Name "11)11 btHI "'A.tl d--116 ;,..n Ia f.: A lt-111 .., . ., "'A.ll ~ ..... ;,..ll l4~1t d--116 
VowelTransli t. a u i a e i 0 

.. 
we wi wa we w1 ya 

Cons. Translit.h IJ ,. Y. 'I r. IJ ·II' 
1 i\ Ito i\. 1\ • A It!> "' h th m. m. 4 .... ifa ,.. 
m ,. - ..., .., 1 ,. ... a;~ 
s ,. ,.. ...,. .., ..,. I"· ,. 
ri l {. 4 ~ I. c r: ~.(, 6 
s A i\o ll IJ fl. II {I !'l 
sh ;r ~ w. if ;)'; 'li it lt 

' 
.,. • ~ :1' • + • ... ..... st :t 1" 

b2 n 0• 0. q a. ..,. .. q 
t .,. 1: * ;I• -t .,. ... .:1: 

ch Cf 'li =t: ~ =6 T ¥' ,; 
h "' 1- 1. ; *\. 1 "'l' 

..,.. 
1ol. :\ 

.,. .,.. 
n ) t· t ~ ~ 1 If ~ 
ii '"'i ~ 'f ' 't: ~ ..,. l 

none l\3 he h. A t.. ,. ,.. 
k h h- h. b b. tl " t.. "" \\' o; "' h 1i •fi. 1i. "fj 1). 1i ,. 1. 
w .., ID. If! If' 'I ,.,. ,. 

none 0 II- II. , 
"" • p 

z II It H. II If. 11 If !1. 
zh 4 ,.. , 1C .,. T =rr ,... ".( 
y f' " ll I ,. 

~ fo 
d ,. ... ... .. ,_ 1: ,. 

~ 
j 1: r. t ;If :( :Eo 1! ~ 
g ., .,. 1. ;J 1. .., i ,.. .,.. =I ;& .,.. 
t m ,... m. IIJ m. ., - lp. 

cp "" Q;1; A\. ..... Q;lr ..... t.a "'" p * i. .. A II. *' ,. ,, s s. JL ll & A" II a. 
~- ' .. .. ' ' • , 
f I. f. "' ... L of: ll: ~·,; 

p T "P "C ,. '1: T ;r 

h When this consonant is doubled it is rolled llk:e aScotch :r. Otherwise afiip of thetongueis enough. 
2. The consonant of fl , when not doubled or 1n1t1al, is apt to .Pe pronounced very softly, the lips not 

quite meeting, almost like a ·v (listen to the b .~ 1n tl(ll AOII ). This is, 1n fact2 the character 
wh.tch.is used, with a stroke over it, to translitenite the letter :tin foreign words, e.g. fl.iiflt :Soviet. 

3. Since both the consonantless characters in their 1st forms ( It and o .) are pronounced as a , the 
alphabet offers no means of expressing a consonantless 1. ~ A nconcocted'' letter, 'li is sometimes. used, 
but this is not needed for any true Amharic word (except ejaculations like 'li~ ! on the ra,re occasions when 
they a,re written down- see Sectlon 269 on Interjections). 

4.. This is llk:e the e in "measureu 1 or the soft French c as 1n "garage''. 
5. The transliteration nt•'!~ commonly used for this consonant is misleading. The sound ls r~er an 

"explosive" s., If at first you find it hard to "explode", the addition of at may help, but try later to el
iminate this• 
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Some Principles of Phonology 

6. A detailed and exhaustive description of Amharic sounds and their behaviour is not attempted in this 
book, for correct pronunciation can only be gained by intercourse with Ethiopians. Nor, therefore, has any 
attempt been made at an exact phonetic transliteration. Where transliteration into Latin characters has 
seemed necessary, for purposes of grammatical explanation, the spellings given in the table of characters 1 
are used. But such spellings make no claim to represent the subtle variations to which sounds are liable 
in different combinations and contexts; and, apart from this occasional explanatory use, transliterations are 
not given at all. From the beginning, the sound of every Amharic character, every new word, every ex
ample and every verbal form met with in the course of study should be carefully learned with the help of an 
Ethiopian. This method will give far better results than the most elaborate system of phonetics. 

There are, however, a few principles which the student must grasp; firstly, that he may lmow what to 
listen for in the Ethiopian's speech and, secondly, because they are fundamental to a right understanding of 
the grammatical structure of the language:-

The Doubling of Consonants 

7. This is of primary importance. Amharic consonants are often pronounced, but not written, double. 
This contrasts with the English, in which .consonants· are often written double but still pronounced single 
(e.g. the t sound in "ditty" is no more double than it is in "pity"). The Amharic doubled consonant is not 
pronounced as two unconnected single ones, but as one unbroken consonant of double length. 2 rn English 
even, consonants are pronounced double in this way when the final consonant of one word is the same as the 
initial consonant of the next: e. g. this song, run now, top peg (compare with the corresponding single eon
sonant sounds in: this is, runner, topic, hot egg). 

In Amharic this doubling is often done with emphasis. It should even be exaggerated by the learner 
(who at any rate must speak with deliberation at first), in order that his ear may grow accustomed to feel 
the necessity for it in the right places. He must ascertain for every new word that he learns whether there 
are any doubled consonants in it. If he neglects to do this (as experience has shown to be the usual tendency) 
it is hardly too much to say that his Amharic will never be good. It is essential, then, for purposes of 
learning, to adopt some sign to Indicate doupling, and always to use it when new words are written down to 
be learnt. rn this book the sign •• is used.3 

In spite of the fact that the Amharic orthography itself has no sign for it, the doubling of a consonant 
often completely changes the meaning of a word: 

e. g. t.A (alll) he said 

1'i (gba) still, yet 
1\d. (si.fi) tailor 

(al-11.) he is present, 
there is 

(gi.n-na) Christmas 
{sllf-ti) wide 

The first of these examples ( t.A and t.A ) also serves to illustrate the fact that the do ling of a 
consonant often causes the preceding vowel to be pronounced short. 4 Listen to an Ethiopian saying these 
two words, and compare the two pronunciations of A 

8. As a general rule a doubled consonant, in order to be properly pronounced double, needs a vowel on 
both sides of it• Thus many words end with a consonant (i.e. a 6th form) which, though theoretically double, 
actually remains single until some added suffix supplies the vowel needed to enable it to be pronounced 
double. Such consonants are called "potentially double", our sign for which is t-1 e. g. to'lt:itl (brother), 

to'lt:Di {my brother). 

1. For which see Section 4. 
2. i.e. It is dwelt on, but the term "double" as here used is not mathematical; sometimes a "doubled" 

consonant is more pronouncedly .. double" (i.e. dwelt on longer) than at other times. 
3. But it must be remembered that this is no part of· Amharic Orthography and is meaningless to Eth

iopians. Moreover, as the latter pronounce their doubled consonants entirely by instinct, when questioneii 
as to whether a consonant is doubled or not, their opinion is frequently unreliable. It is better to listen to 
them saying a word than to question them aboUt it. 

4. For the vowel sounds see Section 3. 
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Other words end with a doubled 6th form whose doub~ is heard ~ven without a suffix, a slight s: being 
pronounced after the consonant, e. g. Aft )CD- • (it 1s correct) 1s pronounced ln:.k1 nltw 1 · or if 
the fo!!-owing.w?rd begins with. a vowel the two words are simply run together in pronunciation e:g. Afi' 

hfsf.flf"" {1t 1s not correct) 1s pronounced lik-kayd'/Ullm. ' 

9, Ce~tain consonants have a special tendency to be dwelt on, and are sometimes pronounced more or less 
double 1n cases where, grammatically, one wouldexpect them to be single. These are the consonants of :p 
T f and Q.l.·. 

10. 'When two identical consonants are adjacent with no vowel between them it is normal for them to fuse 
into one double consonant in pronunciation (and sometimes .also in writing, especially in verb forms 2 ): 
,.., tm- 1 (What is it?) is pronounced, and may be written, 9"')m-r 

The Saturation of Consonants: 

11. Certain consonants have the power on certain occasions3 to absorb the vowel;, or the similar vowel e 
when either of these follows them. This "absorption" changes their nature and -they become "saturated'/ 
consonants (i.e. consonants saturated with the absorbed vowel). Thus, for instance, if (on such an occasion) 
the consonants is followed by the voweli, the latter is"absorbed" by the former, which is thereby trans
formed into the "saturated" consonant sh ; i.e. 4. becomes 1i..4 

The corresponding "Absorbent" and ''Saturated" letters are as follows:-5 

Absorbent Saturated 

t. (w) if ... =p 
~ 7 
f. 1: 
Jl ,. 
m (~ 8) Q.l, 

ll f 

12. But whether or not a "saturated" consonant owes its "saturation" on·any particular occasion to the pro
cess of "absorption" described above, it is, at any rate, a consonant which seems to contain the vowel 1 
within it. Furthermore this vowel sometimes "seeps out" into an adjacent vowel, either changing it into a 
diphthong or giving it a "lighter" tone. 

The "saturated" letters 7 T and r , especially, are liable to affect a preceding vowel in this way, 
For instance, 1ii~ (I understand), though its transliteratiqn, letter by letter, would be gli'bban , is 
actually pronounced glibbain ; i.e. the saturated consonant n has changed the preceding vowel into a diph
thong. Or again, ~~ (I am), though its two letters transliterate into nKD., is actually pronounced more 
like nen; i.e. the saturated consonant Yi has "lightened" the tone of the preceding vowel. But perhaps the 
commonest example of a saturated consonant affecting the preceding vowel is in the plural suffix ol-. This 
is pronounced oich, e. g. IDV'"OC'l- (chairs), though its transliteration is wllmbi!rooh, is pronounced wl.mbiir 
oiob.. 7 

1. Similarly, in the case of a word ending in two consonants 5: is often pronounced between them and 
the initial consonant of the next word, e. g. {IIJif' 'iTID" (they are three/ is pronounced sostS: naohoh~w 

2. See Sections 115 and 116 on the Union of like Consonants in Verbs. 
3. Namely, in the conjugation of verbs arid the formation of some of the verbal nouns. . 
4. What, for the sake of illustration, we call "Absorbent" and "Saturated" consonants are in more 

technical language, "Apical" ana "Palatal" consonants respectively. By bringing the tongue into position 
to pronounce the vowel :r , one transforms the Apical consonants into the corresponding Palatal consonants. 
The latter, then, being sounded. with the tongue set as for i, seem to be "saturated" with that vowel. 

- . 

_Q~ For convenience they are given in the 1st form. 
6. Notice that the pair h and 1i do not, in spite of appearances, belong to this Absorbent ... saturated 

class. 
7. This plural suffix is badly mispronounced by many whose native language is English; not because 

they cannot make the sound, but because their mental picture of a long "o" (English type), followed by l-, 
predisposes their ear against "hearing" the Ethiopians' pronunciation. Thus, in missionary circles, one 
constantly hears the last syllable, say, of ID9"'0C'l- pronounced like that of "approach.... Furthermore 
one foreigner will imitate another foreigner in the matter. It is better to imitate the Ethiopian! 
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As following vowels, 1 only ii and :t: are liable to be affected in this way. The eff~ct produced is, again, 
a "lightening" in tone, the 11 in the direction of an •, and the !i. in the direction of an 1 • Of all the saturated 
consonants, this is most noticeable with f • This affects its own 1: so strongly that the 1st form f is often 
pronounced as the 5th form r- ; and it affects its. own X so strongly that the 6th form f. is often pronounced 
as the 3rd form t'. • 2,3 • 

The Contraction of Adjacent Vowels. 

13. When two vowels meet they are often contracted into one. This may happen in two ways:· 
(a) By assimilation, i.e. the "swallowing" of the weaker vowel by the stronger. 
This process involves chiefly the vowels t, tt. and a. The first of these is the weakest of all vowels and 

liable to be assimilated ("swallowed") by any other. The second weakest is 'll• which, while strong enough 
to assimilate''! , is itself assimilated by others, especially a: · 

e.g. t.. + h~ (lii+ !Lne ; to me) commonly contracts to lt" (lline). 
t.. + l\1+ { 111+ antll; to you, masculine) commonly contracts to ·1\'l+ (lant1!1:).4 

(b) By union, i.e. the "marriage" of two vowels of llk.e kind: 

e. g. A + h,..tll ( U + !tnta ; let me come) contracts to Af"lll ( l~ta ). 
f,.fl"'' + 1\A (';P:siima +al.; he hears) contracts to f.O"''A ( ;P:siimal ). 

The Assimilation of a Preceding by a Following Consonant. 

14. With some combinations of adjacent consonants, in pronunciation but not always in spelling, the second 
assimilates ("swallows") the first (i.e. the assimilation is retrogressive), thereby becoming doubled. 

e.g. ttm+& (awwiD,tku) I knew, is pronounced awwi:ikkq5 
Lft"lh (!Ul'iigk) you (m} looked for, is pronounced !Ullikk(~}5 
11fli (yazsh) you {f) took hold, is pronounced yashsh(!L) _ 

. J\CI). (!Lrsu) he, it, is often pronounced, and written, hi).. !Lssu 
f"'lX'C )OJo? (m!Lnd!:Lr naw) What is it? is generally pronounced, and often written, ,..,t;o')m- ?•(m!n~aw) 

AA,.ilf" (alraddam}, he did not help, is often pronounced, and may be written, h~f" (arraddam)6 

Consonantal Vowels. 

15. The "consonants" of w and r are really vowels acting as consonants, as are their English equivalents 
w and y (e. g. wet= uet, yet = iet). Hence their 6th forms, m- and f. whenever the 6th form vowel :tis 
dropped, are themselves pronounced as the vowels u and i respectively; · 

e.g. im- he is, it is, is pronounced ni.u 
)f. come (f) is pronounced niiti 

1. The vowel following a consonant is, of course, its own vowel, i.e. the one expressed by the form of 
the character. 

2. A vowel can be affected thus by the proximity of a "saturated" consonant, even when another con
sonant stands between them. Listen, for instance to the 1st tt in Af.J~.Af" (it is not), or the 2nd I in Ll1~ 
(Foreigner). 

3., Just as the consonant of f' (which is actually a consonantal vowel - see Section 15) is "saturated" 
with the vowel i. .and tends to "lighten" the tone of other vowels in proximity to it, so the consonant of w 
(which is also a consonantal vowel) is, in effect, saturated with the vowel u , and sometimes "darkens" the 
tone of another vowel in proximity to it, e. g. the I of m-!) (water) approaches u in pronunciation. This is 
really because the lips are now in position to make the vowel u , just as, with the "saturated" palatals, the 
tongue was in position to make the vowel i • But since a different vowel is involved we do not class m with 
the "saturated" letters. 

4. There are some instances of a strong vowel assimilating another equally· strong vowel. In such 
cases the assimilation is retrogressive, i.e. the second vowel assimilates the first. 

5. This assimilation takes place with the 1st sing. and 2nd masculine singular Simple Perfect of all 
verbs whose last radical is + or ., • 

6. This assimilation of ·1 by r may take place in the negative of any verb beginning with the radical l. 
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These consonantal vowels are frequently used in the spelling of combinations of two vowels: 

e.g. 1.1. (g:ia} may also be spelt 1.1 '11 
1.1. (gea) may also be spelt "l.f 11 
1-h (gua) may also be spelt 1-'P "J'P (or with the diphthong-=t 
11\ (goa):may also be 1'P "J'P(or with the diphthong :J ) 

Interchangeable Sounds. 

16. Certain pairs of sounds are sometimes interchangeable:
(a) h and k : e. g. 01 · or bl (twenty) 
(b) i and ': e.g. "'IA'P or "'lAS" (clear) 
(c) n and m (before b): e.g. IP'lOC or IPf"OC (chair) 
(d) a and ha (at the beginning of a word) : e. g. 1\f"i'r or Of"ll (fifty) 
(e) j and zli : e.g. ~11 or 1r-o (hyena) 

The Pronunciation of ! before an Initial r. 

17. The vowel~· i~ sometimes pronounced (and written) before an initial r, without affecting the sense of 
the word: e. g. t.~f" or ).t.i-r (long). 

This tendency is especially marked in the case of an il'litial 6th form c when, ln effect, the vowel 3: is 
transposed from its position after to a position before the consonant: 

e. g. C'1il (r!~b; dove) generally becomes )\C'"l-11 {'!r~b). 
CJI (r~da; help, masculine) generally becomes )\CJI ('!rda) • 

The Transposition of Consonants. 

18. In colloquial Amharic, especially amongst the less educated, there is a tendency to reverse the order 
of consonants: 

e.g, r. 1L (it supported) may become 1f.l. 
A"JH.hilth.O (God) may become lt1f'l.hilth.C 
OIJII't.tl.l (axe) may become "'"'Cmtl.l 

Accent or Syllabic Stress. 

19. In Amharic words the stress is fairly evenly distributed among the syllables, without, usually, a strong 
accent on any. Thereis, indeed, some accentuation, but, as with the pronunciation generally, its subtleties 
can only be mastered through intercourse with the Ethiopian. Suffice it here to remark that:-

{a) There is often a slight accent on the first syllable of a word. 
(b) A doubled consonant is liable to cause the accentuation both of the preceding and of the following 

syllables, but especially of the former. 
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PART TWO: THE VERB 

The Verb: General Principles . 

20. The "root" of an Amharic verb consists in a number of "root letters", or "radicals" (most commonly 
three). To indicate person, tense, mood, etc. the forms of these radicals can change; prefixes and suffixes 
also can be attached; but the radicals themselves remain, and so identify the verb for us. For instance the 
verb ~i~ . (tell) has three radicals; n, g, r. Taking one of its parts, ·r)"'l&I\Ali (you (f) will tell), we 
find that the 2nd radical has assumed the 6th form ("'1~, and the 3rd radical the 3rd form(&); also that-l-is 
prefixed and hh7i , is suffixed. But, with all these changes and additions, the three radicals, n, g, and r, 
are still present to tell us what verb we have. 

2L The simplest part of a verb is its 3rd masculine singular Simple Perfect Tense: e.g •. )1l he told. 
This part, which we call the "Root Form", is used to name the verb as a whole, just as the Infi.nitive is used 
to name an English verb. Thus we say that the verb "to tell" is )il • 

22. The conjugation of an Amharic verb divides into three "Moods": the Indicative Mood (stating), the Im
perative Mood (ordering) and the Infinitive Mood (verbal nouns). 

The Indicative Mood. 

23. The Indicative Mood consists in Tenses and Participles. While the tense schemes of European languages 
divide up primarily on the basis of time (Past, Present and Future), in the Amharic tense scheme, though 
time divisions are not without importance, the great dividing line runs, rather, between "Perfect Action" 
and "Imperfect Action". "Perfect Action" is action viewed as completed, or as one complete whole (and 
therefore, sometimes, momentary). "Imperfect Action" is action viewed as uncompleted, hence continuing 
or continuous. Naturally, Perfect Action, being something completed, most commonly coincides with Past 
Time (e.g. I wrote, I have written, I had written); but sometimes this is not so (e.g. I shall have written). 
Likewise Imperfect Action, being something uncompleted, most commonly coincides with Present or Future 
Time (e.g. I write, I am writing, I shall write); but again not invariably so (e.g, I was writing). 

24. THE INDICATIVE MOOD: TENSE SCHEME 

(Using llii~ , break, as a Pattern Verb) 

PERFECT ACTION IMPERFECT ACTION 
T Simple Perfect T€nse Simple Imperfect Tense 
E (Contingent) 
N llnt he broke ~li11C he breaks s s 

I E Only used when verb is negative or 
M s dependent. 
p 

Perfect Participle Imperfect Participle L 
E 

(Gerund) (Contingent) 
PART!- he--- broken (used with M111C he ---breaking (used with 
CIPLE li-nt:' auxiliary verb) auxiliary verb) 

he haVing broken (used alone) Not used alone 

PRESENT Present Perfect Tense Present Imperfect Tense 
TIME (Perfect Participle + Aux. Verb hi\ ) (Imperfect Participle + Aux. Verb hii..) · 

c WITH he is breaking 
AUXILIARY t.il-o6-~ 

0 VERB ll11l!'hi. he has broken he will break 
M t.K Also acts for Simple Imperfect Tense 
p (he breaks) when an affirmative main 
0 verb. 
u PASt. Past Perfect Tense Past Imperfect Tense 
N TIME (Perfect Participle +Aux. Verb )Rl ) (Imperfect Participle+ Aux. Verb )Ol ) 
D WITH 

AUXILIARY 
il-ol!' 'IOC 

... 
VERB he had broken Mt11C 'IRe he was breaking 
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Notes on the above Chart. 

The meanings given in this chart are only an approximation. For instance while the translation of the 
Simple Perfect Tense is given as the English Past Tense (he broke}, It Is actually a general Perfect Tense 
and might equally well be translated by the English Perfect Tense (he has broken), and sometimes even: 
when it is a dependent verb, by the English Pluperfect(he had broken) or Future Perfect (he will have brok
en). 

There are two simple parts on the Perfect side of the chart: the Simple Perfect Tense and the Perfect 
Participle, commonly called the Gerund. These are the two Perfect "elements" of the verb. But on the 
Imperfect side there is only one simple part, which means that the verb has only one Imperfect "element". 
This, known as the Contingent, is used both as an Imperfect Participle (with auxiliary verbs) and also, when 
the verb is negative or dependent, as a Simple Imperfect Tense (i.e. without an auxiliary verb). Its mean
ing, thus, is contingent on its use, hence the name. 

The Gerundl as a Perfect Participle, corresponds roughly to the English Past Participle (though since 
it indicates complete rather than past action it is sometimes better translated by an Eriglish Present Par
ticiple). Like the English Past Participle it h~ used either with an auxiliary verb to form a compound tense 
( fi·OC'J\A he h~ broken; fi-ne' )OC he had broken), or as itself the verb of a dependent clause: e. g. 

<kAf.'l fi-ne' 1Q = Having broken the lock, he went in. 

The Contingent, as an Imperfect Participle, corresponds roughly to the English Present Participle. 
But, unlike the latter, it is not used alone as the verb of a dependent clause, butonlywithauxiliary verbs to 
form compound tenses ( .eil-nt-2.\ he is breaking, ,e.l'l-nc 'iic he was breaking). 

Notice that in the formation of compound tenses the auxiliary verb ItA (shortened here to ItA) is ~uf
fixed to the participle ,.to form with it a single word ( ftiiC'hA , 1-t'lilt-l\ ) ; w~le the auxiliary v~rb ~~ 
(shortened here to 'lliC stands as a separate word after the participle ( n-ne> 'IOC , ,e.n-oc tnc ). · 

Notice that the Present Perfect Tense, though it speaks of action already past, is, in fact, a Present 
Tense, because its reference is to present time; it indicates action now complete (now:::: present; complete = 
perfect; hence the name: Present Perfect): e.g. <llAf-1 il-nC'AA-, he has broken the lock, means that 
the lock is now broken. 

The Present Imperfect Tense likewise has reference to present time, for it indicates action at present 
not yet completed {i.e. present and imperfect). But that which at present is not yet completed is actually 
continuing into the future. Future Time therefore is included in the range of this tense: ,e.l'l-nt-A he is 
breaking, or, he will break. 

The two auxiliary verbs, hh and u'lt , both have a use as ordinary, independent verbs, the former 
meaning "he is present" and the latter meaning "he was" •. For their conjugation see Section 102 ( 2 and 3), 
under Irregular Verbs. 

1. For convenience the Gerund is included as part of the Indicative Moo!i; to which, indeed, it most 
frequently belongs. Nevertheless as it commonly shares the mood of the verb on which it depends, it can 
also be Imperative or Infinitive in mood (see Section 132 under Uses of the Gerund). 

2. As in English, an auxiliary verb may serve more than one participle: e.g. 
ll\8DiiflA1 = We will go now and return later. 
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25. The Tense Scheme is more limited for Negative, Relative and Subordinate Verbs :--1 

The Indicative Mood: Limited Tense Scheme 
(Using 4Rl. , break, as a Pattern Verb) 

PERFECT ACTION IMPERFECT ACTION 

Simple Perfect Tense Simple Imperfect Tense 
(Contingent) 

T 
E Aiil. he broke. U« he breaks 

"" 

s N Also acts for Present Perfect Also acts for Present Imperfect 
I s Tense; he has broken Tense: he is breaking, he will 
M, E 
p s Can act for all Perfect Tenses break. Can act for all Imperfect 

of Relative and Subordin- Tenses of Relative and Subordin-
L ate Verbs. ate Verbs. 
E 

PARTI- ~I' 

CIPLES 

PRESENT 
TIME 

c: with 
Auxiliary 

0 verb JlA (0 (l M, 
p Past Perfect Tense Past Imperfect Tense 
0 

PAST (Perfect Participle + Auxiliary Verb ~iii!. ) (Imperfect Participle + Auxiliary Verb till ) 
u 
N TIME 

Mle' 'iliC he had broken ,.t\11C 'iHC he was breaking 
D with 

Auxiliary 
(In the Negative the Simple Perfect acts " verb for the Perfect Participle: 

~iil. J\Afliil.r tnc he had not broken) 

Note: The arrows indicate that instead of the Compound Present Tenses the corresponding S1mple'l'enses 
must be used. 

The Imperative Mood. 

26. This has two tenses: the Jussive Tense and the Imperative Tense. 

The Jussive corresponds to the kind of English Imperative which employs the auxiliary t'let" (let me 
break, let him break, etc.). This applies Qnly to the 1st and 3rd persons in English, but the Amharic 
Jussive is a complete tense with all persons.2 

The Imperative Tense corresponds to the English 2nd person Imperative (break!). It is an incomplete 
tense, possessing only the 2nd persons (masculine singular, feminine singular and plural). It is derived 
from the Jussive by dropping the 2nd person prefix of the latter: e.g. 2nd masculine Jussive: -tllftC , Im-
perative; llllC (break!). · 
The Infinitive Mood. 

27. This consists of three verbal nouns:--
1) The Infinitive (the name of the action): ,.llOC , to bre.ak, breaking. 
2) The Agent {the name of the performer of the action): t\Q~ , a breaker. 
3) The Instrument (the name of the instrument, means or plac~ used to perform the action). This is der
ived from the Infinitive by the addition of the suffix 1a: ,.._0~1 , an instrument, means.or place used for 
breaking. " 

1. The term Subordinate Verb is used in this book for the verb of a dependent clause introduced by a 
subordinating conjunction. ·. · 

2. The 2nd persons, however, are only used in the negative. 
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The Principal Parts of a Verb. 

~8. ~or;; the above description of the three moods it can be seen that a verb possesses certain primar or 
princ1pal1 parts; and that any other part of its conjugation is derived from one or other of these:-- y, 

MOOD. PRINCIPAL PART DERIVED PARTS . . 

Indica- Simple PE!rfect Tense Negative Past Perfect Tense 
tive Contingent Present Imperfect and Past Imperfect Tenses 

Gerund Present Perfect and Past Perfect Tenses 
Impera-

Jussive Tense tive Imperative Tense 

lnfin1- Infinitive Instrument 
tive Agent (Product )1 

In the tables of Principal Parts in this book all "personal" parts (i. e. those of the Indicative and Im
perative Moods) are given in the 3rd person masculine singular. 

The Basic Verb Groups 

29. As already remarked, the most common kind of Amharic verb has three radicals (e. g. Aitl break). 
In the 3rd person masculine singular of the Simple Perfect Tense (the "Root Form") of such verbs all three 
radicals are in the 1st form. But there are many verbs with other formations -- with different numbers of 
radicals and with radicals having different forms -- and these manifest differences in conjugation. Hence 
the necessity to classify the verbs according tothe number and the forms of their radicals. Classified tlms, 
we find that they fall into five basicGroups, most of which are subdivided. We further find that there are a 
number of "Derived Forms" --derivatives of the basic groups (which are dealt with later). The scheme 
then has its complications; but it is some comfort to know that once its principles have been mastered ex
tremely little irregularity will be encountered. 

30. Some of the different verb formations can be accounted for by "contraction". This means that at some 
time;during the evolution of the language the stem has contracted, one of its ras:licals being lost (as a separ
ate radical) by union with the preceding radical: e. g. fltiDo has contracted to ft4 (hear).,2 

31. Unless changed!in this way by contraction the radicals of the Root Form of any verb are regularly all 
in the 1st form. Sometimes, however, a 7th form radical is found; but this is because the 7th form,_ owing 
to the similarity in !sound is habitually treated as the equivalent of the 1st form diphthong: e.g. <foZm = 
~tm (cut).3,4 I 

32. A most important element in a verb is its penultimate (i.e. last but one) radical. This is like the pi
vot of the verbal stem. Except in some contracted verbs from which it has been lost (i.e. Group m), it alM 
ways doubles in the Simple Pprfect Tense. 5 In other parts of the conjugation it may or may not double, ac
cording to the "type" of the verb. We use the word "type", as distinct from. "group" with reference to this 
doubling of the penultimate radical. 

1. Derived from the Agent of some verbs is another verbal noun, the "Product". This is the name of 
what is produced by the action, and might be included in the Infinitive Mood if it were found more often and 
constructed with greater regularity in relation to the verb conjugations (see Section 161 under Noun Forms). 

2. Contraction sometimes accounts for verps with the same basic form being quite unrelated in mean- · 
ing: e. g. "''I. have mercy on (a contraction of ,.,ftl ), and· M~ learn (basic form "'Pl. , a contraction of 

tlfJIJ/. } • . 
3. Group lll-3 verbs, only, have a radical which is regularly 7th form, not 1st form. But this is are

sult of contraction. A 7th form radical in any other kind of verb is simply the equivalent of ~1st form 
diphthong (even when the character concerned does not possess a true 1st form diphthong; e.g.1"1\ , fill). 

4. Likewise in those parts of the verb which require the radical concerned to be in the 6th form, It is 
the 2nd form which, through similarity of sound, is treated as the equivalent of the 6th form diphthong: e. g. 

<ll/.'1' = .,...1.'1' (cut!). 
· 5. Th~ very rare cases of verbs having has their penultimate radical are also exceptional, since the 

consonant h cannot properly be doubled: · e. g. -l-'1'01. (become one). 
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In verbs of Type A the penultimate radical doubles only in the Simple Perfect. 
In verbs of Type B the penultimate radical doubles throughout the conjugation. 
In verbs of Type C the penultimate radical doubles in the Simple Perfect and the Contingent. 

Thus, of the five basic Groups, we find that Groups I and n are both subdivided into Type A and Type 
B; Group III, having lost its penultimate radical has no "type"; while all verbs of Groups IV and V belong to 
Type C. 

Group I 

33, Definition: Uncontracted Three-Radical Verbs.l 
Subdivisions: Type A and Type B. 
Pattern Verbs: I-A r'IRl , break; I-B Li1 , want, seek. 

PRINCIPAL PARTS I-A 
Simple Perfect ,..", 
Contingent f.MIC. 

Gerund fl-oe 

Jussive f..lrOC 

Infinitive DD/IftC 

Agent l'\llt 

I-B .. 
Ltl1 

f.LA1 

~.oi\") 

f..L'A1 

DDI.ft"' 

.t.)\'L 

Notice that the stems of these verbs end in consonants (as they do with all verbs except those of Groups 
nand V). This means that the last radical is always a vowelless 6th form, except when some other form 
is required to supply the vowel of a suffix. For instance 1n the Root Form, fliil · , the actual stem is 1'\iic. ; 
the added voweltt is simply the 3rd masculine singular personal suffix, standing for "he", ni1;". Likewise 
the vowels which. appear at the end of the Gerund and Agent are simply suffixes. 

The Indicative Mood. 

34. Notice that in the Indicative Mood there is no difference between Type A and Type B verbs, apart from 
the doubling of the penultimate radical. 

35. 

I-A. Stem: iliic 

Ailcu
iliicu 
rl(l,c1i 
I'IOl 
fliil; 
rlifCl 
ttii~~~~
tiii~ 

rliieb- ) 2 
flitCh ) 

( Aifc~ 

I broke.3 
you (m) broke 
you (f) broke 
he, it broke 
she broke 
we broke 
you (pl) broke 
they broke 

The Simple Perfect Tense 

I-B. Stem: I.A1 

.t,i(1u
~1U 
I.X"'1i 
~.x.,. 
Ll1'f. 
1.l\11 
1.t\,."J1-u
Ll ... 

( l.t\"lh- ) 4 
( l.li"'n )4 

I wanted, sought 
you {m) wanted, sought 
you (f) wanted, sought 
he, it wanted, sought 
she wanted, sought 
we wanted, sought 
you (pl) wanted, sought 
they wanted, sought 

1. The definitions given in this book for the different kinds of verbs must be understood only as con
venient generalizations; since verbs which have the same formation and conjugation today can, for practical 
purposes, be grouped together, -though in some eases their origins may actually have been widely different. 
The definitions, then, are aimed at helping the student to understand the structure and behaviour of the verb 
form as it now is, rather than at historical accuracy as to the evolution of every individual verb. 

~ •. Colloquially the suffix =s. is often added to the 1st singular suffiX, o- or h-lwithout eff~ct to the 
meaning (this is really the object suffix, "me"; see Section 196 on Object Suffixes); e.g •. nocu-:S or 

lliieb-:S , I broke. 
3. Also, "I have broken", etc. See Sections 24 and 25 on the Tenses. 
4. See Section 14 on the Assimilation of a Preceding by a Following Consonant. 
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Notes on the above:--

The 1st singular and 2nd singular personal suffixes are, respectively flo and u or tt- and h 1 The 
former we call the " h :suffixes" and the latter the "k suffixes". The If h 'suffixes" "are regarded ~s more 
correct, but the " k,suffixes" are commoner in speech. 

The 1st singular suffix, flo or h- , is commonly "breathed" or whispered rather than spoken· and 1n the 
case of o- the h ·is aspirated concurrently with and after the. u, instead of before it, the resuiting sound 
being somel:bin!i like our exclamation of disgust, "ugh!" The treatment of the final flo of the 2nd person 
plural suffix a~flo is similar, resulting 1n a sound rather like a sneeze.2~3. 

The alternative 1st plural suffix, ~ , is found especially 1n literary Amharic • 

. The 3rd plural form, in this or any other tense, serves also for the 2nd and 3rd polite s.lngular: e.g., 
c'lii<- means not only "they broke", but also "you (polite, singular) broke" and "he, she (polite, singular) 

broke".4 

36. 
I-A. Stem: I'HIC 

l\A'fiC 
+tl'fiC 
~A.fi& 
f..l\'fiC 
~A .ftC 
A1AiiC 
~A.fio{. 
J.'.l\'flo{. 

I -- breaking 5 
you (m) .... 'breaking 
you (f) -- breaking 
he, it -- breaking 
she -- breaking 
we -- breaking 
you (pl) -- breaking 
they ... breaking 

The Contingent 
I-B. Stem: Ll.., 

l\I.A..., 
~I.A. '"I 
-1-I.A'I. 
,.~,.~,.., 

-l-1.2:\"1 
A'JI.A."' 
-1-l.l\,. 
,.~,.,,.. 

I -- wanting, seeking 
you (m) -- wanting,- seeking 
you (f) --wanting, seeking 
he_, it -- wanting, seeking 
she -- wanting, seeking 
we -- wanting, seeking 
you (pl) -- wanting, seeking 
they -- wanting, seeking 

37. In the 2nd feminine singular of verbs6 whose final radical is absorbent'l the suffix .:lis absorbed. The 
final radical, thereby, becoming saturated, should logically take a 6th form, but in practice it often remains 
3rd. Either form is permissable, both in writing and pronunciation. Thus, using mif. , take (I-A), as our 
pattern verb,we find that :tomlJJS. becomes oJ-mll~ · or oJ-miJ'{ • 

38. With verbs 6 whose first radical is Jl or o 6 the ·:t of the personal prefixes is assimilated 9 by the 
stronger vowel a. Thus, using J\dlll , wash (I-A), as our pattern verb, we have the following Contingent 
forms:--

J\1"0 
:l"'r'fl 
:I" 'I'll. 
1'1'11 
:J"'I''fl 
M''l''fl 
:l"'''n-
1'1'11-

1. See Section 16 on Interchangeable Sounds • 

I-- washing 
you (m) .... washing 
you (f) -- washing 
he, it-- washing 
she -- washing 
we -- washing 
you (pl) --washing 
they -- washing 

. 2. These peculiarities of pronunciation largely disappear when the suffix concerned is followed by an
other suffix (such as an object suffix). 

3. The pronunciation of these suffixes must, as usual, be learned from the Ethiopian. The latter, 
however, when asked to demonstrate, is apt to give a theoretically correct pronunciation, which accords 
with the spelling rather than with his ordinary speech. But ·the student must persuade him to speak as he 
would in conversation. 

4. See Section 210 on Polite Forms. 
5. For the sake of brevity the meaning of the Contingent is given in these conjugations as that of the 

Imperfect Participle only (I-- breaking, etc.). But it must not be forgotten that, when the verb is negative, 
relative or subordinate the Contingent is not a participle but a tense: I break, etc; (See Sections 24 and 25, 
Tense Scheme Charts). 

6. This applies to verbs of all groups. 
7. See Section 11 on the Saturation of Consonants. 
8. The same applies to Causative verbs, which have the prefixes A and 1\la • 
9. See Section 13 (a) under the Contraction of Adjacent Vowels. 
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39. 

I-A 

1-B 

M-oe. + ttiiiJo 
·h\-oe + ttii:u 
:t-1111& + tti'li 
~1'111e + ttK 
+oofle + t.h'1-
r..'lil1le + tt.Xl 
-l-011{. + t.:\':fiJo 
~1'111{. + t.ti-

h.tir.\"' + J\hiJo 
+.til\"1 + ttl\u 
+L~7.. + hli.1i 
~LA"l + t\l\ 
i'LA"' + ttli.1 
h;.tA"' + t.ih 
+1-l\.,. + t.~~ 
~1-li...,. + ttl\-

= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 

= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 

The Present Imper.fect Tense 

(Contingent+ Auxiliary Verb t.ii) 

M-ntW(IJo I am breaking, shall break, break 
+A-n.&Jiu· you (m) are breaking, will break, break 
+A11&ttA1i 1 you {f) are break.lng, will break, break 

loi'l11i1-'A * . he, it is breaking, will break, breaks 
+1111~A she is break.ing, will break, breaks 
h;l\11t1-ih we are breaking, shall break, break 
+ll-oMtloiJo 3 you {pl) are breaking, will break, break 
~i'111,c.A. 3 they are breaking, will break, break 

~ii."JAIJo I am wanting, shall want, want4 
+wiiu. you (m) are wanting, will want, want 
.:tLA7.t.A1i 1 · you (f) are wanting, will want, want 
f..l-1\.fJA. 2 he, it is wanting, will want, wants 
+1-A."Ji~ she is wanting, will want, wants 
h'fi.A..?f\1 we are wanting, shall want, want 
-t~LA."Jil'fiJo .3 you {pl) are wanting, will want, want 
~a..,ft.s they are wanting, will want, want 

40. The 2nd feminine singular Contingent of verbs whose final radical is absorbent unites with the auxillary 
verb thus: 

41. 

I-A 

I-B 

} 

M11C Hfe 
:ti'111e ~lfe 
+A-o& ~lie 
~ilile ~ilc 
+1'1-nc ~lfc 
~t';nile tlte 
+A11?. ~lie 
Mt-n{. ~ire · 

t..t~"' ~iie 
+.tl"' tlie 
:t'LA7. tlfe 
f...tA..., )i[e 

The Past Imperfect Tense 

(Contingent + AUXiliary Verb ~ill ) 
( ~iieiJo )5 I was break.lng 
( )lfcu ) you (m) were breaking 
( tHc'ii ) you (f) were breaking 
( )ftll he, It was breaking 
( tltllo ) she was breaking 
( )iiC"t ) we were break.ing 
( t~~':fiJo ) you (pl) were breaking 
( tli?. ) they were breaking 

I was wanting, seeldng 
you (m) were wanting, seeking 
you (f) were wanting, seeking 

. he, it was wanting, seeking 
she was wanting, seeking 
we were wanting, seeking 
you (pl) were wanting, seeking 
they were wanting, seeking 

1. Other possible spellings of these 2nd feminine singular forms are:-,.. 
+l'l1l&1i\1i +A11CIA1i . i'Ll!\1.11'11 +LA"'IAli i'mlJ{t.K1i +•lltli\11 +t~~IJ,lli1i 

2. Notice the final ll•of the auxiliary verb ttl is dropped. Amharic generally avoids leaving .a weak 
vowel ( li or !1: ) at the end of a word without a following connection. When the suffix I 'is required to indic
ate the personal pronoun f'he" or "it", it cannot be dropped, but in this compound tense "he" or "it" is al
ready indicated by the personal prefix of the Contingent, ·,_ • The !~!then is redundant and disappears. . 

3. Notice that the Contingent suffix u disappears. Tills is a ease of the retrogressive assimilation Of 
one strong vowel by another. See Section 13 (a) footnote, on Retrogressive Assimilation. 

4. Or I am seeking, shall seek, seek, etc. 
5. The alternative forms of personal suffix (described in Section 35 under The Simple Perfect Tense) 

are permissable with the auxiliary verb ~ill as with other S~mple Per.fect Forms. 
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No~e that, since tt:e person is alreadrindicated by the participle (in this case the Imperfect Participle 
or Contingent), the auxiliary verb, tilt: 1s most commonly impersonal, L e. without any personal suffixes 
at all ( }tk ), or, occasionally, retaining the 3rd masculine singular form ( )Rl ) for all persons 1 The 
person~! forms (as given in the brackets above) can: however, be used, and are found especially in literary 
Amhanc. 

42. 

I-A. Stem: ii-oc 

l'i-ol:' I having broken 2 · 
i'lillU you (m) ha\1ing broken 
il-lll'li you (f) having broken 

· l'i11~ he, it having broken 
tl-o&. she having broken 
f'l1ll~ we having broken 
t'HI'"*u- you (pl) having broken 
A-11/.ID· they having broken 

The Gerund 

I-B. Stem: &.A'7 

l.lli. I having wanted, sought 
d\11.1 you (m) having wanted, sought 
LA'l1i you (f) having wanted, sought 
I.A1 he, it having wanted, sought 
I.A:J she having wanted, sought 
I.A'l't we having wanted, sought 
Li.\:l"u- you (pi) having wanted, sought 
&.A'IID- they having wanted, sought 

Notes on the above:--

In the 1st singular of the Gerund, and nowhere else in the conjugation, the last radical doubles. 3 

Notice that the 2nd masculine and feminine singular, the 1st plural and the 3rd plural suffixes are the 
same as the corresponding suffixes of the Simple Perfect, except that they now all commence with 1i. Only 
the 2nd plural suffix is exactly the same here as it is in the Simple Perfect. 

43. In the 1st singular Gerund of verbs3·whosefinal radical is absorbent this radical becomes saturated by 
the absorption of the e suffix. It remains, nevertheless, in the 5th form4·except when followed by an a (see 
below under Present Perfect Tense}. Thus OJlll. becomes cn{J!_ (I having taken}. 

44. 

I-A. 

The Present Perfect Tense 

(Gerund + Auxiliary Verb IlK ) 

ll11Z. + hiio- i111&:;£o- 5 I have broken 
il11t:U + tti\u ::: !\114 lA you (m} have broken 
il1llif + .h?\1i ::: s\-ot.'li~ you (f) have broken 
lliu: +h~ = ll11~~;s he, it has broken 
cl'(U •. + hX"f. = li .. she has broken 
it11l1 + ttib = tl:~.?l ~· we have broken 
ft-o'";o- + M'f.o- ::: it11~~if'ttA. 7 you (pl) h~1.ve broken 
11-nlcn- + h& = it11l'P they have !broken 

1. This is not a common form, as the personal suffix \t serves no use~ul purpose and is therefore more 
likely t6 be dropped. See Section 39 on the Present Imperfect Tense (foot~ote). 

2. For the sake of brevity only one meaning is given in these Conjug:\tions for the gerund. But it must 
not beforgottenthat there are other possibletranslations; 11-nl. forinstan'T, could also mean, "I-- broken" 
{with auxiliary verb) or "1 breaking" (see Section 24 on Tense Scheme). 1 

3, This applies to verbs of all groups. I 4: On rare occasions spelt with a 1st form. See Section 12 on Effect!; of Saturation. 
5. Other possible spellings of these 1st singular forms are: · 

f111;(.fl\fi. ii-ol!fi\v- L'4-/L1Ko- &.Alt1Ku- cn~ttttKu-
6, Other possible spellings of these 3rd masculine forms are: 

1111;t&t f'l·nC''P'&\ tl-IIC'PA I.A=\'i 1.~"1'¥~ LA"'''P'A I 
7. Other possible spellings of these 2nd plural forms are:. 

ll1lt.;:;\~ ft11'"1-u-~A it11'"o;y.urpi\ ~A."-:f.:.\~ ~.o'A:J-:f.u-tt~ I.A."~u.,'i£. 
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I-B. 
LA'i + Aiio- = 
L)\'IIJ + A2iu = 
LA'l1i + hA1i ;: 
LA'l + AIL = 
LA:J + Ait'"f = 
LA'JJ + hi\'t = 
d\:J:f.,,. + M1-u- = LA..,,. + hi- = 

I have wanted, sought 
you (m) have wanted, sought 
you (f) have wanted, sought 
he, it has wanted, sought 
she has wanted, sought 
we have wanted, sought 
you (pl) have wanted, sought 
they have wanted, sought 

Notice that, as the person is already expressed by the suffix of the Gerund, the auxiliary verb, hit , 
drops its personal suffix for every person except "I" and "she". 

45. The 1st singular Gerund of verbs whose final radical is absorbent unites with the auxiliary verb thus: 
mll! + Ano- = mll~no- 1 

46. 
I-A. 

1-B. 

r111~ 'lire 
ft1li! tJ tllc 
111li!1i ., nc 
fl11C' 'ilic 
rl;ru. tile 
rl1li!1, tile 
d1l&. 1"rJo )ftC 
111ll1D- 'ii'IC 

LAi 'iOC 
LA'IIJ 'iHC 
LA'11i 'ilfc 
LA.t 'ilic 
Ll:J 'iiic 
LA1l,tlfc 
Li:J'fo- )0C 
.I.A1• tHe 

The Past Perfect Tense 
(Gerund+ Auxiliary Verb 'llfl ) 

· tiico- ) 4 I. had broken 
( 'illeu ) you (m) had broken 
( 'ilfeii ) you (f) had broken 
( 'I~~ ) he, it had broken 
( tRl~· ) she had broken 
( 'illcl; ) we had broken 
( 'ill.&.'fo- ) you (pl) had broken 
{ 'ill<- ) they had broken 

I had wanted, sought 
you (m) had wanted, sought 
you (f) had wanted, sought 
he, it had wanted, sought 
she had wanted, sought 
we had wanted, sought 
you (pl) had wanted, sought 
they had wanted, sought 5 

The Imperative Mood. 

47. In this mood, unlike the Indicative, there is a difference between the stem formations of the Type A and 
Type B verbs, over and above the usual difference of doubling. 

1-A. Stem: IIOC 
Jusslve Tense 

UlRC ( AliRe ) 
t'noc 
-1-hO& 
t.ilOC 
+.Me 
A'fhOC 
-tllO{. 
t.llll{. 

let me break 

let him, it break 
let her break 
let us break 

let them break 

1. See footnote number 5; page 19. 
2. See footnote numper 6:, page 19. 
3. See footnote number 7, page 19. 

Imper-ative Tense 

IIOC break (m) 
llR& break (f) 

itO?. break (pl) 

4. The remarks made about the auxiliary verb 'ilit as used in the Past Imperfect Tense (Section 41) 
apply also to its use in the Past Perfect Tense. 

5. Sometimes 'r~A Jthe 3rd masculine singular Present Perfect of 'fl , live) is used impersonally as 
an auxiliary instead of )ftC , . e.~. ,.., rl1llU 'f'~A l What had you (m) broken? Its use commonly in-
dicates surprise: e.g. t.U't fJoAo Hi!U 'ra::A u You (m) had really broken all this! 



I-B. Stem: t.ii.1 

1.4.1\.., ( 1:\4.11..., ) 
+t.A.1 
+4..~1. 
f,4.'A1 
+l.i\1 
A'l4.A1 
i-LA,. 
~4.A-r 

Notes on the above:--

Jussive Tense 

let me seekl 

let him, it seek 
let her seek 
let us seek 

let them seek 

Imperative Tense 

4.A1 seek (m) 
4.A "1. seek (f) 

4.1\.,. seek (pi) 

Notice that the Jussive of the Type B verb is identical with its Contingent. This is the case with all 
Type B verbs, of whatever Group. 

The 1st singular Jussive is given in its simple (theoretical) form, but in practice it is always used with 
the conjunction lA , "to", prefixed (as shown in the bracket),2 which, however, has no effect on the sense. 

For the 2nd persons (masculine, feminine and plural) the Imperative, not the Jussive, forms are used 
in all affirmative commands. The 2nd persons of the Jussive, therefore, are only required for the nega
tive, there being no negative of the Imperative forms. 

The 2nd and 3rd persons polite as usual borrow the 3rd plural form, which in this Mood is limited to 
the Jussive. The 2nd polite Imperative is therefore correctly supplied by the 3rd plural Jussive; but some
times the 2nd plural Imperative is used instead: e. g. "Break" (polite) can be 1-llft~ or no~ • 

48. In the Jussive of any verb whose first radical is 11. or o contraction takes place between the vowel of 
the personal prefixes and the first radical, as in the Contingent. In the Type B verb the resulting Jussive 
forms are, again, identical with those of the Contingent; but the forms of the Type A verb (Jussive and Im
perative) are as follows: 

I-A. Stem: J.m.g 
Jussive Tense 

l\m.g ( 
+m.g 
+miL 
1-m"{{ 
+m.g 
7t"Jm1l 
+mft' 
,.mft' 

/Amil ) let me wash 

let him, it wash 
let her wash 
let us wash 

let them wash 

Imperative Tense 

7tm1l wash (m) 
l'ttnO. wash (f) 

7tmft' wash (pl) 

49. The Jussive is used not only for giving commands but also for asking questions which require a com
mand 'for their answer .3 e. g. MtOC? Shall he break? 1:\4.1\"l! Shall I seek? 4 

1. Only "seek" is given here as a translation, because it is very unlikely that in the Imperative Mood 
the verb would have the sense of "want". 

2. Except in the negative, when, instead it takes a negative prefix. 
3. It is actually just as natural to use the Imperative Mood for asking questions which require a com

mand for their answer as it is to use the Indicative Mood for asking questions which require a statement for 
their answer, which, of course, we do in English. 

4. It would be wrong in such cases to attempt a literal translation of the English by using the Present 
Imperfect Tense. 
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The Infinitive Mood, 

50, Again in this mood, except for the Agent, there is a difference between the Type A and Type B stem 
formations, over and above the usual difference of doubling. 

I-A I-B 

Infinitive: ODIIOC tQ break, breaking ODLK"' to want, wanting, 

Lii'l. 
to seek, seeking 

Agent: iUM breaker wanter, seeker 

Instrument: ODilftt'.f instrument, etc. for ODL'fi."'..f instrument, etc. for 
breaking seekingl 

51. With verbs whose final radical is absorbent2 absorption takes place in both the Agent and the Instru
ment, thus:--

Agent: wfi.IJ. becomes mfl~ or mfl:( 3 

Instrument: ,..m-ft.IJ.Y becomes DPm-i'l:4' 4 

52. In verbs whose first radical is h or o2 the Infinitive prefix ,., always unites with the first radical to 
become "7 • This is the case even with Type A verbs, whose first radical is otherwise a 6th form in the 
Infinitive, With these verbs, therefore, there is no difference in stem formation, apart from the doubling, 
between the Type A and Type B Infinitives (as there is with other verbs); thus:--

hmll wash (I-A), has Infinitive "'tm-n (Instrument "'tmfl.1 } 
hall think (I-B), has Infinitive "7'1'1:0 (Instrument "'t~O..l" ) 

53. In the interest of accurate speech it is of primary importance for the student to know whether a verb 
belongs to Type A or Type B. 5 If, when he meets a new verb, he learns only its Root Form, he will be 
ignorant on this point, for there is no distinction between Types A and B in the Simple Perfect Tense. He 
must therefore learn some other part of the verb as well. In all other parts there is the difference in the 
matter of doubling; but since this is not indicated in writing, and is easily missed by the untrained ear, it 
does not afford a very solid basis for distinction, As we have already seen, the parts of the verb which 
more clearly distinguish belween the two types are the Jussive (with its derivative, the Imperative) and the 
Infinitive (with its derivative, the Instrument), in both of which a 6th form first radical indicates Type A 
and a 1st form first radical indicates Type B, Of these the Infinitive, especially, is useful for distinguish
ing not only between the Types but also between the Groups, and it is therefore recommended that this be 
regularly learnt "in one breath" with the Root Form. Thus, for instance, the verb "to say" should not be 
learnt as " .:lit. " but as " ~'it. -nc " {showing that itis Type A} and the verb "to want" not as " .c.•,t., " 
but as" Li\1 DPLK"l " (showing that it is Type B), Only with verbs whose 1st radical is h or o is the 
Imperative recommended for this purpose rather than the Infinitive, since with these, as already shown, 
the Type A and Type B Infinitives manifest a difference only in the matter of doubling. Thus, for instance, 
the verb "to wash" should b~ learnt as " hmll )lm-n " (showing that it is Type A), and the verb "to think" 
as " hi'iR llli-n " (showing that it is Type B). If ·the student assiduously follows these recommendations 
from the start he will later be saved much doubt in his mind and much inaccuracy in his speech. 6 

1. Only the one meaning is given, as an ''instrument" or ttmeans for wanting" is not likely, 
2. This applies to verbs of any group. 
3, The following Agent forms are irregular:--

M'm. carpenter, from hlm construct (I-B) 
~!11.. merchant, from 't'ir. trade {I-B) 

But these are occupational nouns rather than ordinary Agent forms. In both cases the verb also makes 
a regular Agent: IJl;"Jl' -+- i!J~ 

4. In both Agent and Instrument forms (especially th~ latter) a final "111 sometimes fails to absorb the 
i of the suffix: e. g. DDi'il\ liken, make a picture (I-B), has as its Agent ,.,ji,. or DDiil\. · 

hZll. divide, pay (I-A) has as its Instrument ,..hL1 or ,..'hLt\.1 

5_. This distinction applies to the two very important Groups, I and n {with their subdivisions}. 
6. For the sake of brevity verbs are given in their Root Form only in this book. The student should, 

nevertheless, add their Infinitive or Imperative, as recommended, when learning them. 
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54. The meaning of a verb offers no indication as to its type; except that tf 1t has intriUlsitive or sta.tive 
sense it is. not so likely to be Type B, since Type B verbs are generally transitive. These are moreover 
far fewer .m number than Type A. ' ' 

55. There are .a few verb~. which are sometimes treated as Type A and sometimes. as Type B, without 
change of meanmg: e. g. 'J)H , put OJl shroud. In some cases the Type A and Type B forms may have dif
ferent, but related meanings: e.g • .,.I'll\· I-A, resemble, seem; ot>"/il\ 1-B, liken, make a picture. In other 
cases, again, the verb form is found in both Types, but with quite unrelated meanings: e. g. mil.,. I-A, be
come tight: miift. 1-B, watch, wait for. 

56. The following is a selection of common Group I verbs, for use in practicing the conjugation:--

grow accustomed to 
choose 
steal 
cut 

I-B 
A~ request, beg 
Allim change (trans.) 

I-A 
Ai'Jfii: 
,;.,zm 
I'll+ 
ttZm 
,.;l 
AiiP) 
Am.,. 
hl.,. 
hlt\ 
mtr. 
m$!+ 
H'iO 
f.Zil 
f.l. 
'Ill\ 
ml'l 
miill 
4-ff. 

tell 
believe 
know 

orl~p return (trans.), answer 
.. Ill try 
.,..f.t(l\ boil, i.e. cook in water (trans.) 
't it become dirty 

. =f~l\ hurry 

57. 

open {trans.) 
divide, pay 
descend 
fall 
rain 
reach, arrive 
become dry 
kill 
sweep, clean 
fry 
wish, permit 

Group II 

Afi- treat (medically) 
~Di»l begin (trans.) 
ml~.,. ask, visit 
Q;t.'!;'l add, put more on 
tac..ll finish (trans. ) 
Rf\f 1 pray 

Definition: Contracted Three-Radical Verbs with a vowel instead of the last radical. 
Subdivisions: · 

II-1. (Types A and B): The final vowel is a, representing the lost radical o ,n "i A or ~ 
e.g. ftlioo - iab'lt , hear. 

n-2. (Types A and B): The final vowel is a, representing the radical f or m e.g •. flihm- ilm , give. 

Pattern Verbs: II-1-A dtiiJ , hear; II-1-B: 1\tf, measure; II-2-A: 1'110 , give; II-2-B: Af , separate (trans.). 

Notice that the consonant of what now stands as the final radical is in reality the penultimate radical. 
Hence its doubling. 
Principal Parts II-1-A n-1-B II-2-A II-2-B 

Simple Perfect 1\'*1 1\tf iliil 1\f 
Contingent l.il., l-1\fi f.il'f "":t 3 
Gerund ,.,...,. Afi.,. n.,.,. ll,.,. 
Jussive f..h., f. Ali f.lt1' 

""" 3 Infinitive o..,. .. n. tleAfi'T DDhm-1- Dll/lr-r 
Agent ,.....,_ llW. """' ( fiQd. ) 2 Ill (ll.ii.)3. 4 

1. When the final radical of a verb is a saturated letter, it is usual for no distinction to be made be
tween it and an absorbent radical, ~ those parts of the verb where the latter becom~s .~aturated by the ab
sorption of a suffix vowel: e.g. sXr pray (I-B) has 2nd (f) Present Imperfect i'RAI'!}i 

. IIDflt\ liken (I-B) has 2nd (f) Present Imperfect +ooli1A1i 
2. The usual vowel absorption takes place whenever the radical standing last is absorbent, even though, 

through the contraction of the verb, it is not the true last radical. 
a. When there is no following vowel the doubling of the penultimate radical can only be potential (for 

Potential Doubling see Sec •. 8). 
4. See Sec. 56 (footnote) on verbs with final radical saturated. 
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Notice that the final vowel of a Group IT verb represents a lost last radical and is therefore part of the 
stem. Only verbs of Groups n and V have stems which end, thus, with vowels (the. stems of all other verbs 
end with consonants). Since, then, the final vowel is not a suffix 1 but belongs to the stem, it cannot be re~ 
moved except in the following cases:--

(a) When assimilated by a following vowe1.2 
(b) When replaced by the substitute radical T (this replacement is only in the Gerund; in the Infinitive 

the vowel and the substitute radical stand together.) 
· , (c) In the Contingent, Jussive and Imperative of Group IT-2 verbs, where, as a weak vowel without any 
contribution to make to the meaning, itis allowed to "drop off the end".3 

It is especially important to remember that the stem ends in a vowel in the case of a Group II-2 Simple 
Perfect (which should be carefully compared with the Simple Perfect of a Group I verb). 

Notice that the 1st singular and 2nd masculine singular "k suffixes" of the Simple Perfect cannot be 
used when the stem ends with a vowel. 

The Indicative Mood. 

58. The Simple Perfect Tense 

II-1-A. Stem: r\07 
--llDltJ-

II-1-B.. .,.,Stem: flli 
ithtJ--- I measured 

59. 

II-1-A. 

ll"iu 
ll.ifii 

~~, 
(\.;;,'} ( fld7) HI 

ll"++tJ
(\P 

Stem: 11"7 

~"" :'J-11117 
+11"'1. 
f-Ilii? 
+llo? 
:\ ljj')IJ7 
tiJ
~{lcJO< 

I heard 
you (m) heard 
you (f) heard 
he, it heard 
she heard 
we heard 
you (pl) heard 
they heard 

I gave 
you (m) gave 
you (f) gave 
he, it gave 
she gave 
we gave 
you (pl} gave 
they gave 

I-- hearing 
you (m) -- hearing 
you (f ) -- hearing 
he, it -- hearing 
she -- hearing 
we -- hearing 
you (pl) -- hearing 
they -- hearing 

n-2-B. 

The Contingent 

II-1-B. 

t\"iiu you (m) measured 
li117i you (f) measured 
1\q _, he, it measured 
AiJ'f. she measured 

11iJ'1 ( (lti~ ) we measured 
1\'b~tJ- you (pl) measured 
1\'ft. they measured 

Stem: 
h~ 
+Mi 
:"J-hlt 
f.ttli• 
:"J-1\Ji 
7.1ttli• 
+t\n: 
f.t\'lt-

II. 'I 
I separated 
you (m) separated 
you (f) separated 
he, it separated 
she separated 
we separated 
you (pl) separated 
they separated 

Ali' 
I -- measuring 
you (m) --measuring 
you (f) -- measuring 
he, 1t --measuring 
she -- measuring 
we -- measuring 
you (pl) -- measuring 
they -- measuring 

1. Though in the Root Form, and elsewhere, it assimilates or unites with the suffix. (See Sec. 13 on 
the Contraction of Adja:cent Vowels). 

2. see Sec. 13 (a) under The Contraction of Adjacent Vowels (including the footnote on Retrogressive 
As s~l.llilation). 

3. As mentioned elsewhere (Sec. 39, footnote) Amharic generally avoids leaving a weak -vowel at the 
end of a word with nothing following to "support" it. 
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II-2-A, stem: ll'l' 

M'l' 
-l'll'l' 

T(l6f.lo ( ·Ni&Ll.. ) 
f,.t\'1' 
+11'1' 
hid'l' 
+ltm
f,.dm-

60. 

II-1-A. 
Ad"''X..,. 
+ll"'lt\0 
+t...Y,f\112 
f..t\"'1~ 
+rl"'lli 
h'ih"'lRl 
+ll"'liif.v-
f,(l"'liio 

II-2-A, 
M111Xv-
+dlllAU 
+il61i!l\"ii 2 
f. dill{.~ 
+lllllii 
}t\dlllh 
+llar~f.u. 
""tq~ 

61. 

II-1-A, 
--M.., ~lie< ~lieu- ) 

II-2-A. 
M'l' Hie ( 

62. 

II-1-A. 

etc. 

~lieu- ) 

etc. 

Stem: ·d,..+ 
ilri 
fl9"1-U 
dr1'11 
... ,...,. 
il9";1-
il9"1-'t 
(19" ;1-'f.v-
ilr1'• 

I-- giving 
you (m) -- giving 
you (f) -- giving 
he, it -- giving 
she -- giving 
we-- giving 
you (pl) -- giving 
they -- giving 

Stem: flf. 

I -- separating 
you (m) -- separating 
you {f) -- separating 
he, it-- separating 
she -- separating 
we -- .~eparating 
you (pl) -- separating 
they -- separating 

The Present Imperfect Tense 

II-1-B,· 
I am hearing 1 
you (m) are hearing 
you (f) are hearing 
he, it is hearing 
she is hearing 
we are hearing 
you (pl) are hearing 
they are hearing 

I am giving1 
you (m) are giving 
you (f) are giving 
he, it is giving 
~he is giving 
we are giving 
you (pi) are giving 
they are giving 

II-2-B. 

Mliii..,. I am measuring 1 
+lltiiiu you (m) are measuring 
+fl.ti.M112you (f) are measuring 
,e.A~ he, it is measuring 
i-1\llt\'f she is measuring 
)t'JAfiii1 we are measuring 
Tt'\li~*v- you (pl) are measuring 
f.ll.fik they are measuring 

I am separating 1 
you (m) are separating 
you (f) are separating 
he, it is separating 
she is separating 
we are separating 
you (pl) are separating 
they are separating 

The Past Imperfect Tense 

I was hearing 

I was giving 

I having heard 
you (m) having heard 
you (f) having heard 
he, it having heard 
she having heard 
we having heard 
you (pl) having heard 
they having heard 

II-1-B. 
hf\li' ~itc ( ~lieu- I was measuring 

etc, 

II-2-B. 
}tft"/. ~nc. ( ~Ire..,. ) I was separating 

The Gerund 

II-1-B, 

etc. 

Stem: ll.ti'+ 
--Afif 

Ahi"U 
Afii'11 
Mi_,. 
Afi;I
Afii''t 
llfi.+~ .... 
Afi+tJJ< 

I having measured 
you {m) having measurec 
you (f) haVing measured 
he, it having measured 
she having measured 
we having measured 
you {pl) having measurec 
they having measured 

1, Or the other regular meanings of the Present Imperfect Tense {as given in Sec. 24 on the Tense 
Scheme, and also in See. 39 under Group I). 

2. There are other possible spellings, as noted under Group I (see Sec. 39, footnote). 
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II-2-A. 

63. 
II-1-A. 

II-2-A. 

64. 
II-1-A. 

Stem: il'l'~ II-2-B. 
il'l'¥ I having given 
ii'I'.,.U 1 you (m) having given 
rl'l'.,.1i you (f) having given 
il'l'.f. he, it having given 
ii'I':J- she having given 
fl'l'.,.'l we having given 
ii'I':J-'.fov- you (pl) having given 
fl'I'.,.DJ- they having given 

The Present Perfect Tense 

fl,..!/1~ .2 I have heard 
fl9".,.V:1 you (m} have heard 
,..,.,.,..~ you (f) have heard 
f19".fo. h~ 2 he, it has heard 
lllf":l"~! she has heard 
fllf".,.'lA · we have heard 
lllf" :J-'f,q-1{-A:~you (pl) have heard 
fllf".,.'P~ they have heard 

ft'l'ifii\r!: 2 I have given 
fl'I'.,.YA you (m) have given 
{1'1'.,.1ft} you (f) have given 
li'l'.f.hj2 he, 1t has given 
1'\'1':1-~f she has given 
ii'I'.,.,;A we have given 
i'l'l':l"f.IJ1h~Ou (pl) have given 
ii'I'.,.'PA they have given 

II-1-B. 

II-2-B. 

The Past Perfect Tense 
n-1-B. 

Stem: ./.l'i.+ 
"":.: Af;1"U 
Af._,.1i 

""" Af.:J-"".,., 
A~;f"'u
A'J._,.m-

I having separated 
you (m) having separated 

· you (f) having separated 
he, it having separated 
she having· separated 
we having separated 
you (pl) having separated 
they having separated 

Afi:ilA 2 I have measured 
A'Ji'Y~ you (m) have measured 
Afi.,.1 you (f) have measured 
tU'i.f.h .2 he, it has measured 
Afi:J-A she has measured 
Alii-~ we have measured 
llfi:J-\g_-h'A2you (pl) have measured 
llfii''PA they have measured 

111-~~ 2 I have separated 
flti:'VA you (m) have separated 
ni.-t'li~:..t you (f) have separated 
"'-"""' 2 he, it has separated 
Ai...:f·i\ she has separated 
AU'i'ii we have separated 
ni...:f-$v-h~2you (pl) have separated 
· tt1..+¥t they have separated 

ll,..~ ~iic ( ti'lcv- ) I had heard ltn:i: tiic 'lftcv- ) I had measured 

etc. 

II-2-A. 
l'l'l':i ~iic ( tiicv- ) I had given 

etc. 

The Imperatl.ve Mood. 

65. TI-1-A. Stem: h"'' 

Ml"l ( All"l ) 
+il"l 
+h1. ,..,,.., 
+lt"l 
hfll"l 
+h-
t.ll-

Jussive Tense 

let me hear 

let him, it hear 
let her hear 
let us hear 

let them hear 

etc. 

II-2-B. 
Att ~nc ( tlicv- · ) I had separated 

etc. 

Imperative Tense 

hear (m) 
hear (f) 

hear (pl) 

1. See Sec. 115, footnote, on consonantal union 1n the Gerund of Group II verbs whose penultimate 
radical is ,n or Y. • . 

2. There are other possible spellings, as noted under Group I (Sec. 44, footnotes). 
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U-1-B. Stem: Ali' 

Jussive Tense 

_hi\~ ( 
+Ali' 

&\Aft) let me measure 

+Aii.. 
f.ltfi' let him, it measure 
+Ali let her measure 
h111Ji let us measure 
+Afi. 
.r.Afi. let them measure 

Stem: ll'l' 

Jussive Tense 

M'l' ( Ail'l' ) 
+ll'l' 
-l-l'l"P' ( +IIQ.l. ) 
f.ll'l' 

+l'l'l' 
hlll'l' 
Tilt& 
f.l'lt& 

II-2-B. 

let me give 

let him, it give 
let her give 
let us give 

let them give 

Jussive Tense 

66. The Infinitive Mood. 

let me separate 

let him separate 
let her separate 
let us separate 

let them separate 

IT-1-A 

Infinitive: 

Agent: 

Instrument:. ,.llB'/.1 

to hear, hearing 

hearer 

instrument, etc. for 
hearing 

IT-2-A 

Infinitive: oPflm'l- to give, giving 

Agent: II"'P ( ,\Q;J. ) giver 

Instrument: oon~ instrument, etc. for 
giving 

Imperative Tense 

Ali. measure (m) 
Mi. measure•(!) 

1\fi. measure (pl) 

Imperative Tense 

give (m) 
give (f) 

give (pi) 

Imperative Tense 

U-1-B 

II-2-B 

ODI\f'l-

separate (m) 
separate (f) 

separate (pi) 

to measure, measuring 

measurer 

instrument, etc. for 
measuring 

to separate, separating 

( .. f.4) te .. ,.. separa · r 

instrument, etc. for 
separating 



Notice that in verbs whose stem ends with a vowe~ 1 the suffixes of both the Agent and Instrument are 
attached directly to the penultimate radical consonant." 

67. The following is a selection of common Group II verbs, for use in practicing the conjugation:--

tp>i\ 3 fill 

UDiio hit 

UDtij 4 come 

JPi. work, make 

di 5 forget 

lii ~ help 

ni\ eat 

ll~ suffice 

n-1-A 

h.iit 6 lack 

mliJ go out, come out,_ 
ascend 

If.? shut 

1ii enter 

'Iii buy, rule 

,;;. push 

m2. call, become pure 

Lli boil (intrans.) 

n-2-A 
UDit . become late (evening) 

l"'- sprinkle (liquid) 

.,.z remain (without)8 

1111 rub 

h.f see 

LiA grind 

II-1-B 

II-2-B 

rob 

paint, spread on, 
anoint 

lie down, go to sleep 

replace 

drink 

7if · accompany, escort 

""f ( t.f} wait, await, remain 

Notice that {with the important exception of 1\m, .,.z and the defective verb lli\ 9) in nearly all ( 
II-2 verbs the penultimate radical is saturated.10 · 

1. i.e. Verbs of Groups II and V. 
2. The vowel which represents the last radical is assimilated, and, in the case of the Infinitive, the 

substitute radical, + , disappears with it. The last radical, therefore, is without representation in those 
two forms. 

3. For the use of this verb see Sec, 337 (a). 
4. Has an irregular Imperative: €j (m), ,,. , (f), · t-' (pl); though the Jussive is regular. 
5. See Sec. 17 on the Pronunciation of 1 before an initial r, 
6, For the use of this verb see Sec. 335 (b). , 
7. Used as a Type A verb in northern or classical Amharic. 
6. For the meaning of this verb see Sec. 335 (a). 
7. Also the irregular negative verbs fA'j and h.M~A,., for whiCh, with h.A , see Sec. 102 (3, 4, 5), 

under Irregular Verbs. 
10. 'l'his is because the lost last radical was, in most cases, r. ; whose consonant T., geing the con

sonantal equivalent of 1 (see Sec. 15 on Consonantal Vowels) has suffered absorption :e.g. UDilf·-.fiiJf 
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Group lli 

68. Definition: Contracted Three-Radical Verbs, with a vowel instead of the penultimate radical. 

SUbdivisions: 

ill-1: The middle vowel is a, representing the lost radical u, th, ..,, h, o 
e.g. 1\hb - 1\h send 

m-2: The middle vowel is e or li , representing the lost radi£al f 1 
e.g. mfll-- mil (LL1r4'1 smoke 

Mm --- lfm 1 sell 
ill-3: The middle vowel is o, representing the lost radical m 

e.g. iiliJOD- ifOD set in authority 

Pattern Verbs: m-1: l&h , send; lll-2 (withe): m.ll, smoke; (with 11. ): lfm, sell; III-3:ifoP, set in authority 

Princioal Parts m-1 lll-2 ill-3 
withe with K 

Simple Perfect l&h mil lfm jfOD5 

Contingent ~An 1-m.ll .Bii'l' ~jf,.. 

Gerund Ah m.~ (north) 1itn 4 (north) iJ.'I" (north) 
m.il (south) 'ii tn (§.outh) if'l" (south) 

Jussive .Bl\n .em.ll t-1i'l' 5 t.iJ.JD 
Infinitive 01>1\n Olltfl,{l ODU'I' oP7i9"' 
Agent 1\tl. m.11i ( m.f'if. ) 3 7i "}!> ·( 'If""') 3 !("'1.3 

Notes on the above:--

Group m verbs, having no penultimate radical, belong to no "type". But their middle vowel changes in 
certain parts, (reflecting thereby the form-changes of the radicals of the original uncontracted verb}, and it 
is these vowel changes which must be learnt.6 Notice that they occur in the same parts for Groups III-2 and 
m-3; while Group IIT-1 is somewhat different.7 

1. In such cases the consonant y of the lost radical f , being equivalent to i has suffered absorption 
by the first radical, which has thereby become saturated. 

2. The Agent, a noun, is, of all the Principal Parts, the least verbal. This fact is reflected in the 
forms of III-2 and ID-3 Agents, in that they generally retain the consonantal sound of the radical which is 
lost from the verb itself. It is, in fact, typical for nouns and adjectives related to contracted verb forms 
to retain the radical which the verb has lost (though this is not always the case): e.g. 01>8"th~ , book, and 

X"ih"-+ , writing, are both related to the III-1 verb J\.&., write, which has lost the radical th • 
3. The very few verbs belonging to Group III-2 manifest little uniformity in their Agents: e.g. X.J! (go) 

has '1.11: Vff: and uf: ( :(, of cours~, being alternative to 1: , as usual). 
4. A 3rd forni 'if. is sometimes found instead of the 6th form 7i • 
5, As mentioned in Sec. 31 (footnote), only verbs of Group III-3 have a radical which is regularly and 

necessarily 7th form. In any other kind of verb a 7th form radical is simply the equivalent of a 1st form 
diphthong. . 

6 •• In both the Basic and the Derived Forms (i.e. Causatives etc,), these vowel changes suggest that 
the original uncontracted verbs were all Type A. This is especially clear in III-1 verbs, whose middle vo
wel is a whenever the penultimate radical of a I-A verb would be 1st or 4th form (e. g. Jussive: .BMn -

J'.i\n ; Agent 1\htl. -- 1\h. ), but becomes !I: whenever the penultimate radical of a I-A verb would be 
6th form (e.g. Contingent: f..t\~h--+ t-An ). 

It is not so clear in m-2 and ITI-3 verbs: but, obviously, had their original uncontracted form been 
Type B, the penultimate radical, being doubled throughout, would no,t so readily have become lost. ~s, 
while, for instance, mM has contracted to m.fl, the similar verb mf+ (ask), being Type B, has remamed 
uncontracted. Conversely, therefore, it can be assumed that any Group I verb with a penultimate f or ID 
which has survived intact (e. g. {lf{JI) , name; 4dil , hide) is a Type B verb (unless the first radical is A 
or o , as ttm+ , know, I-A). 

7. Groups ITI-2 and III-3 are always parallel in their be'haviour, in the Derived as well as the Basic 
forms. This is because it is the two very similar consonantal-vowel letters, f and IB , which their mid
dle vowels respectively represent; whereas the middle vowel of a lli-1 verb represents quite a different 
kind of letter. 
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A peculiarity of Groups m-2 and m-3 is that they possess two forms of Gerund. Tbe form most gen
erally used in the spoken language of the capital is the southern; the northern being the more Uterary or 
classical form. 

A Group m verb resembles a Group n verb in that they are both bll1teral; yet the stem of the Group m 
verb, not having lost its last radical, does not end in a vowel; nor does it require the substitute last radical, 
t' in its Gerund and Infinitive. This latter fact, apart from all other differences, enables immediate dif

ferentiation between the two Groups, provided that the Infinitive is always learnt together with the Root 
Form, as previously advocated. I 
e. g. Contrast[flm oul'lmt' , give (II-2-A) with irm out 'I' .sell (ID-2) 

.,.,. ou.P.i+., wait (II-2-B) with f.• ou.P.f" stand (ID-3) 2 

Since the Group m stem ends with a consonant, the attachment of prefixes, suffixes and auxiliary verbs 
is in every respect as for Group I. The complete conjugation, therefore, follows automatically from ·the 
·above Principal Parts. 

69. The following is a selection of common Group III verbs, for use in practicing the conjugation: 

m-1 m-2 m-3 

"fA paint, draw 2.~ go tJ') beeome, be, happen .,.,. laugh, smile 'I"+ become hot 
flA cough, sharpen .,.,.,. 

die 
/lOD kiss em run 
!FA be able .... stand, stop 

"" pass the day 'fl. Uve, dwell 
'Pm swallow Jtt. turn (intrans) 
ftl take hold of tpOD ( JlOD )3 fast 
.~~~ be saved, get well t;aoli 4 . shout, make noise 

tiJA throw down, away 
'lL write 

Notice that m-2 verbs are extremely few in number. Apart froi:n t.J':. m.fl irm and the irregular verb 
.,., (leavePthere are no common Basic m-2 verbs. 

Notice also that III-3 is a substantially intransitive Group. 

1. There are two exceptions whose Infinitives are entirely misleading on this point. They are: (a) the 
· II-2-A verb iri , flee, which has an irregular Infinitive OD'ftli (like Group m); and (b) the irregular III-1 verb 

flA , say, whose Infinitive is "''A+ (like Group II). See Sees. 104 (1) and 105 (2) under Irregular Verbs. 
2. A further means of distinguishing between the two Groups Ues in the fact that in Group n-2 the final 

radical (actually the penultimate) is nearly always saturated, while this appears never to be the ease with 
the last radical of a Group Ill verb. 

Group II-1 verbs, of course, always end with a .and are not, therefore, so liable to be confused with 
Group III verbs. 

3. See Sec. 16 on Interchangeable Sounds. 
4. When one of the radicals of a verb (other than the penultimate) is h, since this consonant cannot be 

doubled there is a tendency to substitute the consonant lt for it in those formations where doubling would nor
mally be required: e.g. the 1st singular Gerund oft;aoliis commonly pronouneedt;aoit(see Sec. 16 on Inter
changeable Sounds). 

5. For its conjugation see Sec • 104 (2) under Irregular Verbs. 
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70. 
Group IV 

Definition: Uncontracted Four-Radical Verbs. 
Subdivisions: None; all verbs of thls Group belong to Type c.l 
Pattern Verb: IID/.ool. , examine. 

Principal Parts 
Simple Perfect 
Contingent 
Gerund 
Jussive 
Infinitive 
Agent 

IV 
tiD l. tibt. . 
f.fllll.jbc: 
IIDC!J"f: 
l-t1DC1f'C 
tiD ODCfiiiC 
ODC"''t 

Notice that:--
The first radical is 1st form throughout. 

The second (or ante-penultimate 2 ) radical is 1st form when the penultimate radical is doupled; other
wise 6th form. 

The penultimate radical takes the same forms as that of a I-B verb (like 1..'1t1 }. 

The last radical, as in any verb whose stem ends with a consonant, Is always a 6th form, except when 
some other form is required to supply the vowel of a suffix. 

In using these verbs it is some help to remember that, owing to the behaviour of the second radical, 
described above, the stem has three syllables in those parts of the verb in which the penultimate radical 
doubles (1. e. the Simple Perfect and Contingent); otherwise only two. 

71. The following is a selection of Group IV verbs, for use in practicing the conjugation:--

flOD'ftOD become verdant Mm+ crack, split (trans.} mt.tiil. throw 
on)iil. change (money) Tl.:;..OD translate, interpret ~~1m be startled 
ODt'Ui'l. testify T)LI\ breathe 'lllilm turn over, copy 
I'IAm~ become skillful, Mnll limp .,..(lt>iin taste sour 

civilized 
M?io gather, collect (trans.) hllffll prevent, forbid ml.ml. doubt, suspect 
MiiT pass awhile mAdill wipe m+nll wrap up 

Group V 

72. Definition: Contracted Four-Radical Verbs, with a vowel instead of the last radical. 
Subdivisions: All verbs of this Group belong to Type C. 

V-1: The final vowel is a, representing the lost radical 11, dt> -'1. 4or o 
e, g. Hi11t- rn!i forget 

V -2: The final vowel is it , representing the lost radical f • 
e.g. .,..Olf _,..n't visit · 

Pattern Verbs: V -1: If),; , forget; V -2: .,..ni' , visit. 

Principal Parts V-1 V-2 
Simple Perfect lfiJi .,..n'f 
Contingent f.H)!J ,..,..II~ 

Gerund lfl"'.f. ,.. ... ~ .... 
Jussive .J'.ill.'J f.'l-1l:S 
Infinitive flllfi'J .'li" . tiD.,.. ... ,.,. 

Agent 1111. 'l-11"£ ( ,.,..11~ ) 

1. For definition of Type C see Sec. 32. 
2. Since the penultimate radical is the "pivot" of the verb stem, the position of another. radical in re

lation to the penultimate radical is of greater significance than its position in relation to the first radical. 
Hence the value of the term "ante-penultimate". 
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Notice that no new elements appear in the Group V Principal Parts; for these verbs are contracted 
Group IV verbs, and conjugate as Group IV, except in their contracted end, where they are identical with 
Group II, (their stem, of course, ending with a vowel). 

73. The following is a selection of Group V verbs, for use in practicing the conjugation:--

Ol.iJ< 
h'r:.i 
lfl..5 
,)q 
.{.).ij 

V-1 

be co me strong 
measure (with forearm) 
stretch out, spread out 
build in stone etc. 
burst 

V-2 

oo)iil. 
{U&if 
1111' 1 
J!•fit> 1 
'lft(n 

Both Groups V-1 and V-2 are small, possessing very few common verbs. 

spring (water) 
grow weary (of) 
delay, be late 
become poor 
go to market 

Group V -2 verbs are liable to be confused with Group I verbs. But learning the Infinitive together with 
the Root Form will, as usual, make the distinction clear .2 

Notice that nearly all verbs of Group V -2, like those of Group II-2, have a saturated penultimate radi
cal.3 

The Derived Forms of Verb 

74. From the five Basic verb forms other forms are regularly derived. These "Derived Forms" can be 
classified as:--

A. "'Unchanged Stem" Derived Forms 
[

Direct Causative 
Indirect Causative 
Passive 

B. "Changed Stem" Derived Forms (Simple, Direct and Indirect Causative, Passive). 

A. "Unchanged Stem" Derived Forms of Verb. 

Direct and Indirect Causative Forms 

75. h. is prefixed to a Basic form to express direct causation (abbreviation: D.C.). 
h.h is prefixed to a Basic form to express indirect causation (abbreviation: I.e.). 

e.g. II-1-A. 
D. C. II-1-A. 
I.e. ll-1-A. 

oonj come 
tt.ooiij bring (i.e. cause to come by direct handling) 
h.rJoulij4 cause to come, have brought 

Notice that the Direct Causative form must not be confused with verbs whose first radical is h. (such 
as h.tiiiJ , wash; ttr, see). 

1. Colloquially the Jussive and Infinitive of V-2 verbs ending in f are sometimes treated irregularly, 
in that the ante-penultimate radical is left in the 1st form: e. g. The Jussive of lf'lf may be f.lf'lf. instead 
of f.H"'f. ; and the Infinitive oun'lfT instead of oon"'rT • 

2. A nearly infallible indication as to the Group also lies in the fact that the penultimate radical (which 
stands last) of a Group v -2 verb isalmost invariably saturated, while the last radical of a Group I verb very 
rarely is. Important exceptions to this are the two I-B verbs 'l."hr pray, and u>U remit (sin). 

3. In Group V-2, unlike Group TI-2, there are no common exceptions to this. 
4. If the 1st radical of the verb is 4 JP or 7i , it assimilates the II of the I. c. prefix, thereby be

comingdoubled: e.g. h.hifti'ou becomes ttfrliou, cause to carry, causetobecarried(I.C., 1-B). 
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76. A Direct CausaUv;~ form often serves ~ the transitive equivalent of an intransitive Basic form: 
e. g. fiJ;)m- Ll\ The water boiled(intrans. ). 

fD;m-'l llL'I\ He boiled the water (trans.; = He caused the water to boil by direct action on it). 

77. The Indirect Causative of a Basic form which is transitive may convey either active or passive sense, 
whichever suits the direct object used with it. Thus, with the Indirect Causative of the transitive verb £~loll\ , 
finish. 

(1-B):--
A~l M!£1l.i!i1Xo- I will make the boy finish (= I will cause the boy to finish). 

P't-fD-'1 Alt£1l.C/Jllr.Jo I will havelthe work finished (= I will cause the work to be finished). 

An Indirect Causative can, indeed, take both objects at once: 
A~'l P't-ID'1 hllQ;J.Cfllir.Jo I will get the boy to finish the work. 

78. Indirect Causative forms may give permissive as well as causative sense, especially in the negative: 
e. g. t;Q:1i1: ll1llT~9" (I. C. of i"~, go to sleep; II-1-B) The noise does not permit to go to sleep 

{i.e. The noise stops one sleeping). 

79. The distinction between direct and indirect causation is not always clearly defined. Many verbs do not 
possess both forms (the one which is most commonly lacking being the Direct Causative). In such cases the 
existing form often has to serve for the missing form. Thus, for example: All+tiitm (I. c., I-B) may either 
express true indirect causation: "cause to sit", or, since the verb has no Direct Causative form, it may 
also express direct causation: "put down" (the latter being in this case the commoner use). 

80. Many Direct Causative forms have an active but not causative sense, the Basic forms from which they 
are derived not being in use: e. g. A1.l1 , do (D.C., I-A), derived from 1.21 which is now found only in 
its derived forms. 

The Conjugation of Causative Forms. 

81. The addition of a causative prefix, It or Ail , to a Basic form may or may not affect the stem forma
tions in conjugating. Actually, as the following tables show, it is only verbs of Type A and of Group ill 
(which are contracted Type A verbs 2 } whose Causative conjugations differ in their stem formations from 
the Basic. 

82. Conjugation of Causatives (other than Group III} 

Type A Verbs Types Band C Verbs 

D.C. Remain Type A verbs, but 1st 
in form radicals in Gerund; Conjugate as Basic 
A Jussive and Agent become 6th 

form. 

I.e. 
in Conjugate as Type B Verbs. Conjugate as Basic. 
Ail 

e.g. TypeB: llmifl, water(D.C., II-1-B), conjugatesasitsBasicmiiJ, drink. 
Type C: Alloulool , cause to examine (I. C., IV), conjugates as its Basic ODloul , examine. 

But Type A.: Mouiia , cause to come (I. C., II-1-A), does not conjugate like its Basic, 11Piit (II-1-A) butlike 
Ali" (ll-1-B) ,.;_ its Infinitive is Sfi111Pt'it+ • 

1. An I. c. form is the normal means of rendering "have" in this sense {to "have•t something done). 
2. As in the Basic so in the Causative forms, the variations of the middle vowel of a Group Ill verb 

reflect the form-changes of the radicals of the original uncontracted verb. 
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Compare the following principal parts of D.C. Type A verbs ( J\~21 do; hODiil bring;' h1't find, get) 
with those of Basic forms: 

Principal Parts D.C. I-A D.C. II-1-A D.C. II-2-A 
Simple Perfect h~l11 J\ODflr M"f 
Contingent . ~~C"'' fODifJ ,,:-s3 
Geru..-1d h.ec-t h1"'1'f. h"'J.:-s.f< 
Jussive l.ec."'J. IIJ"Ill 1"1~ 
Infinitive "'lf:l."'' ...,,..lfJt' "'l"l"f-t 
Agent Jti::t-1.2 h,..11- (hf"Q;I,.) A"'~ ( h"l.f ) 

83. Conjugation of Group IU Causatives 

ill-1 Verbs IIT-2 and IU-3 Verbs 
D.C. in Conjugate as Basic except that Conjugate as Basic except that 
h and the 4th form becomes 6th form the middle vowel of the Gerund 
r.c. in in the Jussive. ·is normally as in Basic north-

hiJ ern form. 

e. g. III-1: .II~ , be saved (Basic), has Jussive ~.111 (Imperative .111 ), but h.ll~ , save (D. c.) has Jussive 
1.e1· (Imperative t.t:-i ). 

ill-2: ~~ , go (Basic), has Gerund Y.P. {northern) or Y.P. (southern), b:ut hltf.R. , let pass (I. C.), has 
Gerund hl!Y.P. • · 

ni-3: 'I"+, become hot (Basic), has Gerund -+(northern) or 'I"+ (southern), but hlf"+ , heat (D. C • .), 
has Gerund ta-+ • 

Passive Forms 

84. A transitive verb is rendered passive by the addition of the prefix i" --
e.g. iliil. break (I-A) 

i'l'liil be broken (P., I-A) 

Notice that this Passive form must not be confused withverbs whose first radical is ..,. (such as i"Jlll , 
plant; ..,.1}1 lie down, go to sleep). 4 

If the active verb is a Causative form, to render it passive the causative prefix must first be removed:5•6 
e.g. hf..Z1 do (D.C., I-A) 

i"~l1 be done (P. , I-A} 

85. In some cases the Passive form is used to give reflexive, as well as passive, sense: 
e.g. hmR wash (I-A) 

:J'mti be washed (passive sense): wash one's self (reflexive sense). 

1. This very common verb, h~Z1 , is often shortened to lt/.1 in speech. 
2. D.c., I-A verbs conjugate exactly like BasicGroup IV verbswhosefirst radical ish (e.g. Mfill 

limp; Mtiiil , sneeze), except that the latter, being Type C, double their penultimate radical in the Con
tingent. 

D. c., II-A verbs would be equally close to Basic Group V verbs with. 1st radical h but apparently no 
such Group V verbs exist. 

3. Although this verb belongs to Type A, its penultimate radical tends to be slightly ''dwelt ontt in the 
Contingent. See Sec. 9 on consonants which have a special tendency to be 11dwelt ontt. 

4 •. This presents little difficulty to those who have a good grasp of the Basi~ forms. The most .~a
leading are the few Group IV verbs (Basic) whose first radical is -t (e. g. i'l.'F-08 , translate: ·i"~4.f\ • , 
breathe), for in the Simple Perfect they are exactly like Passive Group I verbs. But a knowledge of the Inf1M 
nitive will dispel all doubt. · 

5. This applies more especially to D.C. forms, as I. C. forms are not often made passive. 
·6., In certain rare cases of I.e. forms being made passive only the h is removed from the I. C. pre

fix; the 11 being retained. See Sec. 98 (footnote). 
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86. A Passive foriiJ oft~n.?erves as the intransitive equivalent of a transitive Basic form: 
e.g. [ ·nr:"''."'!'trv) flrlt. :: He broke the glass (trans.). 

·llC:"I!>¥m· ·h'lilt.:: .. Th':: glass broke (intrans.; == The glass was broken). 

[ 
lNiiHJO)·'} tln_1..:,· (J'H' ~:tih{. :: They started the meeting at ten o'clock (trans.). 
iHUiom· 111u:.1· fi'H 1·~:,int. '' The meeting started at ten o'clock (intrans.; The meeting was 

started at ten o'clock}. 

87. That the passive, reflexive and intransitive senses are closely related can be seen from the following 
examples: 

·llbt.:} anft(l " He returned my pen (active and transitive), 
11M. ·l•tiPi\(1:: My pen was returned (passive). 
tnf. fl.•l1 ·f·tJPi\(1:: He returned to the shop (intransitive); == He took himself back to the shop (reflexive). 

88. !here are many verbs which are passive in form but active in meaning: e. g. 1-iHii"' , carry (P., I-B); 
·r•l'li/\ , receive (P., I-B). As a second passive prefix cannot be added it is impossible to give passive 

sense to such verbs. Thus, for example, "The loads were carried by porters", must be expressed actively: 
"Porters carried the loads". 

89. The Conjugation of Passive Forms. 

Rule 1. Those Principal Parts of the verb which have no prefixes (Simple Perfect, Gerund and Agent) sim
ply add the passive prefix ·I· , but in other respects are identical with the Basic form. 

Rule 2. In those Principal Parts of the verb which have' prefixes (Contingent, Jussive and Infinitive) the 
following takes place:--

(a) The Passive prefix ·I· is assimilated by the first radical, which thereby becomes doubled. 
(b) The first and penultimate radicals remain in the 1st form throughout. The forms of the other ra

dicals are as in the Basic verb. 
(c) The penultimate radical doubles according to Type C {irrespective of the Type of the Basic form).l 

Since the Imperative is a derivative of the Jussive, its formation, like that of the Jussive, is governed 
by Rule 2. But since it lacks the personal prefixes of the Jussive, its passive prefix 1" is not assimilated 
by the first radical, which therefore, does not double. 

In verbs whose first radical is n or o the passive prefix and the first radical unite to form :J" • This 
:J' is retained throughout the conjugation, and in those Principal Parts which are governed by Rule 2 it 

doubles as the first radical. 

Note: The above rules are followed in their entirety by uncontracted verbs (Groups I and IV). Con
tracted verbs (Groups II, ill and V} follow them in so far as their contractions permit.2 

1. This means,, in effect, that of the parts governed by Rule 2 the Contingent, only, doubles its pen
ultimate radical. 

2. Verbs of Group III are especially handicapped here, in that they have no pelUlltimate radical and can 
therefore belong to no "type". Nevertheless, their middle vowel reflects, as usual, the forms of the first 
two radicals as they would have been, had the penultimate radical not been lost. Under Rule 2 these would 
both have remained constant in the 1st form, with the result that, in those parts governed by Rule 2, there 
is now no variation in the middle vowel. 
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90. Principal Parts of Passive Forms 

(Compare these with the corresponding active forms, which are given as pattern verbs for the Basic 
Groups). 

Governed Principal 
by Parts P. I-A P. I-B P. Il-l-A P. II-1-B P. II-2-A P. II-2-B 

Rule 1 Simple 
+1\iil. +t.i\1 +407. +llti' +(lm +Af Perfect 

Gerund +4-ot!' +LJ\i .,.()f .. .f. Tllfi.f. .,.().,.,. +Ill. .f. 
Agent TM& TLl\'1. +(1"7. +ll1i. .,. ()"f." ; ( .,.., Q.l,. } +Ail. . ( rM~) 
Contingent f.iiiic: f.:l..l\"1 .e"J? .enJi f.iH f.Af! 
Jussive .ei\oc f.d.A1 f.0"7 t.Xfl t.ii'1' f. A f. 

Rule2 (Imperative 1 TiiOC Td.ll"' 2 .,..,,., TlliJ 2 TO 'I' +llf. 2) 
Infinitive ouiioc t7at.A1 oui\"7+ 01>1\I):J· oalfm+ oui\r+ 

Governed Principal 
by Parts P. m-t P. ID-2 P. m-3 P. IV P. V-1 P. V-2 

Simple Tt\h +lim +ifou +out:nul. .,.,~, .,.'JuQ'}' 
Rulel Perfect 

Gerund N\.tl +if' til** .,.1itn* l+j1:.'~"* .,.;r,..** 1'0UC9"t!' .,.,...,..,. ., . .,.. ... ~.,. 
Agent 1'4\h. +71"1.": ( r'li'Q;).) .,.!("''. . TOBCO?&. TH11. T'Jo1l'f .( 1''Jo-o1 } 
Contingent f,l\h -,.'it'J' f.ifgo' f,tiPl.OiC f.iiti f.1-0~ 

Rule 2 Jussive f.iih .eft 'I' f.ff9" f.til>couc f.ih..? f.'Jo1l1 
(Imperative 1 Tl\h Tif''J' .,.~·9" TOUCOUC TH'l..? .,..,...,.1 ) 
Infinitive oul\h ouff'1' ouii'f" ou6hl:ouc ouih..?+ t1o7o-o"f+ 

Notice that the Infinitive, being itself Type C (except for Group m), is no longer of any value for in
dicating the Type of the Basic form. Indeed, none of the Principle Parts of a Passive form distinguishes, 
in writing, between Types A and B. Only the spoken Gerund and Agent reveal a difference, in the matter 
of doubling. Thus with Passive verbs of Groups I and II, in cases when the Basic or Direct Causative form 
is not known, it is good to memorize the Gerund, instead of the Infinitive, together with the Root form. 

In comparing the Passive Principal Parts with the corresponding Basic forms, notice how in many 
cases (especially in the contracted verbs} all that there is to distinguish the passive from the active is the 
doubling of the first radical. This, then, must on no account be neglected. 

91. The I. c. prefix Ml is sometimes attached to Passive forms (especially those whose first radical is Jl 
or o ): e.g. hli:Nii.P. , make known (from the I-A verb Jtili+ , know); Jth+"7l. , teach (from the P., 
III-1 verb Tll'lllearn). But these are active verbs and are conjugated as Indirect Causative, 3 not as Pas
sive, forms (the passive+ however, remaining throughout, as though it were the first radical4 ). 

*(North) **(South) 

1. The Imperative is not one of the Principal Parts, but because of its peculiar treatment in the Pas
sive verb (mentioned under Rule 2, above), it is included here, in brackets, below its parent form, the Jus
siva. 

2. The penultimate radicals of all Passive Imperatives should, according to Rule 2, be single. In the 
case of Passive verbs whose Basic form is Type B, however, the penultimate radical is, ·in practice, often 
pronounced double: e. g. for "Sit down (m)" Hdb'J' is frequently heard instead of T+tlP'J'. (from the P., I-B 
verb, .,..,.tii>m ). 

3. I. C. , P. forms of verbs whose first radical is Jl or o , like t.li:J'M+ , are conjugated as L C. 
Changed Stem forms. But this is dealt with under Changed Stem Derived Forms (See. 98). 

4. This treatmentpf the passive i• as the first radical will, in effect, turn a Group I verb into aGroup 
IV verb: e. g. the r. c., P. I-B verb, · JlllTIPlf (cause to be forgiven)~ is conjugated as an I. c. IV verb. 
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B. "Changed Stem" Derived Forms of Verb. 

92. WhUe the Derived Forms of Verb so far dealt with (Causatives and Passives) are derived from B 1 
forms by the addition of prefixes, there are others which . are derived by the process of changing the ;:! c 
of the Baste form, various modifications being thereby given to the sense of the latter These "Change~ 
Stem" forms .may, further, have a C_ausative or Passive prefix added. l' Causative and Passive Changed 
Stem forms, m fact, are commoner than the "simple" Changed Stem forms. 

93. There are three ways in which the Basic stem of a verb can, thus, be changed:--
1) The Primary Internal Change (abbreviation: l hlt.C.S.); in which the ante-penultimate radical is 

changed into the 4th form: 2 e.g. n·s~ , rise (dust etc.; I-A), makes the 1m.t.c.s. form fih , rise with 
a start (from sleep, etc.). 
liZ. , shine (fi-1-A), makes the D. c. lint. c. s. for~ Aqj.. , become clear (after rain). 

2) The Secondary Internal Change (abbreviation: Int,C.S.); in which the letter of the penultimate ra-
dical is inserted in the 4th form before the penultimate radical: · 
e.g. onl , break (I-A), makes the 2Int.C.S. form r')Qtil , shatter. 

1Aiim ·, overturn (IV), makes the 'P. 2 Int.c.s. form i"JAQifm' , be completely upset. 
3} The External Change (abbreviation: Ext.c.s.); in which a 6th form (most commonly 1 ) is attached 

to the beginning of the stem, invariably preceded by a Direct Causative or Passive Prefix:. 3 · ·This change is 
only ma,de to verbs of Type C (i.e. those belonging ·to Groups IV and V, and also Int.c.s. verbs of other 
groups 4 )., 5: 
e.g. tf>mtf>m , beat repeatqjlly (IV), makes the P.Ext.c.s. forms T1tf>mfm , tremble, shiver; and the 
D.c. Ext.c.s. formA"t+m+m, cause to tremble, shiver. 
+~- , precede (1-A), makes the P. 2-Int.c.s. form T+.fl}.tiD , seek precedence, rival; and thence the 

P. Ext. 2Int. c. s. form T1itf>ll,;.t1D , race. 

94. In Indirect Causatives of Internally Changed Stem verbs the ll of the prefix: M is nearly always as
similated by the first radical, which thereby becomes doubled. In wrlting, therefore, there is no difference 
between the D.c. and r.c. forms (e.g. A+liD , pick, I-A, makes the D.c. 2Int.c.s. AA:J'ol"tiD , cause to 
pick a little, and the I.e. 2Int.c.s. form AA:l'i,. , help to pick). 

But Direct Causatives of Internally Changed Stem verbs are relatively rare, so that when A is prefixed 
the first radical is generally found to be double as well (showing that it is an Indirect Causative form). 6 

1. Or both together: All-t-. 
2. As previously mentioned, definitions of the different verb forms given in this book are only convenM 

ient generalizations; for the extremely intricate evolution of the Semitic verb is a study quite beyond our 
present scope. Thus there are many "Changed Stem" verbs which do not, actually, owe their form to any 
of the "changes" here described; but, since they are now identical both in formation and conjugation with 
verbs whose stems have undergone these "changes", they may for practical purposes be cla~sed with them. 
The "simple" lint.c.s. forms, in fact, are largely of.this kind •. For example, the verbt-Z. (have pity) is 
actually a contraction of an old four radical stem t!'il'i , but its present form and behaviour are those of 
an lint. c.s. n-1 verb-- apparently derived from a Basic n-1 stem, ~X. , which does not exist. 

3. This nieans that Ext. c.s. verbs are never "simple" or Indirect Causative. 
4. Since these also belong to Type C; see Sec. 99 on the Conjugation of Changed stem Forms (Rule 1). 
5. 'Under the heading of Ext.c.s. verbs we include, for purposes of practical convenience, what is 

really another quite distinct derived form: the Frequentative. Verbs of this class, which are identical in 
form with Ext.c.s. IV (i.e. four-radical) verbs, are actually contractions of five-radical verbs not now 
found• which in their turn were derived from three radical verbs by the process of repeating the last two 
radic;us, in order to introduce frequentative sense. The following is an example of this evolutionary pro-
cess:-- . 

Original noun: C"'.fi , dove (a fluttering bird) -s radical verb stem: do , flutter, wave about, 
be loose - 5 radical frequentative verb stem: G10'1o (not now found) 
-[P· Ext. c.s. IV form: TC10'l0 keep fluttering, waving (intrans.} 

D. c .• Ext. c. s. IV form: hC'lll;a keep fluttering, waving (trans.) 
6. An example of an I.e. Int.c.s. verb which retains the prefix: All in full is M.u.J: , intimidate 

(I.e. 2Int.c.s. form of ~Z., fear, n-1-A). Others which do not lose the ll are the I.e., P.Int.c.s. 
forms (i.e. those which prefix: Ala.,. ). 
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95. Variations, mostly slight, of the above scheme of stem changes are found with certain classes of verbs:--
1) Group III verbs, having no penultimate radical can make no 1 Int. "change", except by reverting to 

their uncontracted Group I form. This is done by a few lll-3 verbs: e. g. 4>Wt.ID (the uncontracted form of 
-Jt~~~ stand) makes +:J'iDOD , stand against, oppose. 

Group lii verbs cannot, for the same reason, make the 2 Int. "change" in the normal manner. They do 
it, however, by reduplicating the ~etter of the first radical instead of that of the penultimate radical. 

e.g. J\L write (lll-1) makes lht. c. s. form J\IIL , write hurriedly, scribble. 
u. go (lll-2) makes I. C. 2 Int.c.s. form hli~ 1 manage (cause to go, "run"). 
-JOlt stand (lll-3) makes P. 2 Int.c.s. form .,.!ttt~~~ ,2be established. 

2) Verbs of Groups I and II whose first radical is t. or D do not make the 1 Int. "change" (for the ob
vious reason that the 4th forms of these letters are pronounced the same as their 1st forms). But same of 
them make a P. 2 Int.c.s. form, in which the sound a of the first radical is lost (apparently by confusion 
with the a of the added 4th form letter}; and also an Indirect Causative of this Passive form: e.g. ttib4> , 
know (I-A) makes P. 2 Int. c. s. form. +'PiD4> ,3 know each other; and I. c., P. 2 Int.c.s. form Mi'tf'm4> , 
cause to know each other, i..."ltroduce. 

3) The 2 Int.c.s. form of some II-1 verbs tends to reduce its first radical to a 6th form after a Pas
sive or Causative prefix; thereby producing, in effect, an Ext. C. s. form. 

e. g. nd; , hear (II-1-A), makes P. 2 Int. c. s. form +ll..,a; or i'll"'liiJ agree; 
R~ , become firm, strong (II-1-A), makes I. C. 2·Int.c.s. form lt~'i~ or tlfli'i~ , 4 encour

age, comfort. 

96. It will be appreciated that, with all the possible combinations of prefixes and stem changes, the num
ber of possible Derived Forms is considerable. But no one Basic Form possesses all of them. A typical 
example is ~7l , tell (I-A), which, though it does not make an External"change", is found in the following 
forms:--

Basic 
P. 
I.e. 

tell 
be told 

I. c;1 Int. c. s. 
I.C.,P.1 Int.C.S. 
P. 2 Int. c.s~ 

tti;il 
lih+tf'il. 

. +~.."J'il 
P. 1 Int. C. S. 

~lfl 
+~1l 
M~1l. 
+li1fl. 

cause to tell, cause to be told 
speak, talk r.c •. 2 Int.c.s. ttl,?;z· 

cause to speak 
cause to talk much 
talk, converse 
speak to, address 

97. It is clear from the examples already given that the "changing" of a basic stem results in a modification 
of the sense; but it is not so easy to trace any system in that modification. A uniform system, indeed, there 
is none, for the same "change" in two different verbs does not necessarily modify their meaning in the same 
way. Moreover many Changed Stem verbs have no apparent sense relationship at all with any Basic form. 
Certain tendencies in sense modification, however, are obvious 5.~--

1) Int. C. s. forms, both primary and secondary, very commonly have reciprocal sense (in which case 
they are called Reciprocal Verbs): . 
e.g. m~~ , love (I-A); +'Pi!Y., love each other (P.l Int.c.s.}; ttiP~~ , cause to love each other (I.C.l 

rnt.c.s.) 
OD;i- , hit (II-1-A); .,...,if , hit each other (P. 1 :rnt.c.s.); ttdYJ., cause to hit each other (I.C.1 rnt. 

· ··· · · c.s.) 
~L , write (lll-1); +ML , correspond (P.'2 Int.C.S.); tt~lfL, cause to correspond (I. C. 2 Int, 

c. s.). 

1. h is used instead of 'I because the I.e. prefix requires a doubled first radical (see Sec. 69 foot
note); but,. even in the Basic form, b.~ is often used instead of ~~(see Sec. 16 on Interchangeable sounds). 

2. 2 Int. C. s. III-3 forms show the widest divergence from the normal. By making the original first 
radical a 4th form (diphthong) they become, in effect, III-1 verbs, and conjugate as such. 

3. In such verbs the passive prefix .,. is retained throughout the conjugation, as it is in the "Unchanged 
Stem" Passives of verbs whose first radical is lt or o : e. g. The Infinitive of i"'Piii+ is t~~~:f'fm+ ,. 

4. This has. now become, in effect, a D. c. form, but without affecting the meaning. 
. 5. The meanings given with the following examples are ones which illustrate the particular tendency 

under consideration and are, on the whole, common. Changed stem verbs, however, frequently have se
veral possible meanings. 
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+Zil , approach (I-A); 1:'cf>t .. ZR , approach each other (P. 2 Int. C S )· tt+t.ZR , cause to approach 
each other (I. c. 2 Int. c. s.) , • • ' 

t.iil+ , know (I-A); .,.<J'liJ+ , know each other (P. 2 Int. c.s.); . hli+<J'iiJ+ , introduce to each other 
(I. C. , P. 2 Int. C. S. ). 

An ~t. c.s. f~rm n:ay act as the Reciprocal of a Cau~ative form: e. g. 1t1lf , find (D.C. II-2-A)· 
.,..,,.71, meet, 1. e. fmd each other (P. 2 Int. c. s.) 1t1<;"f , cause to meet (I. c: 2 Int. c. s. ). ' 

Or a 2 Int. c.s. form may act as the reciprocal of a 1 Int. C,S. form: 
. Mil.,. , pass a while (IV); .,.Mif.,. , say good-bye to (P. 1 Int. c.s.); .,.M,Ili\.,. , say good-bye to 

each other (P. 2Int.c.s.). 

2) Int. c. s. forms also tend to give figurative sense: 
e.g. 'IJ!J.'..., burn, catch alight (I-A); .,..,J!.r.., become angry(P.lint.C.S,); hi;f..r.., anger{I.C.l Int. 

.. . c.s.) • 
.f.OfJ , stand (ID-3); MI:!I:OfJ , establish (I.e. 2 Int.c.s.); .,.**OfJ, be established (P. 2 Int.c.s.). 

3) I. C. Int. c. s. forms sometimes, also, give the sense of "help to ••• ", "incite to, •• " "join in •• ": 
e.g. 'li\Hm, turnover{IV); 11.71\lim, helptoturnover(I,C,l.Int.c.s.). ' 

&.i\1 , look for (I-B); 11..1:11.2\'l , help to look for (I.e. 2 Int.c.s.). 

4) P. 1 Int. C. s. forms sometimes indicate nature, habit (the tendency to the action rfSher than a single 
act): e, g. m-'tior f.~hil:t\:; The dog will bite (from Basic 'In~ I-A); but or'tior f,.t;nl'i&\ =·The dog bites, 
i.e. is a biter (from P. 1 Int. C. s. form, -tr,·tft"l ). 

5) 2 Int. c.s. forms commonly indicate slightness. This sometimes results in a distributive sense-
the idea of a little here and there, or a little for each. It may also result in a sense of gradualness. 
e. g. lmO , become wet (I-A); ltlJmO , become a little damp{ 2 Int. C. s. ). 

t.i'i , forget (II-1-A}; lflii , forget slightly ( 2 Int. c. S. ). 
fl4itlfJ, pick (I-A); i\:l>;ptlfJ, pick a little here and there ( 2 Int.c.s.). 
hll\ , divide (I-A); ttfii.:il. , divide out (I.e •. 1 Int,c.s.); hii4-li\ divide out a little to each. (I.e. 

m'lil , become black (I-A); m!f:'il , get gradually darker ( 2 Int. c. s. }. 
2 Int.c.s.) 

'I"+ , become hot (III-3); .,.".7.'!7..+, gradually heat up (P.2 Int.c.s.). 

6) 2 Int. C. s. forms may also indicate intensity; and thence, sometimes, reiterated action. 
e.g. l'lill , break(I-A); illlill, shatter (2Int,c.s.); i"Mftl , be shattered (P.2 Int.c.s.). 

1Ai1m, turn over (IV); 'll\lllfm , completely upset, turn over and over { 2Int.C,S.) • 
.f.l!in , cut (I-A); ..,..,.~lin , keep cutting (2 Int.c.s.). 
OfJ11/t , return (trans.; I-B); .,.OfJ.!\(1 , go back (P. I-B); .,.OfJI\i\1'1 , go back and forth (P. 2 Int.c.s.). 

7) Ext.c.s. forms (both with and without an Int.C.S.) are often onomatopoeic (i.e. the meaning of the 
word is suggested by the sound), and are thus used especially to indicate movements and noises. In such 
cases they are probably forms which came into beingfor the sake of their imitative sounds, without actually 
being derived from Basic verbs; and even where corresponding Basic verbs exist there maybe no sense re
lationship with them, but only one of form. 
e.g. +f:OfJ , precede (I-A); .,.1i+~$€0fJ , race (P.Ext. 2 Int.c.s.)- a clear sense relationship. 

n..Z&. , foam (I-A); h 'J\).lt. ·, snore (D.C •. Ext. 1 Int. C. s.} - a possible sense relationship, 
i'f .;:...,. , smell (in trans. ; I-A); i"'Jit.f.,. , slide (P. Ext. 1. Int. C. s.} - no apparent sense relationship • 
.,.1\).9;, clatter, knock (intrans.; P.Ext. l·Int.c.s. II-1); h'J\).t;.; , clatter, knock (trans,, D.C. Ext. 

1 Int. c.-s. rr-1). 
i"1hflltA , roll(intrans.;P.Ext.lint.c.s. IV); A'lhfli\A, roll(trans.:D.c. Ext,l Int.c.s. IV). 
h.,..l.OfJZOfJ , rumble, grumble, growl (D.C. Ext. c.s. IV), 
h1Ji\,;Q,.j\{,g. , shine brightly, glitter (D.c. Ext.c.s. IV}. 
h"linti· , cluck (D.C. Ext. 1 Int.c.s. II-1) • 
.,.171'\\ilh , whisper (P. Ext. 1 Int. C. s. IV). 

1. See Sec. 105 (6) under Slightly Irregular Verbs. 
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98, A class of verbs which might be designated pseudo 1 Int. c.s. forms are the Indirect Causatives of Pas
sives of Group I verbs whose first radical is t. or o : e.g. t.n:J-iD.,. , make known (from· tait'!" , know; 
I-A). t.ll:f'mh , cause to vomit (from lifiih , disturb; I-B)~ These, having a 4th form before the penul
timate radical, resemble 1 Int. C. s. forms, and are conjUgated as such.l 

99. The Conjugation of Changed Stem Forms. 

In spite of the great diversity of Changed Stem forms, they are all governed by two simple rules for 
their conjugation:--
Rule 1. These verbs conjugate as Group IV (active and passive) in so far as they can. They therefore be
long to Type C, irrespective of the Type of their Basic form. 
Rule 2. The new elemenU introduced in the changing of the stem remains, without further change of form, 
throughout the conjugation. 

These rules jointly have the effect that in Int. C. s. verbs (but not Ext. C. s.) all radicals before the pen
ultimate radical are constant in form throughout the conjugation. 

100. 
The following tables, containing a selection of Changed Stem verbs in their Principal Parts, illustrate 

the working out of the principles embodied in the above rules. If these simple principles are grasped there 
is no need to think of the very wide range of C. s. forms as so many new conjugations. They are all in the 
same class. 

Active (i.e. Simple, D.C. and I. C.} Changed Stem Forms 

Principal I tint. c.s.I 1 tnt. c. s. n-1 1 Int. c. s. n-2 1Int.c.s. IV I.e. 1 Int.c.s. 
Parts 

bless become loose tell \lie ~~ burn (trans.) 
Simple Perfect n~n· ftJ( :;;a t.j:iit{t 
Contingent f.,QCtt f-.1\li ~~n'/4:,.. ~~;. 
Gerund nett ""'"" 4f'7i.,. ~QA.f h.? 'I'~ 
Jussive ~QCh ~I\ ~cr7i J!,~QA.P lfP'rA 

Infinitive OfiQ~)l Olli\1\.=J- Oll'Pit+ -~nA.P · .;,fmA 
Agent Q~h,. I\ f. ( "'*) 'P1i ( 'Pit.) f.QI\4! t.~tlJ~ ( t.~tlJf.) 

Principal n.c.1 Int.c.s. I.C.1 Int. I.e. 1 Int. 2 Int. c.s. I i.Int.c.s. 
Parts n-1 c s IV C.S, V-1 n-2 

become clear dismiss preJ_)~e shatter completely destroy 
Simple Perfect t.nZ. hA'ili+ hMJI Mil~ .u{! 
Contingent I OZ. l~'i.ft+ ln'ill ~M.fic ~L~l 
Gerund t.ttc.,. hifri-R ..... An'i~.,. {lQ'fl(: L~~ 
Jussive IQ~ lnta·-o+ In 'ill ~{lQooflC .U-~1:. 
Infinitive "70~+ "''R'iO+ . .;,i\t;JI'l- tio4\noc -~-~~+ 
Agent h.Q~ Ai'i'ini-. (hN'inlf) tan'il- c ttn\'1: > llQQ.I IJ{{ ( ·,u{~ ) 

1. There is another small class of verbs which, somewhat similarly, can be regarded as pseudo Ext. 
C. s. forms.. These are P. , I. c., P. forms; they are built up as follows: 

+.;,~ learn (P. ffi-1) 
t.M·.;,~· teach (I.e., P. m-1) 
+II+"'~ be taught (P., I. c., P. m-1) -used in much the same way as +"''l , but not very common. 
+bfih be even, straight (P. 2, Int.C.s. form of Milt , be equal; I-B). 
l\ll-tttfiA make even, straighten (I. C., P ... 2 Int. C•j• I-B) 
-tll-tbnA 'be .made even, straightened (P., I. c., P. Int. c. s. I-B). 

Notice that the additional passive prefix causes the disappearance of A from the I. C. pr~ix. The re
maining Ia then has the appearance of the added 6th form of an Ext. c. s. The formation is, in fact, the 
sa!Ile as that of a rar.e Ext. C. s. form in which the added 6th form is placed before a passive prefix: e. g. 
+'H'~r\' 1 pillow oneself (P. Ext. c.s., P. ID-1). 

2. This means the 4th form ante-penultimate in internally. changed stems, and the initial 6th form in 
externally changed stems. 
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Principal 2Int. r.c. ·2Int. I.e. 2 Int. I.e. 2 Int. I.e. 2 rnt. Parts c.s. IV CoS. I C.s. II-1 C.S, III-2 c.s. m-s 
completely 
up~t s&eak to e~.!!it@ ~e es~Ush Simple Perfect ·. 'IMOm ti";J11.. M:J>:J> .MJ~~ A !f:OII 

Contingent MMil'l' ff;J"iC ffJ>~ .vn'/.1: '*.,...,. Gerund 'IIUI11tn Ab"1c' Al<J>.P"' llfi'tJl. Af.;....'f" 
Jussive f.1AQ111' fi;J"'C ~~:t-iP 1ii't1: ,.,.,...,. 
Infinitive 0111 1'\RO'I' fii/~;J1C il?'i:J>J>+ ""'ii1.1: "'1~!1:,. 
Agent ·1-'IMQ"'' t.."b,;~~ M:t-<t . hfi'tf~ t.J:w"'L 

( .,..,t\lltltaa. ) (Aiiiyt). 

Principal r.c. 2 Int. I.e., P. 2'Int. D.C. Ext. D.C. Ext. D,C. Ext. 
Parts C.S. V-1 c.s. I C, S. IV C.S. IV lint.c.s. II-1 

encourage introduce cause to glitter knock 

lliit.;J-J Aii1''Ptii+ 
tremble 

~imple Perfect A'loftmfm h1Jt\Q;l,2(W. A 'lb.\\ 
Contingent fik:l·;i- fli+Pii-.P n+a{f'P , ... ~ .... ntJ.t.t:. 
Gerund Ml.:'·:J-_,..1 Aii+'P tJJo.J A"J+'I'fJ11 h·Rft.,_.Au-o A'lb.tt-"' 
Jussive .viit.:t-:J· fii+'Pm-+ J'}+'l'~'l' f"fffl''l." A 11" I"} b. b. 
Infinitive ,., ift.:t-:f'T- "7ii+'Pm+ ..,,.,.,...,...,. "7-fllt 1I"It..,. "7'Jb.b.+ 
Agent Aiic:J·'¥- M+'P'P<t A '1+'1' .4'"1" A 11ft .,_..t\ 11" "')\t,){' 

( hik:r:e· ) (A'}+'I':J>IJ.l..) . ( A 111l "1"1\a...) 

Notes on the above Principal Parts:--

Notice how, in accordance with Rule 1, each radical takes the form of the corresponding radical of a 
Group IV verb (i.e. first radical follows Group IV first radical; penultimate radical follows Group IV pen
ultimate radical, etc.), except where, under Rule 2, it cannot change its form •. 2 Int.c.s. IV verbs pre
sent a complication here, since they have one more radical than a Basic IV verb. To conjugate them cor
rectly the positions of the radicals must be reckoned not from the first radical but from the penultimate 
radical)! Thus the second radical will not correspond to the Basic IV second radical, but, being two places 
back from the penultimate radical, to the Basic IV first radical. The first radical, then, having nothing 
else to follow, will also follow the Basic IV first radical. This means that the first two radicals, both fol
lowing the Basic IV first radical, are both 1st form throughout. The ante-penultimate radical, being the 
added one, is {under Rule 2) constant at any rate, so that in these 2 Int.c.s~ IV verbs, as in ali Int. c.s. 
verbs, no radical before the penultimate radical can change its form. 

Naturally 1 Int. C. s. n verbs, with the "changed" radical constant {under Rule 2), and the final vowel 
standing as usual for the lost radical, can follow Group IV in practically nothing except in becoming Type c. 

Group III verbs are, once again, handicapped; having no penultimate radical, they cannot become Type C. 
The added initial letter of the 2 Int. C. s. is constant in form (under Rule 2), but the vowel of the second syl
lable (i. e. the Basic stem) reflects, as usual, the forms of the first two radicals as they would have been 
had the penultimate radical not been lost; and we find that it so works out that this vowel in a simple C. S. 
form is the same as in the Basic form, in a c.s. Causative the same as in the ordinary Causative, and in 
a c.s. Passive the same as in the ordinary Passive. The curious 2 Int. m-3 form, as already mentioned, 
by changing its original vowel to an a becomes, in effect, a 2Int. lli-1 verb, and conjugates as such. 

Notice that the addition of a causative prefix to a Changed Stem form does not effect its conjugation; 
which, indeed, is always the case with Type C verbs. 3 

1. Normally pronounced, and likely also to be written, AOt::J-.,. ; see Sec. 115 under Union of Like 
Consonants in Verbs (especially footnote on verbs of Groups IV andY). 

2. See Sec. 70 {footnote) on position of radicals in relation to penultimate radical. 
3. See Sec. S2, under Causative Forms. 
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Passive Changed Stem Forms 

Principal J P. 1 Int. C. S. I P.lint.. C. S. p 0 1 Int. c. s. P. 2 Int. C.S. P. 2 Int. C.S. 
Parts II-1 V-2 I II-2 

cross over get married get ready approach be separated 
(in trans.) each other from each other 

·Simple Perfect .f.?i1l. -t.:Jii TH.:Jl ...... ~lfl TAit 
Gerund -t"li"'C: 1'..211-f. TH.:Jfof. T+~Cfl .,.A!f .. f. 

Agent -t"li.:J& T:Jil. 1'11..2~( Tlf.:Jfo) ...... ~~11. 1'Aif.. (.,.AIM 
Contingent f.?hc f..fil{ f..ii:J f..¥~Z11 f!.lifd 
Jussive f..'ihc f..,.'JI) f..il;J)!- ,...;;~l.·fl f..filf.. 
Infinitive ouihc ou,IJqi' tiD ;;;~1:i' ou.;: ~l.·fl out\ff+ 

Principal P. 2 Int. C.S. R2Int. C.S. P. Ext P. Ext. 2 Int. P. Ext 1 Jnt 
Parts III-1 IV C.S. IV C.S. I C.S. IV 

correspond say good-bye kneel l race whisper 
to e::~r.h otl1er 

Simple Perfect I 1'~.1\A. ·I'IUfll'i -t 1'9" fil.Hh 1 T 1i+J; f.OD T"tll>;~,lrh 

Gerund I T.l\&'t:: -to~Q-flf. -tfFncnn ..,..li+ilt:'l" +'llf~[i:ta 

Agent · i'l\~6.. 1'1'1~1111~ i'!l" RChh. -tlf+JI~"'Z. T'}ln>.!(h..~ 
( TO~tJil.:f ) 

Contingent I ,e.;t}t'f: ,..~·)l)lli' f..9"fll.lib .e 1i+s;l9" f.1i'i1\ib 
Jussive ,('.j{~'f: '-a~11n-r ,t'#iiChb .e 1i+J;f.9" f.1if~ifh 
Infinitive 1 ooi(~if! ouif~qn+ ODf"fJCbh tm1i<f> I; f.?" OD1if~ifh -
Notes on t..i.e above Principal Parts:--

It is, of course, the Passive Group IV conjugation that must be followed (under Rule 1} by Passive c.s. 
verbs. 

Passive Ext. C. s. verbs are the only Passive forms whose first radical does not have to double in those 
parts where the prefix -t is assimilated.· The added 6th form and the first radical, without any vowel be
tween them, together have the value of a doubled radical, so there is no need for further doubling. 

·, 

'l. Or -t'}Olbh • See Sec. 16 on Interchangeable Sounds. 
2. Notice that although there is no 1st form diphthong of if, yet (as explained in Sec. 31, on the fqrms 

of th~ radicals) the 7th form ;r is its equivalent; and this is demonstrated by the fact that the 7th form pen .. 
ultimate radical becomes a 4th form diphthong in the Agent. 
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Irregular Verbs 

101. There are very few irre~ar verbs in Amharic, for nearly every verb in the language fits into the 
scheme. of Basic ~roups and Der1ved Forms already outlined. Even the few verbs which manifest some ir
re~lar1ty have (Wlth the sole exception of ~OJ<) obvious affinities with one or other of the Basic Groups or 
Der1ved Forms. 

Common Defective Verbs. 

102. 1) )IJJ<o 

This is not a true verb form at all, and hence it is the only verb which cannot be classed in a Group 
It consists in the syllable ~ + the Object Suffixes. 1 • 

~~ 
)IJ 

rn 
~PJ+ 2 
im
t;+ 4 
)1 5 
'l'f.IP 
'l':ftD< 

I am 
you (m) are 
you (f) are 
you (pol) are 
he, it is3 
she is 
we are 
you (pl) are 
they are; he, she (pol) is 

The one tense which this verb possesses is a regular Group I Simple Perfect. It acts as the Past Tense 
both of ~OJ< (above) and of Ai\ (below). 7 

'iOC'h- )8 I was, was present 
~il'ch ) you (m) were, were present 

you {f) were, were present 
he, it, was, was present; there was 
she was, was present; there was 

~i1ct ) we were, were present 
you (pl) were, were present 
theylOwere, were present; 

there were 

1, Since these are objective pronouns (me, you, him, etc,), ) may originally have had some inter
jectory meaning, like "Behold". Thus, for instance, A1: 'itD< a would mean "Behold him a boy"; hence "He 
is a boy". 

2. The 2nd singular (pol) object suffix is alternatively fiJ or fiJi". 
3. For the English "It is I", etc., Amharic requires agreement between the verb "to be" and the pre

dicative pronoun: 
e.g. It is I. M ~~ {lit. I am I.). 

Is it you (m)? A '11' 'iiJ 1 (lit. Are you you?). 
It is he. he& 'im- == (lit. He is he.). 

4, Alternative form, ~1. , is often used colloquially -- the result of confusion with the personal suf-
fix of the Simple Perfect. . 

5. Or ~~ , an alternative form of the object suffix being "S • 
6. In its historical derivation this is the same verb as 'ft. , live (ni-3}. 
7.. Unlike the Si$ple Perfect Tense of other verbs, ~lit. always has a Past Tense meaning (except 

when used conditional~· : un would be" etc., see Sec. 285. B 1 a, footnote). 
B. See notes on e personal suffixes of the Simple Perfect Tense; Sec. 35. 
9. The 3rd masc. ine singular form 'ilfl. is often shortened to 'iltc , both when used as an auxiliary 

verb and otherwise. I 
10. As with all tr~e verb forms the. 3rd plural is also used for the polite ttyou", "he" and "she"; see 

Sec. 210 on Polite Forfs. 
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The one tense which this verb possesses is a regular Group n.2 Simple Perfect form, whi~h, however, 
has a Present Tense meaning. 

4) 

This is the negative of hit {above). 

fAv-,.. 
fi\11?" . 

ri'i7i,.. 
rti,.. 
ri\:f.,.. 
rijl,.. ( rii~,..) 
f~TIJw,.. 
ri\-,.. 

I am present 
you (m) are present 
you (f) are present 
he, it is present; there is 
she is present; there is 
we are present 
you (pl) are present 
they are present; there are 

I am not present 
you (m) are not present 
you (f) are not present 
he, it is not present; there is not 
she is not present; there is not 
we are not present 
you (pl) are not present 
they are not present; there are not 

This serves as the negative of ~m- (above), unlike which, however, it is a true verb form. 

ll.e.~l'iv-9" I am not 
ll.e.~ii.u,.. you (m) are not 
llM~11'1i9" you (f) are not 
1\M'.'lf,.. he, it, is not 
""1..11.~ she is not 
ll.e..f.K't9"( l\f,.f.'K~9" ) we are not 
1\,_f..~*v-,.. you (pl) are not 
1\f,..f.Ao,.. they are not 

The above three verbs ~tii , rA',.. and 1\M'.h,.. display the following special features:--
(a) They are all defective in possessing only one tense, which is a Group n-2 Simple Perfect form. 
(b) They are all irregular in that their Simple Perfect form has a Present Tense meaning. 
(c) rtf,.. and llM'.ii.9" are further irregular as negative forms: f'ti!"' because it lacks a negative pre

fix, and tt.e.F."ft9" because it has an irregular negative prefix ll.e. instead of the normal llll\ • 
(d) rii,.. is still further irregular in that, when it is a dependent verb, its stem changes from fA to 

ll.n (e. g. llll. ll.ii.'f , because she is not present; fll.i\m- , he who is not present).2 · 

103. The above defective verbs are used to render various parts of the following English verbs:--
1) The verb "to be" 

This is made up as follows:--
Present Tense: ~m- (negative t..e.f..l\9"} 
Past Tense: ~if«:: 

All other parts are supplied by II'~ , become (ni-3).3 

1. Sometimes ll.e.P.t\9" • 
2. Thedisappearance of the negative suffix 9" Is regular, as this is at any rate not used with dependent 

verbs (see Sec. 117, Rule 1). 
3. Since ~m- is neither a Contingent nor a Simple Perfect Form, it cannot take a subordinating con

junction or a relative pronoun, and is therefore only used as a main verb. 11''1 then has to substitute for it 
as a dependent verb: 
e. g. T(. )m- u it is good; but T<- llll. If) because it is good. 

n4- lim- ~m- u he is a bad man; but b4- 11m- fli'~ID* he who Is a bad man. 
The negative of li''l is even preferred to t..e..f.n as a dependent verb, although the latter, being a Simple 
Perfect form, can be used as such. Thus, for "because it is not good", '1'?- MA!f) is more likely than 
1'?- M.e.f..i'i • But both are correct. 
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2) The verb "to be present", "there is" 
This is made up as follows:--

Present Tense: lid (negative: f~f") 
Past Tense: ~li~ 1 

All other parts are supplied by 'r~, live (ni-3). 
3) The verb "to have" · 

There is no true verb ''to have" in Amharic, but the thought can be expressed Jn various ways, as suit
ed to the context. The most general ,method is to use the 3rd persons of the verb "to be present" ( 1\A etc.; 
see above) with the object suffixes: 

e.g. W')f: 1.\f: .t-l\1 :: 
A._+ Af: AifftJ :: 
A}!".f hii-1 n 
~Tf"'P 1.\'f: 3 f~.,.,. II 
i\m-f'-tJJ< 31.\'}(f ~if~+ II 
A1=t! 3 A}!'f 1-'i?o?iA .. 

I have a son (lit. A son is present to me). 
You (m) have a daughter (llt. a daughter is present to you).2 
We have children (lit. Children are present to us). 
The woman has no child (lit. The woman, a child is not present to her). 
The man had children (lit. The man1 children were present to him). . 
You (f) will have children (lit. You \f) children wiD be present to you).4 

Very Irregular Verbs. 

104. These are:--

1) All· say5 

This is an irregular Group m-1 verb. Its Passive is •Nil\ , a regular P. m-1 verb; which shows that 
1\ll is really a mutilated form of QA • Not only has it lost the initial consonant b from a number of its 
parts, but it also displays other irregularities in its Jussive and Infinitive, the latter, ..,A+ , having the 
Group II-2 formation (like, for instance "YfT , the Infinitive of Af , see; ll-1-A). It is essentlally a Group 
m verb, however, with a stem ending with a consonant. 6 Its principal parts may be compared with those 
of 1\h (Sec. 68). 

1. The negative Past Tense, then, is correctly the negative of tiit 1\A~iil,.. • But in col-
loquial Amharic a compound tense, fiiif" tiic , is often used. 

2. Sometimes in colloquial Amharic the masculine form of Ai\, is used with a feminine noun: e.g. 
"'l.lliF A 'Am- •' He has a wife. · 

3. This is an "Introductory Nominative", i.e. a noun or pronoun used in the nominative case because 
it is the logical, though not the grammatical, subject of the sentence. 

4. Some other ways of translating "have" (as suited to various contexts) are as follows:-
With h-;JC (with) and verb "to be": 

<JIA4- IJ')lf ;JC ~m-J? Have you (f) the key? (lit. Is it with you, the key?) 
With 'lll (possessor of) and verb "to be": · 

1\m-P.m- QA ell+ )m- • The man has (lit. is possessor of) an inheritance. 
With fll (takebold of: III-1): 

1'lJHI AAf'JI'n-r a I have no money with me (lit. I have not taken hold of money). 
With Alii (lack: 11-1-A) 

-o.u: A'l'i Ol\Citll lf!h- • Having no (lit. lacking) pen, I wrote with a pencU. 
With MT (get: D. c. II;2-A): 

1.1J'i 1.'l"'H :J-1'Lfll'i- 11 She will have (llt. get) a good wage. 
With AA + infixed fL (to the disadvantage of): 

+A:t- M AA1i1111 You (m) have a bJg debt (llt. A big debt is present against you). 
5. Apart from its normal meaning, "say", AA , has a wide range of uses:--

{a) With names etc. it renders "call''; especially Jn the passive ("be called"): 
e. g. ..,.;o f.lr:J-A .s They call him "Little Boy". 

f.1i ,..., f.iii\A ! What is this called? 
(b) It is the verbal form used in making compound verbs (see Secs.106-114 on Compounds of All). 
(c) It is the essential element in the Direct Speech construction {see Sees. 279-282, under Reported 

Speech). 
(d) It is used with l't"t~P or l\11.ilu ("like tbis") to describe an action: 
e. g. l\'t~U . f.I\A • · It goes lJke this (said while demonstrating the action). 
(e) Its Imperative has an Jnterjectory use: "Come on I", "Go on!" (See Sec. 269 (19) under Inter

jections). 
6. In contr'ast to that of AX ; e.g. J\ArJo or A~h- , I said; MrJo I am present. 



Prtncil!;! Parts Irreg. m-1 

Simple Perfect Jr. A 

Contingent f. A. 
Gerund 1llr' (regwar) 
Jussive f.OA 
Infinitive "''AT 
Agent II f. {regular) 

2) .,.,. leave 

This is an irregular m-2 verb. Its Principal Parts may be compared with those of the regular ifm, 
sell (Sec. 68). 

3) 7£ want, seek 

Principal Parts 

Simple Perfect 
Contingent 
Gerund 
Jussive 
Infinitive 
Agent 

Irreg. m-2 

(regular). 
(2nd f. Hf. ) 

(2nd f. +.,.f. ) 
(regular} 
(or 1-f. ) 

This is the only one-letter verb in the language. It has the formation and con,jugation of a ll-1-A ~rb 
less the 1st radical (and hence also the doubling of the penultimate radical). It is synonymous with .c.A'I , 
(I-B), the latter being used, rather, in modern speech. 

Principal Parts 

Simple Perfect 
Contingent 
Gerund 
Jussive 
Infinitive 
Agent 

ll-1-A less first rad. 

A "euphonistic" "- is sometimes added before the consonant, sh, in the Simple Perfect and the Imu 
perative, but this has no grammatical significance. 

Slightly Irregular Verbs. 

105. A few verbs, which are substantially regular, are found to display some slight irregularity, or to pos~ 
sess perhaps one irregular part. The following Ust, while not exhaustive, includes the most important:--

1) ooiit come (TI-1-A), has irregular Imperative (but not Jussive): 'i (m), 'If. (f), 'Ia (pl). 
2) iff flee (II-2-A), has irregular Infinitive: ooif"ii (like m-~1 · 

3) tan! make, repair (D.C. II-2-B), has irregular Jussive: 1ii'E (and Imperative: t.il~ ). 
4) 1\"'11. be pleasing, beautiful (D.c. m-1), is confused with an unused Basic I-A form, t.Mt: , whose 
Jussive, f.OOC , it uses. This I-A form also appears in the Indirect Causative t.t,Dhl , make pleasing, 
beautiful. 
5) Jt'li-'FR tilt upwards (D.C. 1 Int. c.s. I), follows Type B instead of Type C {as other Changed Stem 
verbs), doubling its penultimate radical throughout. 
6} The WlUsed ll-2-A Basic form 1f (its D.C. ls J.11' , find) makes the P. 2 Int.C.S. form .,.,rl' (more 
usually than the regular 1-1'i"i' ) , meet. 

Cases of irregular Agents and Instruments are mentioned in Sec. 51, footnotes. 



Compounds of t.tt 

(" Att · Verbs") 

106. Many compound verbs are constructed by placing some word before the verb AA (hence tt tal\ Verbs"). 

Since ll!l means "say" it is probably that the original verbs of this kind were simply expressions des
cribing real or imaginary speech. such as are still very common. 
e. g. 11D1f1..rm- AAn£+,.. M = 1 The door said ur won't open1' (i.e. The door would not open). 

n?~A .,.,4.,.. ~,..n. M • 2 When I pushed it hard it said, "I won't!" (1. e. It refused). 

Thus we have a verb ~f"'O. 1\1\ , refuse 
1IOD:J-m-9" \1.\\ M. • And when I hit it it said "Kwakwa" {i.e. It rattled). 

Thus we have a verb \\\\ htt J rattle, clatter, knock. 
This last is an example of a verb which describes an action by imitating its sound--the most direct fqrm of 
onomatopoeism. A great many" 1\ll Verbs" do this (further examples are: Ail: 1\1\. , blow, puff; b-ll All 
rustle; m:O M , drip; 1t.ii:.f. M , sigh). In such cases, although no real speech is described, ItA stni 
has some sense of "saying". 

But today the majority of" 1\1\ Verbstt do not imitate speech or sound, the verb Aft being used in them 
simply as the operative word (i.e. with its persons, tenses etc. to supply a means of conjugat:itJ;}, but with
out any sense of "saying": e.g. <k"P- ofii\A ':f " She has sat dovm (from ....., AI\ , sit down); ~~~ tAA • It is 
high (from hi~: hi\ , be high). This does not mean, however, that onomatopoeism is no longer present, 
for even in cases where the" 1\1\ Verb'' does not imitate a sound, its own sound is often. nevertheless ex
pressive of the action: e.g. 11A"ih M , flash; ~.Q M. , land suddenly on the ground; ,....A'"V'A"" 1\1\ , 
be slippery; -o.f 1\11 , appear suddenly, "turn up". 3 The whole system of " J.l! 'Verbs" is, in fact, bound 
up with onomatopoeism, and thereby furnishes the Eth!opian with a favorite and extremely vivid means of 
expression. 

107 * Some of the words compounded with hi\ have, in the first place an independent use of their own, their 
special use with hit being purely secondary: 
e. g. )1~0. I won't!, which gives us h,..fl,. tttt ~ rduse. 

Mt All right!, which gives us hlt 1\ll. , agree. 
r.<t>c let it be cancelled (Jussive of +l II-2-A), which gives us f..+C M ) forgive • 
.Y.tr- quickly, which gives us .f.t\" M, found chiefly in Imperative: .fir- RA be quick! 
m.Jtu hither~ which gives us the Imperative form m-to RA bring (it) here. 

108. But most words compounded wi 1:.1 }',/i are forms which properly belong to the " 1\it Verb" and have no 
independent use.4 Such forms most commonly end with a consonant, which is doubled and in pwnunciation 
links up with the first letter of Mr. (a device wl>Jch greatly increases the expressiveness of the phrase; for 
the more the doubling is emphasized the more forcefully is the sense e:xpressed)i e. g. 11il hfl"f (she 
stayed quiet, said nothing) is pronounced i'iim-malach". But this doubling is less prominen~ or even ol!llt
ted, before parts of M. beginning with a consonant: e.g, Stay quiet (m)! may be "'f!J" 1\t:t n as well as "HJii OA. <(' 

1. This combination, a negative 1st person Simple Imperfect followed by the verb Ill\ actually forms a 
special class of 1\ll verb indicating refusal: . 
e. g. hA·~.r,,.. t.tt 'f " She refused to rise (lit. She said "I won't rise"). 

t.ii"m-,.. J.'Ah-• They refuse to stop (lit. They say "We won't stop"). 
These frequently drop the negative suffix ,.. 
e.g. sPil"'l?- t.A'S.PA Af\:tr. The nail refused (to me) to come out (lit. The nail said to me"Iwon'tcomeout"). 

A curious feature, vthich sometimes appears when the negative ,.. is thus omitted, is that the object 
suffix attached to the negative verb is not in the person appropriate to the point of view of the subject of that 
verb but of the subject of hi\ • . 
e. g. MOJII:t t.f\':f u She refused to help me (lit. She said ''I won't help me") • 

.h.Afil+ii:t M 11 It refused to open for me (lit. It said "I won't open for me"). 
But when the negative ,.. is not dropped the object suffix w111 be· in the logical person: 

J\ft:i)1fl.l9" M'f • She refused to help me (lit. She said "I won't help you"). 
AAfict'!+A.1i,.. M,. It refused to open for me (lit. It said "I won't open for you", f). 
2. For M"O.. see Sec. 269 on the Interjections. 
3. Tastes and smells are similarly, lf not onomatopoeically, described: e.g. "'-,.. Qil.m- fri\A"' I' 

tastes salty(lit. It says nsalt saltt'). 
4. Exceptf sometimes, an interjectory use.~ when the Imperative of hi\ can still be understood: 

G, g. +if RA! (Go slow!) can be reduced to +ii! (Slowi) 



109. The word preceding ttl\ is sometimes reduplicated, the purpose being to indicate repetition, continuity 
or progression. 

e. g. mlft l\lt. , drip (once); m-ii m.Q l\t\ , keep dripping (repetition). 
l.ml l\A , hurry Lm'J L!"'i l\t\ , hurry along (conttnulty). 
11$ l\lt. 1 be low 11if 11f M. , get lower and lower (progression). 

The same device may also be employed to indicate reciprocity: 
e. g. m.:J l\lt. , go close up; m.:J m.:J l\lt. , go close together .1 

110. There are two main divisions of " l\lt. Verbs", which can be designated (1) Primitives, and (2) Deriva
tives: 
1) Primitives. 

These are themselves original verbs and not just forms based on other verbs.2 The following are ty-
pical examples:--

4>11 l\lt. go slow, be careful, quiet 41+ l\lt. sit down 
111'- l\1\ be silent, say nothing R'f hit. be, become calm 
h'i! 1\lt. be, become high M: hit. blow puff 
-H:f: l\lt. be, become low =fA (fii.) l\A not dare about, neglect 
~a; M. come up, rise t:lr 1\A be pleased (impersonal)3 
~1_!) ~~A start getting light .P{f hA. be displeased (impersonal)3 , 
-.o'f' nn appear, "turn up" +11 l\1\ occur to, remember (impersonal)-:t 

2) Derivatives. 

. In these the words compounded with l\A are derived from ordinary verbs. There are two standard pat
terns on which they are fairly regularly formed:--

a) The "Weak" Form; in which the 1st and penultimate radicals are both 1st forms, except as affected 
by contraction in the basic verb. This is used to introduce an element of 11 slightness" into the sense of the 
original verb. 5 The following are typical examples: 

4>l1i l\A 
l\A~ l\1\ 
m'k.c l\lt. 
t\tu.P }\t\ 
)IIJ l\A 
ouiff. hl\ 
llf.f:l\A 
~~ J\t\ 
...... 1\{\ 
'l-10li. l\A 
nc? l\A 
{1&\:f.f hA 

approach a little, 
pass on a little, 
become, be dark 
change a little (intrans. ) , 
become, be light (in colour), 
become a little late (evening), 
smile, laugh slightly, 
go a ahort way, 
beeome, be rather warm, 
stoop a little, 
get a little stronger, 
get slightly bored, weary of, 

from 
from 
from 
from 
from 
from 
from 
from 
from 
from 
from 
from 

+i!'o approach (I-A). 
J\1\L pass (I-A). 
mi~ become, be black (1-A). 
.,.Mlm6ehange (intrans.; I-B). 
~Hi become, be white (n-1-A). 
,.fr become late (evening) (n-2-A). 
llf+ laugh (III-1). 
¥~ go (ID-2). 
1"4> become hot (III-3) • 
:f.'l-)~ stoop (D.C. IV). 
flt!? get strong (V-1). 
f1A' get bored, weary of (V -2). 

b) The "Strong" Form, in which the 1st and penultimate radicals are both 6th forms. In Group I and 
n stems the penultimate radical is generally, but not invariably, doubled. This form is used to introduce 

1. The verb from which m~ ltl\ is derived is .,.m!l go right up against, take shelter (P. II-1-B), the 
reciprocal form of which, .,.m.:J.:J , means the same, only stronger, as m.:J m.:J l\t\ (see Sec. 97 (1) on 
Reciprocal Verbs). 

2. This does not mean that they are never related to other verbs; but, where they are, it is probably 
the ordinary verb which is derived from the " l\A. Verb" rather tban the reverse: e.g. \\\\ l\A (rattle, 
knock) gives us the P. Ext •. 1 Int. c. s. II-1 verb .,.1\\tl: (same meaning); m.fi m:i 1\r\ (keep dripping) 
gives us the P. Ext. 1Int.c.s. IV verb i"1mOtiiO (same meaning). 

3. See Sec. 146 under Impersonal Verbs. 
4. See Sec. 142 under Impersonal Verbs. 
5. With which, however, in col.}t)quial Amharic it is often practically syno~ymous. 
6. The Passive form is given as ~e parent verb in cases where the " AI\ Verb" corresponds in the 

meaning. to tbe Passive rather than to the Basic form. 
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an element of intensity into the sense of the originalverb.l The following aret,picalexamples:--

"Jc.fo 1111. be amazing, 
111f'li' hll snap (intrans. ), 
11'ji M start up violently (from sleep), 
tt!ii\f hll. boll quickly (intrans. ), 

from 
from 
from 
from 
from 
from 
from 
from 

,z,. be wonderful (I-A). 
+nmtt2be broken, torn (P. I-B). 
.ri!J start up (from sleep) {fint.c.s. I). 
Lll. boll (1ntrans.) (II-1-A). 

~cf M completely stop coming, 
111111li hll. become completely rotten, soaked, 
~.,~:;: All. burst suddenly, 
bA'ff AI\ get very bored, weary of, 

+~. remain awaylS (II-2-A). 
OliOil rot, get soaked (IV). 
L)Ji burst (V -1). 
1\A"f get bored, weary of (V-2). · 

111. In the above examples (both "Weak" and "strong" Forms) the sense of the original verb is modified in 
a: regular and predictable manner. But there are some Derivative" AA Verbs" whose sense modification 
is not so regular and predictable: 
e.g. DPiili' hll. , from +DPiiit , return (intrans.; P. I-B), is not only used for "return a little way" (re-
gular), but also for "turn ].'ound", "face about". 

ttl! hi\ , from til , turn (intrans.; II-3), is not only used for "turn a little" (regular), but also for 
"make way", "get out of the way". 

DPm'i\ AA , from DPRlm, suck up {I-A), is used for "become dryer". 
ttl:\.4! hll. , from hl\4. , pass {I-A), though a "Strong" Form, is used for move along a little, move 

over.4 · 

In extreme cases of divergence from the original 
Primitive: 

sense the " hA Verb" may as well be regarded as 

e. g. h1"4: hll. , suddenly appear 
'hA.P. hA , vanish, 

from (?)hfL, slice (I-A). 
from (?}1\i\olt, dream (1-B). 

112. Sometimes the sense of slightness or intensity is further increased by the reduplication of the last two 
radicals, on the pattern of a Frequentative Verb.5 6 
e. g. Q;Lj{on, get dark (1-B), makes the following" hil Verbs":--

[ 

£Q.l\f'l l\11. get rather dark 
"Weak" Form 

Q;L~tf'IAf'l M get just a little dark 

"Strong'' Form 
[ 

"'P'A.i- l\A get very dark 

llif/'A,. .,;;. hil get extremely dark 

1".f.Qfl.<ft , become mixed (P.l Int. IV), makes the following" 1\A Verbs'':--

"Weak" Form 
[ 

.f.-nil+ l\A become rather mixed 

.f.'IIA~ll~ ItA become just a little mixed 

"Strong" Form 
[ 

MAl hA become very mixed 

~-nAtal- M become extremely mixed 

1 In introducing an element of slightness or intensity into the meaning, these Derivative " hil. Verbs" 
are v~ry similar to the 2Int.c.s. derived forms (see Sec. 97. 5,6) •. But while the'2Int.·C.S. verb is li
able to give either sense, the " 1\A Verb"; with its two distinct forms, is more explicit. 

2. See footnote 6, page 57. 
3. Thi~ of course, is only one of the possible meanings of +t. ; see Sec. 335 {a). 
4. = L+4' M 
5. For Frequentative Verbs see Sec. 93 (3) footnote. 
a. This reduplication of the last two radicals may also indicate repetition or reiteration, in the same 

way as the reduplication of the word itself (see Sec. 109 above). 
e.g. h'fiii.Q;LA£Q. glitter (D.C. Ext. c.s. IV --a Frequentative Verb), has:--

11AIIifi'A+- 1 -nZ\4- hll. flash; hA keep flashing 
-ni\+ -nl+ 
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Causatives of., AA Verbs., 

113. " AA Verbs" are rendered Direct Causative by the supstitution of t.J:.21 , do (D.c. I-A), for Aft • 
They are made Indirect Causative by the substitution of A&i , nominate (1. e. cause to be called or "said.,; 
I. C. II-2-B) for AA • 
e. g. b4! Al!i"'rJo,. • I put 1t higher (from h4! Aft , be high), 

11!1- J\Xt:\l'fl• • I made them stay quiet (from 1fiD AA· , be quiet). 
taA*i! bi:C.'ICIJo 11 Move it along. 1 (from t.A~ J\A move along). 
J\A~ J\Afco-• • Make him move along.=f ·. ' 

Nouns for~ed from" J\A Verb" Stems. 

114. As previously mentioned, the words compounded with Aft generally have no Independent use; but nouns 
are formed from many of them by the addition of the suffix :1" ; for which see Sec. 166, under Nouns. 

The Union of Like Consonants in Verbs. 

115. The principle of the union of like consonants when adjacent plays an important part in the conjugations 
of some verbs.l These are verbs which have their penultimate and last radicals alike (e.g~ all , fly). 
All that is required for the union of such radicals is that both be single (which rules out Type B. verbs), and 
that there should be no vowel between them--the first of the two, then, must be in the 6th form.2· 

Parts of a I-A verb in which these conditions are fulfilled are: 
The Contingent: _f.RCC - f.DC 
The Gertmd: OCt' - Ot' (but 1st singular is OCl. ) 

In a Group II (Type A) verb whose penultimate radical is + (e. g. llfl;t- ., hit) the conditions are fulfilled 
in the Gerund · llflt.,_- llfl;;. (but 1st singular is DDi·f: >P · 

In a. 1 Int.c.s. I verb (e.g • .t~i"in , touch with hand, stroke) the conditions are fulfilled in:--
The Gertmd: JIM - /Iii 
The Jussive: /Iiili - Jill 

In D.C. I-A verbs (e.g. Mnn , read) the conditions are fulfilled in the Contingent at any rate; but in 
the Gertmd and Jussive, since two 6th form radicals stand together and they cannot both be vowelless, the 
fulfilment of the conditions depends on whether one elects to give a vowel to the first or the second 6th form 
(either way being permissible}:-· 
The Contingent: l)'fl'fl - IHi 
But the Gertmd can be either A..., (pronounced anbibo) or J\1P ; and the Jussive can be either 11ofl'fl 
(pronounced yanbib) or n.ft • 4 

1. This principle, that two adjacent single consonants of the same ldnd unite to form one double conl. 
sonant, is dealt with in Sec. 10, under the Doubling of Consonants. 

2. Although such Ulilon is practically Invariable 1n speech, the two radicals are still sometimes writ
ten separately. 

3, In spoken (but not written) Amharte. such union also commonly takes place In the Gerund of Group · n 
verbs whose penultimate radical is m or I. ; but this is really a case of the assimilation of the preceding 
by a following consonant, for which see Sec. 14. 
e.g. The Gerund of DDJa)(come) is _,.,., but is commonly pronounced mllt-to. 

The Gerund of lltii (give) is il'l'.f , but is commonly pronounced sat-to. 
The Gerund of t.if (drive) is ~~.,_ , but is commonly pronounced rdlt:-to .. 

But when, as in the last case, the· combination is dt , it is sometimes pronounced as rt instead of as a 
double tt : e. g. t.l':'+ may be pronounced narto • 

4. The same might be expected to apply to the Gertmd anci Jussive of Group IV verbs whose last two 
radicals are alike (e.g. mDDIIIf , twist), and to the Gerund of Group V verbs whose penultimate radical is 
.,. (e.g. Ill;.:, become strong). But in these cases the 6th form vowel, r, is regularly pronounced between 

the two like consonants, and so prevents their union: e. g. the Gerunds mf"1ftl and nc+.f are pronounced 
respectively ta;mzrzo and birtno • 

In Int. c. s. derived forms of these.grol,!Ps, however, the union of the consonants is liable to take place 
(see Sec. 100, footnote on Gerund of A0/.:1-.if' ). 
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116. ~en the two uniting radicals are absorbent the absorption of the 2nd femJ.ntne suffix 
saturation of ~th of them together, except sometimes in the (w.tse of A 
e. g. ID~I:. (love) has 2nd feminine Contingent +m!-' or +ID{ 

h~(l ~accuse) has 2nd feminine Contingent ~hl or +hit 
lirfH (order) has 2nd feminine Contingent :J·'ir or :l"ii: 
llii.A (jump) has 2nd feminine Contingent [ +rrJI; or +nil 

+HAY- or TIIA,_ 

i, results ln the 

But 

The Formation. of Negatives 

117. 
Rule 1. A verb is made negative by the prefixing of AA (or, for the Infinitive, ~A ). The suffix ,..lis 
also normally added, provided that the verb is both a main verb and in the Indicative Mood.2 
Rule 2. When the negative prefix ItA comes in contact with the personal prefixes of the Contingent orJus
slve, contraction takes place, as follows:--

1\A. + '-j~..~"' = AALA"' 
liA + +..t.l.\"1 = J\jf"d\'"1 
AA. + ~LA"' = 1\~..t.A"' 
ItA. + t1.t.A'"I = 1\;LA"' 

·· (These four examples cover all the personal prefixes.) 
Rule 3. The Gerund, the auxiliary verb Aii, the Imperative Tense, the Agent3 and the Instrument have no 
place in the negative conjugation. 4 The parts of the verb, therefore which can be made negative by the ap
plication of Rules 1 and 2 are:-- 5 

(a) The Simple Perfect 
e.g. 1\Aililco-9"a ~did not break (Simple Perfect). 

~have not broken (acting for Present Perfect). 
t.Ar\iicu-9", ~He u6 ·I had not broken (Past Perfect). 

(b) The Simple Imperfect (Contingent) 
e.g. .,.. fThey do not hear (Simple Imperfect). 

li~ ,.. .., LThey are not hearing, wm not hear (acting for Present Imperfect). 
AMIBD-9" }uC 11 They were not hearing (Past Imperfect). 

(c) The Jussive 
e.g. AA'l.(< · 

Af'I"IIJ 7 
lil<IIP'" 
li~"'it' 

(d) The Infinitive 8 
e.g. iu\t.~~~miii-r 

1. Or 9' 

Let me not go. Shall I not go? 
Do not come (m). . 
Let us not stand. Shall we not stand? 
Let them not come in. Shall they not come in? 

not to drink, not drinking. 

2. 1. e. Dependent verbs do not take the negative suffix ,.. , nor main verbs in the Imperative Mood. 
3. Exception: lii\'P4! a non-knower, i.e. an ignorant person. 
4. In some northern dialects a negative Gerund is found. But the student can ignore this. 
5. For the Indicative tenses, when negative, refer also to the Limited Tense Scheme chart (Sec. 25). 
6. As the Gerund is ruled out of the negative conjugation its place is taken in negative compound forma

tions by the Simple Perfect {which is the only other Perfect element that the verb possesses). 
7. Since there is no negative of the Imperative Tense, the Jussive is used for the 2nd persons. 
a. Only Substantival Infinitives which clearly have the character of nouns are made negative (see Sec. 

126 under Uses of the Infinitive): 
e. g. +a. 11At.ID1ll\i: hifo- a By my not eating butter I became thin. 



The following further examples (Simple Perfect, Simple Imperfect and Jussive) will serve to illustrate 
more fully the application of the above rules:--1 

Negative Simple Perfect. 

J\AQ.J.lilv-9" 
J\AtDl\i6AU,-
1\AflJA1i,. 
A~F,- .. 
J\Am:S.l,
JIA7+iiA ,,. 
Mt..l;Jf.v-,
AAM~,. 

or 
or 

or 

JIAQiJ.lllb-,-
1\AtDl\ifJA.b,.. 

I did not finish, have not finished 
you (m) did not wipe, have not wiped 
you (f) did not throw away, have not thrown away 
he did not see, has not seen 
she did not get lost, has not gotten lost 
we did not receive, have not received 
you (pi) did not do, have not done 
they did not get bored, have not gotten bored 

Negative Simple Imperfect. 
MID-+9" 
llii-1~,. 
t.fV.,f,. or t.li-Z{9" 
1\lild..'A"''P 
"hi·lf~.IJ,. 
1i"tcrc,. 
t.·f~tn4" 
hf.Oiif.r" 

I do not, shall not know; am not knowing 
you (m) do not, will not find; are not finding 
you (f) do not, will not go; are not going 
it is· not, will not be necessary 
she does not, will not forget; is not forgetting 
we do not, shall not live; are notliving 
you (pl) do not, will not give; . are not giving 
they do not, will not, get broken; are not being broken 

Negative Jussive. 
let me not hold; shall I not hold? 
do not sit down (m) 
do not wash (f) · 
let him not become, be; shall he not become, be? 
let her not pick up; shall she not pick up? 
let us not examine; shall we not examine? 
do not let pass (pl) 
let them not seek; shall they not seek? 

118. The n~gative suffix ,.. is sometimes transferreg to the preceding word, the negation being thereby 
shown to apply specifically to this word: e.g. 1't"''C'J11J" l'tllf!"4'1 Doesn't he know Amharic? Similarly 
if ,. , used as an Indefinite suffix, 2 or as a conjunction meaning "and", "even" etc.-;:rrsattached to one 
of the words preceding the negative verb, the negative suffix ,. is sometimes dropped (as though the other 
,. were acting for it): 

e.g. f~,. 1\AZ~ • I am not going anywhere 
~''*'"' 1\.J.';U"' • He does not even want the watch. 

Special Negative Construction. 

119. There is another negative construction (quite distinct from the regular negative conjugation outlined a
bove) which is used for asking negative questions which expect an affirmative answer:-- 4 

The participle (Gerund or Contingent) is followed by the auxiliary verb in the negative (written as a se
parate word, and generally impersonal, i.e. in the 3rd masculine singular for all persons): 

e.g. Q;J.Q\IJ rXIJ" r 
011';1- 1\A~if~,-? 
~aui\it r~,.~ 
Y,d.<- 1\A~ii~,. r 

You (m) have finished, haven't you? 
She had gone out, hadn't she? 
You (f) are coming back, aren't you? 
They were afraid, weren't they? 

1. All these examples, like the former ones givenunder Rule3, are assumed to be main verbs; the 
suffix ,. is therefo~e added where the mood is Indicative (see Rule 1 above}. 

2. See Sec. 219, on Indefinite Pronouns. 
3. See Sec. 260 (2), under Conjunctions. 
4. As with the French "n'est-ee pas?", ,Qr the German "nicht wahr?". 
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Verbs of ":Secoming" 
("Become Verbs") 

120. A feature which has an important effect on the practical application of the Amharic tense scheme is 
that verbs which are used to describe a state 1 commonly do so by indicating . not the state itself . but the 
initial entry into the state. Thus, while English would say "He is sitting", 1:e. "He is in the staie of sit
ting", Amharic says "He has sat down", i.e ... He has entered into the state of siWng .. or "He has become 
seated". The English verb, then, has the sense of "being" ("He is sitting'') bttt the Amharic verb has the 
sense of "becoming" ("He has become seated"). The result is l:Tiat where English, ~ describing state, 
would use an Imperfect tense or participle, Amharic uses the corres~.pding Perfect tense orparticiple:2 
e. g. uHe is sitting'' (Present Imperfect Tense) is rendered 1-+gr.tn~a "He has become seated.. (Present 
Perfect Tense).3 

"He was sitting" (Past Imperfect Tense) is rendered -tof>i"tn 'tOe· "He had become seated" (Past 
Perfect Tense). 

"He works sitting" (Imperfect Participle) is rendered -totl"tn f.IPk-A "He works having become 
seated" (Perfect Participle). 

On the occasions when Amharic, in describing state, uses an Imperfect tense, it means that the entry 
into that state (tJ.:E?, "becoming") is not yet completed, and, therefore, that the ''being'' in that state is still 
future: e.g. f.,'fDD'I)A (Present Imperfect Tense) renders "He will sit" (Future Tense). 

When, however, these "Become Verbs" are employed to describe action rather than state, their sense 
of "becoming" is lost and they use the tenses in the normal manner: 
e.g. O~"}'J!f" -tof>ti6m r. He suddenly sat down (a single act). 

_.flo +1 -tt~m 11 He sat the ~hole day. J (continuous action). ,..,.. .,.., r.:,;,...,. <tHe • He was sittmg the whole day. 
O:i:\ 1.0. .e~tiDIIJA == He always sits (habitual action). 

Uses of the Infinitive 

121. The Infinitive is a verb~noun, as it partakes of the nature both of a verb and of a noun. In that it des
cribes an action it is verbal, and in that it is the name of that action it is substantival (i.e. a noun). Since 
it is verbal it can be the verb of a clause, but it can never be the main verb of a sentence.4 

English possesses two verb-nouns: the Infinitive (e.g. to eat) and the Verb-noun in "ing" (e.g. eating)P 
Both of these are translated by the Amharic Infinitive. 

122. The preposition 1\ is very often prefixed to the Infinitive (corresponding closely to the "to" of the Eng
list Infinitive). This combination, i.e. A +Infinitive, is really an adverbial phrase of purpose (e.g. A"'7r+ 
1-'t~ = He got up to see; lit. he got up for seeing). But it is used So ,frequently without specUic reference 
to purpose that it must be regarded as itseU a form of Infinitive. We will call it then the "Adverbial Infi
nitive", as opposed to the plain Infinitive without A , which we will call the "Substantival Infinitive". 

, There is some difference between these two forms of Infinitive in use. The Substantival Infinitive is 
naturally the one employed when the sense is more definitely substantival {1. e. when the noun character is 
prominent), and in such cases it corresponds to the English Verb-noun in "ing" rather than to the English 
Infinitive. Conversely it will probably be the Adverbial Infinitive which is employed when the sense is more 

1. This includes quality, size etc. See also on Adjectival Verbs (Sec. 184). . 
2.· Jn terms of our Tense Scheme chart (Sec. 24), one has to cross over from the right hand side to the 

corresponding space on the left hand side. · 
3 The Simple Perfect can be used as ill alternative to the Present Perfect, and is in fact especially 

favow!ed by some "Become Verbs"· e.g. oJo It is enough (lit. It became enough); m~ Itis lost (lit. It be
came lost). But the Present Perf~ct, as its name suggests, has more specUic reference to present state, 
and is therefore generally preferable. 

4. See Sec. 274, under Compound Sentences. 
5. The same form as the Present Participle, but with quite a different use. 
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definitely adverbial, i.e. when the function of the Infinitive is to qualify another verb; and in this the use of 
the Adverbial Infinitive is seen to be very close to that of the English Infintiive. There is, nevertheless, 
considerable overlapping, and the two forms are very often interchangeable. Their respective spheres of 
use may be summarized as follows:--
(a) To express purposes the Adverbial Infinitive must be used: 

e.g. often AtJDofi~T 1-o:tA • He has gone in to eat breakfast. 
hUA. AOD'iftibT O:,·~i\'f 11 She is going to buy grain. 

(b) To complete the sense for another verb, either form can be used: 
(A) IJ?t.tj: h.tA..?X,. • I want to rest. 
f.U;'l (A )·ll?'liHl Tl-1\AU 11 You (m) can read this. 
(A) ooii'lC 1Jiot.l- :: . She started speaking (or She started to speak). 

(c) In all other cases the Substantival Infinitive must be used: 
e.g. 'f'i'll ODmfrl» OD'I'IJ': hM~.itf"•=Asking questions is not bad (or It is not bad to ask questions). 

tJDC''f'U'} M•,. :1 I saw your running. 
hoPT~T F&- +w~itl- :: She likes work be~r than sleeping. 
'JoP.IJ.') OoP.ffL .fl'lb- 11 I was saved by my holding onto the rope. 
h:tll QODlJ'}. tp,:JlJ)« oofllf' ~w-•Being (lit. By its being) new its price is hilrh. 

123. As the above examples illustrate, the Infinitive, like an ordinary verb, can take an object or an attri
bute (but not an object suffix}; while in its more substantival use it is also just like an ordinary noun in act
ing as the subject or object of another verb, prefixing prepositions, suffixing the definite article or the pos
sessive suffixes, etc. 

124. An Amharic Infinitive is often best rendered in English by an abstract noun of action, but unlike the lat
ter it distinguishes between the active and the passive sense: 

hil:l"':f1'l OODllt.oft f"h11+ :NPt. u He was imprisoned because of his theft of (lit. stealing) our cat-
~ tle. 

fboofl:J-l-'l -~t.+ 0819" J!.qii~'l = The theft (lit. being stolen) of our cattle made us very sad. 
MV..'l oooh.tA. h.fl11i~ 11 By payment of (lit. paying) my debt you (m) saved me. 
ooli.t& oP.IJ.Ir. )0G. " Its payment {lit. being paid} was my salvation (lit. being saved). 

125. The Infinitive (more especially the Adverbial Infinitive) has an equivalent in A. +Contingent. These two · 
forms are largely interchangeable; but the latter must be empioyed whenever it is necessary to add an ob
ject suffix (even in the more substantival use), since the Infinitive itself cannot take one. As dependent 
verbs both of these forms generally have the same subject as the verb on which they depend.1 With English 
Infinitives this is often not so, but in such cases Amharic prefers to use M~ + Contingent.2 

126. Substantival Infinitives are made negative by the addition of the prefix t..tl3 
e. g. 11Aooint:J·,w· .Vll'li!"''A 11 His (pol) not getting angry is extraordinary. 

mi-'l · flAOPmiirl» -.,.hfi'(l 11 He was accused of (lit. with) not keeping the law. 
But Infinitives expressing purpose or completing the sense for another verb (whether Adverbial or Substan
tival} are not found in the negative. 4 

127. The Infinitive as the subject of ~~»- is used colloquially to indicate what has to be done: 
e. g. 9"'} 1"'/.- hi\ ho-'l ? What work is there now? 

0.1:1 OP'f't.'? ~lJ)« " The house must be swept. 
t.ID'J'l.1.11D- '?'} hA.tA 11 But the broom is worn out (lit. finished). 
t...if.l'l OP"'If-1' l''P u5 Why then, we must buy a new one. 6 

1. If the two subjects are not the same grammatically, then, at least, they are likely to be so logical
ly; as, for instance, when the verb is impersonal (for which see Sec. 138). 

2. The points mentioned in this paragraph are dealt with in Sec. 265 (4 and 5) on the conjunctions A 
and M~ • 

3. See also Sec. 117, Rule 3 (d) footnote, under the Formation of Negatives. 
4. A. + Contingent, also is very rarely used in the negative. But there are a number of other devices 

which can be employed instead: 
. e. g. AtmlibAll t..Y.4.rl»1:f"' 11 He wishes not to return (lit. He does not wish to return). 

1\AoPmlii+ f.lQAf/A " I prefer not to drink (lit. Not drinking is better for me). 
h1.11fw~r}» Tm'l+lf> :: Take care not to fill (lit. Take care tha:t you should not fall). 
1\11719" t..M'?Cf" 111\ She promised me not to tell anyone (lit. She promised tne saying "I will not tell 

1·M· l"'ffi-:f.:~ " anyone"). . · 
r•"ilw-lf> f.ODlll\t\ a. He seems not to know (lit. It seems that he does not know). 

5. ~'P = ~w· + suffix a, the latter meaning "Why then" etc. (see Sec. 269 (23) under Interjections). 
6. For the use of the Infinitive to express Imminence see Sec. 298 (b),· under the Idiom. 
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Uses of the .Gerund 

128~ ~e GerWld is a Perfect Participle, corresponding most nearly to the Engl.I.Sh Past Participle, Uke 
which 1t can be used either in connection with an auxiliary verb to form a compound tense 1 or itself as 
the verb of a dependent clause. 2 ' 

In the latter use, it is most normally translated by an English Past Participle: 
e.g. ~11,.,:;:(1)-., A1IO(Do htD-"P •ffl. 11 Having put on their clothes they went outside. a 
But since it denotes complete action rather than past time it is sometimes better rendered with an English 
Present Participle: 
e. g. l\AQ.Llntt-r 111\ ouM elm~ • She gave answer saying "I have not fin!shed". 4 

129. The type of dependent clause which has a Gerund as its verb i:s adverbial; and since a clause may well 
consist solely of the verb form, the Gerund is often a complete clause in itself, and therefore, iD. effect, an 
adverb: 
e.g. 4.C:J- ~li'f • She cried out in fear (lit. fearing). 

T.l!it- OJJ!cf> • · He fell woWlded. 
TDIPII\'It .,.,;,;,. ., I have come back (lit. I .have come returning).5 

130. The Gerund and the verb on which it depends have the same subject (if not grammatically, at least lo
gically, as illustrated by the secqpd example below). 6 7 
e. g. 1l~ r~ )(Do 111\ •'Xf..'f(Do; The maid took it tlunking it was hers (lit. saying "It is mine"). 

'll~ rc!f, OD/JAoA+ •iii . .'~·(Do = The maid took it thinking it washers (lit. it seeminghers to her). 
Provided, thu~, that its subject is the same as that of the other verb, a Gerwtd may be used to render "af-
ter": · 
e. g. h~+ OAi h..,.~ All- • After I have eaten supper I go to bed. 
But hb-T hOii,. 0':\i\ A lib"- 1'\.qt:=ih f)"'A. 11 After I have eaten supper, my servant clears away the dishes. 8 

131. While English nearly always co-ordinates two actions performed by the same person, with the conjunc
tion "and" or some equivalent, Amharic very frequently subordinates one to the other by expressing the 
first with a Gerwtd (though it is perhaps of no less importance). 9 10 
e. g. OJ'ltl-1 .,.'li"ll; OJI. OD11.<- S'.lilb- = I crossed the river and arrived at the village. 

When more than two actions are performed a succession of Gerunds can be used, without any co-ordi-
nating "and"; . 
e. g. ~ii OA...,.., m..,.+ m't..,.1 m"lO"J .,.=l11~ = Having eaten bread and drunk milk we set out satisfied. 

132. Sharing its subject, the Gerund is apt to be very closely associated with the verb on which it depends, 
especially when, as an adverb, it is coupled together with that verb.ll In this close association it partakes 
not only of the latter's time sense (i.e. past, present or future; as the above examples show) but also of its 

1. See Sec. 24 on The Tense Scheme. 
2. See Sec. 274 under CompoWld S~ptences. 
3. n +Contingent of ti(.OIJ or AR:l" is sometimes added after the Gerwtd without e$pecially changing 

the sense. Thus a variation of the above example might be A.-o"'¥m·1 t\11(\(Do A.l.fOD-(hJOofl)h(Do.,.. •iir • 
4. This is especially the case {a) when the Gerund of AA is used in reporting speech (as in this exam-

ple}; and (b) when a Gerund is used as an adverb (i.e. a one-word adverbial clause; see next paragraph). 
5. See Sec. 257 under Adverbs. 
6. Though this can be taken as a rule, m practice there is some looseness in the !Jla.tter. ~· 
7. An exception is when a Gerund is used before a verb of perception (such as Ar , see; M"f , find) 

to descrtpe the state~.. not of the subject but of the object of that verb: 
e. g. Hft~(Do ..,.~.,. M7,.+ • I found the watchman asleep. 

8 For the use of the conjunction h 0':\1\ see Sec. 264 (8). 9: "Go and--", "Come and --"1 however, are usually expressed with two co-ordinated Imperatives, 
as in English· e g. '1.1:-ll llrl'll• • (rather than ~~u Af"'lfi(Do 11 ) Go .and fetch it. 

10. Simil'arly, by using the subordinating conjunctions ":_f and R , both of which give the sense of an 
Imperfect participle; see Sees. 264 (9) and 265 (2) under ConJunctions. 

11. The second example inSec.131 (above) illustrates this; compare m"'tn (the Gerwtd which is coup
led together with the main verb) with the other Gerwtds. 
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mood (Indicative, Imperative or Infinitive): 
e.g. M1 1oft' t.i• • I went Jnto the shop and saw-- Indlcattve Mood. 

htr• 111.,.., U. • Go Into .the shop and see -- Imperatlve Mood. 
,.....,.,... A-rr"t ~a;,~o • They want to go Jn and see -- Inffnltlve Mood. 

It can even partake of its negation: 
e. g. 1il.,.1i Jtl\?11..,. • You (f) did not go Jn and see lt. 

133. When the Gerund and the verb on which it depends have the same pronoun object, a slngl.e object suffix 
attached to the latter verb will express it for both of them: 
e. g. 1\"tP'!I- 1\,.i;q'f.,. • She. picked It up and brought it. 
But when the pronoun object is not common to both verbs the Gerund takes its own object suffix. 
e. g. 1\"tr:J-• U.'f 11 She picked it up and went. 

Abnormal Uses of the Contingent 

134. The normal uses of the Contf.ngent, whether as a participle or a tense, are covered Jn the sections on 
Verbs, Relative Pronouns, Subordinating Conj1Dlctions etc. A few abnormal uses, however, must also be 
mentioned:--

135. There are two 3rd masculine singular Contingent forms which have a special use.as adverbs of com· 
parison:l 

f.A+ (from 1\+ , be pre-eminent; m-1) more, rather 
.e.nA'I' (from oti.m , be greater; I-A) more 

These are both compounded with h (than) in the Comparative construction, for which see Sec. 290. 
But their use is not confined to comparative sentences: 
e. g. hif:l:"t f.A+ tt"7f+ +iiD~ 'llfc • She was longing rather (or, more espec1al.ly) to see her mother. 

From I-A+ comes the idiomatic expression 1-A.,."tf'" , an adverbial accusative form meaning "andes
pecially", "moreover": 
e. g. f.A.,.")f'* 7a-;;:I:'J A"7f+ .,,.,. r~t.'f =And especially it was to see her mother that she went. 

136. Another 3rd masculine slngularConttngent form which has a s~cial use is 1UA (from t;fllt , be equal 
to; I-B2), which may be translated "amolDlting to", "as much as"l,;;3tt ts common in such expressions as:--

f"'J 1UA how much? (lit. amounting to what?) 
f.U'J IUA thts much (lit. amounting to this) 
,...,,. IUA however much 

It ts also used with relaijve phrases, thus: 
rmf•+"t IUIA. ~-- • It is the amount they asked for. 
rl1t;i!ll~'J IUIA. MifXrJo 11 I shall read as much as llOSsible (lit. as is possible to me). 

ltJA can also Indicate approximation: 
e. g. """' IUA about a hundred (lit. amounting to a hundred). 4 

13 7. Apart from its use with ordinary auxiliary verbs (in the regular tense ·formations etc.), the Contingent 
is sometimes found with J:dD~ (start: 1-B) acting as the auxlliary verb. \\lhen ~-~ is employed 1n thts viay, 
like the auxiliary verb ~lft! it drops its personal suffixes. 
e.g. lm.,. J:dite • They started to stu.dy.5 

1. These Contingent forms with special uses (Secs.135 and 136} appear, actually, to be relative forms 
which have dropped the relative ,,. • · 

2. For the Interchangeability of hand k see Sec. 16; also Sec.32 (footnote) on·h as a penultimate radi-
cal. 

3. As can be seen from the examples, IUIA. 1s still sufficiently verbal to take a direct object. 
4. See Sec. 295 (c), under Bow to Express Approximation. 
5. It is not obligatory to use J:.lllt! Jn this way. lt can equally well be used as an ordinary verb, taking 

an Infinitive or Itt + Contingent: -r~.t- J:dlt{. r or Um.,. l~ • 'Ihey started to study. ' 



Impersonal Verbs 

138. Impersonal Verbs are verbs which are used 1n the 3rd person singular ("lt") while tbe ''logical subject" 
of the sentence (generally a living being) is treated as the object. 

In the sentence "I feel pain when I walk" the verb is personal, having as its subject the 1st person sin
gular pronoun 'T', which is quite logically the subject of the sentence. But in "It pa.tns me to walk" the 
verb is impersonal, because although the sense is unchanged and the "logical subject" therefore the same 
as before, the "grammatical subject" is now the 3rd person singular pronoun ''Itt', while the "logical sub· 
ject" is treated as the direct object, "me". 

Amharic :Impersonal Verbs are of two kinds: (1) "Real Subjectt' Impersonals, and (2) ''Uareal Subject" 
Impersonals.l 

1) "Real Subject" Impersonals. 

139. There are verbs which have a real subject of their own, apart from the logical subject of the sentence. 
They are in fact ordinary verbs which happen, commonly, to be used 1n the 3rd person singular, simply 
because their . meaning is such as commonly to demand something Inanimate as the subject--often an actton.;2 
Since it is just the same in English, this can be illustrated from the English example above (sec •. 138). "It 
pains me to walk... In this example it is the action, "to walk" which "pains me". Tbis actien therefore, 
represented by the pronoun "it", is a real subject to the verb ''pains"; though, as we have seen. lt is not 
the "logical subject" of the sentence. 

Amongst Amharic impersonal verbs are some whose meaning requires the "logical subject" to be treat
ed as a direct object, and some whose meaning requires it to be treated as an indirect object. But in so 
far as the plain object suffix can stand for either direct or indirect object,.~ there is no need to distinguish 
between the. two, unless the object is expressed as a separate word. 
e. g. li,;a-t , defeat (of an attempted action). commonly takes a direct object: 
(a) With an object suffix only: P't..BJo li*+~ • The work defeated me (i.e. I could not manage lt). 
(b) With the object expressed as a separate word:4 t.Ch-'J M.;a-tfDof"• It did not defeat him (i.e. He 
could manage it). But +!'A , be possible, commonly takes an indirect object: - -
(a) With an object suffix only: -ADP'Zt:' JiA>.i'!JIA~!J" 11 It was not possible for me to go. 
(b) With the object expressed as a separate word:4 At.IJ1: i'!Jii\+ 11 It was possible for my sister.5 

140 As the above examples show, a "logical subjectt!, as the object of an impersonal verb, can, when stand
Ing as a separate word, take the suffix 'J or the prefix ·A in the usual manner. Actually, however, it of
ten takes neither, but is treated as the true subject. In such cases, standing in grammatical isolation from 
the verb. 1tis k:nown as an Introductory·Nominative.6 
e. g. 1\Ch-. M:f"+BJor = It did not defeat him (lit. He, it did not defeat him). 

t.U1: f:JII\+ • It was possible for my sister (lit. My sister, 1t was possible for her). 

1. The dividing line between them is not always very distinct. Some verbs are used 1n both ways. 
2._ Being ordiil.ary verbs, however, there is no objection to their being used with some other subject 

where the context requires it; 
e. g. ADP'ZI: lll:'f"itfA. • It will be difficult for me to go (Impersonal use). 

,:1-ll'f"'it..Aii• You (m) are being difficult (ordinary Personal use). 
3. This is not always the case, as some "Real Subject" Impersonals take an infixed preposition before 

the object suffix: 
e.g. fi.DPm.Zll triA~ • I succeeded 1n flnishing. 

DPff+ liXih • We must wait. 
4. The object suffix will probably be retained as well. 
5. With man~ of these verbs the "logical subjectt' can be treated either as the direct or indirect object: 

e. g. t.f't m¥_., • It profited us (direct object). 
or ill mi•'t • It was usetUrto us (indirect object). 

Ji"t...,. i',..Jfu • It suited you {m) (direct object). 
or 1\'Ji' i'..¥U • It was convenient to you (m) (indirect object). 

6. This Introductory Nomlnatl,ve i_s a common feature of Amharic, and not confined to use with imper
sonal verbs: e. g. 1 II•J. 8."11 T~1't.A • That man, his house has been burned. 
See also Sec. 103 on the Verb "to have" (footnote). 



141. The subject of these verbs commonly be1ng u acUon, the quesUon arises wbetber to express that ac
tion with a Substantival or an Adverbial Jnfinltlve,1 Engllsh offers a clr.lice in the matter: 
e. g. It pains me to walk ("to ·walk" is llke the Amharic Adverbial Inflnitlve). 

Walking pains me ("Walking" is J..l!te ~ ~ic ~bstantlyal Infinitive). 

With Amharic the question amounts to whether or not to use ll :before the Infln1Uve. The answer is that se
veral of these verbs can be used either way; but while it is never ~ to use the Substantival lnftnltlve 
(1. e. withoUt· ll ), with many verbs the Adverbial InfJnitlve (i.e. with ll) must be avoided: 

· e. g., 1\li:Ml · · (be difficult\ can. .taka. either: . 
· 1\.,c~ ·1\~"'ic · JIJ.f;~fi:.PA • It is difficult for them to learn Amharic. 

or A.,c'l ,.,.,c .fll=r:t~~.&-4LPA • Learning Amharic is difficult for them. 
But with +'Iii . (behove, be fitt.tng) Only· a Substantival Infinitive should be used: 

..,=fiiJ+ · .e.;zth\, !A Being punished is fitting for you, i.e. you ought, deserve, to be punished. 
When either lA o.r h")-'i + the Contingent is substituted for the InfJnitive (as is necessary if an object suffix 
has to be added 2) the distinction between Substantival and Adverbial no longer holds, as the prefixed A or 
).'}f. must in anx case be retained: 
e. g. A.,.IIJID- .e.;Yi'ilA a To punish him behoves me; i.e. I ought to, must punish him. 
h"t~=imM'CD- 111lA'lifA • That we should take them is necessary to us; 1. e. We need to take them. 

142 The following is a selection of verbs commonly used as "Real Subject'' Impersonals, together with 
some indications as to their use:--

Translated Logical Subject 3 Verb Group Infinitive 
Ute rally by equivalent pers. treated as: 

verb 

I 
I 

I 
.,.!JA P.lii-1 be possible be able, can Jndi,:rect Object Withor without A I 
h:J>i" D.c.m-1 defeat (of at- not manage, fail Direct Object With or without n I 

tempted action) I 
.,.,.,~ P.m-1 be beyond (ones not be able to ma- j Direct Object With or withoqt A i 

power) nage .,.,.. 
P.ll-2-B suit, be con- Direct or Indirect With or without A I 

venlent Ob~ect 

Mt=F1l I.C. I-B eause difficulty, Direct or Indirect W1th or without A 1 

be difficult Object 
hlal.ft1 I.C, I-B be necessary need Indirect Object With or without ll I .,..,ij P. II-1-A behove, be fit- ought, deserve Indirect Object Without "I ting _,_ 

I-A profit, be use- Direct or Indirect Without ll 
ful Object I +A.; P. II-1-A be felt feel Direct or Indirect Without ll I 

Object I 
I 

+11 hA "J.ll Verb" occur (of me- remember Direct Object Without Al 
I mory) 

Wlth or without A .,.~ m-3 become, happen (with infixed A ) 
1 

Indirect Object 
succeed I (Wixed .A } 

Ai\4 Defect be (present) (with .infixed n ) 

1 

Indirect Object 
I 

Without ~ 
IT-2 must~ (infixed n) I 

• ,.,j\t\. II-A 
I 

seem, resemble think 

1 

Indirect Object _l_ Without 

1. The Infinitive alone is Substantival; with 1\ prefixed it is Adverbial; as explained in Sec.122 under 
the U$8s of the Infinitive. . ' 

2 •. See Sec. 125 Under The Uses of the ·Infinitive; see -Sec. 265 (4 and 5) under Conjunctions. 
3. As already mentioned with many of these verbs the "logical subject'' can be treated either as the 

direct or indirect object. There is, in fact, such "looseness" in this that the indications given are in se
veral cases, not so much rules as recommendations. 

4. As a "Real Subject'' Impersonal, without the infixed R , IJ\ is used for "bave". But this is dealt 
with in Sec. 103 (3), under Irregular Verbs. 

5. See Sec. 250 (1, b) under Infixed Prepositions. 



Th~.following ~~amples further lllustrate the use of these verbs:--
/l.so'l"'C h11:>,1.1';:1~"PA 11 He cannot even manage to speak (lit. It is beyond him even to speak). 
-ncJJ. tltll9:: Mltr?'lA 11 We feel the cold very much (llt. The cold Is felt very much to us). 
so'l'of-.1: +11 hit"i = ~ I remembered that it was lost (lit. Its being lost occurred to me}. 
hY.l soQ;l.? • .''tim- f.soM.,-A u I think it is the end now (lit. Now it seems to me the end). 

2) "Unreal Subject" Impersonals. 

143 These are verbs which have no real subject of their own, apart from the "logical subject" of the sen
tence. In their meaning they have to do with feelings or sensations, both physical and emotional. 

With a "Real Subject" Impersonal, as we have seen, the pronoun, "it", stands for something which 
really fulfills the function of a subject. But with an "Unreal Subject" Impersonal, though the pronoun is 
still there (inherent in the Amharic verb form), and is therefore, in respect of grammatical form, the sub
ject, yet it does not stand for any true performer of the action, and, in fact, has no meaning apart from the 
meaning of the verb itself. It is therefore an unreal subject. 

Though such verbs are not a typical feature of English as they are of Amharic, yet some English verbs 
are occasionally used in this way. We can say, for instance "It pains me in my leg" without any reference 
to, and possibly in ignorance of, the cause of the pain. We are thinking only of the action of "pa.in.tng" and 
not of what is performing that action. In this case "it" stands for nothing outside the sense of the verb it
self. It might be argued that "it" stands for the "pain" which "pains me", but this "pain" is at any rate im
plicit in the sense of the verb.l "It" therefore, is not a real subject. 

The two kinds of impersonal verbs show a marked contrast in their use, for what would be the subject 
of a "Real Subject" Impersonal must, with an "Unreal Subject" Impersonal be expressed adverbially: 
e. g. t»-tifl> so pt.+ +fffA:S" It was possible for me to work outside (a "Real Subject" Impersonal; m-1.1- sop 

t.+ being the subject). 
But m-tifl> rtoof"'t.+ mii'iJ"i u I became thirsty (lit. It ••thirsted" me) by working outside (an "Unreal Subject" 

Impersonal; m-tifl> flBPf"'t.+ being an adverbial phrase}. 
Or again, 11'].. 1llif~l~ A = My stomach is troubling me (a "Real Subject" Impersonal; 11'1.. being the subject). 
But 11'1.. 1 I\ 'I"~ A • I feel ill (lit. It has "ached" me) in my stomach (an "Unreal Subject" Imperson

al; 11'1..1 being an adverbial accusative form.2 ). 

Another point of contrast is that, while most "Real Subject" Impersonals are not exclusively imper
sonal, and, as ordinary verbs, are often used without object .suffixes (e. g. "-" t.!Fi\A • It is pos~ible to
day), "Unreal Subject" Impersonals, being more truly impersonal, are rarely found without them • .S 

Further, unlike "Real Subject" Impersonals, "Unreal Subject" Impersonals are commonly treated as 
"Become Verbs":.4 · 
e. g. Cfi~A I am hungry (lit. It has "hungered" me)~5 

Again, in contrast to "Real Subject" Impersonals, wbich are frequently causative or passive in form, 
the typical "Unreal Subject" Impersonal is a Basic form.6 

1. Jn Amharic the corresponding noun is sometimes used in this way as the subject of an "Unreal Sub
ject" Impersonal verb. But it adds nothing to the meaning (except perhaps emphasis) and so is hardly a 
real subject: e.g. t.O=f (lit. It "hungered" me) J I became hungry. 

t.ofl t.R=f (lit. Hunger "hungered" me) 
2. For adverbial accusatives see ... Sec. 256, under Adverbs. 
3. Except in expressions like 1JJ f.I\A.l It makes (one) happy!, MC..,A.! It is amazing! But 

in such cases the verbs are hardly being used as "Unreal Subject" Impersonals. 
4. For "Become Verbs" see Sec. 120. .. ~ 
5 But this is not alwa,YS so for instance t~t am glad" can just as well be rendered 1JJ 1>11...,-/i\ (Pre-

sent !~perfect) as ,.,. 11~&\ II , (Present Perfect) or t.ii hA~ (Simple Perfect)~ 
6. verbs used tt> express physical reactions, which are commo:Uy ~ausative m form, are "borderline 

cases" being sometimes 11Real Subject" and sometimes "Unreal Subject' Impersonals: 
e.g. ~hii'A"i It made me cough, or, I coughed ( J\~1\ ; I. C., IJI-1). 

Jlll;lOJo It made him yawn, or, He yawned (hii.~ ·I.e. l'Int.c.s. U-1-A) • 
.f14'mtmfA. It makes me shiver or, I shiver ( h't""m~m ; D.C. Ext.c.s. IV). 
1·1-fi..ft:J"t.\ She is feverish (lit.' It "burns" her Atfi.t1 ; D. c. I-B). 
Mtiu\u You snee~ed (lit. It nsneezed" you Mii\1'1 IV). 
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144 Wlth "Unreal §ubject" Impersonals, the ''logical subjectt' is treated as the direct object: 
e. g. ~"J ~b':,\'f'PA • The Qhlldren are tired (lit. It has tired the children). 

An .Pc lac\~ • I am displeased (lit. It displeased me). 
It is, however, very common to express the "logical subject", when a separate word, as an Introductory 
Nominative:! 
e.g. A~ J:.h"l=f'PA • 

A~ loc tal\~ n 

The children are tired (lit. The children, it has tired them). 
.!_am displeased (lit. _b it displeased me). 

145 The typical "Onreal Subject" Impersonal is. one of a trio of related verb forms. These three forms 
are:--
(a) The "Unreal Subject'' Impersonal Verb. 

In form it Js Basic (e. g. ~R ~ti- ); in meaning it has reference to feeling; it is generally used as a 
"Become Verb''• 
e. g. QAOD-fll\;t C!l:f'A ~ She is (feels) hungry through her not eating. 

ofl1t' OODP"&.T ~hou:S = I am (feel) tired from working much. 

(b) The Intransitive Personal Verb. 

· In form it is Passive (e. g. Tt-.0 ) or Basic (e. g. ~fi- ); its meaning is as (a), but with the emphasis 
ori fact rather than feeling; as {a) it is generally used as a "Become Verb". 
e. g. Qc\ouofli\;t +cqft.'f u She is hungry (i.e. undernourished) through her not eating. 

-ott- OODP"6-T !.nf"'h- • I am tired (i.e. worn out, weak) from working much,;2 

(c) The Transitive Personal Verb (which may be used as a "Real Subject" Impersonal). 

In form it is Causative (e.g •. bll~O , M' .. hOD ); it is not used as a "Become Verb"; if used as a "Real 
Subject" Impersonal it treats the "logical subject" as a direct rather than an indirect object; and its subject, 
when an Infinitive, is generally without :A. · 
e. g. taftou-nl\;t .laiJC!l:f'A = Her not eating has made her hungry. 

-nu- ,.,..6-T A!.nou~ a: Working much tired me. 

146 The following is a selection of common "Unreal Subject" Impersonals• together with their correspon
ding Personal forms:--

' 

"Unreal SUbject" Group Translation (equivalent Intransitive Transitive 
Impersonal Verbs English Personal Form) Personal Verb Personal Verb 

1\iieilD I-A become, be ill, feel pain :~·or.-
.. ,.,1),.._ 

""" m-1 become, be hungry .,.6-0 J\ll~O .. 
1\hlri;; ma; ll-1-A become, be thirsty Tm"7 

'f'il I-B get into, be in difficulty ... :P'il M:Pil 
lliLl+ I-A get into, be in distress TlliL1+ MllliL~t ,;,:,. I-A become, be amazed .,.,z- llll1ZilD 
f.htJD I-A become, be tired ~ar- "'~"-nZ~ I-A become, be cold nz~ laOl~ 
M=Ji V-2 become, be weary, bored AAf AM 
J'.."li ItA " .ItA Verb" hecome, be glad ~li 1"6i' t..lllth' 
toi! he\ " Aft Verb" become, be displeased +e +6-f 4-i: i..tif . 

1. For .the Introductory Nominative see Sec. 140. 
2. A comparison of these examples under (b) with those under (a) above (the English) will reveal the 

subtle difference in meaning between the two kinds of verb. This difference is so slight as often to be im
perceptible. The sense, however, of the Iritransitive Personal Verb, with its reference to fact,. is apt to 
be stronger than that of the "Unreal Subject" lmj:lersonal Verbs, with its reference to feellng.. The f.ollg.wing 
examples further illustrate the distinction: ~' tl;.:t-A • He feeis ill (has pain) in his head; 6-A-1 :J"'''l&\ • . 
He has become ill in the head. oZ~=t • I feel cold; ..,.~,.. nZt • The water became cold. · 
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PART THREE: THE NON-VERBAL PARTS OF SPEECH 

The Noun 

Gender 

147 Amharic has two genders: masculine and feminine. Males are, of course of masculine gender and 
females of feminine gender (whether persons or animals). · ' ' 

The masculine gender also serves, generally, for the neuter. This means that lnanf.mate objects 
which in English would be spoken of as "it", are in Amharic generally spoken of as "he". ' 

But, occasionally inanimate objects are treated as feminine, i.e. spoken of as ushe". In practice 
there are no rigid rules as to when this should be, for the same word may sometimes be made masculine 
and sometimes feminine, according to the fancy of the speaker. 1 But, for the guidance of the student, it 
can be said that while an inanimate object can always, if desired, be treated as masculine, there are cer
tain things, or certain kinds of things, which tend to be treated as feminine (rather as in English we have a 
tendency to speak of a country or a ship as "she", although it would not be wrong to say "itu). In this way, 
we find that the sun and moon, the earth, countries, abstract qualities and intangible things (like the soul) 
are commonly made feminine; and likewise mules and motor-cars. 

There is also a special "diminutive use'' of the feminine gender, by which nouns, normally masculine, 
are treated as feminil}~ in order to introduce the idea of littlen<;\~s: e. g. f..U IJi>ft.".htt: , this book ( f.ll 
masculine "this"); f.."f ODK"mtt: , this little book, this booklet (f.,"f feminine "this"). Similar~y small an
imals, when there is no reference to their sex, are often treated as feminine: e. g. h.,.'I''P ( 'P is the fe
minine definite article) is generally used for "the rat", the actual sex being unknown.2 

148. The gender of an Amharic noun is not indicated by its own form~ but by that of the verb of which it is 
the subject, or of an article or pronoun in agreement with it: 
e. g. A'f;: ~(l}o He is a child (boy). A'f: s;+ She is a child (girl) • 

.hh.ao- the (masculine) doctor thJ).9"'P the (feminine) doctor 
1 ~ili'O'l~ that (masculine) teacher l"f J\ll-f'O,~ that (feminine) teacher 

Where necessary, however, the sex of living beings can be indicated by either CDV;' , male, or &+., 
female, being placed before the noun: 
e. g. ro1~ !Af: boy, son . 1• ii.T' A"f: girl, daughter 

m1~· O"l ram (i.e. male sheep)":t M· l»'"li bitch (i.e. female dog)'5 

Plurals. 
f:il 

149. Nouns are made plural by the addition of the suffix o·r 
e. g. ,.f!·tiD·l· )tJi." It is a cat. ,r:oo.y.:'f t;i;:O}o u They are cats. 

If the noun ends with a vowel there l!i_the option of retail.!in£. or omil;ting this vowel in the plural~6 
it is retained the plural suffix is spelt ?'Fe. g. ..,.7{ , dog; ro-7i sP"'f or (l)o"fa'"f , dogs. 

f~j ~ 
A final ,f may likewise be omitted in the plural: e.g. nc1 , slave; nt19'i- or Qt.'+,, slaves. 

When 

1. The Ge'ez grammarians may claim that certain words must be feminine. But Amharic, after all, 
is not Ge'ez, and in the normal Amharic usage there is great elasticity. 

2. Feminine forms are often used even for small boys. This is a way of expressing affection. 
3. Exceptions are certain Ge'ez nouns (and adjectives likewise) which have survived in Amharic. The 

typical Ge'ez feminine ends with or • e.g. 'l"'·P' king; 1"11"'-J-•queen. 
4. Wlth p.f.': , fowl, the word )\ro-J,. is used to specify the male -- hm-t- P.C: , cock. But· h.m-t- really 

means "chief", not "male": e. g. )t(l}o,t.. '1!-JStJ' , main road; f1fll'- J\IB-t- , queen bee (lit. chief of the 
bees). 

5. For grammatical gender the Ge'ez 'Words 1"Qbi-. masculine, and h.'lll+ , feminine, are used. 
~·. Except w.tth one s~llable p,puns, the loss of whose only vowel would change them almost beyond r~= 

cogn1tion: e. g. ~&.. , fruit, tt:t:r.fl"f , ~ts. ~ . ?~ ~ 
7, Or sometimes after i ore , y;'!F : e. g. .,.11'1.& , scholar; .,..,.,~,,... or i'"Y&f"'f (also _,..,C:-

scholars. 
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150 Some words inherited from Ge'ez still use the Ge'ez plural forms. 'lbese are found especiallr in re
ligious and literary language:--

1st type adds suffix a "f e.g. 011,..11C , teacher; ,_,..11-'-'l , teachers. 
2nd type adds suffix a~ e.g. :J·;t'c , miracle; :t'"'"-:t' , miracles. 
3rd type "breaks" the stem and adds .:r- : e. g. IIDAJ\h , angel; fllll\ltb-1-· , angels. 

In ordinary colloquial Amharic, however, it is rarely necessary to use Ge'ez plurals. For instance, tlh'ft 
{star) has a Ge'ez jllural . h'Phfli· (3rd type), but it is quite normal in speech to use the ordinary Amhat'ic 
plural form, tJrtll'f Sometimes the two forms are combined, the Amharic plural suffix being added to 
the Ge'e~ plural form: h'Pbfl.f!f. 1 • 

151 wben English would use a plural, Amharic very frequently uses the "Collective Singular". This use of 
the singular is not unknown in English: e.g. He has black hair (meaning "black hairs"). Amharic, however, 
goes much further, tending to use singular instead of plural forms whenever a collection, mass or kind--as 
distinct from separate individuals--is in view. 'Ibis is more likely with· things or animals than with per
sons, as the latter are more naturally viewed as individuals,2 But even with persons it is not uncommon. 
After 11H- (many), n+ (how many) and the numerals, it is especially common, since these are by them-
selves sufficient to indicate plurality. . . . . . 3 e. g. m,..nc lt9"ar u Bring some chairs (lit. Bring chair). 

iill+ if.fi. m-1'1~ • Take three forks (lit. Take three fork). 
11H- M.,...I\Al'lt.A.?i\o-n I want many eggs (lit. I want much egg). 
ll&\1: 11fJI )m- n , It is only for children (lit. It is only for child). 
ll-"'1.. ltAt."A"''f" 11 I don't want lemons (lit. I don't want lemon).3 
lt'JT lim- 011iiJ? How many people came? (lit. How many person came)~ 
ilth~ o-1\- :t'mfl = All the dishes have been washed (lit. All the dish has been wash

ed). 
hOil*'i' h:J-h&\T hlt" There are flowers and vegetables (lit. There is flower and vege

table). 
The Definite Article. 

152 The definite article ("the") as used for masculine singular nouns, and both masculine and feminine 
plural nouns, is the suffix u: 
e.g. n.+: house; 0.1: the house. 

fl.f.* houses; fl..f:fi the houses. 
IL.f.' women; n..f~ tl\e women, 

When the noun ends with a vowel this suffix is spelt m-
e. g. f\.t cup; A.tm- the cup. 

The definite article as used for feminine singular nouns is also a suffix, but it has three alternative 
forms:-- i: J (the more classical and literary form) 

i :t (common colloquial forms) 
e, g. ~"'1..1: 1\f"tfl 1\"'l.;t the cow 

n.t-t: 1\.·t:t the woman5 
A:{ 1: A:{:t the girl5 

When the noun ends with a vowel, the i of 11: and i :t is spelt J. 
e. g. f.~ fowl (cock or hen); f.~f.~ the hen. , .. ) . 

1. Special plural forms are made for the nouns OJ"t1:'1" , brother, and AliT , sister when the sense 
is reciprocal. They are: m"t ~"7"7'f brothers (to each other), At1+"'1"7'f sisters (to each other) 
e. g. A}!¥1 tDlf:i.7"7'f. t;l/m- u The boys are brothers (to each other). 

fA~:t ID'lt:iiD¥ ,,,. u They are the girls' brothers. 
~. Thus, when inanima!9 object~. are coordinated with a conjunction ("and") it is normal for the verb 

to be singular: e.g. i'ldt~li .Um- fllf,..,.c The dish and the cup fell. But not so with living persons: e.g. 
,..~-;: AIJ1: ml.<lt 11 The boy and his sister fell. 
3. Whether singular or plural sense is understood depends, in such a case, on the context. 
4. The use of the Collective Singular may result in loss of concord between different parts of speech 

in the matter of singular and plural. Thus, in this example, while the noun is singular the verb might be 
plural: ll"f+ flm- m>ffi..? Amharic usage with regard to number (i.e. singular and plural) is, indeed, very 
loose. 

5. The article tfl is not generally used with the two words A. =I- and A!, except when they are adjecti.val: 
A.i:'P the female one; 1\'f:.P the young one (f). 
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153 . In Amharic the use of the definite article is more an optional matter than .in English, for it is often 
onutted, or left unexpress~_d, th~ its sense is understood from the context .. l 
e. g. it'tm. r+ ~m- l M.U 1\f.l.lt,.,. Where is the pocket-knife? It is not here. 
This is especially the case in adverbial phrases of place (where even English shows the tendency to some 
extent): 

e.g. flt1D4.+ ~it<- * 
hiD'J' a.+ tiD~ IJ 

IDf.. hT"'' U.lu 
11m lA.If 1\ f. AX .. 
on.+ m-11'1' vx.,. = 

They were on the ground. 
He came from the kitchen. 
She went to town. 
There is (some) on the table. . 
There is none inside the house.2 3 

Special Colloquial Form of Personal Nouns. 

154 The nouns Am- (when it means "man", not "person") and a.+ (when it means "woman", not "{Junale"), 
as well as several common nouns of relationship, in colloquial Amharic often add the suffixes l" (or 1 
f ), masculine, and if' , feminine --but only when used with reference to one person, not collectively 

or in the plurals. The definite articles tO- (m) and '1' (f) are further added (though not necessarily in the 
case of the two nouns already mentioned). 
e.g. i\m-~ man om-\i.m- the man 

a.~·'P- woman O.t'lh'P the woman4 
hfi-l·f'm- the father 
ht:T¥·'1' the mother 
llAi.~ the husband 
"7.11-l-f''P the wife 

Such forms are purely optional; with the exception of l'lm-~m- , which is the regular way of saying "the man"~ 

The Indefinite Article. 

155 It is never essential to use an indefinite article ("a", "an"), but when, for the sake of clarity, the de
sirability of one is felt, the numeral .J\'l~ (one) is made to serve the purpose. This is often the case when 
the possibility of a singular noun being understood as a Collective Singular might otherwise result in am
biguity:6 
e. g. ID9"f1C J\P"IIJ u could mean either "Bring a chair" (ordinary singular) or "Bring some 

(collective singular). 
But lt'l~ IDf"'OC hP"tiJ 11 can only refer to one chair -- "Bring a chair". 
In sentences like [m9"f1C ht\4.~"111" 11 I don't want a chair-:1 the sense is clear without h't~ 

1'?- IDP"OC )ID" u It is a good chair J 
The Accusative Suffix. 

chairs" 

156 A noun is shown to be in the accusative case, i.e. the direct object of a verb7 by the addition of the 
suffix 'l • But in spoken (as opposed to literary) Amharic this is generally omitted except when the noun is 
definite. Definite nouns are those which denote something defined, or distinguished from others of the same 
kind. As a practical guide we can classify them as follows:--

. 1. Just as, for instance, in English we often omit the conjunction "tha:tu: e.g. "He said he was coming" 
instead of "He said that he was coming". 

2.. Apart from such phrases, indiscriminate omission of the definite article is not to be recommena.ea 
for beginners. 

3. As in English one definite article is sometimes made to serve for more than one noun: 
e. g. oap.?j oa,:J1JI/ ..,.m1:1 Jrt!l"tiJ = Bring the hammer, saw and pliers. 

4. Thus "the woman" can be rendered in a variety of ways: 11.1:1: , M::t , &+'f1a • Colloquially 
the last is the commonest. 

5. The ordinary forml tun. , however, is used when the sense is collective or generic. 
6. It is also the case in possessive constructions where, in spite of the absence of a definite article~ 

the sense will probably be understood as definite unless an indefinite article is added: e. g. r~ O.ll' , the 
house of the chief; but h't~ fit,.,. O.ll' , a house of the chief; or f..l't'l~ if.9'" tLT , the house of a chief. 
{see Sec. 241 (4) ). Likewise also with relative constructions (see Sec. 234). 

7. The object of a preposition does not take the accusative case, as it does in English. 
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(a) Nouns which have a definite article suffixed. 
(b) Nouns which have a possessive pronoun suffixed.1 
(c) Proper nouns, 1. e. names.2 · 

Since both the definite article and the possessive pronoun are suffixes, in practice one becomes aecustomed 
to using the accusative 'J whenever the objective noun offers one t these two suffixes for it to be attached 
to. Otherwise, except with names, one customarily leaves it out.; 
e. g. ~'J~A-1 OJ<i\1: • Take (m) the cup. 

~'J~A-il J\1"'1 Pick up (m) the cups. 
~'l~f\.1 dOC& u. I broke my cup. 
f"th')lt'J Tt. 11 · 4 Call (m) John. 

But h 'l1: .11..\'P M•nt • Bring (m) a knife. 
illt" ft¥1'f m'f+u- • I asked many people. 

Derived Noun Forms. 

157. Nouns are commo~y derived from verbs, as well as from other parts of speech, according to more or 
less standard patterns. A knowledge of these patterns, or forms, is often a great he1p towards under-
standing the meaning of a noun. The following are important:-- · 

The Infinitive. 

158. This is dealt with in sections on the Verb and Uses of the Infinitive.6 7 

The Agent. 

159. Its formation is dealt with in sections on the Verb (see tables of Principal Parts, etc.). 

It denotes the performer of the action of the verb, and is equivalent to the English agent form in "er": 
e.g • .l\6. , writer; T'i.:Jt! , speaker.S But while in English the form in 11er11 is also used lor the instru
ment (e.g. typewriter, opener), in the Amharic the Agent and Instrument forms are quite distinct. 

As a verbal noun the Agent ret:;Uns sufficient of the verbal character to be able to take an object: 
e. g. hOJ<).:f'(1) .i.li"'.. )m- a , He is a seeker (for) truth. 

An Agent can be adjectival as well as substantival: 
e. g. 11"7. }1.1! , a hearing ear; , a cowardly (fearing) soldier. 

The Agent is sometimes used to express what is planned or arranged for the future: 
e. g. h~ if>& )~ " I shall be remaining behind (lit. I am a remainer). 

1 O..:t' J.t:li ~m-" That house is to come down (lit. That house is a "tumbler-down"). 

The Instrument. 

160. Its formation is dealt with in sections on the Verb. 

1. For the suffixed possessive pronouns see Sec. 194. 
2~ We do not here include nouns which are modified by a demonstrative pronoun o1· an independent pos

sessive pronoun, since with them it is the pronoun, not the noun, which takes the accusative suffix. 
s. The object suffix on a relative verb, acting as it does for the definite article, is another suffiX 

which invites the attachment of the accusative '1 (see Sec. 234 under Relatives). 
4~ \Vhen the word to which it is attached ends with a conE!Qnant (i. e. a 6th form) the suffix '1 is usually 

preceded by a slight 1 , f"th'fll'l is, thu.s, pronounced yohann1sin 
· 5. In many cases, the process of derivation has been the reverse, i.e. the verb, etc. has Qeen deriv

ed f.rom the noun. But it will serve no useful purpose to make this distinction. 
6. For the uses of the Infinitive see Sees. 121-127. 
'1. For the use of an Infinitive as the object of some other part of the same .verb see Sec. 163 (foot

note). 
8. The agent of a verb with passive meaning must be rendered in English by a relative or an adjectival 

past participle: e. g. 1'~fl1. , he who (that which) is wanted, the wanted one .. 
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It denotes the instrument, means, or place empl'byed for performing tbe action of tbe verb It has tbe 
following uses:-- • 

(a) Alone: e.g. ,..,t:t.lliiCA:IA • · A broom ls necessary. 
;~7..,.~!:!:';:,. l 

1 
Fetch the kettle (llt. boiler of water) • 

... - • Where is the 'W.s-stop? 
(b) With t prefixed (to 1t or preced!ng_word) to make 1t adjectival: 

e. g. f1101ut1 •~++ J.4:JAO: II! I want some writing paper. 
fAofllJ .,mO.t ildt".t IIAA • . The clothes washing basin leaks. 

(c) With A prefixed {.to !t o.z:._p. ··r. e.ce .. ding word) to express purpose or use: 
e, g. A 110m-.. AJIJJ1a~'PK1 *' We will take lt for drinking out of. 

1\~}t'f 110,!110..., 'IJfu.+ • I bought lt for the chlldren to sit on. 
~1 (\lflh'lllfD!F llfti+ • He gave her the thread to play with. 

The Product Form. 

161 This denotes what is produced by the action of the verb.l Its formation ls based on that of the Agent,2 
as follows:-- . 

The lstform first radical of the Agent becolll8s 6th form (this is the main distinction between the two). 

The penultimate radical generally doubles, irrespective of the Type of the parent verb.s 

The r suffix of the Agent te:ilds to become e : but there is confusion between these two vowels when fi
nal, and so this is not invariable. At any rate either vowel is liable to disappear by absorption. The fol
lowing examples illustrate these points:-- · 
"-?'n , tumble down (house etc.) (I-A), has Agent l.~"li , and Product ~j-1t 
m~"' , ask (I-B), has Agent m14: , and Product 'J'I'l 
m.f , call, invite (II-1-A), has Agent In& , and Product 'I'L 
.,.,. , draw out, extract (II-1-A), has Agent +~ , and Product 1}'1.-' 
ll'm , sell (ID-2), has Agent 11'"11' , and Product 'O'"'D' 
+t"f,. , translate {IV), h~ Ager.t+c=l"t~ and Product =tell""& 
-~il. , change (money; IV), has Agent•1ff&, and Product fl'lil& 

The Manner Form.;5 

; ruin. 
, question. 
, call, invitation. 
, extract. 
, sale. 
, translation. 

4 , small change. 

L62 This denotes the manner in which the action of the verb is performed. Its normal· construction is that 
of the "root form" of the I. C. 2 Int. C. s. derived form of the verb,. 6 but with the penultimate radical sing
le and f:be final vowel dropped: 
e. g. -'WI , preach (I-A), 

IP~ , work (ij:-1-A), 
Am , give (n-2-A), 
U. ,_ write (ni-1), 
~f.. , go (ID-2), 

.If{ . live (ID4) 
~l. : testify (M, 
4-~.il , burst (V-1), 

has 
has 
has 
baa 
baa 
has 
has 
has 

taiitUI1t 
.J\i'P,U; 

t.flll'l' 
h.KA~ 
-~~·~ 
A!i~ 
)\dlr{lftbC 
1\Z~If.Jt-

, manner of preaching-.'1 
, manner of working. 
, manner of giving. 
, manner of writing. 
, manner of going. 
, manner of living. 
, manner of testifying. 
, manner of bursting. 

1. For the use of the Product Form as an object for its own verb see Sec. 163 (footnote). 
2. But it is not a regular part of the verb conjugation llke the Agent. Only a relatively small numbex 

are found. . . .... . . 
-3. ·.BUt not always: e. g. f'-4 , fruit; . ..,.~ • translation. Sometimes 1n Group IV examples a sllf)¢ 

'1 pronounced before the penultimate radical ~~ests a. doubling which is hardly perceptible in the conson
ant itsel1: e. g. "JAn'? , pronounced glho(b)ach (b)a i:h (see See. 8 und.er The Doubling of Consonants). 

4. It appears that Product Forms are never constructed from Derived, but only from Basic Verb 
forms. Thus, for instance, the D.C. verb JJ~,r. (bear fruit; D.c. II-1-A), while it makes a normal D.c .. 
AgentJ lttf!& , has the Product Form-~"' (fruit), which is made from the Basic, not the D. C. stem. 

5. While it is not treated as a regular part of the verb conjugation, lJke the Agent and Instrument, yet 
it exists for a large proportion of the Ba~c verb forms. 

6... For which see Sees. 93 (2) and 94, under Changed stem Forms. 
·'1. When the verb is transitive, the sense may also be passi've: e.g. nmanner of being preached", etc. 



Sometimes 1n meanlng it acts for aDerivec:t form Of verb rather tban for the Basic form (which may not even 
be 1n use): · 
e.g. T+OA , receive (P. I-B), . has Jtfqq~ 

..-4+ , long for(1Jnt.c.s. l),baa ~d." 
-t'i't~ , speak(P.t :rnt.c.s. I), bas ,,. _.,,c 

, manner of receiving • 
, manner oflongtng for. 
, manner of Speaking. 

Some variations on the normal formation are found:-· 
(a) The hnt.c.s. form i$ sometimes used Instead of the 3.tnt.c.s. form. This is chiefly with Group 

IV verbs; in fact it is the normal with those Group IV verbs whose stem consists of a twice repeated pa1r of 
radicals: 
e.g. •-~·tiil. ex~-•-e .. , i:U.1.Uoll ' • 

. AM'n , collect, 
has 
has 

1!~!::-c , manner of examtnlng. 
1\fllul-R , manner of collecting. 

{b) Verbs whose first radical is ~ or 11 generallr use. the I. C. P. 2 Int.c.s. form: 
e.g. h~+ , know (I-A), has A,.,...t, manner of knowing. 

AnD , think (I-B), . has hll-MA-tl ; manner of thJnldDg. 

But Group IV ve:J;~bs of this kind, and some others, are irregular 1n treating the first radlcal1_as the 
causative prefix: 
e. g. Mti» , limp (IV), has h'SIIIIIt 

1 
, manner of limping, 

.hXA , milk (I-A), has M~-a ·- , manner of milktng. 

(c) Many verbs of Groups n-2 and V-2 whose final consonant is saturated add !t , as 1n the Infinitive: 
e._g. Af. , see (n-2-A), has ~l)+.ffT , manner of seeing. 

Mt'.. , find {D.C. n-2-A), has h'i'l'l"t' , manner of finding. 
l'tff;JX , make ready (I, C. 1 Int. C. s. V -2) l: 

But not all jjdd this + : 
e. g. M , .separate (n-2-B), 

has .Aii'IJ{J!i' , manner of making ready. 

has , manner of separating. 

(d) In some cases the added 6th form of an Ext. c. s. form is retained, together with the D. C. prefix: 
e.g. h'lmAifil\ , hang (D.c. Ext.c.s. IV), 

has fi'JmJ\m~ , manner of hanging. 

Forms with a final +· • 
l63;- These are commonly abstracts, the names of actions etc., _and therefore have much the same force as 
the substantival Infinitive, or sometimes as the Product Form~ · 
e.g. C11mrt length, related to the verb &- , become long (I-A). 

~A-:'!· prayer, related to the verb f.K..r: , pray (I-B). 
"1'6..,1"+ patience, related ,to the verb ;!"'rw , be patient (P. I-B). 
+ ~;t. diligence, related to the verb .,.., , be diligent (n-1-A). 
w-m.i· outcome, related to the verb •!§ , come out (n-1.::.A). 
•if'+ lie, related to the verb tttif' , tell a lie ( lrnt.c.s. n-2). 
:w-ruc+ learning, related to the verb .,..,l. , learn (P. m-1). 
,....,..,. heat, related to the verb f"<t , become hot (ID-3). 
ilC?+ strength, related to the verb Ill.? , become strong (V-1). 

1. Such forms as this appear to result from a confusion with Group m-1; e.g. AliJL~ from J\4. "write, 
. 2.. Amharic, unlike English, has no aversion to using the related verb and noun together. On tne con
trary verbal nouns such as (a) the Infinitive, (b) the Product Form, (c) the Form with final -l- , and (d) the 

· Form consisting only of 6th forms, tend to be used as the direct objects of their correspondlng verbs (es
pecially b and d); 
e. g. · (a) :J*ii+ ·~te-l- u • J He feared a great fear. 

(c) ;J-1(.,. lf!CY+ .4.'¥! 11 

(b) •Air,. "''C~ +t..,..Ml'.f a J She made (lit. translated) a good translation. 
{d) •AJJr -tC1-f'" .,.t..,..JD'.f 11 

(!1) IJI- "7Rofl ltiliA • · · He thinks bad thoughts (lit. thinking). 
(b) l\u~: "''f<t mr•tu ',l'hey asked a question. 
(c) ~~ ~1sii. • Let us pray (prayer). 
(d) A"flitll'l All'- • Put on (m) your clothes. 
(d) .fiif' +c~ hTZL" He made much profit (lit. He caused much excess to be 1n excess 

66. 



Forms consisting only of 6th form. 

164. These are similar in sense to the·above (Forms with a final -t- }, but are often concrete rather tban 
abstract, being closer to the Product Form tban to the Infinltive.l 
e. g. Aflll clothing, related to the verb Aiff\ , put on clothing (I-A). 

't'Cf: excess, profit, related to the verb +li. , be in excess (I-A). 
~i.~ judgement, . related to the verb i-~1. ,· judge (I-A). 
m-e pile, related to the ~rb b,.t. , pile up (I-B). 
fPitA picture, related to the verb 1A , draw, paint (III-1). 
f'"llti'c witness, testimony, related to the verb · _,.il't\'t.. , testify (IV). 
bette. dispute, related to the verb +hd-Jft. , dispute (P.lrnt.c.s. IV). 
9'"1.,_. spring (~ater), related to the verb ,..,.a, spring (V-2).2_· 

Forms with the suffix ;t< • 

165. These, like the Forms with a final +, are generally abstract verbal nouns similar in sense to ~
stantival Infinitives. The suffix ;t< has the force Of the English "-ness". 
e.g. A"'L;I" slander, from the verb Aoij , slander (II-1-A). 

liH gJft, from the verb i'llt\ , give (n-2-A). 
o-t.? state, from the verb tr~~ , become, be (W-3). 
111:.J;I- forgetfulness, from the verb H)'' ,· forget (V -1). 

166. ~13. suffix is used especially to make noun forms from words compounded with the verb Ai\ :.3 
e. g.11';' AA .. be silent, say nothing, gives 11r;.t- SJ.lence_, saying 1J.Othing. . 

t-n: Ali («'!"~ be glad (impers. ), gives l.it;t- or 1.111- gladness. 
'tli' _AA be alow, quiet, gives +ii? slowness, quietness. 
bt l\A be high, gives b4!:J" height. 
"!"C AA. forgive, gives t.!C:I· forgiveness, pardon. 
I"'IA.,:+ AA flash, gives fiAi':J" ;flashing. 
JIL-l' AA be calm gives t.'r;J• calmness. 
'Pf.. lf'f.. AI\ lament, gives 4J'f..? lamentation. 

-Forms with the suffix .. ~ 7/ • 

167. This suffix, attached generally to nouns, produces nouns (a.:na adjectives) which are similar in sense to 
Agents, indicating occupations, habits and qua11ties.-4 Sometimes (especially after the vowel a) it becomes +\' 

e.g. ,...,.,,.;: 
""""' 'h-o'.--14 
IP.'.-.f.'f p.-r.,.r; 

traveller, 
builder in stone, 
proud person, 
workman, 
sick person, 

from the noun 
from the noun 
from the noun 
from the noun 
from the noun 

,..,.,~ 

. .,--fl 
'bed-li
P'.'.
;n,..,. 

road. 
stone structure. 
pride. 
work, or the v~b u>~ , work. 
sickness, pain.., 

When this.,..auffix is attached to a noun formed with the suffix :1:' , the final a of the latter is dro~: 
e. g. 111'+'1 sllent person, from the noun ,.,. sllence, say1Dg nothiDg. 

1. See footnote no. 2, page 83. -
·2. Such forms are sometimes adjectives rather than nouns, e.g. ~1•, marvelous, from f!.l+ , be 

marvelous (I-A); ~~, dear, from -~ , love (I-A); JtAhA , forbidden, from hAriA , prevent, forbid 
(IV). 

3. For Colllp01.1Dds of t,.c\. see Secs.l06-114. . . . .. _ 
4. It is alsO us8d. to form ordinal numbers~ -See Sec~ 186 under The. Numerals. 
5.,. These fQrms can largely be used as adjectives as well as nouns. Some indeed are adjectives rather 

than nouns: · •.. 
e. g. :>_r,i\'1~ •. powerful, 

.ll•).,.f true, 
from the noun 
from the noun 

.67. 

power. 
truth. 



168. A varlq,tio.~ the suffix • il is •'I ii • This is used In the ~· of J.aDsWes: 
e. g. "''""~~ Amharic; :J-.'1 Galla; 1111A.:11f EIJi].lab.l 

Forms with the suffix l.:t- • 

169. This suffix is attached to nouns and adjectives to make nouns denoting att:rlbu.tes, qualities aDd occupa
tions. It has the force of the English "-ness'', "-hood" or "·shJp".l . 
e. g. A~S+ childhood, from the noun ~ child. 

Af.l+ difference, from the adjective Ai different. 
R.zt~+ goodness, kindness, from the adjective ~lf good, ld.Dd. 

A final a often disappearlS before this suffix: 
e.g. a..fii.,. thiefhood, from &4 thief. 
But not always;. • 
e. g. Ltf\~1+ horsemanship, from U.il'if borsem.au. 

Ge'ez Comp:mnd Forms. 

170. There are several compound nouns, ~vals from the Ge'ez, which consist of two nouns linked toget
her by an a , suffixed to the first, which gives the sense of "of'': 
e.g. n.+ hCh't.M church (lit. house of Christian). 

,.,.~~' ~11"'f Emperor (lit. K1ng of Klngs). 
O.T IID111"'t palace (lit. house of government). 

This compound form is especially common 1n names: 
e. g. 1~ hCll.fil Slave of Christ. 

~Ut ,cl'l" Power of Mary. 

In some cases the sense order of the two nouns is reversed: 

1111\1. 1,r-C1.h 
f.ill-RCY1 
l11l ,c.,,. 

Son of George. 
Mountain of Light. 
Land of Mary. 

e. g. O.i" 1111 (or O.T: il• ) family (lit. person of house). 
ft1l ~~~'11~U13mJ1'1• Visit (m) us on the way (lit. your road of foot). 

171. The word most commonly found in this construction is QA, an old Semitic word mea.ning. ''lord" (the 
o. T. Baal). In modern Amharic, when used by itseJI, QA means "husband"; but the form QA (as it be
comes when compounded with other nouns) has the sense of "owner of", "possessor of", and is frequently 
employed both for persons (of either sex) and for things: . 4 e. g. IIA ,..b.. 'I' tiD' a He has a ear (Ut. He is owner of a car). 

Ql\ ?'ll:t- A"ft,V. 'i+ a She has three chlldren (lit. She is possessor of three children)~ 
QA ~~~'l"f••t hL~;JKu. • I want the one with a handle (lit. the possessor of a handle). 
QA u.Af -fl~ t.u teD- .• This is the one costing two dollars (1. e. possessing the price of two dollars). 

Though generally written as a separate word, QA is, in effect, a prefix, like a preposition. This is shown 
by its union with a Demonstrative: e.g. qAIJ:u ""''J t•l \Vbo is the owner of this?5 

The Ge'ez compound form QAO.:t , while its original sense was obyious}y "owner of the house", 1n 
modern usage either means ,.owner" (of anything) or is employed for polite reference to husband or wife: 
e. g. fiiiDlJ.'iiiD- QAO.+ ~..,. • He is the owner of the car. 

MO.:t-9» R.IJ'i ,..q;:..,. f i: your (pol) ~:ta:~ well? 

1. Both forms a if and ... y t are also used. __ i.n adjectival expressions of position: 
e. g. t.u'm- this one here fiD4...U'1'• the nearer 

llf• . that one there tm4.Jif,D. the "farther 
ti.i-'f,.. the front one, first fi\1N• the upper. one 
r.\Afm- the rear one, last t:J-'fl/m- the lower one 

a. A form with the suffix ll has similar force, rut is much less ~xnmon: 
~.g. +~~ holiness, from the adjective •Ji.n ho}y. 

mfi,.lt' medical treatment, from the noun dab.,. physician, o.r the verb 1\ti;. treat 
medically (1-B). 

3, The suffixed 't· of this example is for the 4d'verb1al Accusative. (Sec. ISG). 
4. See Sec. 103 (3), fooinote, on ways of translatiDg the verb •'have". 
5. See Sec. 212, under Demonstratives. . ... 



TBB ADJECTIVE 

172. An adjective precedes the noun whiell it modlfies:1 e.g. lit:'~. A-Gilt.- • It 1s old clothing.2 It at-
tracts the definite article from the noun: 3 
e. g. ~~flo the clothing 

lia~ A.~h the old clothing. . 
If there is more than one adjective, the first will take the definite article: 
e. g. 1\t!"&,... t9 ~1tJi · tiie old white clothing~ 

The possessive suffix, unlike the definite article, ts.not .attracted to the adjective but remains attached 
to the noun. This difference often helps in distinguishing between the definite article -u. (masculine "the") 
and the possessive suffix -q ("his"); and, again, between the definite article • (feminine "the") and the 
possessive suffix 1' ("her"): . . · 
e. g. A.'iJ& the clothing, h1s clothing ~fA.IP the female goat, her goat 

~c:z,... A-fill the old clothing Jto!t• .~i'A the big fel'Dale goat 
liC:Z. A'fl(lo his old clothing Jt-A._+ ~PAIP her big goat 

When a noun is preceded by an adjective, then, there is actually place for both a definite article and a 
possessive suffix, and so it is not uncommon for them to be used together. 
e.g. ..1\C"'J.CD- .A-all. the old clothing of mine 

+A.+• A.Jt: the big girl of his +t.\41 A..'f'P the big boy of hers. 

When a noun, preceded thus by an adjective, is the direct object of a verb, the accusative ., is attach
ed to whichever of these two suffixes is there to accommodate it. If both are present, then the ., is at
tached to both. 4 
e.g. lit:'l,...'l A-all if'm • 

h.C"'J. A 11/t-'l if' m • 
X~7.1P-'l A~l\., 'Iii • 

He sold the old clothing. 
He sold his old clothing. 
He bought the old clothing of mine. 

173. The adjective sometimes takes the plural suffix o tf. in agreement with its noun; but this is only essen
tial when it also has to carry a definite article: 
e. g. liJi.ll ~CI)f\':f ( A\f"'f ~Dll"lo ) new pencils; 

but h\{lit) ACilr\l-. · the new pencils. 

174. Some common adjectives, by reduplicaf:l.ng one of their letters, .·.illake a special "reduplicated form", 
which is used, ~_ptionally, to give plural or "c. oJ.I.pctive §ingular" force: ~-. 
e. g. +~+ , big, makes +A.A.+ t."f:'r , long, makes t.)f..,-

+.lj1i , little, makes Jto"t'S'ft li+c , short, mates 1i""&4C 
:"'~+ , great, elder, makes :J-I\4olt Tj!J! , bla. ck, makes ";[!. · 
:1"~ 1 small, younger, ma.kes:t-r;ed )'t 1 white, makes ~ . 
hJlll , new, makes .A111.1l ,.,. , red, makes + 

e.g. n,.o~ 'tttr +'l'lli ltCD-&.lPl- .l!ifir • (Plural) · 
fi11-l 'tllr .:t-t;1i hCD-&. ,.;~~>. • ·(Collective Singular) J 

Small anlm.als are 
found all over the 
world. 

1. Only u-ft. (all the whole) appears as an exception, as it generally follows. But this is actually be
cause it is itself a n:nm ( u-ll ), and in such cases is standing !.P 8.£POSition to the other noun. As a noun it 
can take a definite article or a possessive suffix: e. g. •Jf:f!"f .,.,.. , all the soldiers (lit. the soldiers, 
the -all); n..., u-1'- , the whole house (lit. the house, the whole); 0:4f.'l , all of us. However, it is some
times used adjectivally as well: e.g. UoX1.U. , always; .,.~ +'l , every day. 

2. Of course, the adjective comes later when it is part of the predicate: 
e. g. A-oh- AC"'. ),... • His clothing is old. 

3. Except in cases when adjective and noun are so closely associated as to form a compound noun: 
e. g. . .. n+l\f. "Ull+~ the prtme-(lit. general) minister. 

4 •. .,.a. is exceptional here, for while it takes , when stand1ng alone (e. g. u-ii-'l •1f.ll- • They 1Dok 
all), it is commonly used without it when following another noun (e. g. •~' fi.i. •1.11- • They took all 
my things). 



Like other adjectives, these forms can take the plural suffix-'Q'f in agreement with a plural noun, but 
are forced to do so only when they have to carry a definite article: 

e. g. or.!-ri1 JtS:'f )t';.;cnrA1 d (Plural) . ]"We will cut down the tall 
<l~-1 Jlt= ~lf.f.ct~~1h" · (Collective Singular) trees. 

. . 

175. Distributive or selElctive sense is conveyed by reduplicating the complete adjectives: 
e. g. :fi.\+ +i.; M~A M1\1_u Shall I look for big eggs (1. e. big ones distributed among the ot

hers)? 
.f1;« .f't;.t hOQ A+'l"• Pick some beautiful flowers (I.e. Select beautiful ones from a

mong the flowers). 

176. Adjectives may be used by themselves as nouns. In this case the word "one", which is generauy added 
in the English, does not have to be translated: 
e. g. m~t--'l -z-r, • ' we chose the thick one. · obi 
When an adjective used as a noun is in the plural, it must, of course, take the plural suffix..,.t : 
e.g. ,;~~ '1'4!+ 'i'POJ- • Kind (people) are few. 

ll...,'ioe'l- ~.JIIfi\-11 Short ones will stand. 

177. The normal method of rendering a noun adjectival is to prefix the preposition r (of): 
e. g. fh}ta+ t.~..P. a wooden bed (lit. a bed of wood). . 

fh.~f"fi'1 MJ'f Ethiopians (lit. people of Ethiopia)t· 

Derived Adjective Forms. 

178. Some of the derived forms described under No~ (as mentioned there) can also. be adjectives~2 But 
there are others which are more typically adjectives than nouns; 3_ such as the following: 
Forms with the suffix -a 'I? · 

179. This suffix, which is attached to.nouns, has the sense of "appertaining to". One of its uses is to in
dicate nationality. 
e. g. tD')'M'e 

t.!D't.f.l\9! 
"?.JI'e 
'h. t\'!t' ~~ 

, evangelical, evangelist 
, spiritual 
, external 
, Ethiopian 

Forms with the suffix ~a r 

from the noun 
from the noun 
from the noun 
from the noun 

180. This suffix approximates to the English "-oUs": 
e. g. II' "Sf" . , gluttonous, . from the noun 

li'fiW , grey, white haired, from the noun 
ODAIJ'I" , good, nice, from the noun 
m~t-f" , thick, fat, from the verb 
ilfit-9" , drunkard, from the verb 

Forms with the suffix-a ~ 

ID11,A ., gospel 
tlf'1Lfl , spirit 
"7..15 , plain, field (i.e. outside) 
h,.+f-t;l, Ethiopia 

lit:' 
lill.:t< 
tlf'Ab 
mlt 
:ntrt: 

J belly. 
, grey, white hair. 
, appearance. 
, become thick, fat (I-B). 
, get drunk (I-A). 

181. This s~ix has similar force to the last, and approximates to the English tt-fultt or "-y". 
e. g. ~&.1A7 , fruitful, from the noun ~· , fruit. 

"l".+.lf , muddy, from the noun "l"J' , mud. 
•c?if. , gold coloured, from the noun .me+ , gold. 
a~or;J? , healthy, from the noun .liLt; , health. 

1. This f: is sometimes even placed before adjectives, especially foreign adjectives imported into 
Amharic, adjectives of nationality, etc. 
e. g. fli.'lff:~·-;ft;A Q1b the International Bank 

fll'l"'IA.1f *'* the English language. 
2. Especially the Agent, the Form consisting only of 6th forms and the Form with sufiix -11 if (or-t' ) 

(Sections 159, 164, 16'7, 168). 
3. Although, like all adjectives, they can be used as nouns. 



Forms ending with two 4th forms. 

182. These forms, for .which there are generally corresponding verl.ls, describe qualities and shapes: 
e.g. -Fifit. , dirty, related to the verb -Ffr'lf' become dirty (I-B) 

m"7"7 , crooked, twisted, related to the verb m~IID ; become crooked, ~sted {I-A) 
ifllt-R , rough, related to the verb iffll . , become rough (lint c s I) • 
AM , soft, smooth, related to the verb Miill become soft smooib "c!V) • 
m~~f , flat, related to the verb !IJ~#ll. ; flatten out (Iv). • 
{R"tbt- , hard, . related to the verb mtli"l , become hard (IV) • 
.,../.\~ , vigorous, virile, related to the verb ,.Atl61l , become vigorous, virile (IV). 

Reduplicated Noun Forms. 

183. These consist of twice repeated nouns, the two words being linked together by "a" which is suffixed to 
the first. This construction gives the sense of "having the nature of •••• ": · 

ofll:J" ofll+ metal, metalic (i.e. having the nature of iron) 
~:J- ~+ effeminate (i.e. having the naf:t.:ge of a woman) 
.PtM. +mA leafy, leaf-like (of vegetables}.! 

Adjectival Verbs 

184. Where English would use an adjective together with the verb "to be", Amharic frequently expresses 
the complete thought with a verb alone. Such verbs we call Adjectival Verbs, because the sense of an ad
jective is inherent in them. 

These verbs tend to be treated as "Become Verbs";2 which means that although we may use the verb 
"to be" in translating them into English, their actual meaning is that of an adjective plus the verb "to be
come". Thus, the Amharic verb is used in a Perfect tense where the English verb "to be" would be in an 
Imperfect tense: e.g. the Simple Perfect form: hD~ , lit. nit became heavy", renders the English "it is 
heavy". 

But sometimes Adjectival Verbs are used with the sense of the verb "to be" rather than that of the verb 
"to become"; so that "it is heavy't can also be rendered, literally, by the Present Imperfect form ,t.b!04A.'3 

For most common adjectives corresponding Adjectival Verbs extst: 
e.g. biix- ·· , heavy has ~~~~ , become, be heavy (1-A). 

hi- , bad, has n<t , become, be bad (II-1-A). 
ta+c , short, has h'!!l , become, be short (I-A). 
'l'.,...C , black, has mj.l , become, be black (I-A). 
ofllt' , much, many, has 011 , become, be much, many (II-1-A)~ 

In some cases, however, there has been a divergence in sense between the adjective and the verb: e.g. the 
verb corresponding in form to ·T{. , good, is mZ::, become, be pure, clear (II-1-A). 

1. This form is also used for nouns: 
e. g. 1.111 1.-r· , ornaments, from 1.'1' , decoration. 

2.. For which see Section 120. 
s~ This is especially the case when it is not just a present or momentary (i.e. Perfect)state that is in 

view but rather a normal and cotttinuous (i.e. Imperfect) attribute. Thus, while hil~ means "it is heavy" 
in th~ sense that "it is felt to be heavy now; heaviness is its state at the moment", ,_b'PJIA. · means nit is 
heavy" in the sense that "it is a heavy object, now and always; heaviness is its normal attribute". 

This explains why the two important adjectival verbs of comparison, nXm (I-A), and i"WA (P. m-1) 
are generally used with the sense of "!o .be" rather than "to becomett; .e.g. t.llAIIIA , i~ is greater: 
,_..ffi\11 , it is better. So likewise with h'lll (I-A) when it is comparative: e. g. I'}IJA , It is s~ller; but 
when it means "to be inSUfficientn it is more likely to be treated as a .. Become Verb": "l'llfofl h)l\~ • I 
have not enough money (literally, Money became insufficient for me). . 

There is a tendency to treat an Adjectival Verb as a nsecome Verb" when it is relative, even 1f it IS 
one which is otherwise generally not so: . 
e. g. TRAIIIA"'f. ' she is bigger; rnXm:f , she who is bigger (but rr:fll/.\'1' is equally good). 

4. Other :examples may be found alongside their corresponding adjectives in Sections 180 and 182, un
der Derived Adjective Forms. 
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The Numerals 

The Cardinal Numbers. 

185. ~ A"J'-"1 1 .(A AP't.- h."J'-"'11 

• IN\~ 2 ·r; 01 l 20 
r ?'ll+ 3 ~ii 01 h.,,_.,; 21 
! J..,;.:f 4 i IPt\" 30 
G J..j\>l!·l- 5 i!j ACil 40 
I hl-M· 6 J 0,.. ... 4 50. 
i (JQ.f' 7 ~ .... ,.. 5 60 
~ ll,.l:'fo 8 (t iiQ 70 
li um1 9 1t (1"'111 80 
! J..P'C 10 :f llm'i" 90 
CompoWld numbers are put together thus: 

!fifi!j~ (or ltif~ ) 

f ,..,.. 6 .100 
If ll-AT' ,..,_ 200 
1fT it 8 1, 000 
ft 9 A/I'C lt ~~ 10,000 
ftf'll "!.A.fo'J, 1, 000' 000 

Ifill ll:f.-11+ ,...f Ul'\4 ht.-4- 634 
(A"J.l')lt Utn1 ,..,. ACQ llf'"'J+ 1948 

Since the Ethiopian figures, like Roman figures, are not suitable for arithmetic, the European figures 
are now very widely known and used. But the Ethiopian figures are still foWld in places where no arithmetic 
is involved (in the dating of letters, numbering of pages etc.), and it is therefore important to know them. 

Notice that the sign :used to indicate the end of a word is not used irlter figures. 

The Ordinal Numbers. 

186. These are formed from the Cardinal Numbers by the addition of the suffix ta) 'ii 
e. g. A'lf..'il ( j?f ) 1st\~ 

o-llf'if ( I'!: ) 2nd 
/Jhi"~ ( [ft. ) 3rd 
t.l''i."1f •• ( fi{_) lOth 
1tF.J- tt,..ll.,.'l1 ( !G7f ) 15th 
0171 (, tl7f ) 20th 
,.:,_IJ . ( lll" ) 1 OOth 
o-it'i ,...,. ·vr" Ill-it~ ( tf:fZ7f 256th 

1. For the feminine the Ge'ez.form A'1Jf..i- is sometimes used. 
2. In the compo:und numbers 11, 21, 31 etc. Jt't'-" frequently becomes rtJi: • 
3. Colloquially often 111 
4. Or ttrl\ 
5. Or h.l'li 
6. Or Jt '1 .l' ,...,. 
7. The letter, lt is often used instead of the figure. 
s. Or itu 
9. Or :(a: 

10. Old, or Bible, Amharic: M\ij: 
11. Ethiopian figures are not likely to be used for such high numbers. 
12. Other words for "first" are:--· 

(a) ""1._tiil~1 This is really the Instrument of the verb J!tii>l , begin (I-B). When it is used adj~c-
tivally, r is, optionally_, prefixed: e.~· (f) ,.lti6~1rD' +'t u · , the first day. It is the opposite of IIDQ;J.l'lf 

last (the InstruiiJent of ""lrl , finish; I-B), which can also take the prefixed r • 
(b) ~+'11- This is an adjective forJD.ed from ~+ (face, front, before) and therefore means "fore

most", "former". It is the opposite of :\Al1 which means "hindermost", "last". Both are liable to prefix 
t' • 

(c) +11"'1'1! This is an adjective formed from the verb .+J!,. , precede (I-A). It is used in the titles 
of monarchs: e;, g. +-'l"'''l! ~141. P't\fl. , Halle Sellassie I. 

13. In tl_le titles of monarchs"the second" isrendered "'"i..Y'l! (from theverb ,.,,. , repeat, I-A) e.g. 
11"1"'1'1! f'"tAb Menelik II. 
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Fractions. 

18'l These are made, as in English, by placing a cardinal number before an ordinal number (but the ordinal 
is not in the plural as it is in English): 
e. g. fill+ J\jlolJ.,.;:: three-fifths · 

Mf t.fot.if seven-tenths 

The following special fractional words are also used:-
"'i71i l MJ:.A 2 (a) half 3 
fr.lt (a) third 
~ (a) quarter 

But in arithmetic it is usual to use th.!1 regular forms: 
1\11: U•Af~., AU.· MI.,.;::, 1\11: t."-:K'. 

Fractions are linked to the whole number with h , or its alternative -t 
e. g. "'"of ,..tr hA11: Al-n..,.;? two (whole) and a sixth 

A~T' .,.8-A four and a half 
hP'~ 1\"U: ..,.M+ <C-11 eleven and three quarters. 

188, The word h~ (hand} is used i~.colloquial idiom to indicate a proportion or a fraction: 
e, g. hh-111: /Ill+ ~ m4- u Three parts (out of four) of his cattle are lost • 

. hc\lli- .,.A.f h:Eo run1 = He gave me two thirds. 

Multiples ("Times" etc.). 

189. The English "times" is rendered by "1.11. time (in the singular). 
h1~ "1.11. once 
.,.A+ 1.11. twice 
fill+ "l.U. three times 
A~:f 1.11. four times 4 etc. 

e, g. h~:f "1.11. h~ll+ In+ f.ODtrJl\ 1 How many does four times five come to? ·"'"l'f "1.11. f.ftAm~A He is twice as big as me. 
~~ 5 

190. The two nouns ~.}!- (lit. hand) and h"''~ ("fold" ) are used in a manner somewhat similar to 1.11.. Pre-
ceded by the appropriate numeral, they both give the sense of "--fold", "--times as much", "--times as 
many", "--times as big". 
e.g • .h91'il+ h:f(hrah+ h'l'~)hODAilii.,." I shall give back five-fold, 

f.U fl\.~lll< M+ h~ (ltn.Y. 1-1.'1'~ )Ill< • This is three times as big as that one there. 
Without a numeral h'l'li! means "double" and can be used as a noun or adjective: but as a noun it may be 
preceded by ,,.Af just as by tp.e other numerals: 
e.g. ( II·AT ) h'l'li! t;Q.r~i\"f = · She has added double (a noun). 

7.'1'~ 'f';J Ahbl.:tr~ c They made me pay double price (an adjective). 

uor• with Numerals, 

191. "Of" .. is .. r,ndered by h. or ..,. (lit. from); the numeral, at the same time, taking the definite article: 
e. g. hflt • ..,..'l':r: /1111: Mt::':f'.. t;=;!lll" = Three of the workmen are idlers. 
Even when the noun with the prefixed h (or ..,. ) is not expressed, the definite article suffixed to the numer
al will still convey the sense of "of them" (or "of us", "of you" --as the context demands): 

Mli: fl)f.'!l- t;:PlD- = Three of them are idle. 

1. Or .,...,_,. 
2. Or hli-1\..:f' This is more definitely a noun. _ 
3. While "1~1i , which can be a noun or an adjective, is used both numerically and quantitively, All-'.\ , 

when it means "half" 1 is generally a noun and its use is chiefly with numbers. As an adjective it normally 
means "equal". · 

4. 'When designating a number of literal "times" or "occas1ons11
, "1.11. is often reduced to the suffix- e: 

e. g • .h~-1: mz...,.u I called four times. 
A1-'11'- t.lt?~ u They sometimes fight. 
f.lii At.1:Jr u It is not obtainable at this time. 
fi "'tt hA..,.fDAJ:tt-r ~iic • At that time I was not yet born. 
5. The verb "to fold" is IidiA.. (I-A}. 
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Instead of this definite article a possessive suffix may be used: 
e.g. 1 

( tikfl. ) J'l"J.'f. f..f~~Au = { h~Cfl. ) h'}"'fi=w.lf.f.(:~A• One of them is digging. 

( ll~ ) h1JJ.1f.fi'II'IA n. = ( b' ) l\'}"1~1lf.i\'"7A • One of us will be made chief.2 

Distributive Numerals ("Apiece", "Each11). 

192. A numeral is rendered distributive by being reduplicated--as is also the numeric interrogative f1'J+ 
e. g6 Q. lrl+ in+ All.lll¥w- ? A. JJ·Af 11-ttf. il~w-u 

How many each shall I give them? Give them two apiece.3 

1. h1f.~ can be used instead of A't~ in these constructions: 1\'ti..Vw- , 1\'tf.'i':rtw- , etc. 
2. These two suffixes (the definite article and possessive suffix) can be attached, with the same effect, 

to the plural forms of such words as 1111", 'P<f!T , I\'J"'1~ 
e. g. 1111-JP~:i!w- many of them 

n#;'lr Tt.f.=l a few of you 
1\"J"''tf.~"-' some of us 

3. See also Sec. 227 on Distributive and Inclusive Pronouns. 
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THE PRONOUN 

Personal Pronouns. 

193. As the subject of a verb, the personal pronoun is inherent in the verb form and is therefore dealt with 
~the sections on Verbs. Other forms of personal pronouns are: (A) Possessive Suffixes, (B) Object Suf. 
fiXes and {C) Independent Personal Pronouns. 

A. The Possessive Suffixes. 

194 These, which are equivalent to the English possessive pronouns, are suffixed to the nouns which they 
modify. They are as follows:-- · 

~e . my op5 her 
~(X) 11 ~ ~·your {m) -a 'f'l our 
-m :li 1 your (f) _.a 'f-o· your (pl) 

fl 3 your (pol) -a f,U... their (his, her pol) 
":'U 4 his, its 

195 These suffixes are attached to their nouns as follows (notice the modifications in spelling when the noun 
ends with a vowel:--

hit+ 
hil-t 
M:f.u 
Aii+7i 
hlf:'f·fl 
Alii: 
hii+'P6 
M:t-'f·t 
Ali:J4t~< 
hii:J-~ID-

father 
my father 
your (m) father 
your (f) father 
your (pol) father 
his, its father 
her father 
our father 
your (pl) father 
their (his, her pol) father 

P.r: fowl 
P.~ my fowl 
f.C':IJ your (m) fowl 
f.r:'li your (f) ·fowl 
f.C':F your (pol) fowl 
f.t:fD< his, its fowl 
Y..C':IP her fowl 
P.t:A'f'17 our fowl 
P.t:h :ft~<e your (pl) fowl 
P..t:t.if!tD- 9 their (his, her pol) fowl 

7.:1" 
7.:1'V.. 
1.:J-IJ 
7.:J-"li 

. 7.:f'F 
1..:f'ID
'1:J-'l 
l.:J-~'1 
7..:J4U< 
7.?¥m-

master 
my master 
your (m) master 
your (f) master 
your (pol) master 
his, its master 
her master 
our master 
your (pl) master 
their (his, her pol) master 

lit cup 
lli~ my cup 

. lltu your (m) cup 
llt"li your (f) cup 
lltF your (pol) cup 
lltm- his, its cup 
lli'P ~· 10her cup 
lith x"t our cup 
lltll?t~< 21 your (pl) cup 
lltt.:ftD-utheir (his, her pol) cup 

1. The 1 , shown In a bracket, is heard when the noun ends with a consonant: e. g. htJ:fu , your (m) 
father, pronounced abbatin; Aii+7i , your (f) father, pronounced l:!hbafish. This shows a contrast with 
the corresponding suffixes of the Simple Perfect tense, which are pronounced with little or no r before 
them: e.g. l'lncu ' you (m) broke, pronounced sabblirh; tinc·n J you (f) broke, pronounced sabbtirsh. 

2. n is sometimes substituted for u before an accusative 'J , in which case it is not preceded by i · 
e. g. ltif+h'l , your (m) father (accusative), pronounced abbatldn. 

3. In this, as well as in other 2nd person polite suffixes, the consonant w is hardly perceptible: 
e. g. t.ii+F , your (pol} father J is pronounced abbat(u)o. 

4. This is identical in form with the masculine deflnite article. 
5. This is ldenticalln form with the feminine definite article, tp .• 

6. When the noun ends with a consonant the 4th form diphthong, if it exists for that letter, can be used: 
Aii:C her father. For the g.tphthongs .. see the chart of Character,e (Sec. 4). 

7. Other spellings are: P.C'P':f-1 , P.~'fl • 
8. Other spellings are: f.C'P'JU< , p.~"!fu-
9. Other spellings are: f.C'P=i'BJo , P.~:P• • 

10. Other spellings are: IIU'"' , 1111"1 • 
11. Other spellings are: iiU'~o- , 1111f.,. • 
a. Other spelllngs are: lltl:f!m- , llll_:fifD< 



_Notice that all Rlural nouns end with a consonant, and so attach the possessive suffixes as shown for 
hll+ ; e. g. .lUP'lf· my cups. 

B. The Object Suffixes. 

196 These are the equivalent of the English objective personal pronouns, and are suffixed to the verbs of 
which they are the object (direct or indirect). They are as follows:--
(o•l 
·~ me 
-u you (m} 
-11 you (f) 
-P' -JilT you (pol} 
·• ·-1- after u or o, him, it 

-a-+ 
'fH) 

-a if,. 
-a ;p,.,. 

her 
us 
you (pl) 
them (him, her pol} 

197 If the verb form ends with a vowel these suffixes are attached without complication (apart from the us-
ual union of like vowels and assimilation of the weaker vowel by the stronger 1 ) : 
e. g. 1Ji1 he wanted )IJ~ they told 

4-ri'l"i he wanted me t1~~ they told me 
· LihtJ he wanted you (m) tl#~u they told you (m) 

Lli1'li he wanted you (f) )7~11 they told you {f) 
4-i'i1P' ( + ) he wanted you (pol) t'l~JII ( +) they told you (pol) 
I.~'I«D:' he wanted him, it t'~+ they told him, it 
Lii~i he wanted her Yf~M· 2 they told her 
L~'lfJ _(l."il'if) he wanted us t'#~'i4Jt'l~1) they told us 
.1.2\:Jf.,. he wanted you (pl) ),~h'fu- S they told you (pl) 
l.l'i:J:f!IIJo he wanted them t'f~h~• they told them (him, her pol) 

(him, her pol) 

he having heard 
he having heard me 

ask (f) 
ask me 

{19'*.fo~} 
69'*.fo~ 
r\9'*.foU 
{19'*.fo1f 
fl9'*.fo.fll (-1-) 

""'"'+ {19'*.,.}!-1- 4 

he having heard you (m) 
he having heard you (f) 
he having heard you (pol} 
he having heard him, it 
he having heard her 

mf.4:,... ask him, it 
m/.4:}\-1- 7 ask her 

r\,..,.'Jf~f> 
.,..,.. ... h ,,. 5 
h9'".foh:ffD< 6 

he having heard us 
he. having heard you (pl) 
he having heard them 

{him, her pol) 

mJ.<I!'f ( -\" ) ask us 

m.«ott.¥m-8 ask them (him, her pol) 

198 If the verb form ends with a consonant (i.e. a 6th form) a "cushion vowel" must be inserted between it 
and the initial consonant of an object suffix.9 This "cushion vowel" is a, except before the object suffixes 
-11 and -11 when it is I _10 

1. For which see Sec. 13 on The Contraction of Adjj.cent Vowels. 
2. Other spellings are: tlf~1li' , f'iC1l+ , tiJ~+ 
3. Other spellings are: t1~._.,,. , t7c.,;u- , t1~~ • 
4. Other spellings are: -'"'+'11::. , ll,..:t=t • . 
5, Other spelling~ are: 1\,..=t.,':Jou- , h9'*:t~,. 
6. Other spellings are: M"=t1l=i!• , A9'*:t=i!• • 
7. Other spellings are: m!-t r+ , m~•1+ • 
8. Other spellings are: mt.-t#fD< , m~ol>l¥,... • 
9. i.e. No "cushion vowel" is needed when the initial sound of the object suffix is, itself, a vowel. 

The object suffix ·fD<, although it sounds like a vowel, u , is technically a consonant, w i and so requires a 
"cushion vowel". But the object suffix - , ( +) which is pronounced very close to -.o ( :'fo) with less consis~ 
tency, is sometimes given a "cushion vowel" and sometimes not. 

10. But- u sometimes takes the cushion vowel a. 
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Thi~ means, in effect, that a final 6th form is changed to a 1st form before the object suffixes ·~ ,.. . 'i) 
and (optionally) r { + ); 2 while before u and 11 it remains 6th form but is pronowced with its vo~l rh 
The other object suffixes all begin with a vowel ('aj, and therefore require no "cushion vowel" before them: 
e. g. ,..~ t-mf.f' let him ask mf+'t. we asked 
f.mf.+'l let him ask me 
t-m.«+u 1 let him ask you (m) mi'f''tu 1 we asked you (m) 
1-m~f-"li .. . . let him ask you (f) .mr+'J"li . we asked you {f) 
1-m,.+pJ (+) ( f.m1-+pl (:t)) let him ask y6u {pol) mf+~ (+)(mf+'l,.(+))we asked you {pol) 
1-mf.+m- let him ask him, it mr+~· . . we asked him, it 
f-111~?.'\' let him ask her mi'+'i"+ we asked her 
f.tn1-+"! r~) let him ask us 
1-mf.:J>l-o- let him ask you (pl) mf+'l':f.tJo 
f,m~:J>:f!DP let him ask them tnf+fi=i!• 

(him, her, pol) 

we asked you (pl) 
we asked them (him, her, 

pol) . 

199 The personal verb endings 1i (for 2nd feminine in the Simple Perfect and Gerund) and ~ (for 3rd fe
minine i'n th<! Simple Perfect), being saturated consonants, are treated as having their own vowel, and do 
not, therefore, require a "cushion vowel" after them like other conS(2Uilltal verb endings: 
e. g. mr+"nm· you (f) asked him .mf+l-:f she asked me 

The same applies to an absorl?flnt consonant which has become ·saturated by absorblng a suffixed i : 
e.g. m-ll~m- , take (f) it (from m_llf. ). But, inconslstently-t it does not al?JllY to a final radical which is 
saturated at any rate: e. g. b.il~ m- , repair (m) it (from b.O~ 3)--but b.-a~• or b.-a~m- , repair (f) it. 

200 With compound tenses the object suffix is attached to the participle (the Gerwd or the Contingent) and 
not to the auxiliary verb ( lld or HU: ). Those which are formed with ~il.t (the Past Perfect and the 
Past Imperfect) present no complications because the auxiliary verb is written as a separate word: e. g. 

Ahm-+ ~nc they had sent him.· f.m-lf+~ ~nc he was waiting for me. But in the tenses formed. with 
AX (the Present Perfect and the Present Imperfect) the participle and the auxiliary verb are knit together 
as one word (and in .~ome ca.~~s, even, the fi!la!. vowel of the former is "overlapped" by the initial vowel of 
the latter; e.g. +L&\.,. + M:f,,. = +LA:Jt\lu· 4 ). Thus to allow room for an object suffix they have 
to be disengaged. The object suffix is then inserted between them (with a "cushion vowel" as required), and 
the whole compound formation is again "sealed up" and treated as one word. 
e.g. [ fDll~li~' I h. ave taken.{lst singular Present Perfect of ~~of. , I-A). 

milt- u- t.i\~~fDl((Vli•,. I have taken you (m) 

[
+mMXU&1 YoU; (m) will t:als~ (2nd masculine singular Present Imperfect). 
+mil~-"1-b.i'iu ~ +milf.1nw You (m) will take me. 

[ 
t!llT'P&\. Tb~y have fo~otten (3rd plural Present Perfect of t!tl , II-1-A). 
l.h~m--+-t.'14-+t.ilTm-;tl"&l They have forgotten him. 

[
+t!ltii'fU. You (pl) forget (2nd _plural Present Imperfect). 
+t!ft.-M'm--lli\l-tJo~i·t!!l.lf!'Pii':ftJo You (pl) forget them. 

All persons of the two tenses formed with M take the object suffixes in this manner. But there is one 
irregularity: in the 3rd plural Present Imperfect the suffix (u) of the auxiliary verb is dropped when an ob
ject suffix is inserted: 
e. g. 1-Att& (!.ol Th~y will s~IJQ. (3rd plural Present Imperfect of 1\h ,, m-1) 

f.Ab-- ·1- lift--.. t.Ab-~, They will send us.~ 

1. But -IJ sometimes takes the "cushion vowel" a • 
2. 'When this final 6th form is tJ {in the· 2nd masculine Simple Perfect and Gerund)., in order to supply 

the right vowel sound { . a, } for the "cushion vowel", it must be changed not to tJ1 but to .1i ,e. g. mf+u you 
(m) asked, but mr+1f1 you (m) asked us. 

3. See Sec. 105 on Slightly Irregular Verbs. 
4. Though elsewhere we have called this "assimilation", we speak here of "overlapping", because the 

vowel which had disappeared reappears as soon as the two words are disengaged. 
5. Obviously since the suffixed u of the Contingent has now reappeared, a second suffixed u on the au

xiliary verb is felt to be redundant. 
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. The following are further examples of the use of object suffixes with these two tenses:--

Present Perfect Tense 

I have written it. 
You {m) have examined her. 
You (f) have told us. 
He has chosen you (pl). 
She has sold them. 
We have called you (m). 
You (pi) have kissed me. 
They have robbed you (f). 

Present Imperfect Tense 

J.Ai'\,. :I"NI- I beg you (pol) • 
+lrf'PPAtl You (m) escort them. +f,T:J".J You {f) will hold her. 
1-hAfiA He will. forbid you (f). 
+•HA She will hit you (m). 
A:JA~"ff1tK1 We are gathering them. 
:J1.f1l1"Uo You (pl) see me. 
1-Uti-:1"~ They forget it. 

201 The suffix r , whether used as a negative suffix or as a conjunction, is placed after an object suffix: 
e. g. t.At\ii\'Jf'" ~ he did not give us ltf,'l~rfitD.,.. they will not kill them 

a&.l'ft,...,.. and I finished it 

202 An object suffix can be used even when the object has already been expressed as a noun or independent 
pronoun, provided that that object is definite. In such cases the object suffix is quite redundant, adding no
thing to the sense, and yet the use is very common. 
e.g. ft1f: ltt!'1.+ 1\h 11 We saw an old woman (an indefinite. direct object). 
But ::;::~~ t~} We saw the old woman (a definite direct object). 

:: ~~~~ 
11

} Tell me (a definite indirect object-- personal pronouns are always definite). 

203 Although either a direct or an indirect object can be expressed as an object suffix. they cannot both be 
suffixed at once. Most commonly an object suffix i~ a direct object; but some verbs which tend to take both 
a direct and an indirect object (e. g. t\iii , give; t'll. , tell) generally use the object suffix for the indirect 
object, preferring even to use it redundantly for the indirect object, and to leave the direct object unexpres
sed, rather that) !0 us~ it for the latter: 
e. g. AU.~.,.ft IIOJ=fm- • Give (it) to the workmen (lit. Give to them to the workmen). 

204 With some verbs the objective sense of the object suffix is so indirect as to require the preposition 
"for" in translation: e. g. off~ , wait (m) for me; h11"l+ , it was heavy for her; t."StlrD- it was small for 
hi 2 m. 

205 For the infixing of the prepositions fl and A between the verb and the object suffix see Sees. 248-251 
under Prepositions. 

C. The Independent Personal Pronouns. 

206 Although, as we have seen, the personal pronouns are inherent in the verb forms, or attached to nouns 
and verbs as suffixes, yet there are occasions when they need to be expressed independently, i.e. as se
parate words. The Independent Personal Pronouns, then, are as follows:--

).~ I J.Cl 3 she · 
,_,.,. you (m) ~c;.¥.,..3.4 he, she (pol) 
Mi'f you (f) 'tal we 
Jacnr3 you (pol) ~fZ',.,.5,6 you (pl) 
Acl'io 3 he, it AkA- 3, 5 they 7 

1. Notice that there is no difference in spelling between this and ltAt\m1,. , we did not give. 
The object suffix, ' , however, is doubled. This is not the only case where there may be confusion be
tween an object suffix and the personal suffix of a verb form. 

2. With Of(m ., be greater (I•A), it requires the preposition "than": e.g. .f,OAm~A he is great-
er than I. 

·· · 3. The c is often omitted, in which ease the adjacent s is doubled in compensation; see See. 14 on 
TheAssimilatton of a Preceding by a Following Consonant. 

4. This is really an old 3rd person plural form (see footnote on "they"). 
5. J\'S is a plural prefix used with some pronouns. An alternative (Uterary) form is AA • 
6 Or J\h+ 
7 In classical Amharic Jacta:f.,.. and Ja"Sc"f.,.. are also found. 
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207 These pronouns art; used especially for emphasis and contrast: e.g. h'Pn~•• I shall try. 
but )\~ )\'PbH\flo II !. shall try 

0 

When the direct object of a verb they take the accusative 1 
e. g. t.Cfto"t t.A.,j..'JAflo I h1+"t lit.\l.l.\"1,. • I want him; I don't want you. - -

208 They are also the form of personal pronoun used with prepositions:l 
e. g. Ali~ or. .U to, for me 

fiJf. ,._.,.,. or fiJ.ti'J.,. to you (m) 
htsC& .'J~ or he& .'J6- with him 

209 Prefixing the preposition .f (of) results in an Independent Possessive Pronoun: 
e.g. 4-r~ mybox 

fl 4'1'1 my box 
41''i- f~ )fiJo a Tlle box is mine. 

This Independent Possessive Pronoun takes the accusative "t whether it .stands before a noun or by itself: 
e.g. fCIIIP1 'I'JJHI fDil~:ho 11 I took her money. 

t'C&'J DD4ihh- u I returnoo his. 

It is sometimes given a definite article for emphasis 
e.g. f).OJo r+ )ffJo? Where is mine? 

"Polite Forms" 

210 These are the personal forms of the verb and the pronoUl'l.s which are used in addressing someone (i.e. 
a 2nd person), or with reference to someone (1. e. a 3rd person), whose age or standing warrants respect
ful treatment. Though they are largely borrowed from the 3rd person plural they are exclusively singular 
in meaning, there being no special "polite fornisu for plural use. They are summarized in the following 
table2:-w 

Polite Form of: 2nd Person Singular 3rd Perso_n Singular 

Verb_3 
borrows 3rd person borrows 3rd person 

plural forms plural forms 

Possessive Suffix has its own form 9' borrows 3rd pers. plur. form: a =,:,. 
Pronoun Object Suffix has its own form fl(+) borrows 3rd pers. plur. form: a :,:,. 

Indep. Pers. Pronoun has its own form t.ch.PJ borrows 3rd pers. plur. form: t.clt~:,. 

1 .. Except when the prepositions 0 and A are infixed before object suffixes (see Sees. 248•250)~ 
2. We do not here include the polite forms of the Demonstrative, for which see See. 211. 
3. Not including 'iOJo , which is not a true verb form and uses the object suffixes for its persons. 
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Demonstrative Pronouns. 

211 

Masculine 

This. Nominative f.U 1 or f.1'12.3 
Accusative ,_.,,1 or . f.l'l'h2 .4 

That. Nominative 1 
Accusative n or fh9 

These. Nominative ~lu\ Accusative X U'J 

Those. Nominative Xfii.tl 
Accusative · Aiii.n1 

Feminine 

t..a.l a 
f.JJ"f. . or f.l • 5 
f.ui-'Jl or ,.,.,2 

ll- 10· 
llo'J 

or tt}iu 2, 7 
or h'J1U'l 2,8 

or tt"S112 ,13 
or tt"tm2,14 

Polite 

ttiu 6 
ttiu1 6 

Jtj16 .11 
h'ti'J 6,12 

212 After prefixes (and this includes all prepositions) the masculine and feminine singular demonstratives 
become:--

e.g. Mii.u 15 
)t1~ii.f. 
till 1\tJJo 
hii.l~ A1: ,."JC 

ii.u this (m) 
ii.i this (f) 
ill that {m) 
ii.l' that (f) 

because of this, therefore 
like this one (f) 
for that man 
with that girl 

This construction supplies the words for "here" and "there":·
, nif.u or hil.u here (lit. at this} 
01(1 or. ttii..f there (lit. at that)16 

When the prefixed preposition is mr. (to) or 
thus:--

mt.ii.u 
m~ii.1 
tt·u•.itu 
A1~il.1 

becomes 
becomes 
becomes 
becomes 

·1. The standard and more literary form. 
2. Common in colloquial Amharic. 

h'lf. (like) the resultant form ls sometimes shortened, 

mlf.u (to this, hither) 
m'l1 (to that, thither) 
h'lllll (like this) 
A1'l1 (like that) 

3. Generally pronounced yihe. .. 
4. Other variations ar~ f.ti'f'l , f.U'l'} f.l'lh • 
5. Generally pronounced yichchi. 
6., These "Polite" forms were originally plurals. They,.are useg with reference to those whose age or 

standing warrants especially res~ctful treatment: e.g. Alii 1i-t"'l\. this old gentleman. 
7. Other variations are: Jtitii.u ,, Aiu ,~ lJtu • 
8. Otheryarlations are: A1bto'l , lll,U'J , 111\..o1 • 
9. Or ~~, • 

10. Generally pronounced yaehchi. 
11. Or At: 
12. Or hf'l 
13. Other variations are: A~~ , Aiiii..f , t.'il , Ail • 
14. Other variations are: Al~1 , AAi.11 , ~11 , 'A"A..n • 
15. Notice that prepositional prefixes of more than one letter are not now written as separate word~. 
HS .... Jtllu and hill are used much more commonly for "here" and "there", respectively, than OJLU 

and OJL1 • But tqe la~r pair are often used instrumentally for "by this (way)" and "by that (way)": 
e. g. OJLU A'l~ Let us go this way. 
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But these. shorter forms are not used when the demonstrative is adjectival(!. e. before a noun): 
e.g. A1~H.u ~,.. • or A14.f1)1D'• It is like this 
But A1S'.ii.u h'IC )•• It is like this country. 

213 A definite article is often suffixed to a demonstrative; like the English word "same" it makes backward 
reference to what has just been spoken of. The form of definite article used with all demonstratives wheth-
er masculine, feminine ~r plural, is -u. ' 
e.g. ~1,.. _1.\1: II&. +A+ 11,.. ),..., This same boy is to-day a great man. 

t.f.,.. A.+ "tirJ: lf):f • · This same woman became his wife. 
'Lt:il A1S'.H.rJ. l't1:C"' • Go and do likewise (lit. like this same). 
liB- .,,. " Itis the same thing (lit. that same). 
AYU:u t;:P,. 11 They are the same ones (lit. these same).l 

214. A demonstrative with the definite article attached is also used to point out something (or someone) that 
has been asked for or whose whereabouts has been under question. 2 In this use an object suffix 8 often 
takes the place of the definite article for the feminine singular demonstratives. 
e.g. 1-]• Here it (he) is! 

t¥-,.. or 1-if1+ There she is! 
)if .. ,. } 
A)~,. Here they are'' 

To these combined forms one can further add the infixed preposition A with its attached object suffix: 3 
e. g. "J•iiu Here it is for you (m) 1 

f..Tii"A.'li Here she is for you (f)! 

Interrogative Pronouns. 

215. 

Singular Plural 

Nominative Accusative Nominative Accusative 

What ~5 
9"") ,..., f"'} 

Who4 "'''lj") A1"'1Vf A'l"7i't 

Notice that while the 'J of 9"1 is single, the 1 of -off is potentially double. 

Notice also that while f"'} remains uninflected, "''<;f takes the suffix 1 in the accusative and the prefix 
h) in the plural. · 

~~ 
1\. . .Plural form f"'f"t' however, is sometimes used for!"' • Also plural force can pe given for both f"'t 

and -rrby reduplicating the singular form (alone or with t; , and): 
f"'l f"") . or f"JE: f"'l what (pl) 
"71 .,.,.., or "'''tit ""' who (pl) 

These reduplicate forms ask for a detailed or itemized answer: 
e.g. A"?n ,.ii\.1 a\h+ .,..,~,."f ,.ifa. • Who (pl) came? Three school-children came • 

.,;II ""' )if{. • dJC4t J or);: J(tiq:,Y. )1\{. II Who were they? They were Werku, Bayyen~ and 
ZeiUlebech. 

1 This construction has an idiomatic use in the case of . 1. ").f;,.rJ. and A 1-\1,.. both of which freq?ently 
mean ~'for nothing", "just": e. g... A1"llm- -'m'1 He gave it to me for nothing; He just gave 1t to 

2. Like the French "Voici" or 11Voll~". 
3. As otherwise used with verbs. 
4. Or "What" with reference to names:.e. g. tan ,.,., )fDol 

t• · What is the name of the town? 
,5 In colloquial Amharic "'' is often shortened to ll7 • 
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216. Another form for "what" is f'"'Jt:'C 1 , but this is only used with parts of the present tense of the verb 
"to be": 
e.g. What are ·they? 

The c of !l"'tt:'C is generally dropped in which case the initial n of the verb doubles in compensation and 
the two words are treated as one: 
e.g. !I"'Jf:.'~tn- 7 What is it? 

h'J~f"'lt:-i',.-r? How are you (pol)? (lit. like what are you?)3 

217. Both the masculine definite article and the possessive suffixes are sometimes found attached to 9"1 : 
e. g. 9"1U1 i"I.~.;'JJiU 1 What of yours are you (m) looking for? 

218. Other Interrogative Pronouns are: 
r-1: (masc) f:t .. .. (fem) r¥i (plur) } 
r+~p (masc) r'l-'tf.-1: or r+lt'P (fem) r-rf=i (plur) Which 
"7=wOJ- (masc) "7'1~f.1: or "71V'P (fem) 

"7~ftn- (masculine and feminine singular) 
"7'J't=i!OJ- (masculine and feminine singular) 

111+ how many 4 f""tYUA how much 
Indefinite Pronouns. 

219. A sense of comprehensiveness, and thence indefiniteness, is imparted by the suffix- 'I" (sometimes-9h),5 
which, used to form indefinite pronouns, corresponds to the English "any-" or "-ever11

: 

e. g. ,.J what r:t9" anything, whatever 
"'''l who "71!1" anybody, whoever 
r+ where r+9" anywhere, wherever 
9""t 1.11. what time 9"1 7.11.9" anytime, whenever 
1\1 t:' one 1\1 ,_.,.. one at all, a single one 

These indefinite pronouns are used chiefly with (a) negative verbs and (b) conditional verbs: 
e. g. (a) 9"19" 1\&\I.A"'9" n I don't want anything (= I want nothing ).6 

"7i'l9"' 1\4\f'lf" 11 We did not see anybody (=I saw nobody ).6 
fi-9" 1\A!-t:'b-f" u I did not go anywhere (= I went nowhere }. 6 
1\1!-'f" flt.9" u There is not a single one. 

(b) "719" O.~~~>nt 11 Whoever comes (lit. if anyone comes). 
9"19" O.tr'l Whatever it is; at any rate (lit. if it is anything}. 

220. Other il}<!efinite pronouns wi~. !Umilar use arJ.:.--
"'''l'ttn-9"' {masc.) "71'1f.1=f" or "'1111'1'9'" (fem.) "''ii:ftn-r any whatever 

1\'ll;'f or 1\1.Jl:ff" 
..,;~:pa,.,.. 

9'"fi9"'l 

any (anything) at all 
any of them 
anything {at all); something or other. 

221. When, in English, an indefinite pronoun is used with inclusive sense, Amharic often uses a relative 
construction followed by v-ii- {all): 
e. g. Tell (m) me whatever (anything) you hear (lit. Tell me all that 

f~·l:lt"7m-'l .,.x. 'l1l~• you hear). 
R-z:&'l-i'it- u-1(. t.I'Htbi-= They preach wherever they go (lit. They preach in all to which 

they go). 

1. This is probably a contraction of M nc • , what thing. 
2. "What is it?" can also be ,..,. ~m- But this shorter form has come to be used more when the sense 

is "What's the matter?" "What's wrong?" etc. 
3. See Sec. 14 on the Assimilation of a Preceding by a Following Consonant. 
4. In~· is often used for "how much" in asking prices. 
5. Used with "'ft., and numerals with the definite article, the sense is comprehensive rather than in

definite. 
e. g. ,,.1\-·t m;\.-;. = They took it all; u-&1!1" m·i'i-~." They took everything. 

,,.ni: Ar.l- 'tJS.. 11 The two boys went: ,,.n.'i:'l" ~- u They both went. 
6. Amharic possesses no negative pronouns (nobody, nothing, nowhere etc.). These must, thereforer 

be rendered with an affirmative pronoun and a negative verb, as illustrated by these examples. 
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Impersonal Pronouns. 

222. The impersonal "someone", "anyone" is rendered by ( h11: ) 1\0J< (lit. a person). 

The impersonal "something", "anything" is rendered by h')f: ~'lC (lit. a thing). 
e. g. hU: ~ID- fl{-1 f.nn:J-A = Somebody is knocking (at) the door. 

/iOJ- hi\ 1-fbt 1 Is anyone at home? 
f1h.ft. lfloh'l' hit: ~'JC M'T- u They found something in his pocket.l 

223. The impersonal "one", "you", also, is rendered by la')t: i'llflo or am-; or sometimes by ufling the verb 
in the 3rd person plural (uthey"): 
e. g. AU: l'llflo fl.'iJ-tiD,- nm-11: f.~h"''A 11 When one falls ill one's body gets weak. 

llfli ltil A11ll f.l\11~& n In the lowlands one (lit. they) wears thin clothing. 

224. Other impersonal pronouns are:--
1.-IA. or hhA. (masc.) 

The Emphatic and Reflexive Pronoun. 

MA. + or .hbA. + 
l\')i-1 
l\1-t'i· 

(fem.) so-and-so 
what' s-its-name 
what's-his (her)-name 

225. The English "self", in both emphatic and reflexive 2 uses, is rendered by '·ll (lit. head). The appro
priate object suffix is attached, .. ?,lld,_,in reflexive use, the accusative 1 is added. 
e. g. M~ t.h. Mfbnn'PAU<= I myself will carry it (emphatic use). 

~·!1. 1 'lf:ii'f She killed herself (reflexive use). 
In the emphatic use, t.il with .. the preposition f prefixed renders "own": 
e. g. r t-~"''f-1 Me ~m- u It is our own country. 3 

The Reciprocal Pronoun. 

226. The English "each other" is rendered by h.Cll nell + Possessive Suffix. This is generally used to-
gether with a reciprocal ve.rb. 4~·· ..•. 
e. g. l\Clt ocltf1 h1'P.f.'.'ll\1 u We love each other. 

h.Cil flllc_lt:Plflo TM~flo u They abused each other. 

But as the reciprocal verb is quite adequate by itself to give reciprocal sense, the reciprocal pronoun, 
h.Ch nell is not very commonly used in speech. 

Distributive and Inclusive Pronouns. 

227. The English "each" and "every" are rendered (a) by the device of repetition, 5 and (b) by prefixing :ttf 
and suffixing (generally, except with numbers) the definite article or a possessive suffix. In (a) the em
phasis is more distributive, as it is with "each" while with (b) the emphasis is more inclusive, as it is with 
"every". But this distinction cannot always be made. 
e. g. (a) ( n ) +'t 11•1>1 t.:l"nA+ fODtrJI:\ u He brings vegetables each day(= day by day). 

nMJ:t· RMl:t- +1 "''tHflol f.l'fiRI\A He receives his money every three days. 
t~~.+ t~~.+ A1S.;;b 11 We rise each morning(= morning by morning). 

1. The word "else", used with an impersonal pronoun etc., is rendered by A.l\ (other): 
e. g. 1'\.1\ am- '111;1:1:\ = Someone else has gone in. 

1\.1\ ~1C ht.rr'l,.. n Nothing else will do. 
But notice that the possessive "someone else's" is often rendered fi'ttJJ< alone: 
e. g. f):. l\f,f.i{9'"! t'fltJJ< )OJ< n It is not mine; it is someone else's. 

2. With some verbs reflexive sense is conveyed by the Passive form, see Sec. 85. 
3. Another way of rendering "own" is an idiomatic use of the relative of the verb ,q (rule, buy): e.g. 

01ii A}: w.{:o-+ = I made it with my own hands. The two constructions are also found in combination: 
e. g. f11f t.h. ~lflo = It is my own. 

4. For reciprocal verbs see Sec. 97 (1) under Changed Stem Forms. 
5. See also Sec. 192 on Distributive Numerals. This device of repetition, or reduplication, is further 

employed to give a sense of continuity, like the English "along": 
e. g. IIC '!<. along the edge OD111: AOD1'J~· along the road. 
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(a) and {b) combi.qed: hf1~'1Jf. 
h1'1~1~l-') 

(b) Ill' ... ). J\:J-hAi' /t18tflf!,_ 
oVM+ .,.,. 1'1110•1 f..,.OI\A 11 

m~i.'o.:J-:fm- .,..t18AI\o • 

each one (lit. each one one). 
each (one) of us. 
He brings vegetables every day. 
He receives his money every three days. 
They returned each to his house (lit. fu each of their houses). 1• 2 

Except with J\'1~1~ ( hf')~'M· etc.), hf is rarely used without a preposition being prefixed, and this 
preposition assimilates the h (see examples above). 

The Relative Pronoun. 

228. The relative pronoun (who, which, that) is the prefix f , which must be attached either to a Simple 
Perfect or fu a Contingent form. 

The tenses used by relative verbs are indicated in the Limited Tense Scheme chart, which should be 
studied (Sec. 25). From this chart it will be seen that there is a range of four possible tenses (the Simple 
Perfect, the Simple Imperfect, the Past Perfect and the Past Imperfect); but that the Simple Perfect can 
act for all Perfect tenses, and the Simple Imperfect for all Imperfect tenses. In practice it is, in fact, 
these two simple tenses which are generally employed--except occasionally when one of the compound tenses 
is required for the sake of greater exactness. 
(a) The relative pronoun with the Simple Perfect (using the verb l!'m, m-3, as a pattern). 

fl!''I'IJ« ( b- ) I who ran, have run, etc. 
fl!''I'IJ ( b ) you (m) who ran, have run, . etc. 
fl!'1'1i you (f) who ran, have run, etc. 
fl!'mt..\ he who, it which ran, has run, etc. 
fl!'m"f she who ran, has run, etc. 
fl!'1'1,. ( ) ) we who ran, have run, etc. 
fr.'tfiTIJ« you (pl) who ran, have run, etc. 
fl!'m- they who, which, ran, have run, etc. 

(b) The relative pronoun with the Simple Imperfect or Contingent (using the verb J\Af , I-B, as a pattern). 

When the relative pronoun f is prefixed to a Contingent a "buffer!! consonant flo is placed between it 
and the per§onal prefixes. Notice how this 9- unites with the latter. 
e.g. f~R~f: I who pray, am praying etc. 

r~f.?.~f. you (m) who pray, are praying etc. 
r~+~.Atl. you (f) who pray, are praying etc. 
~~.&\fs he who prays, is praying etc. 
f~t&t\f. she who prays, is praying etc. 
f~"f.RA:f. we who pray, are praying etc. 
~.:r·~&\~ you (pl) who pray, are praying etc. 
f"'?.K&\~ they who pray, are praying etc. 

Since the two simple tenses act as well for the compound tenses, it is usually the main verb, with its 
wider range of tenses which indicates the time (past, present, future); failing which the general context 
should make it clear: 
e. g. [ r•dn tn>ofl&\ J\.,.l.O"f o 

r•n+n oPiJA J\'J.A"lf"" 

[ r.Jt..vtii· AY.f ~""" 11 
vO.Z..e t ii· A'?."f Jti\- 1 

She brought (near) food which had got cold. 
we do not want food which has got cold. 
I saw children who were reading. 
Are there any children who read? 

1. hf can also be~ used with relative verbs; in which case, like a preposition, it assimilates there-
lative pronoun f • i 
e. g. nrrt~ii+ wherever I go -- lit. in every (place) to which I go, 

nYliti+ everywhere --lit. in eY..ery ~lace) in which iUs. 
2. A pair of useful idioms are: AiJ;J: A1l;P (a) and Afil!fl (m-)(b). They both mean "separately", 

"each" by it~elf" .. etc.: : 
e. g. A1lf.F 1\il!fl .,...,.Oi>m-:: ·] 

ttf1l!ii:jfm- f'+J6m-:~ They sat down separately, each by himself. 
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On the occasions when the compound tenses are used the relative pronoun must be pref· d to th 
xillary verb ~i'll (a Simple Per!ect form), never to the participle:! lXe e au-
e. g. 'l"i'm- nil{. they who had died (Past Perfect) 

:1-111 nilch you {m) who were sorrowing {Past Imperfect). 

229. In the negative, relati':'e verbs, not being m~ verbs, do not take the suffix -r 2. The relative pro
noun f and, with the Contingent, the "buffer" 'r precede the negative prefix hA and unite with it as 
shown by the following examples: ' ' 
(a) The relative pronounwith the negative Simple Perfect. 

11\t:'f'tl- ( bo) · I who did not run, have not run, etc. 
fAt:'f'JJ ( h ) you (m) who did not run, have not run, etc. 
1At:1'1i you (f) who did not run, have not run, etc. 
fAr:"\.., he who, it which, did not run, has not run, etc. 
IAt:m'T she who did not run, has not run, etc. 
1At:1'1. ( ~) we who did not run, have not run, etc. 
I At:«l'f.v· you (pl) who did not run, have not run, etc. 
IA.t:m- they who, which, did not run, have not ruli, etc. 

(b) The relativ~ prgnoun with the negative Simple Imperfect (or Contingent). 
f':!~X~f· I who do not pray, am not praying, etc. 
f"_?tR~f· you (m) who do not pray, are not praying, etc. 
f"!f~~li. you (f) who do not pray, are not praying, etc. 
f'~l\~f. he who does not pray, is not praying, etc. 
f".?!"'~"' she who does not pray, is not praying, etc. 
f"71_X~f. we who do not pray, are not praying, etc. 
f~."fx~'- you {pi) who do not pray, are not praying, etc. 
f47f.di.f. they who do not pray, are not praying, etc. 

230. A relative clause is adjectival. It therefore occupies the position of an adjective, i. e. immediately 
before the noun which it modifies3 (notice that this is the reverse of the English order): 
e. g. +i!\+ ilfP"f. great.men (a noun modified by an ordinary adjective). 

r"t.x-4- ""T men who write (a noun modified by a relative clause). 

Like an ordinary adjective, also, a relative clause can stand alone and act as a noun: 
e. g. Tft.f"f great ones (an ordinary adjective standing as a noun). 

f"?.X'4- ones who write (a relative clause standing as a noun). 

231. Like an ordinary adjective, again, a relative clause can take a definite article, and attracts it from the 
noun which it modifies. But here is a difference: the definite article used with relatives is identical in 
form, whether masculine, feminine or plural, with the 3rd person masculine singular object suffix (comp-
lete with its "cushion vowel"), i.e. or +4 (after u and o ).5 
e. g. rr:mfl?' ilfD' the man who ran, has run, etc. 

fr.'m'f·m- ~t.+ 6 the woman who ran, has run, etc. 
fAr.'-r'lm- we (the ones) who did not run, have not run, etc. 
rdi.KA.rm- he (the one) who prays, is praying, etc. 
r'"lf.KA~t-1· Altf the children who do not pray, are not praying, etc. 

When the compound tenses are used, as it is the auxiliary verb ( ill~ ) whic~ taJ.5:e§ the relative pronoun, 
so also it is the auxiliary verb which takes the definite article: e. g. :J'Hl f)fl~:fm- A:('ll'-" , the 
girl who was reading. But it is, a§ usual, the participle which takes an object suffix: e.g.A1'-" :J·~ilm- r~iit."f 
A~1lR.' a girl who was reading it. 7 

1. In this construction the auxiliary ~iit. does not so often drop its personal suffixes as at other times. 
2. See Sec. 117 {Rule 1) under The Formation of Negatives. 
3. But, like an ordinary adjective, it follows an indep.~ndent pronoun to which it stands in apposition: 

e. g. M; h4-m- I the bad one. ~~ f"'lm4-m· I the one who does wrong. 
4. Occasionally 1: is used instead of i" : e., g. f1il-t or f'lil·i: , they who entered. 
5. For the obiect suffixes and their "cushion vowels" see Sees. 196-199. 
6. rr:mi-'1" ~t.+ is also possible, since an ordinary feminine definite. article is sometimes heard 

with relative verbs. 
7. An exception is the occasional suffixing of fi+ to the auxiliary verb instead of to the participle: 

e. g. )t'iw.&- f)0C1n+ n.+:: as an alternative to )t,w"'"ii-1· ftfiCl 0.-1· r. (a house in which we were working). 
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Naturally when a relative verb has, thus, a definite article suffixed, it will also take the accusative ., 
if the followJ,ng noun, or the relative clause itself, is the direct object of another verb: 
e. g. r\Ai~.,.., A~ 1-~ISA • He will help the boy who prays. 

r"'1-J\Af.+1 lil-~11,. • He will not help the ones who do not pray • 

. 232. Again !Jke an ordinary adjective, a relative takes the preposition governing its following noun. In this 
case, however, the relative pronoun f is assimilated by the preposition (just as the possessive f is as
similated by another preposition). This disappearance of r is not so serious when the verb is a Contin
gent, because the "buffer" ,. is still present to reveal a relative construction; but with the Simple Perfect 
it reSults in a "hidden relative", i.e. one whose presence can only be understood from the context or the 
general structure of the sentence. •. 
e. g. At';,;..,...,+ m;l-i.cl- - A1.'P1:i" •1-le!'f 

hf.,..i:i' m;I-J.t:'f .7C _,.- h.,....P+ m!f·i_t!'f ,:JC 
fe>r the soldiers who will die 
with. the soldiers who have died (a "hidden rela
tiven). 1 

In cases when the relative clause contains more than just the relative verb (with its prefixes and suffixes), 
the preposition is, inconsistently, still prefixed to the relative verb and not placed at the beginning of the 
clause, in spite of.~ fact that tpe "adjective" consists in the whole clause.2 
e. g. Rtl~l IIICi+ llA'Pi:+ •1-f.c'f about the soldiers who died in the Korean war. 

233. The relative pronoun, r , remains the same (i.e. is uninflected) whatever its case. While this makes 
for simplicity, 1t does not always make for clarity; because, with no inflexion to tell him whether f is in 
the nominative, accusative, dative etc. , the student may have difficulty in finding the right translation for 
it. Its meaning, in fact, can only be discovered from the wording of the sentence or from the context as a 
whole. This is illustrated in the following examples, which show how the one uninflected ,, must be trans
lated in various different ways according as its context demands (in this case without even the verb form to 
which it is prefixed changing):--

(i) 

(ii) 

(W) 

(iv) 

the boy 3 who told her the news (the relative pronoun "who" is the 
subject of the relative verb, i.e. in the nominative case). 

the news 3 which the boy told. her (the relative pronoun "which" 
is the object of the relative verb, i.e. in the accusative case). 

the woman 3 to whom he told the news (the relative pronoun 
"whom" is the indirect object of the relative verb, i. e. in the 
dative case). 

the woman 3 whose child told her (the relative pronoun uwhose" 
is possessive, 1. e. in the genitive case). 

234. Notice that, in the translations of the above examples, the definite article "the" appears each time, al
though in the Amharic the relative verb does not have a definite article but an object suffix (a+). The fact 
is that, except with the compound tenses, there is no room for both object suffix and definite article togeth
er;4 so that when the former is present the sense of the latter, if required by the context, just has to be 

1. Before the Simple Perfect prepositional prefixes of more than one letter tend, as usual, to be writ
ten as separate words; before the Contingent this is less common. Either way, however, they behave as 
prefixes and assimilate the relative r • 
e. g. liA r.,..i:+ -llA .,..i:T(about those who died). 

2. An exception is found in the common idiomatic phrases A11..+ fit , what kind of, and h1t.H.ar1A , 
one Uke this. The following question and answer illustrate their use: 

Q. Rt.r.+ 1K -a6c +tr4-l'U t A. ffi'tll.il.u 1K • 
With what kind of pen do you write? With one Uke this. 

Another exception is .. when the relative verb is preceded by a numeral: 
e. g. IIA 1"11+ fml-- t1C -K"f~ 11 He spoke about three things which .had been lost. 

3. Since the Amharic order of relative and noun is the reverse of the English order, a great help to
wards finding the right translation is to take the noun which, in Amharic, follows the relative verb, 'and 
place it at the beginning in the English. 

4. Actually they are sometimes used together in the northern dialects: 
e. g. r~'i~i: A1: the boy who told her 

r.-"JJ~Iti •11.l' the road by which we shall go. 
But the student should not regard such uses as normal. 
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~derstood. A definite sense can, indeed, generally be assumed from the presence of an object suffix; and 
if, on the contrary, a specifically indefinite sense needs to be expressed, the indefinite article ( hlJeo ) or 
some other word indifi.ating indefiniteness, will probably be added: ' 
e.g. A'}.e mi~,m-") ft7t.+ Al: !: boy who told her the news. 

N~tice, further, in example (iii), that while the English has a definite article (with "woman") where the 
Amhar1c has none, the Amharic has the object suffix a + where the English does not have the equivalent 
"her". In other words the Amharic object suffix a+ is, apparently, standing for the English definite ar
ticle uthe". This seeming confusion between the object suffix and the definite article is quite a feature of 
the Amharic relative construction. It is natural enough that there should be confusion wheu the object 
suffix is the 3rd masculine singular, as its form is then identical with that of the definite article {e. g. fJI.f.:j. 
dJP'f might mean "people who wrote it" or "the people who wrote''). But we find that the other 3rd 
person object suffixes (feminine and plural) also are frequently used in place of the definitE:: article. When
ever, in fact, the relative verb has a definite object, direct or indirect, it is normal, if not obligatory, to 
use an object suffix instead of a definite article: 
e.g. rr~l.A7tJJo 1\+ the woman who is seeking (there is no object and so an object suffix cannot be 

used; ,. is the definite article). 

the woman who is looking for the girl ("the girr' is the direct 
object; the object suffix a+ therefore is used). 

,,.'JmJf=Fm- noop.~f.'l our friends whom we love ("whom" is the direct object; the object suffix 
a :,:,. , therefore is used). 

the woman whom you told ("whom" is the direct object; the object suffix a·+ 
therefore, is used). 

An object suffix, when the sense is definite, takes the accusative ") just like the definite article: 
e. g. n;~+"t A'f;; mX.u-+ = I called the child who told her. 

235. When, in English, the relative pronoun is governed by a preposition (e. g. to whom, with which, etc.) 
in Amharic the preposition is not prefixed to the relative pronoun itseli, but to a corresponding personal 
p_ronoun. If the prepositional sense is such as can be supplied by either of the infixed prepositions, ii or 
A , 1 this pe,rsonal pronoun can be the object suffix: 
e. g. +"til nwtii+ 1i!t: f.uf. q+ 11 This is the servant girl for whom we bought a dress. 

nlti1+ +1 ilf ~n'l• The day on which they arrived was Monday. . 
r;et~iti-1 htt:A h"'ib~ JIICi:f*A 11 My servant has swept the room in which I sleep. 
rr+=lu-li+ h'IC ft""'f. ~QI\A II The country to which you (pl} are journeying is called Heaven. 
,.,.,.lf?-iT:t't 1-Jif. Mm-+9" 11 I don't know the matter about which he (pol) spoke. 

But if a preposition other than the infixed ii or K is needed instead of the object suffix the independent 
personal pronoun is used; or, alternatively, the appropriate possessive suffix can be attached to the noun 
corresponding to the preposition.2 
e. g. nc!l. l\m1-n ,.,..,.M .. rtt- a.+ M·l: q!J· 11 1 

( n ) hm'l!l r..,.+diom 1\i' AU-t: 'i"+ 11 ] The woman beside whom I sat is my sister. 

The possessive suffix is also commonly employed to supply the sense of the preposition "of'', i.e. when 
the relative pronoun is in the genitive case--"of which", "of whom", ''whose" (this is actually the same 
construction as in the last example): 
e. g. ooll-t'P1: ,.,.i\lii!m· ooilta:t f.u tm- = This is the window a pane of which was broken.3 

But frequently an infixed fl or II is also used, adding to the possessive sense a sense of advantage or dis-
advantage: .. 
e. g. A.){:f:m· .. .,.,.,.n:p,. (I!Pl-f:ll""f ,..~,. 11 The people whose child died (to their disadvantage) are poor. 

236. In many sentences containing relative clauses we find that there are two prepositions, and as the Eng
lish and Amharic constructions are no different, the process of translating from English into Amharic is 

1. For the meanings of the infixed ii and A see Sec. 250, under Prepositions. 
2. Where such a noun exists this is preferable. For these nouns see Sees. 246 (under Prepositions) 

and 254 (under Adverbs). 
3. See also example (iv) in Sec. 233 (above). 
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apt to be confusing. However, one must simply bear in mind that the preposition which governs the noun 
has to be prefixed to the relative verb, as described in See. 232; whlle the one which in English governs the 
relative pronoun has to be treated as in Sec. 235 (above), and is, in fact, most commonly rendered by the 
infixed R or A before an object suffix: 
e. g. He (pol) expelled them from the land on which they were Uving. 

hGi ;,;tii>m-ii+ -~:r· Al'l'i!f. fm- u -

Let us go to-day to the place to which we did not go yesterday. 

,.1\'l+ ID'IAJ.e'lO,. Cl:l" If&. lt;l,e u 

I cannot wait until the hour at which you (pl) eat lunch. 

f"'il ~llhi"+nA-ii,. lt'J,. .et.tt Aoo"r" AA l-A!J" 11 

I have not heard anything about the prisoners for whom I wrote. 

ItA ~~n-it:fm- ltP'I.rt'T Mf"' hAlJtiyu-f"' • 

She is not seen with her neighbors amongst whom she Uves. 
nooohl\rFm- -r- riir:fl. ODObA ) h,.T'ft.m- ..,..I.CM'lo'P ,:J/.- t.+;.;..,. u 

237. In colloquial Amharic it is very common to place an emphasised word or phrase before the verb "to be" 
andtoaddarelative after it.l In quick speech the rf" of a relative contingent is generally. reduced to J.i> 
on such occasions. 
e. g. l'li\ 1'Hfll- iiic fmtJ+~ 11 

,...,.e .!m- r~-f111 1 ( t.r+·m r > 
ID'},e.,..:f 't=flf)o fl\ti-i• II 
r+ o;,. ~~lf)o r 
mg.+ 'itrJo ,;;.:;:'/.Jf.? ( t.iDwt'/.Jf.? ) 
...,,., 'i m- r"it.A. 1-+ ? { 1. .Jtii:\ 1-+ ? ) 

It was about his money that he asked me. 
What is it that you are going to buy? 
It is (Ut. they are) my brothers who sent it. 
Where is it that it is? (i.e. Where is it?) 
Where is it that you (pl} are going? 
Who (lit. Whom) is it that you (pol) want? 

238. The relative clause is a favourite in Amharic speech and is often used where English would prefer a 
simpler construction (as in the case of some of the above examples). The relative pronoun and verb must 
never be ne~lected or dropped out1 as so frequently they are in English; 
e.g. f,.t.i:\111Jo 'JM:t· 'i"f' 'im-= The kind (which} I want is white. 

RhA;r 1\.f. lnm-·t Pelt M"ar = Bring (m} the bag (which is) on the bed. 

239. The relative clause, being adjectival, is often used where English would employ an ordinary adjective 
or an adje<oJival past participle: 
e. g. rnnoA J'a1g.),+ rotten wood (lit. wood which has rotted) 

· fflittl..t;:~ ripe fruit (lit. fruit which has ripened) 
,.,.":~ 00~1.11 a tornhandkerchief(lit. a handkerchief which has been torn) 
fmj:. 01l- lost sheep (lit. sheep which have got lost) 

240. Owing to the assimilation of the relative pronoun f by the preceding preposition, a relative construc
tion is sometimes, in itself, indistinguishable from a subordinating conjunction construction. But the rest 
of the sentence-wlllnormally make the meaning plain: 
e. g. llll 1S!.Am- A1fl'i 11'1".,.'/A mf, l Have you (m) heard about the lion which he killed? (a preposi

tion with a relative construction). 
Mn.\m-1 ItA 'li.i\m- O~f" boX. = He was very proud because he had killed the lion (a subordinating 

conjunction. construction). 

1. See Sec. 273, with footnote, under Sentence Order. 
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THE PREPOSITION 

A. Simple Prepositions. 

241. These all en? with il (with the exception of A ). They are pr;fixed to nouns, pronouns and adjectives. 
If the word to which they are prefixed begins with the vowel a the a of the preposition may be assimilated by 
the stronger vowel. Similarly if the word begins with the vowel 'i' this may be assimilated. by the stronger 

• But these contractions are optional.l · 
e. g. All. iii: or il\lii: for his father 

hAiii: or hli''f: from his mother 

Prepositions having more than one letter (e.g. 1111. to; MI. like) are commonly written as separate 
words. 2 But this is just a spelling preference and does not alter the fact that they have the nature of pre
fixes just like the shorter prepositions, as is shown by their contraction with following words: 
e. g. All. tsii'f: or h'J.<;il'f: like his father. 

Notice that the word governed by a preposition retains its nolllinative form, unlike the English where 
it becomes accusative: e. g. A (A ) k for me. 

The Simple Prepositions are:--

1. 0 This has two fundamental senses: 
(a) As the sign of the Locative Case it indicates "place where", also "time when"; and is translated: 

at, on, in. 3, 4 
When use,d of ~lace" (but not "time") it has an alternative A • 

e.g. 0:("7 1-+ mu " He stayed at Jimma. 
]£11m-1 OOP./:.:s- lill+f"'l' c Put (m) the sack on the ground. 
ML'f: ri19" u It is not in the house. 
AH.ll )111- n It is here (lit. at this). 
Ot\.A/1• 1111 We got in at night. 

(b) As the sign of the Instrumental Case it indicates the instrument, 
with, by, by means of, through. 
e. g. OACillt ~'i!b- u , 

OOPh.'i ~ ..... II 

flt\.'il\ OP'}'J~ DPtij"} n 

I wrote with a pencil. 
They went by car. 
We came by another road. 

means, or way; and is translated: 

lltslt·,.C=\"7. ~1'1-oiJIC\ II 
(lDP(I"'f: 'Jii • 

He preaches through (by means of) an interpreter. 
He came in through (by) the window. 

In regard to the preposition used, Amharic does not distinguish between an instrument and an agent. 
The Instrumental ll , therefore, is also used to indicate an agent: 
e. g. ll'l'1-- +&.c. = It was written by the king. 

2. A This is th~ sign of the Dative Case (i.e. it indicates the indirect object of the verb), and is trans
lated: to (of the indirect object), for. 
e. g. .0./:.111-'l t\ID'lt:"i ril:f· a She told the news to her brother. 

1\'lT 1\IP-"w .... n I will work for you. 
I 

3.! h (or + ). This is the sign of the Ablative Case, and is translated: from, of (when synonymous with 
"from"). 
e. g. h~14. _;q..,. u 

hl1 "7'l ~IJ;A? 
T·Rli- i·u>C;I:A" 

I have. come from my country. 
Who of ( = from) us will go? 
It is made (lit. has been made) of { = from) iron. 

1. See Sec. 13 (a) under the Contraction of Adjacent Vowels. 
2. Except fill+ h~ and MtiS • . a. 0 is often omitted with place names etc., and regularly so with the names of the days of the week. 

e. g. n,..'l.I.C J.'f ~.-ft. " or .,..,,.c ~'f' ~.<"if. a They live at Gonder; 
~-o ~1.i'>-"k a They will start on Wednesday. . 

4. \Vhen indicating "place where", "on" and "in" are more usually rendered by the compound preposl• 
tions n 1\1. and fl-m-llT respectively. 
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It is also the preposition of comparison: than. · 
e. g. d~ hmlla- ,.ffu. • The wide one is better tba:n the narrow one. 

In literary Amharic it also has a locative use identical with that of 0 (for "place where" but not for 
"time when"): 
e. g. h,..:f.:l- o.+ t• • It is in the bedroom.l 

.4. f This is the sign of the Genitive (or Possessive) Case, and is translated: of, ----'s. 
e.g. fliifh(. "'lll+ {the wife of the servant 

the servant's wife 

Notice that the combination of f +the noun to which it is prefixed ( flilfbf. ) forms an adjectival 
phrase governing the second noun ( "'tll+ ), which it therefore precedes.2• 3 · 

5. •1. ·This indicates direction, and is translated: to, towards.4 

A 1s sometimes substituted for .,,_ (but not so commonly as it is for fl ; see above). 
e.g. •1. .,.,..uc+ o.+ C'm • He ran to school. 

•1. +~C'":f. +oaAh1= • They looked towards the mountains. 
•l'..ii.u ( M[tl ) ~· Come (m) here (lit. to this). 

6. M This has two fundamental senses: 

(a) It indicates cause, and is translated: for the sake of, because of. 
e.g. ,..h~lt floi'f. llltifi: t.,.• All my trouble is for the sake of my mother. 

ill\ 'JI~R- 'i'''M 1114-"A::JA • Because of the rain an umbrella will be necessary. 5 

(b) It indicates subject matter, and is translated: about, concerning, on the subject of. 
e.g. iii\ toeA: Al.:f = She wrote about the war. 

ill\ Af")+ +iii?- • He (pol) spoke on the subject of Faith. 

7. A'l:. This indicates similarity or accord, and is translated: like, according to. 
e.g.. A'J1. 'ii"'l"'li. ~~#SA u He walks like an old man. 

A'JI'.. m&.m- i1 ~'7Qho = According to the rumor they are arriving tomorrow. 

1. A further use of h is to render "in" when division into two or more parts is described: 
e. g. hu-A;f +'Pl1. 11 It was torn in two. 

2. nus is as the second of the two English translations given above (the servant's wife); with which the 
Amharic further agrees in dropping the definite article from the second noun ( "7..11+ ) and retaining only the 
one with the possessive noun ( li'lfhC. ). This is not a case of the usual transference of the definite article 
from the noun to a preceding adjective, for the definite article truly belongs to t. 'iihC and not to "th+ (as 
is clear in this case from its being masculine). The second noun "7..11+ , then, has simply lost its definite 
article, though the definite sense is still understood; and this is the normal when f is used. In some 
cases, however, when the possessive. noun has no definite article of its own, it does take the definite article 
belonging to the second noun: 
e.g. f•l&.m- :JILIIJ the newspaper of to-day (i.e. to-day's newspaper); 

ri~,.., A.+ the woman of Gojjam. 
3. As with ordinary adjectives, if the following noun 1s the direct object of a verb the accusative , 

is suffixed where there is a definite article or a possessive suffix: 
e.g. fli'lfh<-' "'tii+ mZ.V. 11 1 called the servant's wife. 

fA'iih&.') 1.11+ 'liz,,.. I called my servant's wife. 
tAm.~ A 'fir\. 1 Anno- 11 I put on my Sunday clothes. 

4. mt. like the locative 0 , is apt to be omitted before place names etc. : 
e.g. (m1.) tft'i: A1mCilit1 11 we shall go down to Jibuti. 

( •1.) h+.., r.-al~ 11 She has gone to town. 
5. Notice that ItA 1s not so often used to mean .. because of" when looking backward to a past cause (ex

cept in the common phrase Mii.u , because of this). In such cases one of the compound prepositions, h -
t+t.; (as a result of) or o ,.h')f+ (by reason of), will probably be preferable: 
e. g. h .. 'i"R- r+t"t ,..,,..,. lJoAo .,.;. lfS:A • Because of the rain the whole road has become mud. 
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8. Ill (or lu\ ) This indicates negation,1 and is translated: without, except 
e. g. 'lit. lit &\\c 1\AU\.,- 11 I do not want tea without sugar. • 

1111. Adt-Jtt u-ft. +l J.'J,.d-i\'J 11 We work every day except Sunday. 

9. J.ilh (or M.,. ), optionally compounded with ~l.ll This is used (a) of Time, and (b) of Distance: 

(a) For Time it is translated: until, up to, by. 
e.g. htth 117:1' ~l.ll mfi+l 11 We waited until evening. 

M+ ill-it+ A"tt .(>,.Q~4& II They wm finish by twelve o'clock. 

(b) For Distance it is translated: as far as, up to, to. 
e. g. Mh oun.IJ. W'J=s a He accompanied me as far as the road. 

'hll+ +''1'1: 11P'c t:l.lt Mil7u,. = I will read to verse ten. 

Figuratively it can also mean "including": . 
e.g. p.ft.9" outft. l'allh A~= All came, including the children. 

10. Ott+ This is generally used with nouns of direction, and is translated: on the ---- side. 
e. g. Oil.,..&.+ on the front side 

nn.,.:>.t\ on the rear side 
RIH·+'f on the right hand side 
Oh+"'d- on the left hand side 

11. h~ (or .,.;; ), h.llht (or M.,.) ), with a possessive suffix or definite aEticle attached to the noun. 
These forms are really h ( .,. ) and Mh ( 'MI.,. ) joined to the plural prefix M • They therefore indicate 
plurality (i.e. something aqded to something else), and are translated: along with, together with. 

¥-!hl ( Mt+t ) can also be translated: including. 
e.g. h~un'P 'lilt 11 • _ She went in together with her .. infant. 

OD~i:'t hi\li5tlf.'!~ 'l11+'i"A- We have bought the land along with (i.e. including) the trees. 
B. Compound Prepositions. 

242. These consist of one of the simple prepositions, generally n 2 or h 3 , and another word following 
the noun (or pronoun). The following selection includes the most common: 
1. ft-a~~Jolt"r inside 12. n ( h )-•ouvbtl\ 
2. h-•..,.... outside 13. R-•4-"J:f' 
3. 0-tl\f. upon, on top of 4 14. h-•R+c 
4. h-•Ot\1- above 15. R-•lf'dl 
5. b-•O:f''f below 16. 0-•.bc 
6. b-•,tf.T in front of 17. h-iiDJiltJ 
7. h--1:.\ll behind 18 h-•IDJill 
8. b-.Ol-+ before · 19: R { h)-•,tf.-l- • t\.ti-
9. h-•0:.\i\ after 20. h-•1171-

10. h-.7~ (."C) with 5 21. O-•n?~ 
11. n-..Am1-fl beside, next to 6 22. n-•OtrA 

7 among, between 8 

9 instead of 
except 
around 

at the bottom of, under 
on this side of, since 

beyond, after 
facing, opposite 

on the far side of 
with, among 5 

by way of, through10 

1. For the use of All with the Infinitive see Sec. 117 under the Formation of Negatives. 
2. J. can still replace f1 when "place where" is indicated. 
3. In some compound prepositions 0 and b are more or less interchangeable. But, generally, their 

fundamental meanings afford some guide as to which should be used: while the locative 0 indicates location, 
and therefore proximity or contact, with h (from) there is an inherent sense of separation. 

4. Occasionally "against". 
5. While b-."d- ( ."C ) is "with" of association generally, 0-lf}t,- , is "with" of association in a 

more specifically locative sense. 'l'hus, for example, while b'SC& .7/tc means "with them" without, ne
cessarily, any reference to location, olcAo nt: means "with them" in the sense of "located with them''. 
But neither of these two prepositions must be used for the instrumental "with", which is n ; see Sec. 241 
(1. b). 

6. This preposition is sometimes loosely used for ,.near". 
7. Or ... bhA (see Sec. 16 on Interchangeable Sounds). 
8. More literally "in the middle of": e. g. o-11,1J. ouufi'A , in the middle of the road. 
9. Sometimes also OllHC or R+.,.c • 

10. More literally "on the--- side", "in the--- direction": e.g. lLHID< 010. Rft..A ~..,.. Their 
house is on the Palace side, in the Palace direction. 
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23. o-.1.~ · 
24. o-rh11+ 

e. g. Oll'J''i- tJJoh'l' 
htnlA.IItJJo 1\1-

hiiS:~'f- """' biiD)l~• "'T 
hJIIIDJ!.-1 ?C 
Oi,':t Am"l.fl 
n.,.~~.IJ.~ nt.fl. -uiiA 

at the time of 
by reason of 

inside the box 
upon the table 

above the trees 
in front of the curtain 

with my relatives 
beside her mother 

between the· pit 
and the fence 

He died instead of us. 

e.g. 

as a result of 
1 ever since, since, for 2 

0'1ii.lf.1 lt't:l around our compound 
bill m.t;,.u since that 
h""11"1,ltJJo l.T Al.-1- opposite the door 
hiD11t' "YP. on the far side of the river 
0101 Rf.A. .,._Ali- • They returned by way of 

. ,. •• (= through) the market. 
hA.~H: 'grt. I knew him since my 

t.m+u-+ • _ childhood. 
hu-A:f IDC .,.,..&- hii.IJ } She has worked here 

rPC:I"A:fo • for two months. 

243. In order to indicate "motion to" or direction, the locative n of a compound preposition may be replaced 
by mi. • Likewise to indicate "motion from" it may be replaced by h • 
e.g. It was on top of the cupboard. 

IDf. 419- ,...,., 1\1- mdi,. u I got up on top of the cupboard. 
b<llr tl"1'1 1\1- •l~b- • I got down from on top of the cupboard.3 

244. When one prepositional prefix is placed before another it is apt to assimilate ("swallow") it: 4 

e. g. ttll/Pc 1'1"t+ {.-a .,.]f,_ • quarter to four 
But OAilfoc M-t (.-n .,..~;~,. r. Olirc d'YI- (.'fl .,..~~,. r. at quarter to four. 

The preposition which is most usually assimilated is the possessive r , since other prepositions fre
quently haveto beaddedbefore posessivephrases. This has the result that when another preposition appears 
alone before a noun (or pronoun), the sentence will often make no sense unless an invisible (i.e. assimil· 
a ted) r is understood as well: e. g. IDS'. t!il..tJJo &+ ¥.~111 must be understood as mY. n.'.r..tJJo &+ ¥.~1 = 

(We went to the shop of the merchant). It is quite normal, even for one f to be assimilated by an
other f; and in this way more than one f may disappear in the same sentence: 
e. g. f"I!Jf..tD< &+ the shop of the merchant 

rn!Jf..ID' &+ nc - n!ll..fl" R-oll> oc . the gate of the shop of the merchant 
mf. f"l!if..m- &+ OC - 1111. i?l..tD< &+ oc to the gate of the shop of the merchant 

245. The assimilation of f by another preposition explains the construction of most of the compound pre
positions: .. 
e. g. ftnC"11; '"1.11. 

· OftnC)i: "1.11. - lltnd-f: "1.11. 
the time of the war 
at the time of the war 

Thus we arrive at a compound preposition: 0-1.11. , at the time of. 

246. In this way we find that the majority of words used with n or h to form compound prepositions have 
an independent use as nouns. Most important amongst them are a group of noun-adverbs denoting position 
(for which see Sec. 254). These may be given personal force by means of possessive suffixes, the result
ing form being the equivalent of the corresponding preposition with a personal pronoun: 
· e. g. Ohm"111'P ++iiD'I'b- u ( ocn. hm1-o ++~'l'b- a ) ·r sat down beside her. 

There is no sick person among us. 

It fell from above me. 
247. A prepositional prefix (i.e. a simple preposition or the prefixed part of a compound preposition) needs 
to be repeated for each of the nouns or pronouns to which it applies, when these stand in apposition to each 
other: 
e. g. tt•.~t:( M'~ Rdtl.tD< ttll.f. OAm K"ti!1AII· = I have written to my friend the chief clerk, Ato Belette. 

hlr. hlfiiD.IJ. ;~c h1-~icr • He does not talk with me, his relative. 

1. -,.;-t: is the Gerund of lliit~, start (I ... B), and takes the appropriate personal forms (see examples). 
2. "For" with reference to past time only (see example). 
3. These substitutions of IDf.. and h for o may be regarded as cases of the assimilation of one pre

position by another; for which see next paragraph (Sec. 244). 
4. But not always; h , for instance, often stands before n or mY. without assimilating it: 

e. g. hOl."'l t.u-1 _1.11\A • It is better now than before. 
hmf. ::\1\ -of' M."f.11 She appeared from behind. 
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Infixed Prepositions~ 

248. While, in English, any appropriate preposition may be paced betweena verb and the following objective 
pronoun (e. g. he worked for me, with me, against me, above me, beside me, etc.), in Amharic the only two 
p~epositions which. can be treated thus, i.e. placed between a verb and the object suffix, are a and t\. 
Smce verb and obJect suffix are treated as one word these prepositions are inserted as infixes between 
them. In this position their consonant is always doubled, and they combine With the object suffixes to form 
the f~wing units:-- 1 

on, etc., me A~ to, etc., me 
.ftu on, etc., you (m) 1\11 to, etc., you (m) 
.fi1i on, etc., you (f) 6.1i to, etc., you (f) 
.q,- ( +) on, etc. , you (pol) ~, ( +) to, etc. , you (pol) 
0-1- on, etc., him, it ~+ to, etc., him, it 
~"lj on, etc., her ~t~ to, etc., her .. 1 on, etc., us ~'} to, etc., us 
'!!Y. on, etc., you (pl) 1\~o- to, etc., you (pl) 
Q'fm- on, etc., them (him, her, pol.) j\=fm- to, etc., them (him, her, pol.) 

These combined units are attached to their verbs in the same way as simple object suffixes, except that 
their "cushion vowel'' is always r : 
e. g. f,rPt,.'PA. he makes it; 

't7l~ tell me; 
he works with it. 
tell for me. 

249. Since only a and 11. can be used with object suffixes, for other prepositions one must resort to the in
dependent personal pronoun, even when no emphasis is required: 
e.g. J!.u>t,.Afi'A he works for me; but hi. ;Jr: f,rPt,.IA he works with me. 
This, however, is not necessary as often as might be imagined, because the infixed 0 and 1\ between them 
cover a remarkably wide range of meanings. 0, especially, has a much wider scope when infixed than it 
has as an ordinary prefixed preposition. 

250l Possi~le meanings of the infixed o and 1\ may be summarized as follows:--

1. a 
(a) The usual meanings of the ordinary prefixed preposition:-

Locative: at, on, in. 
Instrumental: with, by, by means of, through. 

e. g. .,,..,q;p,. • We stood on them. 
K~b-ilt- • I wrote with it. 

(b) Against, to the disadvantage of. 

This use of a often has no equivalent in normal English (see second example below). 
e. g • .II~~ Llf.iit » The judge gave judgement against her. 

~~l .,.,..,., • Our child has died (to our disadvantage}. 

It can generally be assumed that some such sense is intended when the object of the preposition is a 
living person--the other uses being more for "things": 
e. g. _,.)Ji/it- • rHe arose against him (a living person). 

LHe got up on it, or by means of it (a "thing"). 

Akin to this idea of disadvantage is the sense of obligation which is often expressed by the infixed 0 
when used With the verbs Aft and )0~ : 
e. g. oatJLA Jtildiu a You must payi 

oal\ofl )Ol-il~ 11 I had to pull. 

(c) a , when infixed, acts for a number of other prepositions which themselves ~annot. be infixed. 
These are its own compounds o-m-ll-r , inside, and o- 1\f. , upon; 2 and also -- but chiefly w1th relative 
verbs -- Ill\ , about;3 .,,_ , to; and h , from (this last only with relative verbs). 

1. This in fact is the ordinary way of translating "must" and "had to". 
2. The ~imple prepositicm 0 at any rate includes "in" and "on" amongst its meanings. 
3. But not ~~~, for the sake of, because of. 
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e. g. ofllt •ct -M'tR+ • 
1\.i\ Q;J.f"CO+ II 
t.G-ail+ II 
t+.:Sx.e:-ii+ A•""~ "-+ ~· .. 
fDDIII*ii+'J hT"7 Ai\fu-,.. II 

Much gold was found inside it. ( n = A:-•n1' ) 
Add another on top of it. ( o = 0-lt~ ) 
Think about it. ( R = Iii\ ) 
The province to which we are going is far. 
I have not seen the town from which she came. 

{0 = .,. ) 
(n '= h) 

Notice that it is the context, and more particularly, the sense of the verb, which determines the cor
rect translation of 0 • 

2. i\ 
{a) The usual meanings of the ordinary prefixed preposition:-

•• ~ Jof the indirect object), for. 
e. g. ii'l~i\fm- • He bowed down to them. 

ltf"IIIA'J 11 Bring for us. 

(b) In favour of, to the advantage of. 

e.g. 
,. This u:!e of A often has no equivalent in normal English (see second example below). 

Jl~w- d.tJ.A+ • The judge gave judgement in his favour. 
A'f;;:.., JliJi:i! .. u Their child has recovered (to their.advantage). 

251. A , as the sign of the dative case, is always used before the indirect object of a verb, when this is a 
noun or an independent pronoun. But, when the indirect object is an object suffix, confusion may arise; 
for, while with some verbs I\ must still be used (infixed), with many others the object suffix alone will 
carr~ the ,pative se,l}se. 1 
e.g. tu\.+f"'P M DDI\t.ll What did he reply to the woman? ( A used with a noun). 

,.., DD't\M+l What did he reply to her? (infixed A used with object suffix). 

He lent money to his sister ( t\ used with a noun). 
He lent money to her {object suffix alone). 

Most verbs which habitually take an indirect object tend to use an object suffix alone for it (i.e. with
out the infixed t\ ). Such are: iim, give (IT-2-A); iil , tell (I-A); lt!t , say {Irreg. m-1); onl'i11. , seem 
(I-A); 'PiS' , tell a lie ( 1 Int. c. s. IT-2); A'Pii , lend (D. c. m-1); AOJ!l , lend (money etc. - D. c. I-B); 
T:JlA , be possible {P. Ill-1); AIM.ii'l , be necessary (I. c. I-B); T1ii , be fitting (P. IT-1-A); blA , 
pay (I-A). 

If the infixed t\ is ever used with such verbs as these it will probably mean "for" rather than "to": 
e. g. b;:t\~ he paid (to) me; h.i:AA~ he paid for me. 

Amongst the verbs which normally use the infixed A for their indirect object are: oai\A , return, reply 
(I-B); ""-, write (ill-1); .«.f.l.. , permit (I-A).2 . 

1. Rather similarly in English some verbs must have "to" before the objective pronoun, while others 
can use the objective pronoun alone: e.g. "he spoke to me", "he told me". 

2. Since it also means "for", it might appear that A is infixed to express the dative "to" only with 
those verbs whose sense implies some advantage to the indirect object. But while it is true,, that verbs 
whose sense involves no advantage at all do not generally infix A for their dative (e. g. 'P11. , on6A ), there 
are other verbs whose sense does imply advantage which are also used without A (e. g. itm , T!FA }. 
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The Adverb 

A. Ordinary Adverbs 

Primitive Forms 

252. The following are common:--
f.ll- 1 quickly 
'l'i still, yet 2 
tt& 3 to-day 
~'1 3 tomorrow 
i-1\1-tl; a, 4 yesterday 

Compounded Forms 

now 
only 
when? 
where? 

253. Most of these are combinations of a preposition and some other word, and are really therefore, short 
adverbial phrases. \re following are common:-- ' 

lt~.u 
9 

here Mif.u 15 therefore 
'All.! there lt-R~OJ< by himself 
'A11.1'i again 10 mJ.+ 16 where? whither? 
P.A"l.U. always 11 )i'}J.+ 17} 
Jl').fl'}t:' "l.tf. 12 sometimes 1\'}f.f"'l how? 18 
OP.ii-f" ll'j:~ 13 everywhere14 1\f"'J 
Oh1t:' 11:1" 13 somewhere flltf"'} } why? 

Noun-Adverbs of Position 

254. These are words which are used both as nouns and adverbs to describe place or time:19 
OJ<i'l'l' inside .f.T before 20 
OJ<"'J> outside ;\1\ after 
1\t. above, on top hm'l'fi beside 
:J-"f below 21 It-t! around 

ODfniA middle 
1. Or O.foil" 
2. "Not yet" when standing by itself as the answer to a question is 'l'i 'tOJ< (lit. it is still}. But the 

verb ~fD< , often takes one of the other personal forms, as appropriate to its context: 
e. g. Q. ""f~h'f 1 A. 1'i 'iT • Has she finished? Not yet. 

3. Words denoting days are used both as nouns and adverbs. See also the names of the days of the 
week (Sec. 354) 

4. Or -tl\1+ , +hT'i and +fJ'}T are also found. 
5. This follows the noun or the pronoun to which it applies: 

e. g. 1'1.-~t=l -o;j! ++antno u . Only the women sat. 
6. ~J.ke th~ Engli§h "only", -a!F also has a more or less conjunctival use: 

e. g. 'Amf..!l>':f·?J\u- I -o.:F lt"l.tf.OJ< hA"fiA,.. u I will visit you, only I can't for the moment. 
7. Also spelt ItT It must sometimes be translated "what"; e.g. OfT nii-A On what side? 
a. Less commonly nii.u (see Sec. 212 under Demonstratives). 
9. Less commonly Oii.1 (see Sec. 212 under Demonstratives). 

10. Other translations of "again" are p.ft.f-;1 (especially with negative verbs) and f."'lifO (Sec. 258). 
11. Other translations of "always" are nh.tt.fD< , IIIDTC. 
12. Often shortened to J\1-'11'- • 
13. In such phrases the words 11:1" and lltj:~ (J?,oth meaning "place") are interchangeable. 
14. Other translations of "everywhere" are: R!AliT, , Orll:J-fD" , flf"l"f" • 
15. The appropriate possessive suffix is used: lt'fi!rtt , by myself, etc. 
16. This is a contraction of mr. r+ • 
17. This is a contraction of 1\'lf. r+ • 
18. When the reference is to an action rather than to a state, J\ 'lJ. T and A 'lf-1"1 are frequently com

pounded with the Gerund of hf.Z'l , do (D.c. I-A): 
e. g. 'A'lJ.i· hf.:'C'W h'l"fotiOJ< ? How (lit. Doing how) did you (m) find it? 
But J.'lJ.·l- OD'f'C: ~m·1 How is he bad? 

19. They are also used to form compound prepositions; see See. 242 and 246. 
20. As a noun .I.T means "face". 
21. Or t~~~hll'A , see Sec. 16 on Interchangeable Sounds. 
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Even though these can function by themselves as adverbs, since they are also nouns they often have the 1oM 
cative n prefixed when used adverbially. 
e. g. •llm- f'1- ~,. n The inside is red J 

mf,. IIJoit'P ,ij 11 He went into the inside ( m-ll'P is here used as a noun). 
bt~Joii'P mliJ = He came out from inside 

( n) m-li'P 1-IP~A.• He works inside ( BJola"'' is here used adverbially). 

B. The Adverbial Use of other Parts of Speech. 

Nouns and Adjectives with the Instrumental fl prefixed. 

255. The standard method of rendering a noun or adjective adverbial is to prefix the instrumental n the 
resulting form being, actually, a short adverbial phrase: 
e.g. o;r.A. ,.:!' u Hit (pl) hard. ( ~1-A =power). 

O.f.ll.:f" lJCfJo 11 I gladly helped. ( f,.(l:J" = joy). 
a.t-~1.+ +-dn~:f =She witnesses boldly. ( .l':'~l+ = courage). 
0~,.1 AA.~A 11 It is completely finished. { ~&,. == complete). 

( n) f,.O'i 1fi.u They arrived safely. ( l.tJ'i = well, safe}. 

The Adverbial Accusative 

256. A noun in the accusative case may act as an adverb with "specifying" sense. This "adverbial accusa
tive" construction is bound up with the fact that some Amharic verbs take two direct objects: e. g. A~"J 
Aofl&"J t.Aiillrl· • I dressed my child in his clothes. In this example both A~·t and A.ofltl-") are direct ob-
jects of the verb AAOllu- , for either could be used by itself: A.:(') t.Atfiw· u I dressed my child; or 
Aofla\o'l t.liOllfJoll I put his clothes on. They therefore both take the accusative '} • But the latter has ad
verbial force, as it specifies how the child was dressed (the English "inhis clothes" isan adverbial phrase). 
It can, therefore, also be called an "adverbial accusative". In cases where similar accusativ~ forms are 
used with intransitive verbs it is more logical to call them adverbial accusatives than di:rect objects. 2 
e. g. tt:e'P') :l"mfi:f • She washed herself on her hands (i.e. She washed her hands). 

A1l'P1 :l:yaUP1· 11 She became ill in her heart. 
lf.J:,.1 A"-:1'~ u She has pain in her abdomen. 
l\"'C'P1 t1:-'lf 11 She was injured in her leg. 

n "LU... 3 t.f:fm- u She saw him at that time. 
ofl!f#'P"t +ilVA4l- • She returned by herself. 4 

As with ordinary direct objects, where the noun is indefinite the accusative 1 is commonly omitted: 
e. g. ~1:1[1\-"J m-'1 tfO~u-+ u I filled the cup with water. 

Gerunds Used as Adverbs 

257. It is ll. normal function of the Gerund (Perfect Participle} to act as the verb of an adverbial clause: e. g. 
+"'Q-'1 QCit mt. a.+ i'UPiillfJo uHaving finished my task I returned home. But since a clause may conta.itJ noM 
thing more than its verb form, the Gerund is often a complete adverbial clause in itself: e. g. ""Cit mf,. 
R.i- -tlliDKIIu-= Having finished I returned home.5 If, when used thus alone, it stands immediately before 
the verb, it is apt to be more of an adverb than a clause, and as an adverb it tends to have the time sense 
of the English_.Pres~nt Participle rather than of the Past Participle. 6 
e. g. ""cit t.m~u-:t·u I completely (lit. finishing) destroyed it. 

h'Poflf. hl\li'A~ u He strictly (lit. tightening) forbade me. 

1. Although f.U'i is an adjective, the preposition o is so frequently omitted in the adverbial use that 
it can practically be regarded as an adverb as well. This is especially noticeable in greetings etc.; see 
Sec. 342 (b). 

2. TW.s use is common with passive, reflexive and impersonal verbs: see examples. 
s. fli..n "LU. is also used, though having both the preposition 0 and the accusative suffix "J (either 

of which would be sufficient to give adverbial force) it is an illogical form. 
4. Th.fi! adverbial accusative construction is also used with the verb "to be": 

e. g. ofl;Fl'o"t )~ I am by myself. 
~'fti:"t )ifl He was naked (=in his nakedness).· 

5. See also Sec. 129 under Uses of the Gerund. 
6. Except when it is a "Become Verb"; see the last example. 
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She silently (lit. staying quiet) sat down. 
Let us go together {lit. associating). 
I gladly (lit. being glad) agreed. 
We work sitting (lit. having sat down). 

258. There are a few Gerunds which have come to be treated as pure adverbs. Having lost their verbal 
character they are used impersonally, i.e. in the 3rd masculine singular form throughout. Thus, for ex
a!J1Ple, ,_.,,.. , the Gerl.Uld of 1.1bu (repeat; I-A) has come to mean "also", "again": e.g. ,..,,.. :,.Jhi .Po. 
.,JI:f • She also bought a little butter (or Again she bought a little butter). But, where the sense requires 
it, such Gerunds may still function personally as ordinary verbal participles: e. g. Aftoio'P't ,..,"7 +il"f = 
Having repeated her prayer she lay down. Other important adverbial Gerunds of this kind are: 

+S'.fl' formerly (from +£- , precede; I-A). 
h.f fully; . with a negative verb: never, not at all (from h=t+ , assemble, concentrate: I-A). 

259. Adverbial Gerunds are sometimes used before the verb "to be" with·explanatory force, a following re
lative being understood if not expressed: 
e. g. Q. Or"l :fJiffl 'lii1ifD" l 

A. -to~.. tfD" • 
With what money did you buy it? 
With borrowed money ( -tn.EZ t• MiliJ.+ • 
borrowed money that I bought it). 
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The Conjunction 

A. Co-ordinating Conjunct:l.ons. 

260. These are used to co-ordinate words, phrases, clauses and sentences. The following. are important:--

1. q 1 and, for. 

In its primary meaning, "and", its function is to link 2 elements together, connect:l.ng that to which it 
is suffixed with that which follows: 
e. g. II A~ -th+ 'iii=• • They are husband and wife. 

It is when suffixed to a verb that it somet:l.mes gives the sense of "for" rather than "and", referring 
back to that which has preceded it: 
e. g. II&.. h'h':.Cll,. 1 ,...,..,. (.oJt ~.;: a · We shall not arrive to-day, for the way is far. 

That these two uses are not as unrelated as at first appears is shown by the following example: 

2. ..,.2 and, too, also, even either. 

rHe is a little child and he is t:l.red. 
l_He is tired, for he is a little child. 

This connects that to which it is suffixed with that which has gone before. Rather, therefore, than just 
linking two elements togethe~ it adds, or attaches, a new element to one which is already present: 
e. g. ta•l-• :1-f 1 "'l.IJ'II,.I A'wa The man appeared, his wife too, and his children. 

When it is a phrase or a clause which is added (as opposed to a single word), the ,. is suffixed to the 
first or some other suitable word in it: 
e. g. -nil' .,.t..,ic1 J ,.,..,~..,.. lt\ll Zt. = We talked much; and afterwards the visitor left. 3 

· It is especially in condit:l.onals that ,. gives the sense of "even"; 
e.g. -o.Y~I.tD-r A.ll h,t.bAfi'Ar 11 Even if we lock It, it will not stop thieves. 

It is with negative verbs that ,.. gives the sense of "eithern: 
e. g. 'hi?1fD t.Ami'tfi'JfD 11 They did not ask us either. 

Even the first of two or more ca-ordinated words can take r in which case it resembles the English 
"both": 
e. g. Mr.r 111\0.-1:,. MHiltm- • 

3. The interrogat:l.ve equivalent of r is 
e.g. Q. Mr. hZSJi\u- t.1+h l 

A. "~ "ZJIKv- II 

Both I and my wife read it. 

IJ 2: 
I shall go; and you? 
I shall go too. 4. 

4. ~Jte pair lt and " are stronger versions of ,. and IJ ; .:f being rather like the English "As for--", 
and 1\ like the English, "What about--": 
e.g. Q. M AZ.!Inv-IA'J+~ l I shall go; and what about you? 

A. Mdi P't· lhf~.flfA a Well, as for me, I have too much work. 

1. Often pronounced. and sometimes written, as a separate word: hlf • 
2. Somet:l.mes doubled when the following word begins with a vawel. 
3. When attached to a verb in the Present Perfect or Present Imperfect -r can be infixed like an ob

ject suffix (in which case it is doubled). But, unlike the object suffix, it may also be placed aiter the auxi
liary verb: 
e. g. J\~i1A. or ( A~=IA,. ) and he has grown 

f.fin--7A. or ( .r-on&,. ) and they will blossom 
4. It is sometimes used with reference to some question just raised, like the English phrase "As 

to--": ,..z~IJ +"flliiu f J\1. "71 ,..)il.&ftD-'J 
e. g. t.AIWU,. • As to going, you can (go); but I shall not give you the fare. 
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5. The co-ordination of more than two nouns can be achieved in a variety of ways (as in English). The 
following can be recommended:--

(a) Placing ~ between the last two nouns (as is done with "and" in English): 
e. g. · -oc1:1n A-""r,. ,...,.~; Ht-1:1 .,..,.b,_A • Oranges, lemons, bananas and guavas have been planted. 

(b) Suffixing .r to each no\Ul, except or including the first: 
e. g. Of'Jf.H= t.f!IA • h"tOiS 1111'1,.. Every ldnd is found--lions, elephants, giraffes, buffaloes • 

.,.a;;~,. 1'1,. II 
(c) When there are three nouns only, suffixing (i to the first and ,. to the last: 

e. g. P' ,:~Yi t:ff 111-+r 11lJ.l11fA • We need meat, potatoes and oil. 

6. 11 l>1C .,., 1 but, however. 

While )1C "7"} , like the English "but", always stands between the two co-ordinated sentences, 
.,, , like the English "however", is commonly inserted in the middle of the second sentence. 
e. g. Q!). :J-4' 'tifC 't1C .,., hu-l 1:~A • } fHer husband was 111, but he has now recovered. 

~ :J-11- Iolfc t.u-'l .,., t:~A • . !_:Her husband was lll, now, however, he has recovered. 

7. mr.r·:2 (or ,.,..,,. ) or. 
e. g. n ~ll''iA mr.r .,.'t1 mlf.1 11 It will be tomorrow or the day after. 

mt.r-m,.,.. · renders tteither --- or" 
e. g. ,.,.,. ?ft. mr.r o-1: A.C.A.7iu- 11 I want either tea or coffee. 

The interrogative eqyivalent of mf.r ( mt.'tr ) is mr.tt. ( mt.'Jh ) 
e. g. "lit. t..l.A;~A- ,.,.11 lK' l Do you (pol) want tea or coffee? 

8. A'l{ but, on the contrary. 

~l:{ · has a sense of protest or contradictio:a. It ends its clause, being placed after the verb. 
e. g. ,.;'Lt hl'( • But let us go! (1. e. 'Nhy al'e you keeping me waiting?) 

i• J.l'( 11 But it isl (1. e. I don't agree with you that it is not). 

It is ;used after the affirmative clause when an affirmative and a negative clause stand together in con
trast: 3 : 
e. g. fJmf.: 'tell' h "t:{ I hP."t 1\,.H'l-flll'" 11 It will not rain now; (on the contrary) 4 it is sunny. 

i 

When the two clauses have the same verb (affirmative and negative) the presence of M:( enables it to be 
left out of the affirmative clause if desired (as in English with "but"): 
e.g. n ( ~;g;a.cflb ) hl~. If' t.ig;a.cl'trll We shall not finish to-day, but (we shall finish) tomorrow. 

9. h,.,'lll well then, :then, so, therefore. 5 

e.g. [Well then, let us start. 
h'l"71f.U h!J~i-c 11 Let us star. t then. 

So let us start. 
Let us, therefore, start. 

10. _,.. after all, then. 
e. g. M, -:ff" ,.,..,.. MC 1\CJJ< ~~ a I, after all, am a foreigner. 

When a question is expressed or in mind -=M. may be used instead: 
e. g. f"'l t-'1.1."7 -'fllll What then (or, after all) can one do (lit. shall be done)? 

1. Less commonly .fS{. "'l . 
2. Colloquially mf., is also used. 
3. It is preferab.Le, but not essential, to put the affirmative clause first. In the English it is often the 

reverse. 
4. In English, the sense of "on the contrary", though understood; is not generally expressed, h'J:( 

therefore, is often best left untranslated. · 
5. )\')1.11.11 . can also mean "henceforth", but the phrase bhl"7-'lll ID/f.U is more usual for this. 
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1 . 
11. rtnlit (the reason) and liArl (why) are both used as co-ordinating conjunctions with the sense of 
"the reason being", "because"; especially in cases where the use of the subordinating conjunction iliA (be
cause) would be awkward: 
e. g. A"l.,U.UJo Af..PAr J rtnl-t:. ( hArl ) Rhl.r"+ -niuoHJ- 'll'i"-R --'+ f..ti'l\fiA • 

It is not possible for the time being; because if we make it in the Rains it will get rain on it and be 
Spoiled. 

12. A number of idiomatic phrases made with the verb ll'i (become) have conjunctival force: 
r.rtfr O.ll'lf'" fll') 11''1',... even so, nevertheless. 
,.,,.. 0.11'1 19'" ll't 19'" ll'if at any rate, whatever happens. 
II') whether -- or -- : 

e.g. IDll.:' ll'i A.+ 1 lal"'ll 1\lll1if-r' • They won't let strangers in, whether men or women. 

B. Subordinating Conjunctions. 

261. A subordinating conjunction introduces a subordinate clause, subordinating it to the principal clause of 
the sentence. 2 The verb of a subordinate clause is a subordinate verb, and its tense scheme is, in prin
ciple, as shown in the Limited Tense Scheme Chart, to which reference should, again, be made (Sec. 25). 
From this chart it will be seen that subordinate verbs, like relative verbs, are used in four tenses (the 
Simple Perfect, the Simple Imperfect, the Past Perfect and the Past Imperfect), but that the Simple Per
fect can act for all the Perfect tenses and the Simple Imperfect for all Imperfect tenses. This means that 
the two compound Past tenses are largely ruled out, and that choice is made between the two simple tenses, 
according to whether the action is Perfect or Imperfect. 

However, while this is the principle, we find that in practice most of the subordinating conjunctions do 
not even offer this small choice; because their use, to-day, is limited to the one or the other of the two 
simple tenses. In other words, in most cases, when a particular conjunction is required, there is no op
tion but to use it with the particular tense to which it is bound; irrespective of the action being Perfect or 
Imperfect, or the time Past, Present or Future. As used to-day, only two of the subordinating conjunctions 
( lJil , because; AlA , as) really offer a free choice between the Simple Perfect and the Simple Imperfect 
tenses; and the choice must be made, as with the relative pronoun, according as the action is Perfect or 
Imperfect. These two conjunctions can also be used with the two compound Past tenses, but this is not gen-
erally necessary, except, occasionally, for the sake of clarity. · 

We see then that some of these conjunctions are used with the Simple Perfect and some with the Simple 
Imperfect, while two of them can be used with both. But a further complication lies in the fact that, of 
those used with the Simple Imperfect (i.e. the Contingent), some are prefixed to the plain Contingent form, 
while others require the insertion before it of the "buffer" ~ of the relative construction.3 - We can, 
therefore, classify the Subordinating Conjunctions as follows:--

!. Conjunctions used with the Simple Perfect. 

n. Conjunctions used with the Simple Imperfect: 
(a) with the plain Contingent form. 
(b) with the ''buffer" .. ;:. before the Contingent form. 

These conjunctions are often the same words as corresponding prepositigns; 4 and, just as the pre
positions are prefixed to nouns and pronouns, so the conjunctions are prefixed to verbs. In the examples 
given below, notice that the conjunctions used with the Simple Perfect (I} and those used with ... r before the 
Contingent (ll-B) are like the prepositions in that they (or, in compound conjunctions, their prefixed parts) 
end with a 1st for.m. But those used with the plain Contingent (ll-A), though they may otherwise be the 
same words, end with a 6th form. Notice how these 6th forms, like the "buffer'!..~ , unite with the per
sonal prefixes of the Contingent. 

1. Or ,.bll'f:f'" , "and the reason". 
2. Or to another dependent clahse. 
3. For which see Sec. 228 (b), under the Relative Pronoun. 
4. This is the same in English; for instance in "after the holidays", ttafter" is a preposition ("holi

days" being a noun), but in "after tl\ey go" it is a conjunction ("go" being a verb). 
5. Vlith the exception of lfll.:' (to, that}, which follows its verb and has no prefixed part. 
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I. A conjunction used with the Simple Perfect. 

(Conjqnction: h- 11:.\11 
u 1' 

ha!l~£.1' • fi:\it 
f,1Ii2.t-!.i flM 
~H»GJ!:?! (1::\1\ 
hmZ~ f!:t.i\ 
l!tDl.J".'f 0:\1\ 
t. till' .e- '} 0:.\ It 
:1m~';;':/-o- R:\t\ 
tJii'P[JJ, (1:\1\ 

after. Verb: mi~ , descend; I-A}. 

after I descended, descend,- have descendec(, etc. 
after you (m) descended, descend, :tl.iive des;;endect, etc" 
after you {f) descended, descend, . have descended, etc. 
after he, it, descended, descends, has descended, ate. 
after she descended, descends, has descended, etc. 
after we descended, descend, have descended, etc. 
after you (pl) descended, descend, have descended, etc. 
slter they descended~ descend, have descended, etc. 

Conjunctions of more than one letter used wlth the Simple Perfect, like the corresponding prepositions, 
tend to be written as separate words. 2 But this does not alter the fact that they are essentially prefixes, 
just like the shorter conjunctions. 
e. g. iii>. tDllt:'<." because I descended: etc. 

n. a. A conjunction used with the plain Contingent 
(Conju_'l'lction: 11 , if. Verb: wr. , work; · II<>l-A). 

1!aP6. 
11:fw.:. 
1l:f1P6<· 
ll.rP6< 
1J:fw~ 
1ifw~ 
il~~i.P{. 
O.,w~ 

if I wcrk, worked, am WOl'king, etc. 
if you (m) work, worked, are working, etc. 
if you (f) work, worked; at'e working, etc. 
if he, it, works, worked, ig working, etc. 
if she works, worked, is working, etc. 
if we work, worked, are working, etc. 
if you (pl) work, ',VOrked, are working, etc. 
if they work, worked, are working, etc. 

II. b. A conjunction used with # before tiie Contingent 
(Conjunction: llil, because. Verbs: ~L , write; m-1). 

~~~~.va trlf; 
Mi>fw~ 
MrfK-4. 

because I write, am writing, was writing$ etc. 
because you (m) write, are writing, were writing, etc. 
because you (f) write, are writing, were writings etc. 
because he, it, writes, is writing, was writing, :::k. 
because she writes, is writing, was writii'l~h etc, 
becauae we write, are writing, were writing, etc. 
because you (pl) write, are writing, were. writing~ etc. 
because they write, are writing, were writing,· etc. 

262~ Naturally, when a conjunction is prefixed before a negative prefix, or a verb whose first radical is A 
or o , the usual contraction of vowels ~s_place (though for the Simple Perfect this is optional): 
e. g. llfl 1\Atutt:u• or MA.mi.t:P. 3" because I did not descend, etc. · 

J:tllm+u lr.\1\ or ~!ito 0~1\ after you {m) knew, etc. 
11 + 1\!f!w~ = Qofw4 if you (f) do not work, etc. 
Ml> + 1\f.J\.'~ = llll"t,f,K"tt: . because· he does not write, etc. 

268. In the examples given with the following synopsis notice how it is often the main verb, with its wider 
range of tenses, which supplies the time sense of the subordinate verb. 

1. The usual alternative personal suffixes found with this tense are, of course, permissable. 
2. Except '1\l • 
3. A verb introduced by a subordinating conjunction, not being a main verb, does not take the nega-

tive suffix ,.. (see Sec. 117, Rule 1, under the Formation of Negatives). 
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I. Conjunctions used with the Simple Perfect} 

264. t.[o if. This has a special, and not very common, use, which is dealt with under Con
ditionals (Sec. 285. B. 2. c). Though in form it Is the equivalent of ,-o., with 

· the Contingen~ in use it is not so.] 
2. 0-1.11. when {used chiefly when the action is perfect, but not necessarily past). 

e. g. o-m. 1.11. O{.'J bi.+b-• When they came I opened ·the door. 
0BDift.1,.U. 04-'l h.Li' a When {I.e. at the moment when) they come, open (m) the door. 

3. 0--::.'t""''C as often as 
e. g. Il-K" .,..."''C M.;r.A~ f..ll'iti.'PA • As often as lle Ues down he goes to sleep. 

4. h (i) since (of time), (U) since (of cause), (ill) if. 
e. g. (1) mJ:. A.+f-1;1 h,.Ni.,. -no- .,_.,. t,. • 

(ii) _,.fll..A)!- h~'T D-.f.lffindff" • . 
(ill} IJA'M='t ,...h.fi41 A:ff..,,- .:~ 

It is many years since I came to Ethiopia. 
Since she is a small child she does not drink coffee. 
If we don't push the car will not start. 

5. h (negative) O+c 2 unless. Since "unless" means the same as "if" with a negative, b (if) with 
a negative gives the same meaning as h- II+C (which at any rate takes a 

• .. negative). O+C , therefore, is redundant, except for extra emphasis. 
e.g. f.tJlJ"J bAmlllll (O+c)A.,..P:1f" a Unless you (m} drink this you will not get well. 

6. b-rPJI.II since. This is more specifically for time than b alone. It serves to bring out con
trast with former state. 

e. g. A:E-"P1 bm~f rPJI.IJ m.'i f~i'f" a Since she had her baby she is in poor health (Ut. she has no heal
th). 

7. b-lilt: since. ever since. 'l,rc is the Gerund of 'f.JD~ , start (I-B) (and takes the appropriate 
personal forms). This "since", therefore, has the sense of "starting from". 

e. g. IP't'J,t\-1 btt"7'T '1,/&t,. 2\1\yK~ u She has prayed (ever) since she heard the Gospel. 

e.g. 

e.g. 

8. h-0~1\ after. 
t.lf:J-!f:,. h'P1= o~ .. a.-r:1 rr m- • After their father had died (pol) they sold the house. 

9. 'hf Although this can only be used with the Simple Perfect tense its function is to 
supply an Imperfect Participle, the imperfect equivalent of the Gerund (Per
fect Participle) when used as the verb of a dependent clause. 3 Its subjec~ 
like that of the Gerund, is normally the same as that of the verb on which it 
deoends,4 

•cft.1 OA.f rPJ':. :r-f'"IIC.,. o.+ .e.¥J~Aa Hegoes to school having eaten hisbreakfast (Perfect Participle). 
•cll'l A\Jn}( "''- """uc+ o.+ f.¥JIA u He goes to school eating his breakfast 5 (Imperfect ParticipleS) •. 

A~ , then, is used to indicate a continuous, or continuously repeated, action 
performed concurrently with another, probably more important, action, and 
normally by the same person. 

1. Throughout the following synopsis of Subordinating Conjunctions, wherever the meanings are num-
bered the numbers indicate the corresponding examples. 

2. Also Rh ... +C or ( O.,.+C ) • 
3. See Sec. 128 under Uses of the Gerund. 
4 •. Though there is not invariably grammatical identity of subjects, there is normally at least a logi

cal concord (see Sec. 180 under Uses of the.Gerund). 
5. This sentence can also be translated using the English conjunction "while": "While he goes to school 

he eats his breakfast''. But "while" is not the exact equivalent of hr , because "while" goes with the prin
cipal action ("he goes to school"), whereas 1tf goes with the incidental action ("he eats"). 

6. Though these two participle forms are otherwise so similar in use, there is a difference when two 
or more of either of them are used in one eentence. Two or more Gerunds do not require co-ordination 
(see Sec. 131 under the Uses of the Gerund), but two or more verbs with 'hr . are normally linked with a 
co-ordinating conjunction ("and"): 
e. g. OA.f m;..r. .. ..,.).; ~. .. He arose, having eaten and drunk. 

1tfn~ A;mlllf" ,..,..?A • He converses eating and drinking. 
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10. ( 1\llh until. 

11. lail * because. 
1 

An example of its use for continuOusly repeated action is: 
He learns going to and fro {i.e. He goes daily to school--he is a day-student). 

In theory this conjunction is one which can be used with the Simple Perfect· 
but in practice. this is rarely heard, as 1ti111 with the Contingent is use.d fo; 
Past as well as for Present and Future time.) 

e. g. ~~~ m'f'+ ltll "'So ~.,.., 'flit' "'I' :I' t.i\ 11 Because it rained this morning there is much mud now. 

12. 

e. g. (i) 
(il) 

(iii) 
(iv) 

(i) as (of similarity), (U)
2

!ls (of accord), (ill) as (of momentary time), (iv) that (of InM 
.. direct Speech). 

1tell1tl~ At'f.,..,.lt~ t.A"fAr 11 I cannot (sew it) as she sewed it. .· 
h'J~ d"7a- ~J-Il¥'1 t.f.t~~~m-,. • As ( = According to what) I have heard, they are not coming again, 
.,.1f'1Jdl"1 h't~ h%'111 ~dlt;r: •Ri":J. 11 As { = at the moment) you (m) opened the door, out went the cat. 
1.% l'l'1~ 'f"+l- +4'l+~w· 4-7 = Yesterday he heard that his mother had died. 3 

* These are the only conjunctions which offer an open choice between the Simple Perfect and Simple Im
perfect tenses. 4 Notice, then, that in all the examples given here, the use of the Simple Perfect is deter
mined by the action being perfect. 

These two conjunctions, as previously mentioned, can also be used with the Past Perfect and Past Im
perfect tenses. In such cases it is the auxiliary verb, )lfl , itself a Simple Perfect form, which takes the 
conjunction. Thus, example (iv} under 7t'1~ might alternatively (and with greater exactness) be rendered: 
).f-1: 'I" :I- 7t1~ )fie +4,+1/ 4-t = 

n. Conjunctions used with the Simple Imperfect. 

(a) Those used with the plain Contingent form. 

265. 
1. -n (i) if6 (ii) when (in narration). 
e. g. (i) J\11+u O.m~ +tr- ~., :1 

(ii) .,,~.,,,.. 'fl.:f!mt+ Mdl"4ofD J\11 " 
If your (m) father calls, run quickly. 
And when she asked her brother he said, ''I don't 
know''• 

2. l't when. This is used for both (i) perfect, and (ii) imperfect action. When the latter it can also be 
translated "while" or "as". It also serves to supply (ill) an Imperfect Participle, like 1tf ; but does not 
stress the continuity or repeatedness of the action so much. It is used in preference to 'A( when (iv) the 
subject of its verb (i.e. of the Imperfect Participle) is different from that of the verb on which it depends, 
which may happen when the latter is a verb of perception. 
e. g. (i) ·~ '101 li'St.t:- 'flit' iJ:I' 1h = 

(ii) tJ)~ '101 111'%~ flDV'J'J~ 11\f. +""liP.1f'') :1 

(iii) •cfl.' 1\.0o\ MOOOJ<" 
(iv) ofrefl.'t 1\.M hfv.+ u 

When we went to market we bought many things. 
When (While, As) we were going to market we 
talked on the way. 
He read it eating his breakfast. 5 
I saw him eating his breakfast. 6 

1. The conjunction ill\ , unlike the preposition ilr\ , when it means "because of", has no objection 
to looking backward to a past cause; see Sec. 241 (6), footnote. . 

2. )a1~ is also used in titles, captions etc., as the equivalent of "How": 
e. g. 4'1!+ ~A.1m "''~ .,r.,..,. • How David killed Goliath. 

3. Contrast with example no. (iii) in Sec. 266 (5). 
4. Though l'\1~ has a wider use with the Simple Perfect than it has with the Simple Imperfect (i. e. 

with ,. before the Contingent) -- see meanings given under these two headings. 
5. II + Contingent not only serves as an Imperfect Participle of the kind which is the verb of a de

pendent clause (like hf +Simple Perfect), but also, sometimes, as the equiValent of the Imperfect Parti-. 
ciple (i.e. the plain Contingent) in the formation of the Past Imperfect tense: 
el. g. n1w~ ~lie • 'Aiw~ ~ifc • We were workf1g. 

6. Compare the last two examples with the examples given under hl" ; Sec. 264 (9). 
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s. .lli (negative): (1) without, (11) before (for the latter meaning OL+ is sometimes added after the verb). 
e g (i) Jtt-1:1 ""01\ +f • He went to bed without eating his supper. 

• • (11) )tt-+111 "+M (R&+) t."ff'h -~:>t+ 'P"'' 11 Swallow (m) this medicine before you eat your 
supper. 

4. A to. {i) A +Contingent is the equivalent of the Infinitive. 'Ibe two constructions are interchange".' 
able· except that (ii) the former must be used when there is an object suffix, as this can never be attached 
to ~ Inf. initive.l Th~ subject of either is usually the same as that of the verb on which it depends. 2, 3 
e.g. (i) +"7~•1 A:f,II{A.~CIC+)+~C.A:IX':f • She wants to help the student. 

(ii) AiFlJS• +LA:ii\':f 11 She wants to help him. 

5. ,_.,~, 4 that, in order that, so that, etc. This indicates (i) purpose, (ii) desire, and (iii) result (with 
negative verbs). It is very close in meaning to A (above), and is used (iv) to translate an English Infinitive 
whose subjec:t J.s different from that of the verb on which it de~nds. . . 
e. g. (i) A"''?l'"' lllJS,.'Ift' n<-1 ulf. • They shut the gate in order that beggars should not come in. 

(ii) J-'.ln Mt:!'hfi. M.+IS3fl-.. • I desire that you (pl) should consider this. 
(ill) II"- A 1Ji.f.~ent I" to ,.!l.A • Be is busy (lit. He has hold of work), so (1. e. with the result 

that) he will not come to-day. 
(iv) .,...,~,..., ll'l.l!"'illl .lN.A;JA':f • She wants us to help the student. 5, 6, 7, 8 

6. Jtllb..,- ( r:a. is, optionally, added after the verb) (i) until (ii) by the time that. It can also give the 

Wait (pl) until we have finished. 
sense of (ill) so much that, such -- that. 
e. g. (i) Mttifu,en ( ~lll) m.fi41 II 

(ii) IAofii\'.J.v-'1 Mb.f!Aoflf\. ( J':lil) <Jseh MC.IJA • 

(ill) i'M- AIJh..PCm- ( J':llt ~ ,_:p;~ tifc • 

By the time that you (pl) have dressed breakfast 
will be ready. 
They were in such difficulty that they despaired 
(Ut. cut hope). 

7. -.l('t.J!" to, that. This, the only co-ordinating conjunction without a prefix, is found in literary and Bible 
Amharic, but is rarely heard in speech. It has the same uses as A and A"t~ (above). 
e.; g. +tJI1 d'l.l!" ( A'l~:Flll1 · ) Jt'iA,.'l'IK1•We besee.ch Thee to help us. 

(b) Those used with ,. before the Contingent. 

266. 
1. Mtb. ( J':l/t is optionally added after the verb). This has the same meanings as Mb with the 
plain Contingent (above). 'Ibe latter is commoner, except with negatives, when this form with ,.. must be 
used. 

'e. g • ..,r+ Mb~I-,A~ ~lll iiA+lltt- a. I wept until it was impossible for me to see. 

1. Butit should also be noted that while A is very rarely used with a negative, the Infinitive, at least 
in its substantival use is quite commonly made negative (see Sec. 126, with footnotes, under Uses of the 
Infinitive). 

2. When this is nQtthe case it is preferable to use A'l~ + Contingent; Sec. 265 (5). 
3. See also Sec. 125 under Uses of the Infinitive. 
4. Though, in form, this corresponds to the · Jt1.¢. used with the Simple Perfect, in meaning it is not 

this ll'l.J!" ., with the plain Contingent, but ll'l~~ with 'I"' before the Contingent, which does so. It must be 
mentioned, however, that Bible Amharic often falls to make this distinction between the two Contingent 
:forms and uses JtlJ': where ordinary spoken Amharic would use ll'J,;:. 

5. Compare this example with the examples given lli:kder A, where the two subjects are the same. 
6. Notice that, in the English, what is really the Stiliject of the Infinitive is expressed as the object of 

the main verb ("us"). This is an illogical anglicism atb.d must not be carried over into Amharic. The sense 
is not that "She wants us", but that "She wants that we help",. which is how Amharic expresses it. 

7. A"Jt:' +Contingent is often used (with some appropriate main verb implied but not expressed) to 
give the sense of an Imperative or Jussive, but stronger: 
e.g. ~1 ~· Come tomorrow; but t1 A"t.l!-4"".,.111• Make sure to come tomorrow! 

,..,q Let him come in; but .A"J~.:iif See to it that he comes in! He is to come int 
8 •. When hAiill , prevent, forbid (IV), or d.J.., fear (n-1-A), is the main verb, A1i: ·,is used with 

a negative: "' 
e. g. A'lll'l1,..'J.}IltliA-1 • · 'Ibey prevented us entering. They forbade us to enter. 

Jt"tlf,.t11tAll.Ad.t-ftfJioll I fear lest he should return. 
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2. h 1 ( f.A..+ is occasionally added after the verb), than (that), rather than (that). 
e. g. <f'J]( A-1111 b/ilr.1m-{f.A4i f.flC?ft. 11 Rather than (that they should) lack fine clothes, they st~al. 

~3. h- 0-'-+ before. This gives the same sense as (l + negative Contingent (the more normal trbnslation 
of "before"). .. ' 
e. g. IIJ'J b9"+'1'tuo- fl£+ 1allf1• Before you (m) throw that away show {it) to me. 

4. lift * because. 
e" g. 11 'l.ll. OtblC MJi'r~ ltAT'I'if1r • We did not meet because they were living at Harar at that time. 

5. h"t~ * (i) as (qf similarity), (li) as (of accord), (iii) that (of Indirect Speech). 
e.g. (1) ID&:"f h'l~"''.ni'~ +11;:.&-h'f 11 She sings as the birds sing. 

(ii) R.:JII.IlJm- h'J!.JiK"4- 11'i'" OllJf" 1liL"A:JA 11 As ( = according to what) they write in the newspaper . . , 
• • , ram 1s vezy necessary. 

(iii) AJ;i: A1!.9'lf'l"+ Tl\1:t.lt flli 11 Yesterday he heard that his mother was dying. 2 

* As previously noted, these are the two conjunctions which offer an open choice between the Simple Per
fect and Simple Imperfect tenses. Notice, then, that in all the examples given here· the use of the Simple 
Imperfect is determined by the action being imperfect. 

As these two conjunctions can .also be used with the two compound Past tenses, we might, for instance, 
substitute for example (iii) under Ja'J!. - A'ii= +'f'+ h1!. ~iic i-1\'Jotq ,..;; 11 

267, The assimilation of the relative pronoun f by a preposition 3 probably explains the origin of some of 
the co-ordinating conjunctions. Thus, for instance, the subordinate clause d~t:O. 'l.U. (when they ar
rived) means substantially the same as the relative consquction n~l& ( it+ ) 'l.U. (at the time on which 
they arrived). Or, again, the subordinate clause lt"J~"'l.~"'l.'1 {as he wlls me) not only means the 
same but also has exactly the same form as the relative construction h1!."7.)"1l'1 (according to that 
which he tells me). It is, in fact, very hard to draw a line of distinction between these two constructions. 4 

268. The irregular verb ~m- (i.e. the Present Tense of the verb "to be"), being neither a Simple .Perfect 
nor a Contingent form, cannot be used with subordinating conjunctions. \Vhenever the verb is subordinate 
the appropriate part of II') (become) must be substituted (see Sec. 103 {1) under Irregular Verbs). 

The three irregular verbs taft , rXr and hi-F:.ltr 5, however, are Simple Perfect forms, and there
fore can take those conjunctions proper J.o the Simple Perfect, but not those whose use is confined to the 
Conti,ent. The one exception is that hi\ is allowed to take ll (which is otherWise peculiar to the Contin
gent). , 7 
e. g. hli. 1 .~ n- 111 f.. lt '1 ~I\ Ar !f:'iuJo u 

A~;J4'l hft.i\'f A'1~A9'"u 
'l"'if'~ illii-Y.ii- ~f))< ll 
if."7q:fD< 11'1'\ hf.fi'J4-f" » 

I have heard that there is much wheat there. 
We can't if our mother is not here. 
It is because they are not fools. 
They are not lazy while their chief is present, 

1. Though in form this is the same as b used with the Simple Perfect, the two do not correspond in 
meaning. 

2. Contrast with example no. (iv) in Sec. 264 (12). 
3. See Sec, 232, under the Relative Pronoun. · 
4. But they do not always have the same meaning when identical in form; see Sec. 240 under the Rela

tive Pronoun. 
5. See Sec. 102 (3 1 41 5) under Irregular Verbs. 
6. h'li also takes Allb (until), but Jal\b is theoretically permissable with any Simple Perfect (see 

Sec. 264 (lO))used with hA it gives the sense of "as long as": 
e.g. llihf·IIJ~· MbAIJo hAb\9'"" I will not forget as long as Hive (lit. am present in life). 

7. l\ + Jt'n is often used after n + Contingent of another verb (or after a Gerund if it is a "Become 
Verb") to de~ribe tpe state of 11; person at the time when something happens: 
e. g. A,:f!lt'T1J ll'h\.glt lt4b m~l 11 While we were (in the state of) dressing they called us. 

1alf.1 +"'1 IIXIJo hiD·f.O·& ML 11 While I was (in the state of) standing there, the bus passed. 
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The Interjection 

269. Amharic has many words and expressions whose use is more or less interjectory. These sometimes 
stand alone and are sometimes inserted or "slipped" into a sentence. Exact English equivalents are not 
always easy to find for them, and their subtler shades of meaning can only be grasped by hearing' them in 
use. The following are common:--

1. ~i All right! An expression of willingness and agreement. 1 
2 2. M"'O. I won't! An expression of unwillingness and blunt refusal. 

s. "'~ rXr Never mind; It doesn't matter. 
4. ~'JJ{ Don't know! 
5. ill Well done I Thanks! .. 
6. ·~~~ 3 (with the 2nd person object suffixes: lJ, ll , 'P ( + ), a~,. ) Take comfort! Cheer up! 
7. n ,., Take it (used when handing something to somebody). 
a. A'J.V..:J- Of course I 
9. hl An expression of protest and incredulity. 4 , 5 

10. hf. 6 Oh I An expression of protest, regret etc. 
11. A'J1.. What?! An expression of surprise and protest. 
12. llll' 'l Weill never I An expression of surprise. 8 13. ml' .,.~'{mf. .,.t:)An expression of wonder (lit. Oh, wonderful!). 
14. ~: 9 An expression of surprise or lamentation {mourning). 
15. , Alas! 
16. ~&t. woe is me! (lit. Oh, me!)~S 
17. niff. An expression of joy. 
18. MI-t Used to soften the abruptness of command; hence a casual "please": 

e,g.10 r; llllt: Just come (m) would you; Just come please. 
19. OA . Come on! Go on! 

e.g. IJA J.JJ'lt: 11 · Come on, let's go! RA '"14·.:1 Go on, push (m)! 
20. tl'f. 11 Oh! (in formal address): e.g. 'J1-I"' 11'1-! Oh, King! 
21. ;l•t:f (II) Well then? Well, what about it? (Used in protest, complaint or "answering back"): 

~....g. Ar't h.A.,.ouXllbr :J-Jt1l Well then, why didn't you (m) come back? 
22. nfi But of course! Quite sot Don't you see? (usedto protest that something is obvious). 

e. g. Q. h'J"tU "71\T ~ .. ? A. Mi! 
You mean like this? But of course! 

23. -a Why of course--! Why--! (Like Mi it is used to _protest that something is obvious): 
e. g. Q. II&. t Ar't ht..-ift.rt A. 1\..0.l:' hf.w~tif 1 

Why haven't they come today? Why, they don't work on Sunday! 

1. Also used for a casual "T~ you" (See Sec. 349 (d) on how to say "Thank you"). 
2. ~9"11. is the opposite of ME. , but its use is generally r.Yde or rebellious. 
3. This probably originated as the Imperative of theverb )h (touch; TI-1-A). Its feminine form is ~·pf. 

and its polite form Mb- • 
4. Frequently used in conjunction with MhU (please) to express protest -- 1i~l'lnu , 1it:flt'i7i ! 

etc. Also commonly placed before the Imperative of .,.,.(leave; Irreg. ITI-2) -- lll .,.,.r. Stop it won't 
you (m)! · 

5. If 1\t! is used to express incredulity the answer will probably be:,..t-(die, masc.), oo-"f (die, fem.) 
or,.,..+ (let him die); i.e. May you die, or May he (the Emperor) die, if I amlying. 

6. A shortening of A'Jf..+ , how. 
7. Or ,,. "'<.r Both 1-J!· and ..,~,.. mean "wonderful". 
a. Placed before another word (the object of wonder),,. renders "Ohl" 

e. g. IDf. '11'111 I Oh, the rain! 
9. This is best used with the infixed A and an object suffix: 

e. g. mf.(;p,. Woe unto them I 
10. This is the Imperative of h.A (say), and can be used in any of its personal forms. It is often used 

to introduce m.'i f.ll'I'A~ when one feels that it is time to say good·bye (the plural OA- is, then, gener
ally used for the polite: 
e. g. OA- m.'i" f.ll'I'A~ :t Well then, good-bye (pol). 

11. A contraction of .,.H., ID"J.f (h), (And) beyond that? Another expression which is very similarly 
used is ~1\ll , And afterwards? 
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r 
. PART .FOUR: l'HE SENTENCE 

Sentence Order 

A. Simple Sentences. 

270. These are sentences containing only one verb, and therefore consisting of only one clause· which is 
of course, a "principal clause". ~ 

Since the personal inflexion of a verb expresses a pronoun subject, a verb form standing alone is a 
complete sentence, consisting of subject and verb: e. g. lit,. I forgot. By the addition of an object suf
fix this one word becomes a sentence consisting of subject, verb and object: e.g. t.i;u·+ I forgot it. 
If, however, an adjectival verbl is used the verb form alone is a complete senhmce consisting of subject, 
verb and attribute: e. g. 1'14: It is wide. ;I"Jnou';f She became ill. 

271. When subject, object or attribute are independent of the verb form, the normal, but not invariable, 
order is as follows:--

1. Subject 
2. Object or Attribute 
3. Verb 

The order of the different kinds of adverbs 2 and their position in relation to the other parts of the sen
tence is far from rigid; but the following may be taken as a rough guide:--

(a) Adverbs of Time 
(Answering question "when?") 

(b) Adverbs of Cause J 
(Answering question "why?") 

(c) Adverbs of Manner J 
(Answering question "how?") 

(d) Adverbs of Place 
(Answering question "where?") 

Commonly precede Object, 
or even Subject. 

Commonly follow Object. 

Precede Attribute. 

The numbers and letters given with the following examples designate the parts <>f the sentence as shown 
above. 

(i) Sentence with Object: 

(a) +1\1+ {1) t.ii·t: (b) ltfl. 'H'."ll" (2) MJe:- 1{11'1\ (c) nllfot: ·nl! (d) lnll.P (3) 'Iii <I 

Yesterday, because of the rain, my father bought an umbrella from the market for ten dollars. 

{ii) Sentence with Attribute: 

(1) .eu +""'& (a) 1\,..'1 (c) 11hl"'l\.1fV (2) .1\'lf.f (3) 'iiil u 

Last year this school-boy was first in English. 

272 A device which may disrupt the normal order, as shown above is to give the place before the verb 
3 

to 
the emphasized word or phrase, i.e. that on which the interest of the sentence hinges. 
e.g. {i) Normal order: 

w&.+IJ.:i If& OD'l1~of11 O.t''l."lf. 10~ha a To-day the workmen will repair our road with 
stone. 

(ii) When the point of interest is what theworkmenaretorepair with the stone: 
IPZ.-tif:if nt:-'l,.'l..e ou11~f.·n 10~~ :1 The workmen will repair our road with the stone. 

1. For adjectival verbs see Sec. 184. 
2. The term "adverb" is used here to include adverbial phrases. 
3. In an attributive sentence it is the place before the attribute; since attribute and verb are practi-

cally inseparable: Md.u ,..,.., nA 1..? 11'):&\ u Now, because of this, he has become rich. 
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(iii) WheQ the poilU: of interest is when they will repair OUl" road: 
w:!.+" ,.,.,.,,~~'fn 114. lll~k = -- The workmen will repair our road to-day. 

{iv) When .the ooint of interest is the material to be used: 
wZ.+"'tif: _,,111f'11 0.1!::''1.71- IR~K- = The workmen will repair OUl" road with stone. 

An interrogative word or phrase, since the whole interest of the question hinges on it, is generally 
given this pivotal_.place: _ 
e. g. ,.,.WI.,Tj'J "71 lll'fl\ l ,,, Who will repair OUl" road? 

273. 

wZ.+'if'lfl Ot:'l.7t ,.., IR)(A- ? Wliit will the workmen repair with the stone? 
w~:+f~ 01111Sl n 011=f lll~A:.r Wlleii will the workmen repair OUl" .road? 
wl:1·~ ,.,,,_, '11 nr't IRJfA- r W'i'f1l what will the workmen repair OUl" road? 

Another device, which is very common colloquially (and not unknown in English) is to begin with the 
word or phrase on which the interest chiefly hinges; this is followed by the verb (unless it is itself the verb), 
after which the rest of the sentence is added like an explanatory after thought 
e.g. .. 

hllc ~m- Mlm- u 
m-ttf..OJ- 11Hll-"J "' 
"'~ iiit'f ~thni: u 
1"011Afi'PI\ hMt.=i!OJ-! 
r+ iOJ- o.+ur 

It's he, the thief (i.e. He is the thief). 
Take it, the money. -
She was beautiful, my aunt. 
Have they returned, from their country? 
Where is it, your house? 1 

B. Compound Sentences. 

274. 
These are sentences containing a principal clause and one or more dependent clauses; the verb of the 

principal clause being the main verb of the sentence. 

The verb of a dependent clause must be one of the following:--

{a) An Infinitive -- see Sees. 121-127 on the Uses of the Infinitive. 
(b} A Gerund -- see Sees. 128-133 on the Uses of the Gerund. 
(c) A relative Verb -- see Sees. 228-240 on the Relative Pronoun. 
(d) A Subordinate Verb2 -- see Sees. 261-268 on the Subordinating Conjunctions. 

275. 
Each dependent clause is a compact unit, following within itself the same order as the Simple Sentence; 

its verb, therefore, coming last&3 But as all dependent clauses are either substantival, adverbial or ad
jectival, they occupy the places of nouns, adverbs and adjectives respectively in the order of the principal 
clause, whose own verb comes last of all. 

One of the examples giv§n und§r Simple Sentences, above, was: 
tar«; f.ll +'"I& flh.1"'1A.H': h.'tf.l1 iii£= Last year this school-boy was first in English& 

We can convert this into a compound sentence by, for instance, replacing its adverb of time ( ~trq ) with 
an adverbial clause of time, and its adjective ( lt'tt.f ) with an adjectival clause: 

hCf"-T 1\Mll f.ll +"7& Oh"J"''l\.H~ hA.R-'f u-X. roKm ilfl• 
Before the rains started this school-boy was the one who surpassed all others in English. 

276. 
But the structure of a compound sentence may be further complicated by a dependent clause itself being 

compound. To demonstrate this we will start with: 
A.Qm- HR~m-1 h.M ai u The thief, seeing the watchman, fled, 

1. This device is very frequently employed with a relative construction following the verb "to be"; 
Sec. 23 7 under the Relative Pronoun. 

2. We use the term "Subordinate Verb" for the kind of dependent verb which is introduced by a sub
ordinating conjunction. 

3. Except, obviously, where followed by a suffix or the second word of a compound conjunction or 
preposition: e.g. mr.. o.+ O+oPXI\- 1.11.• (When they returned home), in which the verb is followed by 1.11.. 
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In this sentence we have an adverbial clause, JIOafm-'l 1\f..,. , whose verb, 1\f...,. is dependent on the 
main verb ~~ • Thf.s adverbial clause we will now make compound by the addition ~f another adverbial 
clause, o·fllol'l 11.1.'/"C (while he was hurriedly starting), whose verb (1.1..P.c will be dependent on ltJ•,.y.. :--

1\.llm- o:r·~l\ /l."f..fOC Hll~m-'l 1\f.,.Y. 'fiif= Thethief, while hewas hurriedlystarting, seeing 
· the watchman, .fled. 

Again, we will add a substantival clause, 7i111Jfa'l DDbL+' (to open my trunk) to be the object of fl.;f..Pt:. : 
1\.Qm- 'i'i'ttJJf·'J- ODb.t.1· n:fn.." fl."f.t}>c Hfl~m-'J 1\f..,. wn' = 

The thief, while he was hurriedly starting to open my trunk, seeing the watchman. fled. 

In this sentence we find that the order of dependence moves backwards from the main verb: 1\f...f. is de
pendent on 7ift, 11.1.fl'c on hf.,.Y. .and 1\DDbLT on ll.'f.;:.C • Such retrogressive dependence is, in fact, a 
typical feature of Amharic compound sentences.1 

Again, in the above example we see that the subject of the sentence ( 1\.flm- ), since it precedes all the 
dependent clauses, is very far removed from its main verb. But, actually, it c9uld have been given a later 
position in the Sentence if preferred: e. g. 11111Jfa1 ODbLT n::f.D:.I\ ll.'f.l'c {I,QdJ< HOVID-'J 1\U 7if u 
It is especially desirable to treat the subject of the sentence thus if the first dependent clause has a differ
ent subject. It is best, in fact, to place the subject of the sentence either at the head of its own principal 
clause at the end, or at the head of a dependent clause of which it is also the subject (i.e. not at the head of 
a clause which has a different subject): 
e. g. RH~t»- 1\."""u ii'I"TID- ill\ f..~lfm- 'JolO..,.:;I Q{.~ f.Zfl. = 

Jill~ ID- 11.~1i 'Jotl1.,.¥ {1'/"Tt»- ill\ f..)1tn- fl{.~ f..Zfl. II 

The neighbours, because they were startled, hearing the watchman shouting, arrived at a run. 2 

Questions 

277. There are two kinds of questions:--

1. Questions whose interrogative sense is conveyed by an inherently interrogative pronoun or adverb. The 
most important of these interrogative words are:--

e. g. 

Pronouns 3 

what 'I"J. ..,1 
r-~: ( r+iim-
111t 

who 
which 
how many 

IP'1 aZ>fl r 
'1"1 'l-M+ hi' )tDo 1 . 
"'11 f.tnf.:J>A ? 
,,, 0Dl11J'fp. ? 

Adverbs 4 

ou:f 
fT ( m~-1·) 
h1.r..+ ( h'}f..'/"1 ) 
M"1 ( ill\'/" 1 ) 

when 
where 
how 
why 

What did they steal? 
What kind of thing (article) is it? 5 

Who will ask? 
Whom did you (pl) choose? 

1. Because of this, when translating Amharic compound sentences into English, it is often the best 
procedure, having first found the subject, to go straight to the main verb at the end, and then move back-
wards clause by clause. · " . . . 

2 m cases when a Gerund or an Imperfect Participle formed with M' stands alone w1th nothmg else. m 
its cl~use it is normally treated as an adverb and not as a separate clause, the subject. of the followmg 
verb, the;efore, being placed before, p,ot after it; 
e.g. 

But 

1\.fliD- T)/"'.f ifiY u The thief, getting up, fled. 
1\.Qm- hf"""1i riff u The thief fled cryingout. 

Mll}l" no;;:' m-1 1\f..,. 'ifit~a: l 
uo~ .. ., 1\f..,. t\.Q• 7io • J 
1\.Q,. R~CfT hf~1i 7i'J ;;"J 
fi~C?T Af&R'li A.QID< 7i7i 11 j 

Seeing the watchman the thief fled. 

The thief fled crying out in fear, 

3. For fuller treatment see Sees. 215-218, under the Prbonouns. 
4. For fuller treatment see Sees. 252, 253 under Adver s. . . . 
5. Notice that "of" in "What kind of • • • " is not translated mto Amharic. 
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f'l:"} Apfa1: ? 
ll'Jt' tO~ l 
mn+ Ait+ Jtim.c4K1 r 

. ... ;e ~2A-z 
l'T .r.&il& l 
tt1J'..+ )!dPCb? 
Jfd. Af""t =f~A "f ? 

Which shall I take? 
How many were they? 
At what time shall we finish? · 
When did be (pol) arrive? 
Where do they pray? 
How did you (m) start? 1 Why did she burry to-day? 

2. Questions which contain no inherently interrogative pronoun or adverb. 2 In these the interrogative sense 
is conveyed in three ways:--3 

(a) Simply by raising the vocal tone on the last syllable (the cqmmonest method in speech). 
(b) By adding m.r. ; also with raised tone (fairly common in speech). 4 
(c) By suffixing - i 1 pronounced ('i) rii; also with raised tone (the more literary form). 

e. g. . a'lm-rtn- Ail l (with raised tone on the final a) J 
1\m-(im- Jii\ m.r. 7 {with raised tone on mf.) Is the man present? 
1\m-r• t,~')? (with raised tone on the final Iii) 

Reported Speech 

278. Notice that the grammatical term, Reported Speech, includes much more than true (i.e. literally spo
ken) speech. The following English examples, for instance, all contain the identical .. reported speech" 
construction, but only in the first is it true speech that is reported:--

He tells me that he will do it (true "spoken" speech). 
She has written that he will do it (reported writing). 
They think that he will do it (reported thought). 
I know that they will do it {reported knowledge). 

Amharic, like English, can report speech "directly" and "indirectly". The uses of the two construc
tions overlap (i.e. one often has a choice between them); but in Amharic, while the Direct Speech construc
tion is generally preferred for reporting what has been actually spoken or has been thought, verbs which 
have to do with perception rather than with speech or thought (see, find, know etc.) only use the Indirect 
Speech construction. 

A. The Direct Speech Construction. 

279. In this construction the "speech" is always reported by some part of the verb AA, say (including its 
derived forms: ·NlA , be said; +QflA, say to each other). The "speech" is the direct object of this verb, 
which it therefore immediately precedes. llA can itself be the main verb, but when some other verb (tell, 
ask, write, etc.) is the main verb, llA becomes a dependent verb, As such it is most often a Gerund, giving 
the sense of "saying"; but la, + Simple Perfect and h + Contingent are, in this construction, practically 
interchangeable with the Gerund. 
e. g. U"t t:~ MA ,./: ~,. ,J'Ak ~ .. They say that grain is dear this year. 5 

ltl·l; i'l'l=t· l'i'J+ ~,. ofto\ mf+l1 = My grandmother asked me what time it was. 
,'!-If. +fJf9.A tl.A 1tli:J-ditf>1 = He informed me that the rope was broken. 

"'"'9"11: Jtim.r.:Jo:Y.:\~' oftt\1 +114· tamt;if,. = We promised to visit them every week. 
"'"'Afli' J\AoaRJ,.. MA J\Amii+o-+,.. u . Because he had said that he might not come I did not wait for him. 

1. See, further, on the position of these interrogative words, in Sec. 272. 
2. These are the kind of questions which are answered with "yes" or "no". 
3. In English and other European languages the interrogative sense of such questions is conveyed by a 

reversal of the order of pronoun and verb: e.g. "You have" (statement); "Have you?'' (question). Am
haric does not employ this device. 

4. This m,J'. following the 2nd persons of the Simple Perfect of fiJi (hear) serves as a means of attract-
ing attention to what one wishes to say: e. g. o&;u m.r. Listen (m)! Listen here! 

5. Literally "They say 'Grain is dear this yearw. While Amharic prefers Direct Speech in reporting 
"true speech" and thought, Indirect Speech is the more normal in English. For most of these Direct Speech 
examples, therefore, the English translation is given in Indirect Speech. 
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'tilth 111:1"fu· hCii.P.ll1 .,.+Ok hi.A- ftOb-=He (pol) preached saying "Repent and receive Christ". 
f.'? i'lm· 'i=r·m- f.iii\A = It is said that he (pol) is a kind man. 
'l"f:'.· llM=t f.m4·A .,.111\- ·Nr~:A 1' 1 It is written that the earth will be destroyed by fire. 

hll may also be used in the Infinitive in this construction: 
e.g, F:.f?t.V:f. ~C!J..A · 11"711·1· hllf.)1mi_:. . He startled me by saying that the bridge was broken down. 
fifo'.. 1\II'''H· -l-Ac)> fl'}A ~ID" "711-T'l a'l";f-IIV• = I have heard that a week from to-day is a big feast, 2 

280. As the Direct Speech construction is commonly used to report thought, the verb 1111 often renders "think" 
o1· "intend" rather than "say": 
e. g. ''4: :'!·9"m::t· ri\r -cJA- +c:tA • 

1\-';.il 4>''7.0 1.1111\11· ll:fA tbf. ft-'11 1iif" 
He has stayed away thinking that there is no lesson to-day. 
She entered the shop intending to buy a new dress. 3 

281. In questions r1 (what) takes the place of the reported speech before 1\11. 
e. g. !1"7 .gf.. Alii>A/iii=l=m·? W'hat shall I answer them? 

282. The sending of messages logically requires a double Direct Speech construction, using the verb 
twice. 
e. g. hf'l'}~· fl:\11 1l 1hJ'~iiv. 11~.A Rl\~·" 

B. The Indirect Speech Construction. 

Tell (m) her that I will help her in the afternoon (lit. Say to her 
"He has said, I will help you in the afternoon".). 
(lit. Say to her "I will help you in the afternoon''). 

283. "Indirect Speech" is always constructed as a subordinate clause introduced by the subordinating con~ 
junction h'}~ ; for which see Sees. 264 (12) and 266 (5). 

Indirect Speech subdivides into (1) Indirect Statements, and (2) Indirect Questions: 

1. Indirect Statements. 

There is little to add to what has been said about the use of the conjunction l\'}f. ("that" of Indirect 
Speech) in the sections on subordinating conjunctions. The following further examples will suffice here: 

.,,,.,~. ~'}f.·r·n;ua M:tlD+:t; u He informed me that the rope was broken. 4 
111,. l·'?C 1..11.''7.1"1'1~· t-.m-.+XtJ.n I know ~that5) she will get into much difficulty. (lit. I know that 

much difficulty will get her). 

2, Indirect Questions. 

The conjunction 1..1~ is used for Indirect Questions as well as for Indirect Statements (as already men~ 
tioned. All "Indirect Speech" requires it). It thus contrasts with its English counterpart "that", which is 
used only for Indirect Statements and not for Indirect Questions. The absence of "that'', in fact, render:s 
the English Indirect Question difficult to recognize as Indirect Speech, and so leads to confusion in trans
lating. 

I 
1. Notice tha~ since the main verb is passive, the Gerund used in reporting the "speech'' is also pas-

sive. 
2. This Infinitive "''ft-T, used with the verb "to be", supplies the normal h·anslation of the English 

verb "mean''; i.e. "it means" is rendered "it is to say": 
e. g. Q. hl:l'l·tn 9"1 "''ilT 'ltD·? A. Vhcil.P.h llm- "'11\-1- )tiJ· :.t 

'Nhat does "Christian" mean? It means "a man of Christ". 
Q. nc:l'l·l:n )m- "71\·r !l"'t "''t\1· ~~~~-? A. rnc:M'·n ~m· II'~A ""Jft·1· ~,,. = 
What does it mean (to say) that he is a Christian? It means that he has become a man of ChrisL 

Sometimes the verb '1m- is omitted, in which case "''M· gives the sense of "that means", "that is to say'•: 
e.g. ... .. 1 . .,., lfL' , "''"'T "'Ch.P.il't 1'+·n•\A:: He h~s becon;e a Christian; that is to say he has 

u(u • .,. .-.A' " " -,. received Chr1st, 
3. J\A is also used to express intention with 1\ + Infinitive, A + Contingent or n")~ + C?ntingeni, 

instead of with Direct Speech; although each of these three constructions can express intention by Itself: 
e. g. 1\~.1'1 +''7.il fi.OJI'?IIT 11:f'A m~ ii-4! 'lii":f-:: (synonymous with the above example}. 

4. See the same expressed with Direct Speech, above (Sec. 279). 
5. Notice that the Amharic· n"H'. cannot be dropped as can the English "that". 
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Just as there are two kinds of ordinary questl.~: (a) those conta.lning Jnherently interrogative words 
{pronouns and adverbs), and (b} those without them ; so, when these two ldnds are re!X)rted and become 
"Indirect Speech", they appear as two ldnds of Indirect Question: (a) those which are introduced by inher
ently interrogative words, and (b) those which are not -- but which, in English, are introduced by "if" or 
"whether". 

(a) Indirect Questions introduced by inherently interrogative words. 

The interrogative word ( ,.., ' . .,.. , h'JT, ,.If, rot, Ji.'ti.T, t\,.1 etc.), or an interrogatiVe phrase 
containing such a word, is placed immediately before the conjunction la1~. 
e. g. f;f"t.. ,.., Ji.'J.RII') J\Amf+'tr 11 We did not ask what the sound was. 

,.If Ji.'JS!Jl:.tii· Ar+_1A_ ~~~~ 1 Have you (m) heard when they are getting married? 
IIDC4~~~" r+ Ji.'J.Ri"1T 't'lt'.lll- 11 Tell (f) him where the needle was found. 
ttt.:r- Rh1+ A'J:r- la'JM"+n& IVw•·+r' • I don't know at what time you (pl) eat supper. 

(b) Indirect Questions which, in English, are introduced by "if" or "whetheru. 

The conjunction Ji.'J~ is prefixed to an auxiliary verb II'~ (generally uninflected for persons, and often 
shortened to an ) , which, for Perfect action, . follow.s a Gerund, and, for In:lperfect action, follows a Con-
tingent: · 
e. g. At:t 1-fi:J- M~~ liA&Jt..Y-r • I have not heard whether the girl has arrived. 

~-&fi~A"t Ji.'J.RII') mJ?:P• = Ask (m) them if they will witness for us. 

The verb liA and ~~'' itself can be used without the auxiliary; in which ease the construction is identi
cal with that of an Indirect Statement: 
e. g. \""'7.11.+ 111-'1 Ji."J.IIA ))f. 11 

'th Ji."J~IF). J\A1t.l.'f'1" II 

See (m) if there is enough water. 
She did not write if he (pol) was a priest. 

c. Alternative Constructions used for Reported Speech. 

284. The following constructions are frequently used instead of the Direct or Indirect Speech constructions:--

1. An Infinitive with a possessive suffix as the direct object of the verb. 
e. g. _,.1111:'J 11t.i'll• 11 Tell (m) them that I have come. ,.1-..,.,., '1\M"fflorll I did not hear that you (pol) were ill. 

2. A Relative ~lau~e as the direct object of the verb (=an Indirect Question). 
e.g. lit-+ ffOi-RA-fl+'J A't+ M.l1Jocl»f"11 I don't know at what time you (pl) eat supper.2 

f.J'lol~li+'J hlti"J.!' They showed us where 3 they have their lessons (lit. learn). 
Alll-111' 1K111-1 h~fflo'l" 11 I did not see what was inside. 

a. With_the verb -iiA , seem, a Relative Clause is commonly used instead of an Indirect Statement.4 
e. g. ff"f'F+ f.PMA. 11,. It seems that she is going to die. 

fttllf" 11..,. f..11Dllii.'IA 11 It seems to me that they have grown very much • 

. 4. The English double Indirect Question constructed, with "whether, if. • • or not" after ·some negative 
verb like "I don't know", can be translated in a variety of ways:-- 5 

. e. g."I don't know whether they have gone or not" (Perfect Action) can be:-- . 
t~111- Ji.'Jt..ll't m.f>"' liA" 6 Ji.'l~lf) M•+r • (a true Indirect Question construction) • 
.. tt: J\A.-~ffiii-'J J\1\111-+r • (using two Infinitives and a possessive suffix). 
~'1./f. J\f.'l.lf. lil\aH>r • (using two Jussives). 

1. See Sec. 277 on Questions. 
2. See the same expressed as a true Indirect Question above; Sec. 283 (2a). 
3. "Where't ="the place in which". But in this construction "place" is often left out and simply has to 

be understood. 
4 • It is safest always to use the Relative construction, though the Indlrect Speech construction is some

times met with. 
5. Those Ulustrated here are recommended, but they are not the only possibilities. 
6. Notice that a negative Gerund is supplied, as always, by the negative Simple Perfect (without ,. 

since it is not a main verb); see Sec. 117 (Rule 3 (a), footnote). 
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"I don't lmow whether they are going or not" (Imperfect Action) can be:--
1-~!f. J\1-.lJJ. ~1~11') A-l•+,..• (a true Indirect Question construction). 
-~~ J\1\IJDI#Sfcu.'t M.,.+f" • (using two Infinitives and a possessive suffix). 
f,.'f.Jf. Af,.Y.JJ. M•+f" • (using two Jussives). 

When it is the verb "to be" which follows "whether" or "if" Amharic commonly uses the Jussive ,.u-., : 
e.g. +'A+ ,.11-1 +,1 hAft..;,,... rwe have not. heard whe. ther it is big or small. 

LWe did not hear whether it was big or small. 
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Conditional Sentences 

285. A Conditional Sentence consists of a principal clause (the Apodosis) and a subordinate clause (the Pro
tasis) introduced by the conjunction uif''. Two ways of rendering this "if" are explained under Subordinating 
Conjunctions; they are b +Simple Perfect (Sec. 264 (4)) and ofJ +Contingent (Sec. 265 (1) ). B:U~ there are 
other ways besides these; and, indeed, Amharic offers a confusingly large variety of possib1hties in the 
expression of conditional thought. The following, then, is a summary of conjunctions and verb forms used 
for the purpose, which, if not exhaustive. includes all that the student will need. 

A. Open Conditionals. 

1. 

2. 

a. 

b. 

c. 

a. 

Subordinate Clause 
Present or Future Time 

ofJ + Contingent 1 

e. g. 0{.') 0.11\J.\\ 
If he !mocks at the door 

h + Simple Perfect 
e. g. 11..:.. b/t\ulft • 
If it does not rain to-day 

h"t.RU') (or ),').Rtf') 
2

' 
3

) following 
a Relative Simple Perfect, a Relative 
Contingent or a plain Contingent. 
e. g. Ab.,..., l'+'l'iTo--t h').Rll't 4 
If I meet him in town 

5 h'J.,. ri"f~.R' ),'},RU''} 
If you (m) are going 

1-hi\til\-~ h'J.Rift 
If they prevent me 

Past Time 
-o + Contingent • 

e. g. A )ill '1\0Q ·l-1\"J.:t' -o4·.,q 
If she arrived in Addis Ababa yesterday 

b. h + Simple Perfect 
e.g. n:S h""21\o 
If they finished that one 

c. h'J.Rif~ (or A'Jtlf"t ) following a Gerund 
e.g. oo.R"~i:'l m'I';J' h'J~If) 
If she drank the medicine 6 

· Principal Clause 

Any appropriate tense 
ID'J.!tD- ')'J~~ II 

tell (m) me at once. 

ditto 
OD"t'I.IJ. Mb "'1:1- f.S'.C~A. II 

the road will dry by the evening. 

ditto 

t..m£+*PAII- • 
I will ask him. 

Mfiu f.u'h tD-dt:A ~ u 

please take this for me. 
ob')i: n4:o- u 

l have taken the trouble in vain. 

Any appropriate tense 
q,:. ~+in~.,.., 11 :f'+cf" 11 

she is sure to visit us to-day. 

ditto 
Mbll-'l "-1\ "t.i>I.'PI:\ II 

they will have started another by now. 

ditto •. 
AJ•'J liAJJffr t 

why didn't she get well? 

1. ofl + Contingent is the most general way of rendering an "if" clause. It can be used for all kinds of 
Conditionals, and, as will be seen, heads every sub-division in this summary. 

2. This use of hl.Rif) to give the sense of "if" is probably borrowed from the Indirect Question (see 
Sec. 283 (2b) ) with which, because it too expresses uncertainty, the Conditional construction is easily con
fused (in English also there is liable to be confusion, both constructions using "if"). 

3. In Conditionals, as in Indirect Questions (see Sec. 283 (2b) }, h'l~lf) can also be used by itself 
(with personal inflexions}: 
e. g. 'f{. A)!- h1.RU't'f. Af:f.iqf".. If she is a good girl she will not be punished. 
Likewise h"t.IIK ----e. g. h'l.IIX. -r~A!fm- u If they are there call (f) them. 

4. The relative Simple Perfect + h'J.Rif) ( h'l.Rtr'J ) also renders "in case", especially if preceded 
by f"'iAQ.:t' (perhaps): 
e. g. ( ,....,.Afl·r ) room. h'l.Rifi ht;:l\¥tD-'l h~ti_,~g, ~~ 

5. Notice that, the relative form being a contingent, 
"If you go". 

In case they should come-we will get their room 
ready. 
the translation is "If you are going" rather than 

6.. The negative Simple Perfect will, as usual, serve for the negative Gerund (see Sec. 117 Rule 3 
(a), footnote). Not now being a main verb it will not take the suffix ,... • ' 
e. g. oo.R";)~i:'l liAmAi'f h'J.Rif) Ar'l ~)"f? If she did not drink the medicine why did she get 

well? 
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B. Improbable and Impossible Conditionals 

SUbordinate Clause Principal Clause 
... 

"'" 

1. Present or Future Time 
a. it + Contmgent Past Imperfect. Tense 1 

e.g. ,._,..W:'t fU"'l"J hi'-"l• )QC • 2 
J:f he told us the truth we should help him. 

2. Past Time 
a. -o + Contmgent (+ 1ft:· ) 3 Past Imperfect Tense 1 

e.g. ,._..,.H='t O.t"'l"J ( 4"1'! ) 1t1l~m- ~lie • 4 
J:f he had told us the truth we should have helped him. 

b. ftJM ( tf't! ) 3 following a Gerund Past Perfect Tense 1, 5 
A;1~+1im- )ftC II e. g. 1ii+U. ftJM ( lf't: ) 

J:f you (m) had gone in you would have ·found him 

c. 6 0 + Simple Perfect ( + 'f't: ) n + Simple Perfect ( + )lfC ) 5 
e.g nmf+"f { 4"1'!) ntfc;%+ ( 'llic = ) 
If she had asked I would have told her. 

286. Sometimes one of the two clauses of a conditional sentence is used ·alone, the other being understood 
but not expressed: 
e. g. ~l\ f.A~ 'liir. • I should be glad! (the subordinate clause is unexpressed). 

O.l'i~o-fRa? And (what) if they do insult me? (the principal clause is unexpressed). 

Comparatives and Superlatives 

287. In Amharic there is no :omparison of adjectives and adverbs as there is in English, but the simple 
form serves for the comparative and superlative forms as well. Thus, for example, the simple form l'/:9'> 
has to serve not only for ''long", but also for "longer" and "longest"; or again, the simple form illt' has to 
serve not only for "much", but also for "more" and "most"; or again, the simple form .f.A- has to serve 
not olll.y for "quickly", but also for ttmore quickly" and "most quicklj". Since, then, the word itself re
mains uninflected some other means must be adopted to show when it has comparative or superlative force. 

Besides the ordinary adjectives and adverbs, however, adjectival verbs7' 8are extensively used in com
parative and superlative constructions; and in comparatives, are generally preferable to tJ:wir correspond
ing adjectives. Thus, for instance, while "it is longer" is quite correctly rendered l"f:f" ~m- 1 a more 
likely rendering would be l.iloo or f.l11"7A = Again, these adjectival verbs are often made relative, so 
that a further possibility would be fl.noo )IJio u 

1. Or n +Simple Perfect ( + 'life ), as for 2.c below. 
2. For the verb "to be" 'llfl. is used alone: . 

e. g. 1t•)i:' U'7l"J 1'~ ~iit. • If he told us the truth it would be good. 
3. 'f~ (the Gerund of the verb If' I., live) is shown in a bracket as being optional. It emphasizes the 

impossibility, or great improbability, of the condition being fulfilled. It can even be used for present or 
future tiwe (though this is not common and is therefore not indicated in the chart); thus: ·Am-~i:"J 0.)11.,. 'ft! 
A'Yl.!lm- )lfC• would mea:n "J:f he did tell us the truth--but it is not likely tbat he will--we 'should 
help him" {compare with example under la aoove). 

4. Notice that thls example, when tf't! is omitted, is identical with the exampl~ given fo.r la, above. 
As so often when subordinatmg conjunctions are used, it is the context which deternnnes the time sense of 
the verbs. 

5. Or Past Imperfect Tense, as for la and 2a above. . . ~ 
6. This is the special use of II + Simple Perfect mentioned in Sec. 264 {1) under SUbordinating Con

junctions. It is a unique use in that n is prefixed not only to the subordinate verb but also to the, main verb. 
7. For Adjectival Verbs see Sec. 184. 
8. These include adjectival*' AI\ Verbs"; see Sees. 110-112. 
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Comparatives. 

288. Comparative sense iJ cony,e. yed by the preposition b (or ,.,. ), than: 
e. g. (1) l\A;JP. lr'"l~'7.• t.f:_f" 'i.• • 

(U) l\A,:JP. h"'t;-"',!lm- d011t • 1 
(ill) l\A,:JP. h"'~ll• ft.if,., 'i• = 2 

My bed is longer than the wall (ii 
and lli.are preferable to i). 

Their father is fatter than all the 
children (il and ill are preferable 
to i). 

You (m) returned more quickly yesterday than 
to-day. 

But the comparative sense may still be there when h (·T) and its following noun or pronoun are no longer 
expressed: .. .. 
e. g. Q. AA;JP. b"'~"'Jim- lJIOD •t.? 

A. 1\fP't hA;IIJ lfillflu 
Is .my bed longer than the wall? 
Yes, your {m) bed is longer. 

289. While most adjectival verbs, like their corresponding adjectives, are truly comparative only when the 
preposition b (.,.)is present or understood (i.e. l.fitiD by itself means "it is long'', not "itislonger"),5there 
are three which have an inherently comparative sense:-- 6 

(l~m surpass, be bigger, greater (I-A) 
A""ifl be less, smaller (I-A) 

.. _,.'i\"1\ be better (P. m-1) 
e. g. Jl.t;.ll hfiQ h~ t.OAIIJA• Addis Ababa is bigger than Dessie. 7' 8 

y'{. 1-'ft. ;J•'MX':f 11 That hut (lit. nest) is smaller. 9 
f..ll ,.,.,..,~ f..if'lA 11 This road is better. 

290. There are two 3rd masculine singular Contingent forms which in Comparatives are often compounded 
with the comparative preposition h (or.,. ). They are f.A• (from i\<1>, be preeminent; nr-1), which gives 
the sense of "more", "rather", and t.OA"'' (from RAm be greater, I-A), which gives the sense of "more"lO 
The 3rd masculine singular relative form fOI\tl\ , and the Gerund JliJAID (in the appropriate personal 
form) are similarly used, both giving the sense of "more". These four words are found more in adverbial 
·than in adjectival Comparatives. 
e. g. Jtiii: t.A.• l\~1::1 t.mifA- • 

r}ll't-t t.OA."'' ~t4. -on- ~~+ 'l:lt':lliA. ~~ 
hf j_rf/yp A)Cfl. O"'A2t' t.'tti.Jt. u 
.,.=t~'4';e JliJAIII :J-mr;X':f u 

He loves his mother more than his father. 
We have dug more ground to-day than yesterday. 
They speak more plainly than we do • 
She studies more than her comrades. 

1. Or t.ul" f..I\A 11, from the adjectival" hi\ Verb" t.lil'* hi\ 
2. Or l.lli' 11\ 
3. Or ml.f! f..ilA. • , from the adjectival., ~A Verb" m1£hl\ 
4. Or m't.f! 11\ 
5. Except that when a verb is used as a "become verb" (as adjectival verbs frequently are) it is liable 

to imply comparison with a former state. For example, if d'llfl is used to mean "it has become long", the 
implication is that "it is now longer than it was before". In this way, then, ·any adjectival verb has a stron
ger tendency to comparative sense then its corresponding adjective. 

6. A fourth, '\+ , be preeminent (m-1), might be added to this list, but in modern Amharic it is 
hardly ever heard, except, in the language of prayer, for "to be magnified" (e.g. llf"'U t.ll<¥ Thy Name 
be magnified!); and also in the special use of its s:;ontingent; for which see See. 135 and 290. . 

, 7. With the help of an adverbial phrase, RAm cansupply a comparative for other adjectives; while 
At/a , in the same manner, is used to give the opposite sense: 
e. g. flb~"' f.,ftAIIIA 1 Ol•<~>+ .., 114A • He is older but !mows less (lit. In age he is 

greater but in lmowl~dge he is smaller. 

s. A comparative adverb may be produced by prefixing 0 to the relative (i.e. adjectival) forlli of a~ 
(as per See. 255): 

e. g. +rucf1i't onXm ., ... 'i.,. AK.flf ,. You (f) must study your lessons more. 
~ l\1lt can also mean "to be insu:fflcient", l.e. "to be less than requtred": · 

e. g. d. tt1lt There is not enough bread. 
10. See Sec. 135, under Abnormal Uses of the Contingent. 
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Superlatives. 

291. Superlative sense is conveyed by the use of the deftnite article: 
e. g. fD~/ .. ,.. 1.Ch- tfDc 11 He is the fattest (lit. the fat one).l The "of" of an English Superlative is 
when required,\ rendered by h (-t).2 . ' 
e. g. hA}!.:P:f'J fD~t.,.. t.CA- )fD> = He is the fattest of our children. 

Appropriate words like "'"- , OIIJr etc. can be added to strengthen the superlative sense, buttheyare 
not an essential Jlart of the superlative construction. 
e. g. ht,)tj:J., .,.& m~t.,.. J.CA- tfDc n He is the fattest of all our children. 

hA}!.~:f'J nt~Jr "'~"-,.. 1.Ch- tfDc • Of all our children he is the very fat one. 

292. When an adjectival verb is used, the definite sense will be clear from the context, though an actual de
finite article cannot be suffixed unless the verb is a relative: 
e.g. hM't-1: t.tJ t.h1J~An This is the heaviest of the three. 

nntr r.,.mtfDc 1 t,. n 'That is the thinnest (lit. 'That is the one which is very thin). 

In an adverbial Superlative, likewise, it is only by using a relative verb that the definite article can be 
accommodated: 
e.g. I drove the fastest (lit. I am the one who drove fast). 

293. No distinction is made, as it is in English, between true Superlatives and those Comparatives which 
are, like Superlatiyes, expressed with a definite article: 
e.g. ll+~ tfDc 11 · He is the shortest (of three or more). 

1\liJ.~ )fDcn He is the shorter (of two). 

This means that, whenever the English has "the", the Amharic construction will be as for a Superlative. 

1. 1n this superlative use, as elsewhere (see Sec. 153), the definite ar~cle _is liable .to omi.ssion, the 
definite sense simply being understood from the context. Thus, without affecting 1ts mean1ng, this example 
might be changed to: wtt:taf" Jtcc\- ttD> • 

~:. See Sec. 241 (3) under Prepositions. 
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PART FIVE: IDIOM AND USAGE 
The Idiom 

294. A knowledge of words and grammatic_alconstructions will not alone enable the student to speak good 
Amharic. He must also learn the Amharic idiom-- the "way of putting things" --which is so different 
from that of the European language. Unless he starts doing that at an early stage he will naturally tend to 
translate everything word for word from his own language; and the danger then is that his ear, in course 
of time, will have grown so accustomed to his own ways of expression that it will fail to distinguish between 
them and those of the Ethiopian. Apart from this, also, he will sometimes find that Amharic posseses no 
exact equivalent of the word which he wishes to translate from his own language; and then, unless he dis
covers the idiomatic "way round" he will have no means at all of expressing himself. 

The following pages offer a selection of these peculiarly Amharic uses -- ways of saying things which the 
student will find he needs to say. A mastery of such idioms will enable him to express himself in cases when 
direct translation from the English is out of the question. 1 

295. Haw to express Ap~oximation. 
(a) By using f..IF'i~ or (pl.) f..IF'ii- (lit. it will be, they will be). 
e.g. t"ti"'Iitil-+ lll'l 01 f..IT'i& a The people who gathered were about twenty. 

(b) By using 1\1.(- (lit. one). 
e. g. f.,.ltllRO·i- ,.,,., 1\1.(- OJ. ~ft{. • The people who gathered were about twenty. 

{c) By usf.IJ 1UA (lit. amounting to). 2 

e. g. f.,.AOI'UJ-+ A9'':'f U1 1UA. ~ii<- a The people who gathered were about twenty. 
Any or all of the above may be used together: 

e.g. f.,.ftoilo-i- MP'lf. 1\1.(- Uf. f.IF'ikn The people who gathered were about twenty. 

(d) By using mf. (lit. to). 
may be added. 

e. g. mf. 1\~:f. ft'T ~tiDC"J » 
IDI. 0,..4 "Jt:'J" ..-1: II 

This is especially used for time. For wider approximation "'~ (around) 

We started at about four (=ten) o'clock. 
Around fifty died. 

(e) By using /f (lit. and) or OJf.,.. (or): 
e. g. OJ\~lli-C: OIJ~ilT 4>1 tJJ<ll1' Jl'SIII.l.. t'lt~') ~We shall finish in about 
RJ\~lli- my.,.. oill-lli- .,.., tD<llT >tlflll.l.cf\K1 = J five or six days. 

296. How to express Probability. 
(a) By using f.IF'iA. (lit. it will be) as an uninflected auxiliary verb following a participle (Gerund or 

Contingent); or alone, with personal inflexions. 
e. g. Jlllbll-1 't,..~ f.IF'iA • She has probably started by now. 

H +di>lll f.IF'i/:11. 11 She will probably return tomorrow. 
~~~ "'1:1" 1\Y.ma:;,.. f.IF'iA.• They will probably not go out this evening. 
m!l-l'.t:'lf. f.IF~k= They are probably soldiers. 

In questions f.lf'iA. is often shortened to 1-11"1 
e.g. 

Q. ~~~ f.JOoft f.IF"J 'l A. 1\9'1 f.IF'i lA a 
Is it likely to rain today? Yes, it probably will. 

(b) By using ll +negative Contingent followed by negative Contingent of +l (remain).3 
This denotes greater probability or near certainty. 

e. g. 1\J,.A.m- "'""'"-;-• They will most probably escape (or They are sure to es
cape; lit. They will not remain without escaping). 

1. Many such idiomatic uses have already been dealt with in the course of the grammar. 
2. See Sec. 136, under Abnormal uses of the Contingent. · 
3. For the meaning of this verb see Sec. 335 (a) • 
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297. 

298. 

299. 

How to express Fixed Arrangement. 
(a) By.;using A+ Contitlgent followed by ,,. or toe (sometimes personally inflected) 
e. g. O"tDDIIJ,. 1.i:1:+ AJ,;. , .. ~ i. r;:P.- !') They are to set out next week. . • 

0.,'7111: A':tDDt\ll toe :a ( tiie1 a) We were to return the next day. 

(b) By using an Agent with the verb "to be". See Sec. 159 on The Agent. 

Bow to express Imminence. 
(a) By using A+ Contingent followed by ,,. or toe (sometimes personally inflected). 
e. g. AU: t~. a { t=s a ) I am about to go. 

A.m{. tfle a ( tli(. r. ) He (pol} was about to call. . 
In the case of a subordinate clause~troduced by 1J (when), the verb M (personally inflected) com
monly takes the place of t• or tile : 

e. g. AlUi llA A' 1': M"'JI 011ij.fl=s a When I was about to set off a visitor arrived (to my :dis-
advantage).l . 

(b) By using the Infinitive 011+ Possessive Suffix followed by :t,. or toe (uninflected). 
This construction gives a stronger sense of imminence. 
e. g. 011~1,. )fDo • , I am about to go. 

m>J!o;.t-f,. tile • They were about to start. 

The sense of imminence may further be emphasized by placing f.li,. 2 at the beginning: 
e. g. f.li,. -~v.. ,,.. I am just about to go. · 
How to express Progressive Development. Gradual Change etc. 
(a) By us!ng llr + Simple Perfect followed by the verb ZS'.. (go, m-2). 
e. g. lllQIT .f.~JIA n It is. getting more (and more). 

1l1.1.'l'i- ~XT.n She has been growing. 
Rii:t-m- Arnllii+ ZJ;.A = His illness has been getting worse (to his disadvantage). 

{b) By using 1./l.t. (with personal inflexions) followed by the appropriate verb. 
e. g. 1.11.(.. ml{. They gradually grew fatter. 

7.Ji.t.':f. +A,.S'..'P~l- a She is getting used to it by degrees. 

300. How to express Constant and Customary Action. 
By using ll + Contingent followed by the verb 'rt (live, m-3). 

e. g. fT':t+ lfOII':t (UP'f AlliP+ A.ll"'.t;. f.'f{. tlic 11 People of ancient times used to worship idols. 

301. How to express Future Perfect Action. 
By using Mh (Preposition) or ,_llb (Conjunction). 

e. g. Mh +.11"1 :tlll f.1fli\- = They will have arrived by Saturday. 
7.'1 Mh=IO:.Ait u-X-1 t.RJ\'Pa = He will have eaten everything by the time we arrive. 

.. . 
The perfect sense can be emphasized by using a Gerund before the verb off in the Present Imper-
fect Tense: 

e.g. Mb +.11"1 t:tll ,.,...,.,... t..fi~ • They will have arrived (easily) by Saturday. 

When the sense of the main verb entails the idea of something being finished, to add emphasis the· 
Gerund of alA may be placed before it: 

e. g. t.f' Mh'fiii\ll P.X.':t all(l f.RI\'PA u He will have eaten everything by the time we arrive. 

302. Bow to say " in the act of". 
By using o-1\f. with an Infinitive or other verbal noun. 

e. g. 1110 ODD~CI\.T ,.,_ tiit 11 •• When I went in he was in the act of shaving.. . 
llu-':t llt.;:.fr ort. 1\f. 'i'f• 11 D: is not convenient now; she (pol) is working (1. e. in the 

act of work). 

1. This is the construction used to eXpress intention (see Sec. 280 under Direct Speech). ·Thus 
A}Ji fta could also be translated,. When I was intending to set off." . 

2. See Sec. 214, under Demonstratives. 
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303. How to say " almost", " nearly ". • . 
(a) By us~ either one gf the con. structions given for expressing hnminence, (Sec. 298, above). 
e. g. A:ra:c& ~.,. a('i:ftJ- 11) J . 

DDQ;~.l4l-o- ~m- • · You (pl) have almost finished (you are about to finish). 
AIJ~cn ~.,.. • { n •) J 
OD.f:'t4'J"t ~· ~ . We are nearly there We are about to arrive). 

tti-n+ M-1- A.U"t ,.,. • J 
11!-ft+ ll'J+ DDV). tm-u Jt is nearly six(= twelve) o'clock. 

A.IA+ ft.lll Ali.ll 1llu-= When it was almost finished I bought a new one. 

(b) By using the verb +l~ (remain, ll-2-A) 1 

. e.g. You (pl) have almost finished (lit. There remains to you 
A.:f!.m.O\. +i'li .,..;: +c:r:'fAA • only a little for you to finish). 

.. 
(c) By using the verb +:J>lll (draw near, 
e.g. 

It is nearly time (lit. Only a little remains to the hour). 

P 2 Int. C. S. I-A).2 

You (pl) have almost finished (lit. You have drawn near 
to the end). 

304. How to say "through'' 
(a) By using the preposition II (by). 
e.g. 

n-nt~+ ,a • He got in through the window. 

{b) By using the prePOsition 0- O'fi.A (by way of). 
e. g. "'o/ nlj:A m~ .. o.+ t-iinn. n • _ I returned home through the market. 

II'PIJ'm- "-"""- Ofi.A 1-.f;J."t 1\ill.li'"''ll.o- 11 I will get my matter finished through the chief secretary. 

(c) By using the preposition n--oiiA (among, between). 
e. g. o+~C:"f OIIIJfiA +:)It':~ They journeyed through the mountains. 

(d) By using the oreno,flitiJ>n n-m-b'l' (inside). 
e. g. nile OJ-ll'l' Y.'l!t:+:J>L\· 11 They crawl through the grass. 

(e) By using the verb 1\l\l. (pass; I-A). 
e. g. flR«:~m- Jlii.li!"t 11 We went through the desert. 

(f) By using the verb Hh+ (get through; I-A). 
e. g. L+'im-"t uit.,. 11 He got through his examination. 

(g) By using the verb n:i (pierce; II-I-A). 
e. g. 9"'ll"YC .,.;;.,..., llh.,. )ftC= · A nail had gone through the tyre. 

(h) By using the verb iiAh (creep through; I-A}. 
e.g. ft'l'{;."t ifAIJ .,Q'f • She got in through the fence. 

(i) By using the verb Lil,., (flow down, out; I-A), or its Direct Causative form ltl..oo 
e.g. 111'-•IL.irA• The rain comes through the roof(= The roof leaks). 

305. How to say ''too", "too much". · 
(a) By using a plain adjective or adjectival verb (with the appropriate emphasis).s · 

1. For the meaning of this verb see Sec. 335 (a). 
2. 1l is possible to use the basic form, .,.20. in the same way. 
3. Of the two the adjectival verb brings out the sense of "too" more clearly and is therefore, 

generally preferable. · ' 
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e.g. a-2• tt+c t• • 
a-~·,. t.iiu. = 
'fill" tm- a 

Rlf • 

The trousers are too short. 

D: is too much. 

J 
.. J 

(b) By using 0"19" or h~., (lit. very) before an adjective or adjectival verb. 
e. g. ft.1.m- 0"19'" Aia-c t,. J 

a-tm. n~r~r Aiitl= The trousers are too short. 

(c) BY. usirg{ ~ adjectival verb with the infixed preposition · n ("to the disadvantage of") and an 
obJect sufflx. . - . . - . 

e. g. ft.&m. Amdi:S • The trousers are too short for me. 

(d) By using h1K:' +negative Contingent with an adjective or adjectival verb. 
e.g. 

M.ISAA:flom- ft.&"m- h"'!-c )~ :: J 
ta'l.IIAA-oom- a-~iD- ttmc: (111 ") 

306. How to say " ever", "never". 

The trousers are too short for me to wear 
(lit. that I should not wear them). 

(a) For past time, "ever 11 is rendered by a Gerund followed by the verb Aib+ (know; I-A) in the Pre
sent bnperfect Tense, and "never" by the same construction but with the verb hiD+ in the neg
ative. 

e. g. ~~~~ ,..'l,l;C ~~~~ :1-m-?Xul Have you ever been to Gondar? 
· rXf'" ~I M,.+,.. • No, I have never been. 

(b) For present or future time" evern can be rendered h'l.ll'lK:' 1.11. or h'l.ll'lf.. {Ut. sometimes). 
e.g. l\1.111.(:' '7.11. +mY.-tt:J-l\"ii l · Do you (f) ever visit her? 

(c) For past, present or future time 11 never" can be rendered by Ot;:S:f'" ft"ll'.;.:'li or b.f. 
1 

(all 
m.eaning " Coll}Pletely ") with a negative verb. 

e. g. llt;:Lf'" tt.:fm~+~9" 11 She never visits me. 
For extra emph!sis this construction can be combined with the construction given under {a) above. 

e. g. hf. llf..,.'li:j· A:l-,.4!9'" 1 Have you (f)~ seen her? 

. 307. How to say "although", " even if". 2 
(a) By usil}& 1l"t\\'t h'l\\ or 111\\ , all of which mean" even". 
e.g. ft.htthk~ h'l\\1 hl:\.,.f1Ja9'" u Although (=Even if) they forbid me I shall not stop. 

(b) By using 9'"12:' (lit. anything), either alone or in conjunction with (a). 
e.g. 9'"19'" ft.hhtik~ hl:\.,.m-9'" • Although(= Even if) they forbid me I shall not stop. 

'JD19'" h1\\1 ft.bAfill-~ taM·,.,..., Even if they do forbid me I shall not stop. 

(c) By using the sujfixed conjunction ,.. 3 • 
e.g. QA0.1:9'" O.bAhl\~ hA.,.m-9'" :s Even if the owner forbids me I shall not stop. 

308. How to say "whether ••• or". 
(a) When there are two nouns, by placing 
e. g. "liY,. U'~ o-Ji )undjl(.,. 11 

between them. 4 

Whether it is tea or coffee I will drink (it). 

(b) When an affirmative and a negative are in contrast, by placing an affirmative and a negative con
tingent side by side with each other, each with ofl(if) prefixed and, frequently,-f"'(and) suffixed. 

e.g. ft.Lif\"19'" Qf.,L;\'79" tJlb/:\= Whether he wants or not he will be sent. 

(c) In an Indirect Question, as described in Sec. 284 ( 4) under Reported Speech. 

.. 
1. For the grammatical form of hf. see Sec. 258 under Gerunds used as Adverbs. With an af-

firmative verb b.f sometimes gives the sense of the English suffix" --ever": e.g. 
h.f 9'"1 U'~l- tf. AJH Whatever has happened to that girl? 

2. 111\\ is a more literary or classical form. 
3. For which see Sec. 260 (2). 
4. See also Sec. 260 (12), under Conjunctions. 
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309. Haw to say" early". 

310. 

(a) By using (fl)..,M (early in the morning). 
e. g. { O) 1M +~P"f. .r.SJJA 11 He will get up and leave early.l 

(b) By using the Gerund c::l 
e. g. t1 +r.r 'flAil 'i • 

.,.,_;~ ttl) (be a little earlier). 

(c) By using 01.11 (in time). 
e. g. 01.11 161 11 

Come (m) early (= a little earlier) tomorrow. 

We got in early. 2 

(d) By using """ ttAr.lM" • (the hour has not arrived), etc. 
e. g. rllof~Aft tt'tT 1'i }\A1.lM" tlfc • It was (too) early for the meeting. 

A'f'l: itf.f.Clt ~-"- • They started (too) early. 

(e) By using ltf.•"if (before evening, night~ draws on), etc. 
e.g. If£ 41-•"6 'Ai+fli"t u Today we will go to bed early. 

Haw to say " late". 
(a) By using the verb .,., (wait; IT-2-B) or 111i'' (delay; V-2). 
e.g. •Jr"t 11i1• J 

,.,,..,... 1n • We arrived late. 
1\ ,.-.,.,. II J 
Amt. Don't be late (m} • 

(b) By using the verbs I.U (draw on, 
their Direct Causative forms. 

e.g. ~i . 
Ontf" taf"'li+tJJo .,._,g..,_ a~ 

•• morning; I-A) and •if•{draw on, evening, night; II-2-A) or 

lt is late (morning). 
It is late (evening or night). 
They returned very late (in the evening or at night). 

(c) By using ti'Ji: ttXL• (the hour ptssed), i't'Hz1 M'XL= (he ptssed the hour), etc. 
e. g. """' 6'J+ li.A.!i:A • It is (too) late now. 

tt't-1:1 tall~ of. _,;iff= She came late. 

(d) By using (O)A-A.+ (at night). 
e. g. RA.A. + .,n- • They got in late (at night). 

311. How to say "ago". 
(a) By using h- O.c.:'f· (beforg)• 
e. g. hltil:'f- IDC 04.-t +'I'll') II 

(b) By using fll~ (lit. c::l today). 
e. g. fJI& ttl"'&- h,.h-t +1 +IDA.tJ.II 

312. How to say" in" (c::l time). 
(a) By using h- "'-" (after). 
e. g. hfl:+ n 0'-4 +•XI\ • 

(b) By using Y"~ (lit. c::l tq.ctw) 1• 
e. g. fJI~ 1\r')+ Mf.'l'i. hif'iOiiQA l n 

We met three months ago. 

They were born a fortnight ago. 

Come back (m) in a few days. 

We will meet (:: gather) again in a week's time. 

{d) When " in" means "within", not " after", fl--tJJoll'l' is used. 
e.g. Oh"t~ IDC tJJoll'l' o~R.r f.~'iA • He will get completely well in a month. 

313. How to say" before" when specifying a time period preceding an event. By using A+ Contingent, or 
A+ a noun, followed by the time period and f\.+C (fr~uently, but not invariably, with an object 

suffix). 

1. 111.+ (morning), spoken with emphasis, or 0"19" til.+ • gives the same sense as (IU"7M 
2. This is often, but not always, used with the sense c::l "before dark." 
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e. g. A!f-:tiDr A~·"F :"'> f\.+4lf .,.htl• ~~c 11 I had planted it four days before I fell ill. 
M't.d- 1\11: tt;o>1+ f\.+4• 11'/P.. .,.7i1C"J = We crossed over to the far side a week before the feast. 

There at.e various other P.9~sibilities, for instance:-
hoa:J-~"2. UA.+ or IIA:I"aar inst~d of A?aor 
hht.i- .,.., Ill.+ instead of h~'f .,.., 4.+4~ 

hii'}A- h1-t: tl~'t+ .,.,.;:. 11~ instead of M'tA- h1t: itr1:r- 1\.+tm-11 

314. How to say" after" when specifying a time period following an event. 
By using: 

11 + Simple Perfect J 
11

r a + time period with a possessive suffix. 

before ll+ time period expressed with an ordinal number. 
h- 0:\'1 + Simple Perfect 

or a Noun. L the time period followed by Gerund of """' 
e. g. mr. 1\.ii.ll Mill fltm}q'f no-M: mc'P Mii'f "Two months after she came to Addis Ababa she got 

married. 
h;J·nYi:ilm- fl~'l A1J!' ''?."~· tDD'U.+ ff..i"lf!' .,..;,..;; 11 A year and a half after their wedding they got divorced. 

Af.~· tl'Pt\ flll~ll.,.l1m- 4'1 .,.I'I~IIOi'ln Six days after Christmas we bade each other farewell. 

3 t5. How to say " since" when specifying a time period following an event. 

316. 

By using h + Simple Perfect followed by the time period with a possessive suffix or the verb tr} with 
an object suffix. 
e. g. h+4.1: A;;.M· m&-'F~ ~m- = .. It is five months since they were released. 

A'l&:.1 hi'm-~+ o-M· '}DDT lf'il1AP It is two years since I left my country. 

How to say "How often?" 
(a) By using lll'n+ flll1+ ~pl!pwed by an appropriate noun of time. 1 

e. g. 1t1;i!t· llfiH• 0111+ +'l T.?''M·A:f? How often does she bake injera? 
. 0111+ fill'H- 'tooi· mY. 1\"l&-:fm- ,e..Oi>X4k ? How often does he (pol) return to his· country? 

(b) By using Ofil11· followed by an appropriate noun of time. 2 

e. g. h1f.t· Ofl'I1T +1 :r-;.t1~irf? How often does she bake injera? 
nrfl'}i· '}oo+ mf. M~-~m- ,e..m.KttX.? How often does he (pol) return to his country? 

(c) When an inclusive time period is named, by using ll7T "'.H. 
e. g. ot'l?~·a il1+ '1.11· ;J·r'Piill? How often do you (m) see him in a week? 

311. How to say " some". 
(a) By leavin~. it untranslated, 
e. g. mi'~· m«n " We drank some milk. 

(b) By using T<I!T (a little, a few)-- whena smallquantity or number is referred to(forquantity +~·li 
can also be used). 

e. g. T<I!T ( :t·}1i) w.m- £Q.f6C" 
'I'<I!T M11· 1tf.1. 4\oP'f'A II 

Add (m) some salt. 
Some people are standing outside (lit. at the door). 

(c) By using J\'}P,'t~ (lit. one one) --when a smaller number are distributedamongst a larger num
ber (i, e. one here and one there amongst manv). 

e.g, hi'"'M9'-~ 1t1"i1~ A(ll f..fli"C 'l11:1:A." Some of the pupils have bought new note-books_. 
A'M1.~· A',lf'IU·:f rt.~11. A·Oll l\111'tm- Somegirls (i.e. some of the girls) werewearmg European 
~He" clothes. 3 
00."1 l\1\\1 J\1JI'J~ +1 f.H1QA" Even in the dry season it rains on some days. 

(d) By using ..,.i;·~t (lit. half) when a considerable proportion of the whole is referred to. 
e. g. ..,,;;if-1 OA.-tt r+lm-1 ll~ 1\m~ u He ate some and gave the rest to me. 

t. On the analogy of the distributive pronoun construction, for which see Sec. 227 (a). 
2. On the analogy of the distributive pronoun construction, for which. s~e Sec. 22? (b). 
3, Notice that J\1'11~ is a singular construction; but since Amhanc LS not str1ct about_co~cord 

in number it~ noun or verb may be plural (as in this example}. It can even take a plural sufflx Ltself: 
e, g. A 1'11P'·=i: ft\:'tft. ~He Some of them were weeping. 
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318. How to say "fast" and "slow" of clocks and watches. As shown in the following examples:--

ll'» +f.r ,.~~.~~. " 
ll'H: mf. :\It +t:;t:A 11 

ll'H: f!.4. 'r'i II. = 
ii«Ji: f.+1:11'111. u 
(I«J1: OJf. :\1\ t.+t--1\. II 

My watch is fast ( +f.f" hll., be a little early). 
My watch is slow ( +l.·, remain; IT-2-A). 

]. 
My watch goes fast ( 4.m'1 , hasten; I-A +f:.OIJ 
precede; I-A). 

· My watch goes slow. 

319. How to say" prefer". 
(a) By using the verb +ifll. g:>e better; P. m-1). 
e. g. 11"- "7:1- OIJQ.l.2ll ~oifA~II. = I prefer to finish this evening. 

(b) By usbp.t the verb. mJ.f. (love; 1-A}. 
e.g. ;J-ii'k'l '1m- fdit..mf.m-:: It is the elder which he prefers. 

(c) By us~ the verb t~~J[m (chose; 1-A). 
e. g. 'l:f<:Pm-1 btmh1: 'I"T'l IIPZm- " They preferred death to denying their Wtaster. 

320. How to say "uSe" (verb). 
(a) By usip_g the V$rb !!'):: (work; IT-1-A). 

321. 

e. g. ,.A 1.tL >..'1~n:l"'ii1 • 
,,.. hATIPZu+,. = 

We always use it (lit. work with it). 
It has not.yet been used (lit. worked with). 

(b) By using the verb 1\f.l.i (do; D. C. 1-A) following A+ appropriate noun (oftenan Instrument. See 
Sec. 160 (c) ). 

e. g. AX'ihL+ hf.["l,.T " I used it for writing. 
fl.t1PV..&.1 hf.["',.t- " I used it for writing with (or, writing on). 

(c) By using the verb m+OIJ (be useful; I-A) or its Passive form Tm~t1fJ (be profited). 
e. g. A-f!.lt' 'l'lt: .f:!ll+~l;A" We use it for zn:tny things. 

,.~~. 1.11. ~'1tfl'I'?"J].:J'il'1 = We always use 1t. 
AX' I.+ Tm+rn-nt- = I used it for writing. 

How to say "feel". 
(a) By using the l{~r,q, +11_;; 
e. g. on-+1: .J!.8"7l1A = 

u ,, .,.no?=FO)o = 

(be felt; P. II-1-A) as a" Real Subjecttt Impersonal Verb. 
1 

I feel the heat. 
They felt sorrow. 

Int.1 c. s. I), or, sometimes, "5iit\ (touch lightly with (b) By using the verb "50(! (feel with the hand; 
the hand; 1 Int. c. S.l). 

e. g. flQ.l.ii"7 >..r-'5iifl".f If~ "f.:: She went about feeling (her way) in the dark • 
• htt.- .J.'.t!i:'l ~Xm- 'lOt: c The doctor had felt (pol) my chest. 

(c) With the appropriate" Unreal Subject" Impersonal Verb. 
2 

e. g. J..P.~A I feel ill. 
f.h..,..:J•A He feels tired. 

322. How to say "hurt" (verb). 
(a} When referring to the sensation of pain, by using the verb Aoooo (pain, ache; I-A), or its Indirect 

Causative form;. .. AifDDt1P (cause pain to). 
e. g. Mi.u l\.f. fnDI"/1:\ = D: hurts (me) here. 

hil·it1P'"7l-'4 Don't (m) hurt her. 

(b) When referring to injury or harm done, by using 1-Jf damage, harm; IT-1-A), or its Passive form .,..,..ii 
flhf.."Jm- h11:<r I'JO)o 1\A.,.?.Jir = e.g. Not one person was hurt in the accident. 

1. See Sec. 142 under Impersonal Verbs. 
2. See Sees. 143-146 under Impersonal Verbs. 
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323. How to say " stop". 
(a) By using the verb .,.. (stand, come to a standstill; ID-3), or its Direct Causative form 

h4'• (bring to a standstill). • 
e. g. •h.,..'P ••if- 11 The car stopped. 

Mi.u li<lt,.. n Stop (m) here (car etc.). 
Qi.l:lj-J: ,.,.. u The noise stopped. 

(b) By us~ the verb +w (leave; irreg. Ill-2). 
e. g. 1'Yt "'t.tD:l" l'tll-1 +tD.!fou Stop (pl) that game now. 

(c) By using the ver~ bAli A .JJ2I'event; IV). 
e. g. l\111/.\tDRJ ntl'fw- f.ht\hArA 11 The door-keeper will stop me going out. 

.. .. 1 
(d) By using the verb hf:ltn (cut short; L c. Int. C. s. I-A). 
e. g. .,..,..,. oo-tr illf:Cm- ,e.tii.;Ql.+h-u They quarrel the whole day without stopping. 

324. How to say" hope'' (verb). 
By using the noun +M· (hope}, either with the verb "to have" ( AAtD- etc.), or with the verb Ar,.l; 
(do; D. C. I-A). 

e. g. ll"''if'.r~ +114. Ai\:f,. Jl J 
ll"''fl"f~ +114· lf.C;Jk = They hope to win. 

L+'f'tD-1 )t'tJtiA~ ..,.IJ'f. 'liJ'l~ u J . . . . 
l.+'lt~~-1 h'lll.IA~ +l't'f. hf.c., 'llic 11 I was hop1ng that he would pass his exammahon. 

The Direct S.P.eech construction is sometimes used (chiefly with +114- Af.l1 ) 1 • 
e. g. Jtt.=i't'f.K't 111\tJJo t"" IR.c.,:\. = • They hope to win. 

L+'f'tiJo"t 1/.\4-A ·nf .. +114- hf.C., 'I~C • I was hoping that he would pass his examination. 

325. How to say'' promise" (verb}. 
By using the noun +n'f. (hope} with the verb iMi (give; ll-2-A). That which is promised can be 
expressed with either the Direct or the Indirect Speech construction. 

e.g. 
+JC"Y. 41Ctno"t Jr.n:J• 'l>V2iv· ·M ..,.114- ttiiti-~ ul She promised me to ( = that she would) let me know de-
+4"!. 41Cm-"t "' 'l'l:l"til-+~ +n'f. ttm'f~ 11 J finitely on Saturday. 

Since " giving hope" is not necessarily the same as promising, it is sometimes best to add oo-A- (full} 
before +114- e. g. oo-A- +n'f. Jrt/.\t"'m~,..~~ He did not (absolutely) promise me. . 

326. How to say "keep a promise". . ... 
By using the noun :I"A (word) with a possessive suffix as the object of any one of the verbs cf.AtJD 
(complete, fulfill; I-B), mli+ (guard, keep; I-B), hhfil (honour; D. C. I-A). 

e. g. .:J'~ Li•:f 11 She kept her promise. 
:J"~:PtJJo1, m.O+'PA • They have kept their promise, 
.:J'Ir1 r"t.YbiiC ~tJJo 11 He is one who keeps his promise. 

327. How to say "break a promise". 

328. 

(a) By using the ne,gative of any of the constructions given above for ''keep a promise". 
e.g. :I"AUl MbilCllf" = You (m) have broken your promise. 

(b) By using the verb 
promise. 

It 

MIA {I-A} or its noun ltM+ These imply deliberate deceit or denial of the 

e.g. hiltWA 
lt11A +II ~tiJo II J 

How to say "pretend". ,, 
By using the verb 118M (resemble, 
resemble2 seem). 

e. g. fr~niG-1 f"(lt\- II 

lt"t~~f'f~ •M hAL"f " 
1Jh,..1'f ~ftJJo'l> ffltllllfl~A II 

You (m) have broken your promise (i.e. You have cheated). 

.. 
seem; I-A)or its Indirect Causative form hltDiffll\ (cause to 

Pretend (pl) to be quarrelling. 
She passed by pretending not to see me. 
He pretends that he knows medicine (doctoring). 

1. For the Direct Speech construction see Sec, 279. 
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.... 1 
When the pretense is deceitful the verb tt.:f"M (deceive; L C. Int. C. s. l) can also be introduced; 
likewise the verb +A~ (joke, have fun; I-B) when the pretense is in play. 
e. g. tJh.?" IIPftir' lil-~ttA. u He pretends (deceitfully) to be a doctor. 

llh.9" 11Pllir' r.+l\~A. • He pretends (in play) to be a doctor. 

How to say "think". · ,.. 
(a) When ref.err~ to th~ .. II\~ntal process, by using the verb. hl'lO (think, consider; I-B). 
e. g. um:r-c IIA'i'tT )tfilUIA1 = We constantly think about you (pl). · 

111 ttGa-+ =" •. ,, .. · .. Think (pl) about that. . 
~'ff'l .. )tQ.l.9"t;!'.:f"ArJ: ... ,. All-Db- u I thought I would increase his wage (for him). 
A 'iil'i-DTm- M01 ~~c = we had thought to dismiss him. 
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(b) When refer,ring to an impression received, by using the verb ooliA (seem; I-A). 
e.g. f.11Pllfl~£'." lthink so. 

hf..11Phll"'W'> = I don't think so. 
h.:?'.::l;, lA+ f..11PM:I;,A = She thinks that the rains are over •1 
f"t)>mao-1 J\f..O:,llll19" = We don't think that they will oppose us. 1 

At.+ f.C!l.A IIPI\A~ = Supper is ready, I think. 

330. How to say " lose". ,. 2 (a) By us:i.IJg the xerb m4- (get lost, disappear; II-1-A). 
e. g. P."''m- m4: = The pick-axe is lost. 

H't.l!-1! -Dit' it -oc mt;:.f.Qrf'PA = This year they have lost many thousands of dollars. 

(b) By using the verb lilA (throw down; m-1) --when an object has been carelessly dropped or left 
somewhere. •• •• 

e. g. 11'i"-D A-on. 1 Oh'1Jt- fl.:f" '~'" ~oc = 
r+ ~w- fiiJA.liw- l 

I had lost my rain- coat somewhere. 
Where is it that you (m) lost it? 

331, How to say" drop" (trans.). . 
(a) By using the verb m.ll+ (fall; I-A) with the infixed fl' and an object suffix, 
e. g. tifl'~m- h~tn~ ,.A-,.. ml+·ii~ • The mud made me slip and I dropped it all. 

(b) By using the verb IIJA (throw down; III-1}. This implies an element of carelessness. 
e. g. h1'l:i"'''Aw-n Don•t drop it! 

332. How to say" happen". 
(a) By using the verb ll') 

e. g. ?"'t If~ l 
fll')fJJo1 hl\m-.f-9" ot 

9"1 IY).? 

(become; m-3}. 
What has happened? 
I don't know what has happened. 
What has happened to them? 

(b) By using the verb Tf.l1 (be done; P. 1-A). 
e.g. i1 M r.i.l:Jt..r What is happening tomorrow? 

333. How to say" decide", "make up mind''• 
By using the verb 'f:.lm (cut; I-A), with or without the noun h~-o (thought}. 

e. g. Jl~qf:m-1 "f'i J\A(tl'm-9" u He (pol) has not yet decided. 
11.-l- A"'..iPZ.+ 'ke..ilA,. 11 I have made up my mind to have a house built. 

334. How to say "guess". .. 
(a) By using the verb """" (seem; I-A). 
e. g. y;fi 9"'t f..11PIIA.'/A.? Guess (m) what this is (=What do you think this is?) 

(b) By using tl;t.e verb 'louT (estimate; I-B), or its noun '7~+ (estimation). 
e. g. AC"'tn~ tFi:lf1 :tal\\ 1 IIP'loui" +1·ttA~ 11 Even if she is not certain she can guess. 

A combination of (a) apd (b) can also be used: 
e. g. 11'7?.:+ 111+ f.at;[ll\'f'>.A? Guess (pl} how many. 1 0'71"+ "71 fiiPilJ f.OOIIA.'tiA.? Guess (f) who has come? 

1. For the use of a relative constryction with IIPdt'l see Sec. 284 (3) under Reported Speech. 
2. The Direct Causative form hm<f.. is used for " destroy" rather than 11 lose 11

• 
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335. Inherently Negative Verbs. 
There are two common verbs whose sense is inherently negative and for which there are no exact 

equivaJents in English. They are: --
(a) +t (II-2-A). This means "remain"; but with the implication that some action is not performed 
or something remains undone. In different contexts, therefore, it may be translated: "remain with
out--", "be left un~one", "not to--", "fail to--", "be cancelled", etc. 
e. g. 1\c!l. -o;F +t:Y. She alone remained behind (i.e. did not go). 

A.I\":P o-& 1\...,..m- 1\CA- fUJ"'J J?.+t-A? When all the rest come why doesn't he? 

Q. 
A. 

..,..AI'I ilf.AlJ.A:~ 4>{." They failed to send me an answer. 

f?"h 1.11. ~C!').A tDf., ? Is it lunch time yet? 
1'i ~tiJo 1 "-il 1\'J.-l- +C;f:A u Not yet, there is still a quarter of an hour to go. 

tt?"'i f"7:J" ~-roc+ ~iil hll-1 .,.) +C:I:A 11 Last year there was evening teaching; but it is discon
tinued now. 

l..+ lAD-I!· J?.if>C 14M P'l.· tti\ ' Don't do what I said before; there is some other work. 

From the sense of cancellation, which is found in the last two examples, it is not far to the idea 
of pardon or forgiveness. Hence f.."C hi\ 11 , (lit. he said "let it be cancelled") is an " ttl\ Verb" 
meaning" pardon"" forgive"; and from this is derived r..:r>c:r a noun meaning" pardon", "forgive
ness". 1 

(b) h;;, (II-1-A). This means "lack". "be without", hence "not to have'', "fail to find" etc. 
e. g. ~IJ'i' ?".,11 0"7i1J-l- O"!f" hil:l·i\f-11 Through lack of decent food she has become very thin. 

,.-·tli& Mdi Olf.O. ~m1 " Because he had 2 no small change he gave (it) me on cre
dit. 

A.~?. J.A"l. h,;;,.:,." I looked and looked but could not find it. 

336. Idiomatic uses of the Verb .flf , hold, take holc!,of (III-1). 
(a) While the verbs iviDfli (D. C. II-1-A) and ml\f,. (I-A) are, respectively, the normal translations of 
" bring" and "take", if the action of " bringing" or " taking" is only incidental to" coming" or" going" 
it is common to use instead the Gerund of ftl before riDiii ~~ or some other appropriate verb. 
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e. g. ttllf.at-"t 1\,..iiJ = Bring (m) the spade. 
but ..,..~'1'&.1 f.flll 'i"= Bring my glasses with you. 

""l..:;".,. tDf.. ""l.::'l 1'1." o.+ htDMAII- u I shall take my shoes to the shoemaker's. 
but Jf1TI\ f.1t: A~.t~iiv- u I shall take an umbrella with me. 

SimUarlyt 1H by itself gives the sense of "to have with one". 2 
e. g. t.A4-l f..tfiiA? Have you (f) the key with you? 

(b) While English speaks of a person" catching" a cold, Amharic more reasonably speaks of a cold, 
or other sickness, catching the person: 3 
e. g. .,.')<S,'J J!.lfif: A u I have caught a cold. 

.. 4 
Uses of the verb '1"1\ r., fill (II-1-A). 
(a) 'I"~ is more loosely used than most Amharic verbs, as it can be both transi;tive and intransitiv~, 
and can take as its subject either the person, the substance or the vessel (contamer etc•) involved m 
the act of filling. lt can also take either the substance or the vessel as its direct object. 
e. g. flt~Jof.m- m·'/ tlQAf..fD* ,..:( J 

(lm•foiP" O&\f..tD•") lf}o'/ 5 'J"i\lf)o 11 The man filled the bucket with water. 

t~Jo'/ QAf..fD*l '1"'\ • ,. 
Water filled the bucket. fD*'/ IIQA,J',.IP" 'l"i\ r. J 

fJAf..fD* fD*'/ 
5 'I"~" The bucket became full of water. 6 

1. For the derivation of nouns from " ttl\ Verbs" see Sec. 114, under Compounds of 1111 
2. See also Sec. 103 (3), footnote, on ways of translating" have". 
3. See also Sec. 340. •• 
4. Another form of the verb is ..,.. ... (also II-1-A). 
5. This is an adverbial accusative: see Sec. 256. 
6 Very similar sense can be conveyed by a use of the passive verb: 11&\f..fD* RfD*1 +1"1\ a 

The bucket was filled with water. 
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(b) This verb is often used with reference to numbers, money, time, etc. to indicate completion: 
e. g. IIP.f. t,A<r»l\Pil That is not a complete hundred. 

11'1: 1\. <r»l\ +l\4*4~ 11 Awaken (m) me when the hour is up. 

(c) The 3rd masc. sing. of the Present Perfect, 'I"A;tA is used idiomatically for" There is plenty"; 
e.g. tDl.'i·~· 'I"A:f:Au There is plenty of paper. 

338. Verbs which are uf}ed to translate" burn" etc. 

339. 

(a) t..+mA u (L c. 1 Int. c. s. 1) burn (trans.) 
·l".<~'iM (P. 1 Int. c. S. 1) be burned 

e.g;. .f~~tD-l ,,.A- hJio"''AtJJo n Burn (m) all the rubbis~ 
IIP1f'lll'f't 1:'.:1'"1'lr'·ii4A" Our register(= account book} has been burned to our dis-

(b) )f.f. (I-A) 
Mf.f. (D. C. I-A) 

e. g. ?"~·~tD- ·M'li ),.. I M.P llMi:?" n 
M1:l 1\'Jf.:;t " 
M·l- "l'a' hA-t)ftf.9"' = 

(c) Ll (II-2-A) 

-t4-:@: (P. 1 Int. C. S. ll-2-A) 

e. g. 

(d) -th:n 

e. g. 

(I-B) 

(D. C. I-B) 

(P. I-B) 

advantage. · 

burn (intrans. ), catch a light 
light (fire) 
The stove is no good; the fire won't burn. 
Light (f) the fire. 
The fire has not yet been lit. 

burn (trans.) (especially of sensation); burn up (figur
atively; often used for time or money). 
burn (i.e. be burning by nature 1 ). 

I felt the saucepan and it burned me. 
It takes (lit. burns up) much time. 
When there is too much red pepper the food 2 burns. 

apply heat in some way, burn with hot iron etc., hence: 
iron (clothes), brand, cauterize, shoot. 

be feverish (impersonal 3 ) 

be ironed, branded, etc. 

Please (f) iron my shirt for me. 
He burns {brands) his sign on their backs. 
They aimed their rifles and shot at us. 
I have a burning fever. 

Adverbial Expressions of Time derived from the verb +!!- (precede: I-A). 
+r:.r (an uninflecting Gerund) 4 formerly, in the old days. 5 · 
R~~,.. recently, the other day (approx. within the last week). 
4-l-f" just now, 6 a short while ago (within the last hour or 

so). 
llll+.~·ir' (Gerund of the L C. form; it inflects for persons) first (of two or more actions): 

. ,. illlfl - •••• 

e. g. liA .,.s;f. ..,,..,he llll+~-1 'h'l&Af." Before we discuss the matter let us first pray. 
'l•rJi'.. ·RA- (Gerund of the Weak Form" hll Verb"; it inflects for persons) a little earlier, 7 

hii.u +1.,.. before now, previous to this. 

1. See Sec. 97 (4) under Changed Stem derived forms of Verb. 
2. There is no translation for the Ethiopian food dJ"'' " Sauce" hardly gives the true sense. 
3. See Sec. 144, footnote, on verbs used to express physical reactions. 
4. See Sec. 258 under Adverbs. 
5. +t:<r» has much the same use as ~t! (or JJ.t:: ). Both refer commonly, but not invariabl 

to time long past. 
6. "Just now" in a still more immediate sense is translated ,.,,,., (now). 
7. See Sec. 309 (b) on How to Say " Early". 
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340. Some further Idiomatic Phrases etc. 
1. Idiomatic uses of U+A't! , sleep. 1 

'-1+M: mfiJ:.~ • I went to sleep (lit. Sleep took me). 2 
"'J+A,Ij! flf~ II I became sleepy (lit. Sleep gripped me). 

2. "Let alone", "Not only". 
(a) '-'H.1;J nu·Af 111tf'M· -ni:' 1\A.O>t..ID*'.F 11 I won't do it for five dollars, let alone two. 
(b) "711111 t.td: ( +C1'·) l.f.tr't 1'1' h!ID*+,.." He does not yet know the alphabet, let alone to read. 
(c) ~'l~ID*'l -~:·1(: 11:i: Itt-If> 1i.t.·h'l,.. ·r".fi\Al·" Not only can she speak the language (or, Let alone speaking the language), she can write it as well. 
3. " What has that to do with you?" etc, 
(a) 1t1+1 ?"l MiiiJ? 

1\Cfi.'J ?"1 1\"'iiiD· ? 

(b) 1\'}·1· 9"'}1} ~fl)o ? 
ii.Cfl. ?"). )ID- ? 

4. " For nothing". 
(a) When it means "free". 

0)~ t-1-.r& :t (correct) J 
11·0'\'li t.li~X. '' colloquial) 
'1\H.tm- ( l.H.rJ· ) )lfc "' 

(b) When it means II in vain". 
Oh'l1: Aif.'J II 

5. 

6. 

t\ID-+U ( hhliiJ) 1~:1i~" 
hfD-4' Thtl. T II 

11"1 '-'H'.tn f.+r. :: 
tJ~j!~· 1\1 f.IY~ +f•ID- :: 

What has that to do with you (m) ? 
What has that to do with him? 

What has that to do with you ( m)? 
What has that to do with him? 

They are to be had for nothing. 

It was for nothing. 3 

We went to the trouble for nothing. 

You pushed me on purpose. 
It came open by itself (i.e. of its own accord). 

Let it stay shut. 
Leave (f) it open. ., 

~ ,, 
fi!JC: Jl'i·lo'} t\A.&: t\&\(,.'; f.if>l.flJ&\ 11 7, OUr eucalyptus trees are being cut, one here and one 

there. 

B. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

4 
hiD-'rl•'fi )ID* n 4 ED-if;NffDo )tlJ-:: 

4 .. I am fortunate, J 
AX:'i\. )ID· " I am unfortunate. 

?"'t :r:=ft.~~ llAil right, I don•t mind! 
,.., h~:~ =-:.1 

... ··~p 6 
"'X:' f/1.19" " 

9"') t.ii ( h' i· ) ? 

It comes to eight dollars. 

That is true what you (f) say. 
They are lying. 

(lit. "It is my fortune" -- good or bad as indicated by 
the context). 5. 

It doesn't matter to me. 
What does it matter? What of it? 

" 1. The verb corresponding to this noun is hl+l\4· 
(D. c. Ext. 1 Int. C, s. V-1) which means 

'' doze off" . 
. b 2 

To ~void ambiguity it is sometimes necessary to use this idi01~ rather than the ver 
.,.;;: 

( U-1: B), since the latter can mean either " go to sleep", " sleep" or " lie down". 
3. See Sec. 213 (footnote) under· Demonstratives. 
4. The appropriate possessive suffix is ~sf,;.d. ., 5. " Fortunate" can also be rendered 1.1:'1lli' or f:J•f.A 6. The appropriate object suffix is used. 
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13. 

14. 

15. 

16. 

17. 

18. 

19. 

20. 

,..,.,., ,..,1 

o.:r-c-o1.1L• J 
o•cn-• 
otu ,..,.,. 
htA:I"+ J\1t:' ... , II 

0.11h ( OJ'1h ll.nh ) 

lt wontt matter; lt wtll make no difference; 1: wtll tie all 
r.tght. 

receDtly, soon. 

duriDg this week. 
one day, once upon a time. 

at least 

0.RA.1'. ( 0.RA1' O.RA1' )] 
O.Wf ( 0.011 0.011 ) 

at most 

., 
J\-ilii'ICD-
O.,.Ap ( R.,.A~ ) ,. ..... .,.. 2 

~-- J oq. .. 
J\-illl .,. 

•• 

J -oltJP.lli 
f~Oit+ 
A-oiiM 

At~~~ll''i-
3 1\J.'. ft)'ICU 

IDJf.!lf IDJJ..U 
o+~ n.,.". 

1-t"J~ ... ~-t.--J 
A1t. A"71J. 
llm+l\~ .. 

J\~m<f.f'" 

especially, mostly. 
especially, particularly. 
and especially; and what's more; moreover. 

most of it. 

most of them. 

After all this -- ; By the way, --. 
Oh, by the way, -- ! 

to and fro; back and forth. 
in turn. 

usually, generally. 

in general. 

There is sure to be one; There is sure to be some (lit. 
D: will not be lost. 

MISCELLANEOUS USAGES, etc. 

Greetblgs and Farewells. 

341. m.'i J.'.I'I1'A:S • 4 (lit. May He give health on my behalf) is the most general expression both of 
greetblg and farewell. D: can be used at any time of day, alone or to preface other expressions of 
greetblg or farewell (such as those given below). Of all these expressions it is the only one which 
remains the same whatever person is addressed. · 

342. The followblg further expressions of greeting and farewell must be inflected according to the per-
son addressed i.e. they must be given the appropriate 2nd person form (masc., fem., pol. or plur.) 
but for convenience they are all shown here in the 2nd person pOlite form. 
(a) For use at any time. . . . 

[ 

A1UO'l ( A1t.f'"lt:"C ). MP(+J1 How are you? 
On meeting: I'..U'i tJP ( +)1 Are you well? 

«1= tJP (+)? Are you strong? 
J\11..+ ( A1t.f'"1) ~ll''.'fao l How may you be? 

1. This can also be used with an object suffix: e. g. ,.,,.. ~AUf'" u ]); won't hurt you (m); You'll 
be all right. 

2. See Sec. 135, under Abnormal Uses of the Contingent. 
3. The appropriate possessive suffix is used. 
4. Generally contracted in speech by the omission of J.'. m.'i ~) h1'Al.f • 
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On parting: . Uti .J'.•2-• Be well! 

(b) For use at particular times. 

OneL cj. the following verbs is chosen, as appropriate to the time and occaSion:--
. ANC. pass the night (I-A). 

'P'l pass the day (ID-1). 
AU$ pass the morning (D. c. I-A). 
A~! pass the evening (D. c. D-2-A) • 

. t\W pass a few days or weeks (IV). 
'Ill,.. pass a few months, or longer (lit. pass the 

.. rams; I-A) •. 
These are used as follows (taking AU. as an example):--

On muting in the morn.i:Qg 
).'t~,.1 ( l1~+ J Iii:{. f l 

. _tf)} ~tic; M-r ! . 

an parting at niglt: < Jl) ~us ,.~~ • 

How have you passed the niglt? · 
Have you passed the nig1t well? 

Pass the night well! 
2 

343. When, in greeting, some such question as those given above is asked (How are you? How have 
you spent the niglt? etc.), the standard response is A"'lJl;\-6,h.C ~Alt1J11 u 3 May God be praised! 
This may either be used by itself or to preface a real answer to the question: 
e.g. ~ A1~,.., ~,+1· . How are you? 

A. [ lt"'lU.A"ffth.C . ,.a.nn • May God· be praised! 
·A"'lU.h-fi~C f..IPti11 ~ur; t~ • May God be praised, I am well. 

After this a counter question may be asked: 
e. g. J.Clt9'la J.1~f'"1 ~,+ l And you, how are you? 

344. Greetings for Special OCcasions. . 4 
These are generally prefaced with M\\1 , which in this use is an expression of felicitation. 

The following are a selection of the more useful, together with their approximate English equivalents 
and the standard answers employed: -- 5 · 

Greetings 
A1\\1 ~ii J\ll9'{+); 

Congratulations! My felicitations! 
Ji1\\ 1 ll~U'i 1/i- a 

Congratulations on your safe arrival! Welcome! 
t.1u.l\-ftdt..C ,..,cfl(+)• 

May the Lord make you "{..ell! .. . . 
M\\1 Ji"'H.I\"ffth.C AU.U 1ft",(~• 

Congratulations on your recovery! 
Ji"'U.h-flth.C ltl*t,(it)rt 

May the Lord comfort you! 
M\\'t A"ffe?) A~i: l~lh, (+)• 

A happy Christmas!. 

A happy Easter! 
).1\\1 A-fiC" ....,.., ..... 1~tll9'(+)• 

· Answers 
J.1\\1 Miff 1./i 1A1 • or 1\""&1 • 

.J.'1\\'t o~ur; ,.,.;:~ • or .1\""'1 • 

"""'1• ,. ..... ,. 
"'""'1• 
A1\\1 A-o~ 1~Zta1 • 

1. The Present Perfect may be used instead of the Simple Perfect: )t1~f'"'t t.J':'l'PI\ 
2. This is theordinary way of saying" Good-night". For thet:ther 2nd persons it wW be: 

(m), (IJ~.ur; J.~r; • (f)~ (il)~uc; ~~ (pl). {O)tti'i ~ 
3. Often contracted in speech~ but in different ways: e. g. by the omissiOn of 1\il A"'II.(Ml)th.l: ~M't • 
4. Though otherwise it means" evenn, A')\\'t , as an expression of felicitation, has no Eogllsh 

equivalent and practically defies translation. . 
5. For convenience, again, the 2nd per SOil polite forms are used. The other. 2nd person 1orms 

must, of course, be substituted as appropriate. 
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[

M\\ 1 tDI. AJi.& ~-1 1UlaP(IJ1• 

)..1\\1 bll-1 .,.., ,,..,,l.f'(+)a 

A'tt.J. 1 hu~ .,-1:,.11 tDI._ ·-~ · .,c.fh_ .rlt ;J~U'(.,• 1 

A happy New Year! 

345. How to send greetings. ' 

J\1\t, 1 '-''fiC' ll.~i), • 

~1\\1 h-oC' .tf.."'il1. 

A'i~~ ll'PC" tftjfl.'t• 

~ ' "Tlie word for " greeting" is 

:::~;~:l~=s-: J 
~;1- ; the following are examples ot its use: -

Give (m) my greetings. 

Au-lif.u. ll't\r:J":f•1 t\b- • J 
f\_u-'l¥.,.· IPi.r ,.,.., h.+.t• • , They sent their greetings to all ot you. 

· A~;d! IPI\rrf-,, ~4-CofiA'J )!~):'~~· They asked me to give their greetings to the children. 

Bow to say" Yes" and" No'r. 

346. "Yes "• 
(a) When answering a question, "Yes" is rendered llfl1 (often shortened in speech to 1 A• ). 

(b) As a reply to a call, ''Yes" is rendered: _:_ 
(i) 1\0.i- : - Ut. "Lord"; used for a male person, superior or equal. 

(ii) la"i+ ·: - lit. "Madam"; used for a female person, superior or equal .. 
(iii) ,.,. : - familiar and casual •.. 

347. "No". 
There are three ways d. rendering" No": -

(a) rlr (lit. There is not). 

(b) M~I.Xr (Ut. 1: is not). This is used chiefly in answering questions of which the verb is ~,... (this 
use actual1y comes under (c) below}. But it can also be used in answering other kinds ot questions; it 
is then somewhat stronger than vKr' · · 

(c) The verb of the question is put into the appropriate negative form. 
at the same time. 
e. g. Q. [ ·~.eti ,.,. f J 

A. *"';&h.,.. 
· taf.t.f:. , t.A;.tw. , 
"""tft-1 ' 
1\f.l.l\,.. J ,.1'£ t• • ' 

Q. 
A. 

How to say " Please" and " Thank you "• 

348. " Please". 

Has it dried? 

No it has not. 

Is it good? 
No, it is bad. 

. v"Rr or ta,.f.X,. ·may be used 

(a) The ordinary word for "please" is. Mfi -- followed by the appropriate 2nd person possessive 
suffix: -- Miiu Mfi'li AQhf' M§u- 2 

(b) A more casual" please" can be rendered by i.IH:, for the meaning of which see Sec. 269 (18) on 
Interjections. 

1. The appropriate names must be used, as exp,la.ined in Sec. 358. 
2. The accusative ' is sometimes added: e. g. AQfi'f'l · 
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349. " Thank you". 
{a) A"'U.~11~C J'.II'I'A~ • 1

' 
2 

Lit. May God give on my behalf {i.e. May God repay you 
for me). This lS a serious and formal expression of gratitude.3 

.\! .. 4 
(b) J\llfJlb'iiiiJo 11 Lit. I thank (or I praise). This is also a serious ex-
pression of gratitude. 

(c) ·rli I Lit. Well done! This is used as an informal expression 
of appreciation of some service rendered, say, by a servant or a child. 

(d) Ai.u Lit. All right. This is commonly used as an informal 
acknowledgement of something received. 

Another way of expressing gratitude is to bow, without necessarily saying anything. When a gift 
is given respectful gratitude may be shown by bowing while receiving it with both hands. 

How to ask Pardon, etc. 

350. The following expressions are given as for the 2nd person polite {except the first, which is a noun 
and therefore impersonal). The appropriate changes must of course be made for the other second 
persons. 
(a) t.+c:J- • Pardon! 
(b) t.+c:J-,1 ( A~f''iAJJa •) I beg your pardon. 
(c) t.+c:J- 1t:'C1-A. ~ = Excuse me. 
(d) f.if'C J'.Ok~ r. Forgive me. 
(e) f."'l~~ 11 Forgive me ( = Grant me mercy). 

Notice the Passive forms for (c), 
(c) 1-+c:J- +~l1A~• 

(d) and (e): --

(d) .e+c ·NIA.JJa = 
(e) +"''CJJa • 

Telling the Time. 

I was excused. 
I was forgiven. 
I was forgiven ( =Mercy was granted me). 

351. There is six hours' difference between Ethiopian and European time reckoning: mid-day or midnight 
is therefore Ethiopian six o'clock. 

II•H· (lit. hour) 
f.of?:P 5 

b or ".,. (lit. and ) 6 
l\ 1-~J'. (lit. to --- lacking) _ 

e. g. 116-:i: ll'» .. 
JJaltf II'B· bh9"il+ 1!.4!? 
Hm:.S ll'J+ +{.-0 
hP'6- 1\U.· a'J+ +'fi.A. 
t'\111~ t\'Jt- rJI f.t:P 1-iit. 
t'\Mt- (I'JT ~ ,.llf. = 

In speech both 1'1'» and f.4!:P 
e. g. 111,.1 lfm:S hrJI Ai'lli· im- = 

The terms used in telling the time are: -
o'clock 
minute (s) 
past (after) 
to (before) 
four o'clock (European 10:00). 
five minutes past two (European 8:05). 
a quarter past nine (European 3:15). 
half past eleven (European 5:80). 
twenty minutes to one (European 6:40). 
a quarter to three (European 8:45). 

are often omitted, especially the latter: 
1t is now 9:25 (European 3:25). 

1. Often contracted in speech, but in different ways; e. g. by the omission of ...W.. 

,. "'u.t.( 1Ith.} c .en.,A. ~ • . 
2. The standard response to this is either 1\"'11 or A-RC' f.ii1'A:S • 
3. Alternative but less common expressions are: -- . . 

ll"'U.hilth.C f.{I'I'JP(+)m= May God give you (the appropriate 2nd person obJeCt suffiX must, of 
course, be used). 

llt1i1Tl:S May He grant long life (lit. cause to remain) on my behalf. . 
4. The appropriate 2nd person object suffix can be added: e. g. 11,.1'\.Jh,:J-i\rJo 11 I thankyou (polite). 

5. S~t~ Sec. 187, under Fractions. .. 
6. 1-.lff. isthe Product Form (see Sec. 161) of theverb .,..,_II., be lacking (I-A). Apart, however, 

from this special use in telling the time, it is generally used today with the sense of " affair", 
"matter". 
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352. While there are no exact equivalents of our a.m. and p.m., where necessary the part of the day 

353. 

354. 

in which the hour falls ca,p. be specified: --
e. g. tp.=i· ll1tP't. IJ·M· fi'Ft· at twelve o'clock in the morning (European 6:00 a.m.). 

hf"li•J: 1t'>1: 1'1~+ one o'clock in the evening (lit. one hour from sundown -
European 7:00p.m.). 

0 7:J• liM=!- ii'H· 1'fi..A r. at half past three in the evening (European 9:30p.m.). 
h/l.l\.1: umi f\~+ at nine o'clock in the night (European 3:00a.m.). 

Further iml).Ortant terms are: --
. 111:11+ i'l~+ ( >.fi.A +1) 

bl\.1\.•f: lll-111• (1~1' 
h(l~+ 11:\1\ 2, 3 

The Days of the Week. 

These are: -
t.tft..t!' 
(17f' 
"''h(l?f 
1!'11 5 

Sunday 
Monday 
Tuesday 
Wednesday 

noon, mid-day. 1 

midnight. ( b.b-A 1\.1\. + ) 
in the afternoon. 4 

Thursday 
Friday 
Saturday 

These names are employed adverbially without the preposition 0 (on), 6 e. g. 
She will go to market on Monday. But they are also used as adjectives before +1 
meaning " day"): 
e. g. 1!'11 +1 f..tn"''ii- r. 11 

a7f' oM· 1-nf..:J- ~ncr. 

The Months. 

They fast on Wednesday. 
She had gone to market on Monday. 

(17f' =i·.,t•sA':f-" 
or M+ 7 (both 

355. The Ethiopian year has 12 months of 30 days each and one miniature month of 5 days (6 days in 
leap year) added to make up the full year: --

Ethiopian Month 
ODIJblf" 
·r.P9"+ 
'i"'C 
:J''i"'P' 
't'C 
riit+ 
oo?n.:l· 
"'1.1111 
"'l'W·l· 
1'11 
th?"A. 
'lth(l. 

The Seasons. 

Nearest English Equivalent 
September 
October 
November 
December 
January 
February 
March 
April 
May 
June 
July 
August 
The Miniature Month 

356. In common usage the year is divided into two main seasons: --
0.?, the Dry Season (approximately from end September to mid June). 
hl?"+, the Big Rains (approximatelv from mid June to end September). 

L " Noon" or " mid-day" may also be translated +·rc , but this means "the middle of the .day" 
(i.e. when the sun is around its hi~hest) rather than exactly 12:00 o'clock. 

2. This is a contraction of hll.t!'ll+ fl~+ 0~1\ 
3. Or hit~+ att.e. 
4. Similarly, "in the forenoon" is sometimes, though less commonly, rendered hll~+ 1M.+ 
5. The more classical {i.e. Ge'ez) form usfl(l on calendars is .:!11-b 
6. See Sec. 241 (la), footnote on the omission of n 
7. When M+ is used in this way the reference is generally to past time. 
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But two other· seasons are sometimes spoken of (periods which are otherwise reckoned as part f 
o;a ): -- o 

~J!.f., the t~me of flowers after. the Big Rains {approximately October-December). 
flA"l, the hme of the Small Rains (approximately February-April}. 

The Years. 

357. The Ethiopian Calendar is approximately 7 years, 8 months behind the European, the first month 
of the year being DPiJbl,.. 

358. The years run in cycles of four, each named after one of the four Evangelists: 
t11fi:9'll 11'/Cif.il ll-:1'11 f"th;il 

e. g. The year Ii!~~i (European 1956-57) is UDP~ "''i:9'll 
The year · !Dl:i (European 1957-58} is lfoP~ tlf#C.,..ft 
The year !iU!i (European 1958-59) is n-~ tt-:t'iJ 
The year I!l!:il (European 1959-60) is lfDP) f"thlll 

Dating. 

359. In dating, the name of the month comes first, followed by the day and then the year. The equiv-
alent of A. D. is 't ,.. C1= ,_,. ,..Ill+ , year of grace). 
e. g. 1'C M+ 4'1 1D~~(; 't ,.. 2 7th Tir 1945 A. D. 

Terms of Polite Address. 

360. There are three degrees of polite address (or polite reference): --
(a) "1Ct11f'P. (feminine "lCt11f'l!+ ) Majesty (adjectival form). 

This is used for monarchs and their consorts. 
e. g. "JC.t11f'P. 11'$.'. Oh, Majesty! 

"lCII'f'P.i:t·9' Your (m or f} Majesty; 
Majesty. 

"lC.II'f'P. 1\'l 11'f. HisMajestythe Emperor; 
esty the Empress. 

3 
(b) AIJ.A (feminine AliA:'J- ) Highness (adjectival form). 

His (Her) 

HerMaj-

This is used for members of royal families, and often renders" Prince" or" Princess "• 
e. g. Ao-A cr.t." Oh, Highness! 

AO·A"i+9' Your (m or f) Highness; 
1:\0.A DP\la'l'l Prince Makonnen; 

(c) hO•C (feminine n11C.+ ) 
4 Honourable. 

This is used for any rank below royalty, including commoners. 
e. g. hn·c IJ'f." Oh, Honourable Sir! 

ho-c.Tt-9' Your Honour; 

Letter Writing 

His (Her) Highness. 
Princess Tsahai. 

His (Her) Honour. 5 

361. One of the terms of polite address given in Sec. 360 (nearly always the third, of course) is 
used both in addressing the envelope and at the beginning of the letter. The date is written as de
scribed in Sec. 359 at the head or foot of the sheet. 

1. In writing +1 is often shortened to 4' 
2. Or ~?; ; the first three figures are often omitted. 
3. A Ge'ez plural form is used: AtJwl\1 (m). 
4. A Ge'ez plural form is used: nftot-'l (m). 
5. A form of address similar to the,_p.bove is used for bishops: l' -o§'b 

Blessed {plural o(IIJ-01 ); -Rif-111+9' Your Beatitude; -RIJ-Iil:J·=j:m- His Beatitude. 
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The following specimens will give an idea of the general form of an Amharic letter: --

1) A letter to a male friend. 

2) A letter to a lady. 

fQilf"fl~h liJ(UJ)a '70. .: 
f ;riJ;I- lj1'1 4t1'C 2035 t 

t.IJ.ll t.OQ t 

thf"A. f .,.., ~ '· ,. .• 
ltbR-C m-1: 1\U'"fJim- ID11:"'1 hAlo &"'/. +fl_, l 

hTA1f10.:t' +l'i ll'f+ 'J'.'I"I! 1\tn.'i'IJ Alo 
.,_,. 1.11:.'1"1 ii"HHTVA u MI. Alfr:H: IDI}'} fA.i\IIJa 
t.9"4b .ehoc .e-11n ~.,.,. )1 u 

fK<f.TIJoA1 ~11.110. ~Ct)1 Ohhilt>i• h'l1l 
lllPI\IJa II lt..,H.llildi.C U·'f. flU'') liDiJhlf" ll..tnfl 
ltouliJAIJa = oolf9" ~'IC R.fllf Oh1J1 llj'.Mi19"'i 
1Jat\-1f" fJ'fM P':J iJ1'l'i':li 1tifJ>11i\ill 

fltj!~f" '1'4·4: m11:ru = 
O+A Thl\ BYC19" u 

r 7·11;1- ""'' .,.... 1948 
t.IJ.ll t. 011 
Mtl\. t +1 ~Jl 'f. f". :: 

1\TbO{. IDj'.Jlr.' ll:F9"fl\1i I 

111\ -& m.'i :t..")~tri- n,....,....,oo, 1h-ne:r· 
lll\9" :f-f. 1 t. 'f>CQI\IJa II 

fm. 1~+fP'J Ah hm"J.Lm- hm~:fm- fiODm 
r+ IWJ''iiJo OIIJ9" ~il ilA-'tA :t 0.+ Ail IJot\- ~ur;· 
~m- •.e ? hCiJfP t;lj!.f+ OM·+c M 1\m. 1B: ~uc;· 
~1 =' h'Jol.O.:I-'f1 1114. T R.+ t.k OTIIJ{. '1!1'C 

· fCilfP 1:'1"&" }lfoul)A~ «A"''i: m{.~ » O_,A+ 
IJoA"'.H. ~~llJAIJo = ,.,.,.. M't\' ltCilfPl Qi\j'.fP 
I:'I"IJfP h'Jol.O.i: ftODIJ"). ~~~ t.it J;t A 

AJ(f OllJf" j'.'ftj!of!JiiA s oalff" llA-M'i 
11r 1.'1'1..,.,. hf~:Joi•IJa ~TIJa I ,.~m- ll"lll 
llOWt -n+ "flilTIJo -tl:l*f.+ 1 

~l.l."f~ t..eOA-'i MhfP1 A~=J:l ,ell
A~ AO.Tttn· o-& M,.:'' 1+co-A~ 11 

fl'f.e~ P' ;J AOD1n·+ 1-t~:J-1 • 
hhfl&'i '14-4! 

+ell.+ ho~· 
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3) A short note to a business aquaintance, 

Aha-c lif. 4+t& 1 

"'~,.., t»-llt& li~l!PA H )I~ )l"llilf."ffdi.C 
f,D'Dil'l'} ~ll'i ~~ = 

hO·C fD1~"2. ,,,. lllf.l 1-'if. OD-plf hlllv
JP-1- ""'',.. hwtA.:s ~, hO.l!'JP )\D'Difl""' tllH.t,.. 
OliP't· li11!: (l'J-1- 1\f. Ml.+JP h1'tiUJ~ u 

1\h!l& fD,,.,..,. 

•f•fli.fD lfA+:: 

4) An application to the Municipality. 

d~ :o: .,., 1if~i 'f, ,.. • 
Ahfi'C fli-'J.ll liOQ "'tii."JY{ 0.-1-
fCllT fm-Ar; f"l-t1C 'PCi li.&.h+C 

li.IJ.il h.Ofl 
hii-C IJ'f. • 

Ril'4 h"t'li fD< 1Jfl1: RfD<Cil lnio-+ Cll1: 
RIJC:J" ~'I'C 1589 hTt"'fD< dl-111' liP't· M"hT 
»:u IJ& "'+c +1it ,..,. :'Jf.A. mAr. thf.m+ • h& 
"2.-1-<·l n1 -oc 'til-o Mn'l'u-~t:ffD' f.1ifD' fD-A 
O"'tlf."JY{ O.i· Clli'Ci fD-A h~A. M.ll 11l'i ftiliiiJ:ffD' 
ll'l-\D'DH'l"ffi\:PfD' f~C1-A~ 111~ hfAOD'l'fi. ffH 
1'A.10-l-1 li1f: "lit hH.U ."JC }\ff.'fC O"'thOC 

l\SDA}J'f 
J\.f- b.li~ mAf. 'l.f'C"l.ll• 
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5) An invitation to a prayer meeting. 

~ 111~ M~ .. .,.,.,.,_ .. )IK-• '"'"· I•D 
,..,. •li.A ..... , ~qlf• • fdat'. 'I •I 
AbftoC t.+ O+fto I.A? I - ... 

«Rlri rr+M"f Uoftt I R~t-11"+ ofii1-A 
r;. ?J'Ifi(fu-» f""'.A•., r.-UA #'/4 +ft4- O-r 
1:1.., tart •"'+:f .. ...,..., .. •111' u-A+ 1.11. A'f't; 
,. ... 11 bA't+ 01.4 I hi t\IJ-1- )aflb 11 NH- ... , ... 
t\~ 0.-t hCII"f:l't 10. AlA'"+ f\dlt61JI\il IillO 
'lA • Aflh..ftl- 0,..14C.ll +•c+• OJHI'ho'i" AJ: 
,.,"·•l-1- II~.,U.Aofld1.C _,l.l'l +tJ.;~f+• 0.111 
f"m- J rl.,U.Aofld1.C •ld'i" ft'A AtMl-., 1\.U: 
A"f t.'J-1\A a 

ObCA.,.ll •1t:'fPT-'/ 
AII+T- II 

6) An .invitatlon•to IUS Highness Ras ____ ., to a School sports day. 

All-A J,./1 MAo I 
All-A ll't. I 

AI. 4-A.A wuc+ .o.+ 
f :rill' ...... , ...... 1015 

t.JJ.I'I AOQ • 
11). I +1 !til , .... II 

rtbOC Mr:J"•"f U+l.O Iii. 4-A.A :t-r 
-uc,. o.+ • ~At,.,., ou.u- +rue,. o.+ ...,y 
~ fA.}r'li1 i'li?"C+ ACf"~ A••AIIW A.,..4 
~~~PIS 'IA417+1 r•llm-1- 1.111-'l 61:A A14.11'f 
Uf"'lA• 

rM~"' ~·· AAM"C't'¥• _,,_'rt U 
.. ,;If..,. .,+Am/..1 W.rc+ ta11.-ti11LA:J ..,_ ft.,,.,., A wuc+ 0.1: o.:l'tt Jt + n ,..,. 
•1 ,..,c:;A I fAII-A):t-,.,. ...,Y+ ft:l'll .. 'i~fo ,.... ,..,.,. ,..~ .. 

o·t. II +1 !I ,_ r. Rl t\.... ,.,_,.. m• 
~ rta;tii"'Ct- •~t:e IIA"!U1 ... AH-flt IIII..Uo 
<f1 .ta'JJJ.1'fA1 .... OC .ta1Ar'iA1 • 

rwud u JPJ,. •1. = 
Mf.IIOI.• 
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